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Address 
 

The first English edition of this wonderful volume – The Hesychast 
Medicine – is an editorial event in itself, first and foremost for the 
Hesychast vision that it embodies, and which, in this new translation, is 
allowed to reveal its deep, clear potential, thus opening Hesychasm 
towards a larger reception, but also to a more practical and fruitful, more 
creative assimilation. Of course, the title itself can challenge and surprise 
the reader, from the beginning, by associating medicine with a mystic 
Christian-Orthodox practice and experience such as Hesychasm, which is 
perhaps as yet mostly unknown to the public at large. We can assert that 
the present volume indeed facilitates this contact with Hesychasm or 
with the Hesychast mystic vision which circumscribes and penetrates this 
transposition into a novel form, with an interest in medicine. 

We can also assert, without restraint, that we are faced with a work, 
The Hesychast Medicine, which has all the coordinates of a pioneering act, 
a generous and fruitful one, quite surprising even for the Eastern 
Christian space. Actually, it is not hard to observe that there has not yet 
been, all through the history of the Christian Hesychasm, such an 
approach that would place medicine within a Hesychast vision, or would 
attempt an integrative configuration of some type of medicine according 
to the Hesychast model-icon. To be sure, so far there has been neither 
the appropriate mental, spiritual, cultural context, nor the scientific 
medical one for such an attempt of a reference, or for an opportune 
placing-viewing of medicine within such a perspective. 

We believe that the present approach, so specifically structured, 
articulated and clearly expressed, will indeed constitute a novelty, both 
for the reader who has spiritual concerns or even medical training, as well 
as for the one who finds himself/herself at the borderline or at the area 
of interference between science and religion/spirituality. We also believe 
that the attentive reader, whoever he/she might be, will be able to reach, 
in a clear way, the Hesychast sap which had generated and oriented the 
essence of this approach; it reveals, according to the spiritual vision of 
Hesychasm, an integrative model-sense of a (Hesychast) medicine, which 
proves itself to have features that clearly distinguish it from the 
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contemporary holistic beliefs which obviously reflect an altogether 
different paradigm-source than the Christian one. Thus, this Hesychast 
integrative vision promoted in these pages is indeed worth the attention, 
not only because of the novel approach it communicates, but especially 
due to the genuine depth of the Christian mystics it presents and it 
expresses in a unique and edifying manner. 

Without a doubt, the book presents us with a Hesychast perspective 
upon medicine. But, it is one that belongs to an authentic contemporary 
Hesychast, a genuine master of the practice of prayer, one who 
authentically lived the Hesychast experience of the “ceaseless prayer.” 
The present volume offers us a Hesychast vision on medicine, namely an 
original, personalized one. It is that of a Hesychast mystic father of great 
stature, Father Ghelasie (1944-2003) from the Frăsinei Monastery, the 
renowned Romanian monastic settlement, the one known as “A small 
Carpathian Athos.”     

Father Ghelasie’s work is by no means restricted to the present 
volume (The Hesychast Medicine), but it is much larger, more complex, 
and thematically varied. It contains other works as well which, in their 
turn, we believe, could be of real interest to those who wish to become 
acquainted with the specifically Hesychast Christian spirituality. We are 
now thinking not only of The Hesychast Medicine Recipes, a volume 
clearly following in the traces of The Hesychast Medicine, but also The 
Memories of a Hesychast, The Memories of the Origins, The Hesychast 
Practice, The Mystagogy of the Icon, Seeing in the Light of the Grace, The 
Mystic Experience of the Liturgy, In Search of a Christian Psychoanalysis, 
etc. Therefore, the publication of the English translation of The Hesychast 
Medicine is positively a welcome event as an occasion to access and to 
gain knowledge about this contemporary Hesychast perspective. 

As a last thought, we express our hope that whoever will read this 
volume extracted from the remarkable work of the Carpathian Hesychast 
from Frăsinei, printed now in a first English edition, will gain the joy of an 
authentic and surprising encounter with the Carpathian Hesychast 
spirituality whose richness is abundantly impregnated within these pages. 

the editor 
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The Hesychast medicine calls for a particular remembrance of the image 

of man – “image of creation” and “image of Creator,” in unamalgamated 
union, participation and communion – and reveals an authentically 
integrative, iconic, meaning of man’s health (as well, but not only), stating 
unequivocally that medicine cannot acquire an integral and integrative vision, 
genuinely and thoroughly holistic, except through the recovery of the image-
person, both the one pertaining to God and that of man. 

Thus, we discover a personal sort of medicine, of (Carpathian) Philokalic 
opening and orientation, a Hesychast medicine thus, which implies the 
awakening of the person’s integral conscience, the recalling – re-memoration 
of the (arch-) image of person, the engraving, penetration and activation of 
this memory of person into one’s soul and (then) into one’s body; health is 
assumed in iconic fashion through constant reference to the Image-Origin 
and searched, discovered, constantly acquired, (re)gained, as dynamic 
balance, through the image of the integral (integrative) positioning of the 
person within the participative context of the intertwinement and 
interposition of the Plenary-Integral Reality (Creator and creation). 

The Carpathian Hesychasm, within the horizon of the iconization of the 
integral reality, within the potentiality of the absolute unification–dialogue 
within/through the Christic Image-Body – of God as Trinity, with the “trinity of 
creation” (angels, nature, man), and in the sense of a comprehensive 
Hesychasm, not just that of the soul, but of the body as well, proposes, within 
a wider opening, from this specific perspective, (at the same time) practical 
guidelines and details of an integrative therapy, delineating without 
amalgamation, within a distinct whole, sacred-therapy, psychotherapy, 
dietotherapy, mobility-therapy; the health of the body appears consequently 
to be (also) linked with the health of the soul, it is circumscribed by an 
iconization-sacralization of the body and of the soul (of the entire person), it 
is part of an attempt of humanization of nature and, more profoundly, of 
deification-theosis of man/creation.  

In the perspective of the Carpathian Hesychasm, since man grows and 
nourishes in /from the Creator but, at the same time, in / from Creation, man 
becomes fulfilled-plenary in the image of this fruition of the union-
communion of these two, as Eucharist:  “The Image of Eucharistic Bread is the 
very Mystery of Man’s Fulfilment. And this Fulfilment is Christ. ” 

Hieromonk Neofit 
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Preface* 
 
 
Many events have been related lately and all of them 

have different claims for novelty and miracle. We are indeed 
in great need of Miracles. We are in the situation where only 
Miracle can save us from the great “downfall” . . .  Man has 
frenziedly believed that He himself holds in his own hands 
the miracle of his own life. Many people still delude 
themselves with this belief, only to be disappointed and to 
start looking for the True Miracle. Where is the Miracle and 
what does it consist of? 

Life is a Gift of Mystery not a consequence of Man’s 
Will. We receive Life from Beyond us and through others. 
Life is a Gift, and the Mastery over Life has a totally different 
meaning. Life has Mastery over us. Life is a Mystery which 
you receive and you Participate to Life to the degree in which 
you Open yourself up towards this Mystery. Life represents 
the Sacred Itself and whoever thinks he can Cheat It or 
desecrate It is grossly mistaken. Life is a Gift from God which 
we receive in a Sacred way and we Commune with it. Indeed, 
as Sons and Daughters of God’s Creation, Life represents the 
Nature of our Being as Creation but this essential Nature is a 
Gift, it does not happen by Itself. We do not exist by our own 
will but through our Creator and our Parents. Life is our 
essential Nature but it is not under our Mastery, only under 
the Mystery of the One who has Bestowed it upon us. That is 
why whoever Desecrates Life will be surprised to witness the 
Destruction of his own Life to death. 
                                                             
* The author’s original preface of the first edition of Medicina isihastă 
(1991). 
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We Receive Life, we believe it to be a Property we 
possess, but if we Empty it of Mystery and Sacredness, Life 
withers as if from a hidden disease. Mankind has reached a 
disastrous degree of Desecration of Life, Discarding of the 
Mystery of Life . . .  Life altered beyond its Normal Nature is 
destroyed . . .  Yes, Life has in itself the Miracle of Life, which 
is the Origin of our Life. We do not Master Life, instead we 
must Prostrate to It. 

The Origin of Life is Bestowal, and Living Life is 
Gratitude and the Sacred Gesture towards It. We must 
understand the Mystery of Life. Any Secularization of It 
Harms It. The Hesychast Medicine, our present Account, is 
shaped along this vision of the Mystery of Life. Whoever fails 
to understand Life as a Gift of Mystery, whoever fails to Live 
Life as a Mystery, whoever does not see Life as a Miracle will 
also discard any Account about the Sacredness of Life. The 
Mystery of Life is the Soul, just as the Mystery of the Soul is 
God. Only a Body with its Soul can be Alive (Living). And 
only a Soul United with God is a Soul full of Life. Hence, The 
Hesychast Medicine is a Double Medicine, of Soul and of Body 
in the Supra-Unity of Godhood Sacredness. Disease is an 
Abuse to Life. Who dares Mistreat Life? . . .  

And yet, We Ourselves commit the Horrible Sin of 
Killing Life . . .  The Sacred–Therapy is the Recovery of Life 
from the grip of Death. Disease is the grip of Death, which 
cannot be tolerated. Down with the Horrible Mask of Death 
from the Icon-Image of Life Itself! Let us return to the 
Sacredness of Life. Let us rediscover the Health and the 
Mystery of Life. We have come to consider Life as a mere 
Mechanism and nothing more, a Mechanism which we can 
alter according to desires and circumstance. It is not like that at 
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all. Life is a Sacred Mystery of a Language of Mystery beyond 
the secular Mechanism. One must understand that the 
Therapy of Disease is first and foremost the Re-sacralization of 
Life, the Re-discovery of the Sacred Language of Life, 
without which Life Refuses to Answer to our demands. 
Disease is not an energetic Chemism of Life but it is first and 
foremost a Desecration of Life’s Mystery Language which 
only then overthrows the energetic Chemism. The Reordering 
of the energetic Chemism can only be done through the 
Recovery of the true Language of the Mystery of Life. 

Life is not a Monologue but a Living Dialogue between 
Bestowal and Response at the same time. Life is the Mystery 
of the reciprocal Dialogue and Communication. Life is the 
Mystery of the Transcendental Dialogue. The Origin of 
Language is in the Mystery of the Dialogue of Life Itself. The 
Spirit is the Absolute Living1  precisely because it has the 
Language of the Spiritual Dialogue. Life is Sacred Language, 
first and foremost, and then it is Chemism. The Chemism is 
the Echo and the Energetic2, the Energy of the Mystery of the 
Language of Life Itself. God is Living (essence) and Life Itself 
has no Beginning and no End. Whoever falls from the 
Sacredness of the Language of Life Disregards God as well. 
This is the Key of the Hesychast Medicine as the Re-
discovery of the Sacred Language of Life which can Recollect 
the Order of Health in the Chemism of our Body. 
                                                             
1 Here, as in most of the instances in this book, Living is used as a 
noun as the Living. There are other occurrences throughout this 
book of adjectives used with a noun function. For a reminder of this 
reference, the translator took the liberty of adding a helping noun 
within brackets in some cases. (t. n.) 
2 Used also as noun. (t. n.) 
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The conventional Therapy of Secular Medicine seeks 
the Reinstatement of the energetic Chemism without the 
Science of the Mystery Language of Life, or without the 
profound knowledge of the Interactions that exist Beyond the 
Chemical processes. The Language of Life comes Before the 
Chemical one. It has been scientifically confirmed that 
Information comes Before Physical Mass. The Information 
contained within Matter is the Echo-Extension of the 
Language of the Soul-Spirit which, within Energies, becomes 
the Organizer of the Physical Chemism. The Living (essence, 
t.n.) Reveals Itself and it is Seen by the Living Itself, directly 
and without the Chemical Intermediary. The Chemism is 
Sign and Trace of the Language of the Living. Death and 
Disease come through Forgetting the Memories of the 
Language of Life. Health Returns through the Recalling of the 
Sacred Language of Life. 

We are attempting, in this account, The Hesychast Medicine, 
such a Sacred Therapy of Recollection of the Language of 
Life, which is Health in Itself. Let us try to Rediscover within 
Ourselves the Mystery of the Language of Life and we shall 
discover the Sacred Therapy of our Diseases. Let us Recover 
the Miracle of Life which we so urgently need. 

Life is Sacred Language and anyone who desecrates the 
Sacred Language becomes Life Killer. Beware of the Lures of 
the Tree of Death, of the Enticement of the Fall from Heaven, 
which Offers us the Horrid Knowledge of Disease and 
Suffering until the ultimate Unbearable Death. Devil, Curse 
Your Diabolical Knowledge of Disease, Suffering, and of the 
Perdition of Death! God does not Want the Knowledge of 
Death and Disease, that is why He is Asking you to Reject it. 
Do not Eat from the Tree of the Fall of Life into Death.  
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On this Diabolical Tree it is written “Do not Kill yourselves.” 
Suicide is the Sin of Eternal Hell. God, our Lord, how can it 
be that we ourselves would accept the Eternity of our own 
Hell? . . .  Let us Reject this Horrible Degradation. Let us Rise 
for Eternal Life which is the Essence of Existence. Life Itself is 
Alien to Disease-Suffering and Death. 

Life cannot be Killed and it Appears that Death still is a 
Spark of Life which, if you Rekindle, you Miraculously 
Return to Life. Rekindle your Last Little Spark of Life and the 
Smile of Life will Rise like a Life-Giving Sun. In the Light of 
the Sun everything Returns to Life. The Regeneration of our 
Life is within the Mystery of the Life which God Bestowed on 
us. Let us Use this Mystery as we would the Miraculous 
Medicine of our Recovery. We, those who are Ill, cannot be 
Picky, the Medicine must bring about the expected Result. 
Try and put to the test this Miraculous Remedy of the 
Hesychast Medicine. But be Honest and Fair with Yourselves. 
At least in Disease, let us be Honest with Ourselves. Wake up 
to the true Conscience without Subterfuge. Be Open to the 
Test of the Truth. Do not Refuse the Mystery and the Miracle. 
Our Secularized Existence is Regenerated, Returns to Life. 
We have Secularized ourselves to the point of Our De-
personalization. Supra-personalize Yourselves through the 
Mystery of Life. The Mystery is the Sacredness of Life.  
Re-Sacralise your Life and you will Rediscover Your Selves. 
You will also Recover Your Health. 

Some people, rather superficially, hold us culpable for 
making “some Christian Theosophy.” There are some Spiritual 
extremists holding on to an absolute Apophatism, who 
would not admit a single Word about the Mystery, and there 
are Materialist extremists who exclude any Trace of Mystery 
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in Science. In the authentic Christian vision, God is the 
Essential Being in Itself – Absolute Mystery but at the same 
time He is Revelation of Uncreated Energies Bestowed 
through Grace. The Being-Essence is the Apophatic and the 
Grace is the Cataphatic. 

This Double Archetype is Transposed in Us Creation as 
Soul-Mystery and Body-Discovery. We are Intertwinement-
Perichoresis Soul-Body, without Amalgamation. Western 
Theosophy is Pantheist, considering Energy as Emergence 
straight from Essence-Being – Mystery - God, therefore Creation 
is Direct Language-Expression of God as Being.  

In the authentic Christian Vision, Creation is not 
Pantheism-Emergence of God’s Manifestation but it is on the 
one hand Language of the Essential 3  Logos in Creative 
Transposition as Archetype, and on the other hand Manifes-
tation-Expression of God’s real and Objective Potency. The 
Christian God already has His Purely Godly Manifestation of 
Trinity in Itself, as Language of Absolute Trinity. The Creation 
is Transposition of This already Archetypal Language and, 
once again, it is as Transposition-Translation in a Creative 
Manner, since a New Being-Substance of Creation is being 
Created. The Essence of Creation is not God’s Being Itself, 
since God Can also Create a Being of Creation who can then 
engage in a Dialogue. The Creation is the Manifestation of 
Godhood Manifestation, hence the Existential Coexistence of 
God and of Creation. God’s Being is Permanent and the 
Being of Creation, Once Created, is also Permanent. 

                                                             
3 Essential and Existential are used with the meaning which the 
concept has in philosophy, related to the definition of the Being in 
Ontology. 
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The Fall does not Entail an Annihilation of the Being of 
Creation, but the Death-Separation from God’s Perfect Being-
Essence. Creation is Perfection of Creation as long as it 
Remains in the Creating Perfection of God, otherwise It Falls 
in Anti-God, in Imperfection. Death is not the Annihilation of 
the Existence of Creation but the Fall from Perfection into 
Imperfection, from Health into Disease-Death. 

The Authentic Christian Metaphysics is not Dualist  
(of two Opposing parts) nor is it Monist-Pantheist, it is of a 
Unique Reality but in Two Expressions, At Once Equal and 
unamalgamated. The Christian Philosophy is not the Greek 
Dualism of Spirit and Matter, but the Dichotomy Soul and 
Body, Being-Existence and Energies of Divine Grace. 

Anyone who knows at least a little Theology can make 
the distinction between Being-Spirit in Essence and the 
Energies of Movement of Being, these do not get amalgamated 
but are Related, not Substantially, but as Information and as 
correspondence of Language. In The Hesychast Ascetic 
Endeavors and The Hesychast Ascent we have attempted a 
deciphering along these lines. Matter is not the Opposite of 
Spirit, instead, it is the Radiance-Grace not of the Spirit Itself 
but of the Living (essence) of the Movement of Spirit. 

The Being-Spirit is the Existential Substance in Itself, 
with Language-Life in Itself, which, due to the Existential Life 
of the Being Itself, also Miraculously Emanates an Energetic 
Semi-Substance, the Energetic Grace which is the Archetype 
of Creation, which takes the Shape of Matter. Matter is the 
Equivalence of God’s Grace in Creation. The Divine Grace 
Energies are not Emanated from the Being Itself as 
Transformation of Being in Energies, but it is Emanated from 
the Movements of the Being. The Divine Grace is not Being-
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Essence, but it is Movement of the Movement of the Being. 
The Holy Grace is not Essential Substance but Semi-Substance 
of Movement which is already Essential. Grace is not the 
Movement of the Being Itself, but it is the Radiance of the 
Essential Movement which is Beyond Grace, as Pneuma 
(Duh)4. The Movement of the Being Itself is Essential (Duh) 
Pneuma, which is not Energy but Pneuma-Being. The 
Pneuma-Being as Movement of the Being becomes then the 
Source of the Energetic Movements which are no longer 
Spirit but Energies of Movement of Pneuma. Our Body is not 
the Opposite of the Soul, nor is it Soul transformed into 
Energies, but it is Energies of Movement of Soul. 

That is why Pantheism is completely rejected by the 
authentic Christian Metaphysics. Matter is Image-Icon 5  of 
Grace, Radiance of Movement of Spirit, it is not the Opposite 
of Spirit, nor is it Consubstantial with it, since Being is essence 
of Spirit, while Matter is essence of Energies of Movement of 
Spiritual Being. As Reality in Itself, the Being-Spirit is the 
                                                             
4  The syntagm ‘Holy Spirit’ has two equivalent expressions in 
Romanian, a Slavonic and a Latin one, Sfântul Duh, and respectively 
Sfântul Spirit. Because in Father Ghelasie’s work Duh, pronounced 
[du:h],  and Spirit have distinct meanings, we have chosen, as a 
solution for the English translation, to use the Greek word 
‘Pneuma’. As an example, we have Father Ghelasie’s Triad of Soul:  
Self-Conscience, Spirit (Pneuma)-Memory-Movement of Soul and 
Spirit-Language (Logos of the Soul).  
5 In Romanian ‘chip’, pronounced [kip]  – translated here as Image – 
beside the meaning of image, also holds essentially the meaning of 
face, among many other possible, conceptually related meanings, 
such as likeness, as appearance, as symbol (in the form of), (face) 
expression, etc. (t. n.). ‘Chip’ can also be Icon. 
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True Substance, whereas the Energies are merely a Relative 
Semi-Substance which Emanates from the Movements of the 
Substance in Itself. Relativity is not Imperfection, as we may 
Think, but it is Energy of Movement of Permanent Spirit. The 
Energies as Grace of Movement are not the Contrary of the 
Being-Spirit, but they are the Relative6 of the Movement of 
Spirit and not of the Spirit of Permanence Itself.  

The Spirit has a Triple-Movement in Itself, Rest, 
Movement, Repose, through the Three Permanencies of the 
Spirit-Being: Conscience, Pneuma, Spirit Language. The 
Movements of the Being (Essence) are within the Triad of the 
Living (essence) of Being. Thus, the Divine Grace Energies 
are directly Determined by the Movements of the Pneuma 
Being. The Energies Emerge from the Being and Return in the 
Movements of the Being, hence the mentioned Relativity. But 
this is not the Opposite of the Spirit. The Fall from the 
Heaven-Perfection brings Contrariety. In Heaven, Adam Saw 
God at once with his Soul and his Body. So, Normally, the 
Seeing (ability, t.n.) of the Soul is at the same time with the 
Seeing (capacity, t.n.) of the Body and they are by no means 
in reciprocal Annihilation. We, because of the Fall from 
Heaven, have become Blind in our Soul, so we Believe that 
the Body is to Blame for Casting a Shadow over the Soul. The 
Blindness of the Soul is to Blame, not our Body’s Matter. It is 
true that the Body’s Matter Opposes the Seeing of the Soul, 
because after the Fall from Heaven the Body became 
Independent from the Soul. The Body sank into Bodily 
Passions which are Repelled by the Soul, hence the Body’s 
Fear of the Seeing (ability) of the Soul. After all there is a 
                                                             
6 Used as a noun here (t. n.). 
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Coexistence at the same time between the Seeing of the Soul 
and the Seeing of the Body, in Harmony, that of the Soul as 
Essential Seeing and that of the Body as Seeing of Movement 
of the Soul, as Prolongation-Radiance even Beyond the Soul. 
The Seeing of the Soul in the Seeing of the Body emerges 
even over the Soul, and the Seeing of the Body emerges in the 
Seeing of the Soul also Beyond the Body, as reciprocal 
Transcendence without reciprocal Annihilation and 
Contrariety. The Fall has bred Enmity between Soul and 
Body to the point of reciprocal Annihilation-Killing.   

Western Theosophy has a High Ideal but it fell from the 
pure Mystic 7  into a crossover Occultism and from pure 
Science into an Evolutionist Semi-Materialist Science. 

Theosophists attempt a Scientific Religion and a 
Religious Science. We are asking you not to confuse this with 
our attempt for an Authentic Christian Mystic Approach and 
for an authentic Christian Understanding. Furthermore, we are 
attempting a Mystic of Language, as Language deciphering, 
whence Theology would then derive from. God Reveals 
Himself as Language of Being (Essence) so that we can talk 
about God who Remains Mystery in Itself. Some theologians 
are very apprehensive of Science as De-sacralization of the 
Mystery, just as some people fear Religion as mystification . . .  
In the Christian view the Mystery resides within the Revelation 
of the Holy Spirit and within the Christic Language. 
Therefore, there is, in Christianity, an Entwinement between 
Religion and Science, between Soul and Body, between 
Mystery and Revelation, between Being and Divine Grace 
Energies. But the Christian Science is not Amalgamation-
                                                             
7 Used as a noun here (t. n.). 
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Syncretism, but an Equal Dialogue, Coexisting and 
Unamalgamated.  

Christianity is not a Philosophical or Religious System 
but Vision in its perpetual Disclosure-Revelation. The 
Christian Revealed Dogma does not represent a System-
Closing but Definition in Disclosure. Christian Knowledge is 
Disclosure-Revelation in Definition, it is Mystery in various 
Definition Modes which Accentuate even further the Mystery 
as Mystery. God the Father, the Holy Ghost, and the Son are 
Absolute Definitions of the Absolute Mystery, not as a 
Closing of Mystery but as Disclosure of Absolute Mystery in 
Definitions which are also Absolute, as Absolute Disclosures. 
Hence the Christian Trinity as: God the Father-Mystery-
Absolute Seeing; God the Holy Spirit-Knowledge-Insight-
Revelation; God the Son Logos-Language-Identification. This 
is the Grammar of the Christian Logic (see The Triads from 
The Memories of a Hesychast, chap. 8).  

Thus, the Mystery-Mystic tradition is in Coexistence 
and Equality with the Science-Knowledge and with the 
Language-Identification. Hence, the Trinity at once and 
unamalgamated of the Christian Knowledge as Mystic 
tradition, Metaphysics, and Theology. Christian Knowledge 
is not arrived at in Theosophical-Dualist style but it is 
Trinity-Uniqueness, One and Multiple at the same time, 
unamalgamated and never one in the absence of the other. 
Theosophy is Pantheist, Monologue, and Absorption of the 
Multiple in the Absolute Singularity. In the authentic 
Christianity, there is Dialogue-Coexistence between Creator 
and Creation, without amalgamation and absorption, but as 
Transfiguration-Perpetuation One in the Other, without the 
annihilation of anyone.  
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We are urging you to make an effort and to Acquire 
this authentically Christian Trinitarian Logic and in this way 
you will never confuse Christianity with other Systems of 
Knowledge. We do not create Dispute between Systems, we 
Decipher Christianity from the Multitude of Systems precisely, 
lest a falsified Christianity might be amalgamated with the 
“Western Mystic-Philosophical” Syncretism. Orthodox Chris-
tianity, as opposed to the Catholic and Protestant Christianity, 
is Preserved Pure and Unamalgamated with the Greek 
Aristotelian Philosophical Dualism, or with the Oriental 
Mystic-Metaphysics which has entered of late in the West. 
Western Science is presently Greek Philosophy, Oriental 
Evolutionism and Western Mechanics. It is a kind of Religion 
of the Spirit with a God-Principle transposed into a Physical-
Chemical Mechanics.  

In this approach, The Hesychast Medicine, we attempt a 
Re-Sacralization of the Mechanism of Science. A Science of 
only the Energies-and-Matter without the Mystery of the 
Spiritual Objective 8  constitutes Knowledge without the 
Sacred-Mystery. Christianity speaks about a Language of the 
Spirit Beyond the Language of the Matter. This is where 
Science Closes itself up, would not Admit the Language of 
the Spirit, claiming that the Language of the Spirit is the 
Matter itself. The Christian Vision affirms that the Language 
of the Spirit is Separate, and the Archetypes of Language of 
the Spirit Itself are then Transposed-Translated also in 
Energetic-Material Language. Hence the assertion of 
Christianity as Science-Knowledge of the Soul distinguished 
from that of the Matter-Body. The Soul has a Science of the 
                                                             
8 Used as noun here (t. n.). 
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Soul but Linked to that of the Body. The Science of the Soul is 
Mystic tradition and Religion.  

Upon this very Foundation do we make an 
Intertwinement of the Science of the Soul in Relation to a 
Medical Science of Body-energies. Saint Nicodemus the 
Athonite, in his books Unseen Warfare and On Guarding the 
Five Senses, attempts to make such an Intertwinement. In 
Philokalia as well, they talk about a Science of the Soul, even 
an Art of the Science of the Soul, as the Spiritual Gift of 
Confession and Absolution for the healing of the Soul, in 
Concert with the matters of the Body, which has its specific 
Science. 

We are not designing a novel Invention, yet we are 
attempting a Translation into a modern Language within the 
context of today’s Culture. The Christian Gnosis in the Mystic 
Sense is Ritual-Praise and Chanting of the Mystery. The 
Christian Science is “the Ritual Chanting of the Divine 
Mystery” which Descends in Revelation.  

We urge you to understand what the Christian Science 
is. It is Mystery in Ritual-Science. The Laws of Matter and the 
physical Chemism are the Ritual of God’s Mystery which 
Reveals Itself in Creation. Thus, Science in the authentic 
Christian sense is “Sacred Ritual,” not de-sacralized Mechanics. 
Thus, Hesychast Medicine is a Sacred Therapy of the Mystery 
of God and of Soul, Descending, in Revelation of Energies-
Body. Disease is the De-sacralization of the Mystery whereas 
recovery is Re-sacralization, the Return to Mystery. The Soul 
undergoes De-sacralization through not-loving God, through 
the Separation from God, whereas the Body is subject to De-
sacralization by Forgetting about the Soul and of the Order of 
the Divine Grace residing in the Energies of the Body. That is 
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why we highlight what the Language of the Soul Consists of, 
as Science of the Soul (see The Memories of a Hesychast and The 
Hesychast Ascent) so that we can Recover the Soul’s Health 
destroyed by Sin. Also, through this book, The Hesychast 
Medicine, we make the Intertwinement between Soul and 
Body. Thus, we attempt a Full Account of our Existence. We 
urge you not to rush into superficial appraisals. Try as 
candidly as you can to see things through this Vision too and, 
if indeed it proves practical and efficient, use it.     

 
Ghelasie Gheorghe 

November, 1991 
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The Hesychast Medicine 
Sacred Therapy 

 
1 

 
A. Origin 
Medicine as Origin exists within the essential Order of 

existence. In the Christian vision, we creation are double 
reality, as Soul and as Body. The Soul is after the Image of 
God and the Body is after the Image of our Soul. Through our 
Soul, the Image of God is translated-transposed also in the 
Image of Creation. This is how we have God within us and at 
the same time we are pure Creation distinguished from Him, 
the Creator.  

We have the Divine Nature (Essence)-Order within us, 
but translated at the same time in Nature and Order of 
Creation specifically. That is why the Divine Order is the 
Bedrock and foundation of the Order of Creation. We are not 
enchained in the Divine Order, but we have it as a Nature 
within ourselves, as Sons of Creation of God. 

This is how we Creation have Those Pertaining to God 
in the depth of our Nature. Our Healthy Nature is in 
Resemblance with the Divine Order. By comparison with the 
Divine Order, we can see for ourselves to what extent we are 
Healthy or Sick. We are Healthy only if we maintain ourselves 
within the Natural (essential) Order which God ingrained in 
us. If we depart from this Natural Order, we fall into Disease. 
We must be Free within our Nature, not within something 
which is Against Nature. Disease is Freedom Against our 
normal Nature. What Freedom is that which Makes us Sick? . . .  
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To Choose Disease is Bondage, not Freedom. 
Consequently, the Origin of Medicine is within the Natural 
Order-Freedom of our Reality, which is Health itself. The 
True Medicine is Health, not Disease. Disease adds Therapy 
to Medicine, the art of Healing Diseases. Disease is the 
Conflict between our Healthy Nature and Other destructive 
Abnormal Natures. Since we are Double reality as Soul and 
Body, that would mean that Disease is Double, of Soul and of 
Body, upset of Order in the Soul and upset of Order in the 
Body. 

Along these lines we can talk of a Sacred Medicine and 
of a Sacred Therapy. Disease is departure-exiting from the 
Natural-Divine Order, so it is also Detested by God Himself. 
God is the Image of Absolute Health. Disease stands Against 
God’s Image. The Devil makes himself the first Sick entity by 
opposing God.    

Disease starts with this Fall of Creation from the 
Heavenly Nature of Eden. 

 
B. Sacred Therapy 
Start the Sacred Therapy in this moment. The first step 

is to evaluate to what extent you are still Healthy in Soul and 
Body. Do not conceal your Diseases, small and insignificant 
as they may be. Disease is a friendly Thief who stalks you 
ceaselessly. Look first into your Soul and see what Abnorma-
lities have arisen. Our Soul is our Sacred Reality, where 
Conscience-Love and all that is pure and noble reside.  

In the Christian vision, the Soul is Image of God as 
Trinity Father - Holy Spirit - Son. That is why our Soul is 
Trinity Image in Itself. It is Self-Conscience, it is Pneuma-
Movement of Conscience and it is Spirit-Language of 
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Conscience. Our Soul is our very Essence-Being which in 
another translation means Love - Devotion - Self-Giving, 
Love being Conscience in Itself, Devotion-Love being the 
Memory-Movement of Love, and Self-Giving being the 
Language-Discourse of Love.  

Try to ascertain how much Love and Self-Giving you 
are capable of. How much Hatred has emerged within you? .. . 
How much Egotism has started to get a hold of you? Figure 
out also to what extent is your Body healthy compared to 
your Soul? The Body is the Extension of the Movements of 
the Soul. The Love in the Soul makes itself Will of the Mind 
in the Body. The Devotion-Love of Soul makes itself 
Sensibility-Affection, and the Self-Giving of Soul makes itself 
Organic Necessities in the Body. 

We, after the Fall of Creation from Heaven, have 
Forgotten the Soul and we replace the Love-Conscience of 
Soul with material Egotistic Attractions. Find out to what 
extent you have the Will towards the Good things. To what 
extent do you give in to harmful Pleasures? . . .  Do you allow 
yourself to be enslaved only by the Organic Senses? . . .  Do 
your Organs function normally or abnormally? …  

The Health of the Body resides in the Health of the 
Mind, of the Senses and of the Functions of the Body. The 
health of the Soul resides in the Sacred Order of Love, 
Devotion, and Self-Giving of the Conscience of Soul. Hatred-
Enmity-Vengeance to the point of Murder are the Beginning 
of the Sickness of the Soul. Desire - Self-Gratification - Satisfying 
the pleasures represent the beginning of the Diseases of the 
Body. The Soul is Spirit and Pneuma, Joy - Serenity - Peace, 
Love – Devotion - Self-Giving, whereas the Body is Pleasure -
Desires - Self-gratification, Pain - Suffering - Torment harm. 
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These are the Two Sacred-Therapies of the Hesychast Medicine, 
the Sacred Therapy of Soul and the Sacred Therapy of Body. 
Start both Sacred-Therapies right in this moment. 

 
2 

 
A. Existence         
We exist, we are, we live. Moreover, we are aware of 

this. They say that we actually exist to the extent to which we 
are aware. We have, in our nature, the need to know 
ourselves and everything that surrounds us. We are not 
trying to develop a Philosophy here, but we cannot set out on 
the path of Christian Sacred Medicine without some key 
Reference Points.  

We are Existence Created by A Creator-Maker through 
whom we are brought to existence. The Holy Scripture says 
that there is a Unique Absolute Existence, God the Uncreated 
One. Our Logic is looking for a beginning for everything. God 
is the Beginning of all and beyond Him there is still Him, as 
He is the One Beyond any Beginning. God is the Beginning. 

In the Holy Scripture, God Names Himself “the One 
Who Is and the One Who Sees all.” Thus, He is Existence Itself, 
Beginning beyond all beginning and the absolute Totality of 
Existence. God is not inside an Infinite Space, like some thing 
inside the Space, God is the Space Itself, as He is Larger than 
Space and the infinite Space itself is contained in God. Space 
is not An Emptiness-Void wherein there is also God Himself, 
but within God, the Absolute One, there is Everything, 
within Him there is the Space and all existence. The Empty 
Space does not exist, Emptiness only exists after the 
Creation’s Fall from Heaven as Separation-Lack of God.  
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The Creation, Breaking-up from God, Finds Itself in 
Emptiness-Void. Adam and Eve see-find themselves Naked-
Empty after the Sin from Heaven. The Whole Infinite and 
Space is, after all, God the Complete One and we, as creation, 
are within God’s Completeness-Plenitude. This Absolute 
Complete Space is God, the One in His Trinity, in the 
Christian Vision.  

The non-Christians see God as a Being without a Form, 
rather A Divine Principle who would possess the Miracle to 
Pull, out of Itself, a World of Expression-Manifestation as so-
called Creation. Hence the non-Christian Pantheism, which 
claims that we are the same with the God’s Being who 
Dreams himself in a Multitude of Forms of Creation and who 
would then trace back the way to the Returning - Absorption 
in the Unique Being.  

In the Christian Vision, God is a Being that is Absolutely 
Alive as Trinity of Persons Who have, in themselves, Life-
Conscience and Living-Participation which is purely Godly. 
It is natural that the Godly Being (Essence) should have 
similarly a Godly Life, not a Life of a Contrary Creation. That 
is why, in Christianity, the Life of the Godly Being is distinct 
from the Life of the Creation. God Exudes-Overflows as 
Image-Model in the Being of Creation, which is thus a Reality 
apart, in Itself. The Creation is in the Space of God’s Being-
Essence, through God’s Being. 

God objectively Creates, not only imagines or Dreams, 
the way some people claim. God, the Absolute Being through 
Himself, is the Spiritual Substance in Itself. The Spiritual 
Essential Substance is first and foremost Unique and has 
Complete Self-Awareness, all at once Conscience, all at once 
Movement, and all at once Discourse-Speech, all at once 
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Living; does not Move in parts, on varied modes of intensity, 
being totally Uniform in Itself. Moreover, they say that This 
Spiritual Essential Substance is Trinity in Itself and outside 
Itself, within a Unique One-in-Essence, as in Three Modes of 
self at once, which neither amalgamate nor separate, but are 
Intertwined, a Fact which confers It Life and purely 
Existential Personal Living.  

Thus, the Absolute Spiritual Essential Substance God is 
Existence in Itself, whose Image-Form we, the Fallen ones, 
can no longer conceive. It is only Revealed to us that It is the 
Real Image of Existence in Itself through whose Image then 
all the other Images of Existence are. Our Soul is also in the 
Same Image Model, as Created Spiritual Essential Substance, 
which is thus Spiritual Triadic Image, Image-Form of Soul 
with: Form of Conscience, and Content of Pneuma-Memory, 
and Spiritual Language-Spirit.  

This is how our Soul has a Certain Form of a Certain 
Personal Conscience, with a Content of a Certain Pneuma-
Memory and a Certain Spirit-Language. And, due to this 
Image-Form of Soul, there is also a Certain Image-Form of 
Body, the Form of Conscience being the Mind and the Head, 
the form of Pneuma-Memory being the Movements of 
Energies and the Torso, whereas the Spirit-Language of Soul 
being translated as Organic Functions, Hands, Legs and the 
Language of the Mouth. Hence the Link between Soul and 
Body, the Body being the Extension in Material Energies of 
the Image-Form of Soul which is Beyond Matter. 

As far as the Hesychast Medicine is concerned, we 
depart thus from these Accounts as a Re-Identification of our 
Existence. We, first and foremost, must know “what we are.” 
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The Medicine of the Soul is the Medicine of the Diseases of 
the Soul whereas the Medicine of the Body is the Medicine of 
the Diseases of Body-Energies. We must Reawaken-Revive in 
ourselves the Conscience of Soul through which we can 
really Intervene in the Soul. At the same time, we need a 
Science of the Body so that we may know how to Intervene in 
the Body and in this way to be able to make a Harmonization 
between Soul and Body.  

Our Body is not Alien to our Soul, but it is the Energetic 
Prolongation-Radiance of our Soul. Where there is a Healthy 
Soul there is also a Healthy Body. Our Body is the 
Adornment of our Soul or it is the Shame of our Sinful and 
decayed Soul. 

 
B. Sacred Therapy 
Sacred Therapy means Double Therapy-Healing through 

Soul and Body. Sacred Therapy is close to Religion, which is 
why less religious people will reject this Hesychast Medicine. 
Regardless of our religious beliefs, we all must be Candid 
Searchers of the Truth.  

The Soul is not an Invention-illusion but more and 
more it proves itself to be an Undeniable Reality. Many 
people at a certain point no longer necessarily deny the Soul, 
but attempt a Breaking-Separation of the Soul from Religion. 
Many people come to consider the Soul a Spiritual Principle, 
Divine but Conventional-Impersonal, a kind of Cosmic 
Mental (principle, t.n.) . . .  In our approach, we neither wish 
to create disputes nor do we make an apology.  

The Hesychast Medicine is a Christian Sacred Therapy 
and consequently we Relate everything within the Christian 
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Vision. So let us Begin with the Re-Identification of our 
Existence. The Reanimation of the Conscience of the Soul is 
the first step in Sacred Therapy. If you want to Heal the 
Diseases of both the Body and of the Soul, you must start At 
Once on Two Front lines, through the Conscience of the Soul 
and through the Science of the Body.  

Do not perplex yourself with all types of Philosophies 
and conceptions. Start directly and unequivocally. We are 
Soul and Body, in Intertwinement. The Soul is our true 
Living (essence, t.n.) and the Living of the Body exists on 
account of the Living of the Soul. However, the Body and the 
Soul Influence each other, the Disease of the one influencing 
the other. Generally, as we forget about the Soul, we believe 
that Medicine is only for the Body. We want simple remedies, 
medication, mechanical methods . . .  We must understand that 
we are a complex of a Reality of Soul and Body.  

The True Medicine is an Integral Medicine of the Soul 
and of the Body. Just one part is insufficient and incomplete. 
Those who want an Alleviation of the Serious Diseases must 
Search, in all Honesty, this Integral Medicine, which is a 
Double Medicine. Start then with the Re-Identification of 
your own existence. Do not Forget the Soul. The Body and 
the Soul in Intertwinement are our Living Entirety. Make 
sure you try to discover your mistakes of the Soul and Body 
which have become sources of Diseases. Try to realize how 
vital it is to distinguish Right from Wrong, Health from 
Disease, the normal from the abnormal.  
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3 
 

A. The Trinity of Creation 
The Integral Hesychast Medicine is trying to put back 

together the true Reality, the way God Created it before the 
fall from Eden which caused alterations and distortions. God 
Fashioned A Perfect Creation. What we are now, at this 
point, is a Creation which Changes itself and engenders an 
Abnormal Experience at the Cost of some degree of Suffering. 

Consequently, we need to Re-Identify ourselves, to 
Remember ourselves so that we can Revert to the true Image. 
We will briefly give some points of Reference in the Christian 
vision. As God, The Creator, is Himself Trinity, so His 
Creation is also Trinity. Thus, Creation is One, but within 
Three Types of Creation, as Angels, Nature, Man.  

In the Christian Mystic tradition, it is believed that 
Angels are Creation’s Correspondence to the Logos-Sprit-Son 
of God, Nature is the correspondence to the Holy Spirit - Life 
Itself, and Man is the Correspondence to God, The Father, 
The Full Conscience. Hence, each Creation, from these Three 
Types of Creation, has an Image in Analogy with the Image 
of the Trinitarian Godly Persons.  

The Angels are the Heavenly Intelligent Spirits, consi-
dered by some as “Aliens,” who sometimes appear to people, 
and about whom the ancient histories relate. The Angels, as 
first Creation, split into Good Angels and Demon Angels, 
after the Fall of the Angels, which had taken place before the 
Creation of Nature and of Man.  

Nature is the second Type of Creation, as Image of the 
Holy Spirit Life, whence came all the Forms of Nature as Life. 
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Nature is not just the Earth, our planet, but all the Material 
Cosmos with all its Planets and Galaxies.  

Man is the third Type of Creation. In Man, all Creation 
is United together with the Angels and with nature, without 
Amalgamation, just as in God-The-Father the Trinity is United, 
consequently, Man is the Full Conscience of Creation.  

The Hesychast Medicine takes into account This Trinity 
of Creation, these Types of Creation which are Intertwined, 
without blending into one another. We are in Connection 
with Nature and the Angels. We do not go into more detail at 
this point. But we must be aware that we are a Unity of 
Creation and, if we ever break out from It, Illness follows.  

As Integral Hesychast Medicine, we need to Awaken 
our Cosmic Conscience first. Each of us is in complete 
Connection with the whole Existence. Creation, after the Fall 
from Eden, has Lost this Cosmic Conscience and, because of 
this Forgetfulness, alterations occur in the Order of Creation 
which generate serious Diseases. We must understand that 
each of us is Equal with All and that we Influence each other. 
We exist within the general Context of existence, both as 
Souls and as Energies-Body, we do not exist randomly. 

We need to Awaken to the Awareness that we are 
Beings, Children of God, and not mere Creatures resembling 
leaves on water . . .  In order to begin a Sacred Medicine, we 
need to Rediscover our Real Identity and doing that is not 
just a matter of Self-Suggestion Psychotherapy but a Real 
Objectivity. We are truly Immortal Beings and we need to 
Regain this Awareness. If we know who we are, then we also 
know what we need to do. 
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B. Sacred Therapy 
As a start, we set out on the path of the Sacred Healing 

by becoming Aware that we are God’s Creation, in His 
Image. We are a Unique Created Reality but in Double 
Opening, as Soul and as Body-energies. We exist within a 
Complex of Triple Creation, Angels-Nature-Man.  

Through these points of Reference, we take the first 
Step to the Re-Identification of our Existence, which Awakens 
our Conscience and our Strength to Rise Above our Own 
nothingness and weaknesses, above our Mistakes, for which 
we start to feel Shame and which we feel we do not want 
anymore.  

We are the Children of Creation of a Perfect and 
Absolute God and we must be worthy of this Origin. Disease 
is a degradation which Separates us both from God, as well 
as from the other Creations. Disease Deprives us of the 
Magnificence of a Godly Life. We must rise to the superior 
Desire-Longing of Becoming Healthy again. It is the first Step 
on the path of the Sacred Healing of the Integral Hesychast 
Medicine.  

It is a Shameful thing to be Ill. And if you are Ill, it is 
even more Shameful not to Want to become Healthy. How 
can one let oneself be overwhelmed by Illness like a Damned 
and Despairing person, or even like a Suicidal person? No! 
Disease is abnormal and being complacent in Disease 
represents a Degradation of Conscience which verges on 
Crass Ignorance. Disease is Alien to our Reality and, if we 
must Bear it, let us not see it as implacable Destiny. Even if 
you go through a Disease, you must know that you are, 
Essentially, a Healthy Whole, for this is the only way in 
which A True God can Create.  
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Disease is our separation from the Godly Order within 
Us. Let us Re-enter the Godly Order and the disease will start 
to recede. We must acquire Power over the disease. The 
Power comes from our being Conscious that we are in fact 
Healthy, but our Mistakes have brought us the Disease.  

When you feel the Power of This Awareness, the 
Disease already starts to Heal, because you do not Want to 
repeat the Mistakes which maintain the Disease. The first 
Sacred Cure is the Healing Power of Conscience. Some 
people call it Faith. Faith, however, exists only on the 
foundation of a Deep Essential Conscience, it is not just an 
Informational and Volitional Attitude. The people of true 
Faith are the possessors of a Deep Conscience inside their 
Soul, not just a surface belief. The Power of Faith is your own 
Conscience Awakened inside of you. Only if you have a 
Conscience of the Soul can you have God-Bestowed-Faith. 
Receive within yourself the Divine Conscience that you are 
Essentially Healthy and the Disease is an abnormal Addition 
occurred by your Straying from the normal Course.  

Many of us are Powerless “to Heal ourselves.” We do 
not have the Will-Power of Healing within us. It is a 
tremendous advantage to Feel the Power that you can Heal 
yourself. The Soul has Power through its Deep Conscience 
and the Mind of the Body has Will through this Power of the 
Soul’s Conscience. That is why you need first to Awaken the 
Soul’s Conscience, in order to be able to receive the Will of 
the Mind of the Body-Energies.  

From the point of view of the Christian Mystic 
tradition, the Soul has more than the Will, it has the Power of 
Conscience, which represents the Ensemble of all the Wills at 
once. The transposition into the Body of the Power of 
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Conscience is the Will of the Mind. In order to acquire the 
Will of the Mind, you need first to have the Power of the 
Soul’s Conscience.  Those who Get Back the Power of the 
Soul’s Conscience truly empower themselves with Will, 
which then gives the Mind of the Body the Determination to 
make unrelenting efforts against Diseases.  

Our resistance to Diseases is precisely this deep Will of 
our Mental which is practically translated as an Immune 
Defence System. When the Inner Strength weakens, Disease 
appears. Will is a Psychic-Mental Cure of tremendous value, 
which is increasingly taken into consideration. Will is not 
mere Psychotherapy, it is in effect a true foundation layer of 
the organic processes. In this way, you can Rediscover within 
you the Power of your Soul’s Conscience so that you can later 
have the necessary Will to withstand abnormal attacks. 

 
4 

 
A. Soul and Body Configuration  
The Christian Vision upon our Reality is clear and 

simple. God is the Only Absolute Being as Opening of Three 
Hypostases At Once, from whose Movements the Divine 
Grace Uncreated Energy is Emanated. We, Creation, take 
after this Image-Archetype as Soul and Energies of Soul 
which, in the translation of the Creation process, become 
Body. The Soul is the Created Spiritual Essential Substance, 
Alive and fully Aware, with Movements and Language 
purely of the Soul.  

After the Fall of Creation from Heaven, we have 
Forgotten about the Soul, only remembering It as Some 
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Unseen Inner Thing. In essence, the Soul is our true reality 
and the Body exists only because of It. The Saints tell us that 
the Soul too has a clear and Personal Spiritual Form. The 
Mystics say that It is a “Mini-Personal Trinity” after the 
Image of the Divine Trinity.  

Thus, our Soul too has a Certain Spiritual Form of 
Conscience, It has a Pneuma of Memory-Movement and a 
Spirit of Language-Speaking of Soul. The Soul’s Pneuma has 
the capacity to Expand from the Soul and outside the Soul, 
and thus communicates with other Souls, a Participation out 
of which It then Gains Knowledge of them. Some people 
consider that the Soul is a Unique Monad which might 
posses some Powers of the Soul.  

The Mystic tradition maintains that the Soul is Real and 
from Three Kinds of Permanence at once, Conscience - Spirit 
(Pneuma) - Spirit (Logos of the Soul). The Soul is, 
consequently, One in Three Extensions of Itself at once and 
never in the Absence of any of the three.  

Thus, our Soul is Likeness of Trinitarian Godly Image 
but, at the same time, Translated-Transposed in Reality of 
Creation. Precisely because of This Trinitarian Mystery of 
Created Soul, our Soul too is a Complete Being (Essence) 
capable of Conscience, Movement and pure Language of 
Soul. The powers of the Soul are not these three types of 
Permanence Themselves, but Forms of Movement of these 
Three Forms of Permanence of Soul.  

Thus, the Soul’s Conscience has a multitude of Powers 
of Conscience of the Soul, and the Pneuma, likewise, has a 
whole range of Powers of Soul Pneuma, just as the Spirit of 
the Language of the Soul has diverse Powers of Speaking of 
the Soul. But all these Powers are Intertwined and Equal, and 
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all at once. The Mystery of our Soul’s Life is indeed a Deep 
Mystery in Resemblance-Likeness of the Mystery of the 
Godly Trinity; that is where the Soul’s Connection with God 
comes. After the Fall of Creation from Heaven, we forgot 
about the Soul which turns Blind and is left only with its 
Unseen Inner Movements.  

We do not attempt to make Philosophy or Religion 
here, we only record the Christian Vision about our Reality, 
so that we can Understand the nature of the Connection 
between Soul and Body. Medicine needs a science through 
whose means we can act. Thus, our Body is not an Accident, 
but it is built according to our Soul and to the Soul’s Image. If 
the Soul is an Image of Trinity in itself, then the Body too has 
a Trinitarian Image. Hence the Analogical Correspondence 
between Body and Soul, as Relationship of Image. Our Body 
is itself a Unique Body but with Three Corporal Energetic 
Extensions at the same time which do not amalgamate but 
remain Three Equal Types of Permanence in Intertwinement-
Perichoresis,  like the Three Openings-Extensions of a Unique 
Body which appears to be in Three Bodies but it is still only 
One Body. Some mystics consider these Three Corporal 
Extensions as Three Successive Bodies-Layers.  

In the Christian vision, the Trinity has an Indestructible 
Unity, it has the Mystery of a Trinity which can never 
separate and can never amalgamate, as a Unity in Three 
Extensions which never gets absorbed into One, and never 
breaks into Three, the Three principle representing Three 
Transpositions of One, as Forms of the Same One, as One in 
Three and Three in One.  

That is why the Mystery of the Soul is the Mystery of 
the Trinitarian Godly Image. And the Mystery of the Body is 
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the Mystery of the Soul’s Trinity. Only through this Perspective 
can we understand the Integral Hesychast Medicine with its 
Sacred-Therapy.  

The Medical Science Speaks about an organic Anatomic 
Body which has, at the same time, some Organic Functions 
and a certain Nervous System. We cannot speak about our 
Body as merely made of Physical Organs, without their 
general complex. In this perspective, the Body’s Trinity is 
acknowledged by Science. Physics also considers Matter to be 
Information-Energy-Mass. Psychology likewise, considers our 
Individuality as Mental-Sensations-physical Organs. Science 
wants to turn Matter into a Self-Reliant Substance which 
needs no Spirit, and to turn the Body into a Soulless 
Complex. . . But reality proves that without Spirit and without 
Soul there is no physical existence. 

 
B. Sacred-Therapy   
Our Body is an Energetic Triad in direct correspon-

dence with the Triad of Soul. The Self-Soul Conscience is 
translated into Body Energies as Mental-Ego-Will, the so-
called Mental-Astral Body. The Pneuma Memory-Movement 
of Soul is translated as Vital-Sensitive Energy, the so-called 
Ethereal-Vital Body. The Spirit-Language of Soul is translated 
as Organic Incorporating Energies, the Physical Body with its 
respective functions.  

In the Christian perspective, there are not Three Bodies 
but Only One in Three Energetic Expansions at once, equal, 
unamalgamated and intertwined. Focus on that and be aware 
of it, so that you can become an Integral Reality, Soul and 
Body. We must understand that we have a Corporal Unity in 
Three directions at once, as Mental, as Sensation and as 
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physical Organs. The disharmony between these Three 
generates all kinds of disorders both Mental, as well as 
Sensitive and Organic. Are you in harmony within these 
Three? Our Body is a unitary Mechanism and any of its parts 
influences the whole. Sacred-Therapy will restore Order for 
you, in your whole Energetic Body. 

 
5 

 
A. Identifying the diseases 
Those of us who are ill are eager to begin the 

Alleviation of the Suffering. As an Integral Medicine, we 
begin by Identifying the Diseases in general, so that we may 
know what we are acting for. There are Diseases of the Soul, 
and there are corporal Diseases of the Body.  

In the Christian perspective, the first one to Fall Ill is 
the Soul and then the Body, and the illness of One influences 
the Other. Where there is a Healthy Soul, any Disease coming 
from outside is accidental and passing. Where there is 
already a Sick and Weak Soul, any Corporal Disease settles in 
immediately, with all its respective symptoms. The Diseases 
of the Soul are divided into Three large categories, each with 
its corresponding diseases. As we briefly mentioned before, 
the Soul is a Trinitarian Spiritual Essential Substance, the Self 
as Conscience, the Pneuma as Memory, the Spirit as pure 
Language of the Soul. It follows that there are diseases of the 
Self as Conscience, diseases of the Pneuma as Memory and 
diseases of the Spirit as Language of the Soul.  

After the fall from Heaven, our Conscience is Blind. If 
we had a Seeing Conscience, we would see our own Soul and 
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all Spiritual things. Our Blinded Soul moves through the 
Pneuma-Memory of the Soul without Seeing itself. But our 
Conscience, besides Blindness, has other Diseases. Conscience 
is at the same time Love-Beatitude-Communion-Peace-Will-
Inclusion-Beauty-Person-Image-Icon (see the Triads of the 
Person in The Memories of a Hesychast, chap. 8).  

Right after the Blindness of Conscience, there comes the 
Lack-of-love-Hatred. Hatred is a Darkened-Reversed-Negative 
Love. Love is the very Living (essence) of Conscience, so that 
Hatred is the Anti-Living of Conscience on whose account 
Conscience passes through a fear-ridden Unconsciousness, 
haunted by Nightmarish Dreams-Fantasies. The Soul devoid 
of Love becomes Weak in its tendency to Hide. All Beautiful 
things seem ugly, Joy seems like sadness, the icon becomes 
Caricature, and itself becomes Selfish. The Diseases of the 
Conscience-Love are Personality Diseases, which then extend 
into Mental-Psychic Diseases.  

Then, there are the Diseases of the Pneuma-Memory-
Movement of Soul such as Forgetfulness and Coldness, until 
the complete lack of Gratitude, which cause the Soul’s 
Incapacity, the lack of Communion-Communicability, the 
Soul’s Incapacity for Living leading to Self-Isolation. The 
Diseases of the Pneuma can lead to a veritable spiritual 
Cretinism. Memory is Origin in the Soul’s Pneuma and, 
because of that, it is also a Corporal Energetic Memory. The 
Mental-Memory Diseases are associated with the Pneuma-
Memory of the Soul. 

The third category of diseases is of those connected 
with the Language-Speaking of the Soul’s Spirit. Just like 
Memory, the Origin of Language is in the pure Language of 
the Soul’s Spirit, upon whose Archetype our Body’s Mental-
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Energetic Language is configured. The Soul in Itself had the 
capacity for Language-Speaking.  

In the Trinitarian Divinity, the Son-Logos is the 
Personal Embodiment of the pure Godly Language. Our Soul 
too as Trinitarian Image has such a Created Logos of the 
Soul, which embodies the whole pure Language of the Soul. 
After the Fall from Heaven, we do not know the pure 
Language of the Soul anymore, we are only left with its 
translation into the Mental Language.  

From the perspective of the Mystic tradition, they say 
that the Archetypes of the Thoughts-Ideas-Words of our 
Corporal Body are the Transcendental Words of the pure 
Language of the Soul, which are Beyond the Mental ones. 
Consequently, in the diseases of the Language of the Soul, the 
Soul itself becomes like a Dumb person, incapable of 
transmitting Speaking outside itself, incapable even of 
talking within Itself. The Language of the Soul is translated, 
into the Body, through the Functionality of our Organs and 
through our Cerebral activity. There are Hyper-Functional 
diseases and slowly-progressing diseases. The ultimate 
break, up to total alienation between the Language of the 
Soul and the Mental-Cerebral Language of the Body, leads to 
the emergence of severe diseases, Organic and Nervous 
dysfunctions and even dysfunctions of Regular Language. 
For now, we only present these Diseases briefly and along 
the way we will analyze them more specifically. 

 
B. Sacred-Therapy 
We begin to enter the Complex of our Diseases. Let this 

not scare us but to awaken us to the Awareness that we must 
obtain Healing for our abnormal sinister Diseases. How 
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dreadful it is to have a Blind, Incapacitated and Dumb Soul . . .  
and then all kinds of diseases because of that . . . We are being 
haunted by false Consciences which determine us to 
Participate to Sins that abnormally distort our own Nature. 
The Diseases of Conscience make us Unconscious, the diseases 
of the Pneuma weaken us and the diseases of Language 
degrade us into brutishness . . . We lose our own Identity and, 
from dignified Beings, we become human wrecks . . . O, God, 
how terrifying Disease is and all this happens because we 
chose to step outside the Nature of things, into abnormal 
supplements and inventions. There appear, within us, 
negative-Reverse Languages both in the Soul and in the 
energetic Body and, from a state of Heavenly Speaking and 
Living, we turn into hideous diseased Speaking and Living . . .  
Let us awake now, while we still have a spark of Conscience 
and Strength of the Soul. Don’t you want to be Healed of the 
Diseases which make you a despicable person? . . .   

Let us start the Sacred-Therapy with this Reawakening 
of Conscience, because we need to Revert back to our normal 
state of Health. Sick and contemptible in Soul and Body, how 
can you still have a Good and Bright Life? . . .  The Disease 
wants to falsify you completely, to alter you to total 
degeneration. It is too much . . .  It is time you woke up . . .  Do 
not condone the Disease, enough, make up your mind to 
become Healthy. God, Our Lord, help us to Return to our 
normal Nature, just as You created us, to be able to Defeat 
our own sinful wanderings and  weaknesses with which we 
Deluded Ourselves. 
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6 
 

A. Creation’s Fall from Perfection 
Many people are indignant that we Speak of a Medicine 

of the Soul. How can the Soul be Sick, being an Image of  
God in Creation, being our Perfect and Indestructible 
Transcendent? . . .  We do not want to discuss Philosophy here, 
or make Religious preaching, we only describe a few basic 
Reference points which should provide our grounding. 
Anyone who needs to know more should look up special 
accounts on the topic. In the Christian perspective, God is the 
Being in Itself. It is a Person who does not Limit the Infinite 
of the Being (of Existence) but, on the contrary, opens up the 
Infinite of the Being. The Being without a Person is a 
Concentration-Simplification, up to the Principle Unconscious 
of Itself. Non-Christian metaphysics claim an Impersonal God 
with an ambiguous Conscience, generating the Necessity for 
another World of Creation which could Distinguish Him in 
Conscience.  

In Christianity, there is no such thing as an Impersonal 
Being, without Plenary Life in Itself, hence, the Christian God 
is the Personal One in Trinity. The Being, as a Person, is That 
Spiritual Essential Substance which Expands Itself from Its 
Self and Stretches within Its Self to the Infinite, as well as 
outside Its Self. God, the Absolute Essential Substance, is not 
A Rigid Petrified Infinite, but One which is Alive, within Itself 
and beyond Itself, and precisely because of This Absolute 
Living, It is the Infinite and Absolute Expanse. Thus, the 
Being, due to the Person as Essence, can Expand Itself within 
Itself, Stretching within Itself to the Infinite, Penetrating into 
Itself and beyond Itself, as an Over-Encompassing of the 
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Infinite, without Losing Itself or becoming Absorbed in 
Anything, as an Eternal Permanence in Eternal Acceptance 
and Response of the Self.  

In the Christian perspective, it is undignified for God 
not to have His Own Life through Himself, as if He would 
require a Creation to give Him Movement and Life . . .  The 
Creation is not God’s Fantasy-Dream, out of the Unmoved 
One’s Need to Move . . .  God has, through Himself, His pure 
Movement, and the Creation is a translation precisely of the 
Archetypal Godhood movement, as Overflow-Abundance of 
Divinity over Itself. Creation is not God’s Need for 
Movement but the Adornment-Beauty of God’s Movement 
Beyond Himself. Thus, God is Distinct from Creation but not 
Alien-Removed from It, since Creation takes after the Image 
of His pure Godly Life. The Two Lives do not get Confused, 
they Coexist and are in Correspondence-Analogy to the point of 
their Transcendental Intertwinement-Perichoresis-Communion.   

God Himself is Conscience and Language, and the 
Creation is also in itself Conscience and Language of 
Creation. That is where the real Dialogue between God and 
Creation comes from. He Creates a factual Reality of 
Creation, which is just as Permanent as His Own.  

God never kills anything of what He Creates, hence the 
Eternity of Creation. Thus, the Reality of Creation is a Living 
Essential Substance capable of Acceptance and Response, of 
Conscience and Language. Our Soul is in analogy with 
God’s, it is Perfect like God, although It is not God Himself, 
but translation of God’s Image into Created Substance. The 
Creation Participates, for Real, through its Life as Creation, to 
God’s Life, which It literally translates. We, Creation, are 
Living a Full Life, but within God’s Plenitude, and out of 
God’s Plenitude.  
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We also have, in our Life as Creation, all the Capacities 
for Life, in correspondence-analogy with those of God. 
However, the Life of Creation is not God’s Life Itself, but 
Each has Their Own Life, in Communion-Coexistence, in 
Harmony or Disharmony as it has been after the Fall from 
Heaven. God and the Creation are within the Model of the 
same Language but Each in His Essential Substance without 
amalgamation. We Creation are also Perfect within ourselves 
but a Perfection within the Model of Godly Perfection. We 
are a Perfection which is Created within the Space and the 
Environment of God-the Uncreated Perfection.  

Hence the Condition of Creation to be perfect only if it 
Remains within God’s Perfection, otherwise it Steps out of 
Perfection. The Perfect Creation cannot logically become 
Imperfect. This is so, but Creation, as Creation, Remains 
Perfect only if it Stays in God’s Perfection. Creation cannot 
Fall into Imperfection either, as long as it does not Depart 
from God. That is why, the Fall into Imperfection represents, 
first and foremost, the Killing of God from Creation. The 
Angels, in order to become Demons, must Kill their own 
Image of God from their Being. Likewise, Man’s Creation, in 
order to Fall, must first Break away from God, to exit from 
the Resonance with Him through Disobedience, through 
Opposition-Contrary.  

The Creation Co-exists with God only as far as it 
Accepts and Responds to God. God is Absolute Perfection 
through Himself. The Creation, though, is Perfection through 
God’s Perfection. If it does not Remain in God’s Perfection, it 
passes into Anti-Perfection, in Imperfection. The Essence of 
Creation is God’s Perfection.  
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The Creation is a Living Being which Responds to God. 
If it Responds in the Nature of its Essence, it Remains Perfect, 
if it does not, it falls into Anti-Perfection. But the Creation 
cannot Live without Perfection, that is why Perfection 
Remains in Itself, but an Imperfect Supplement is Added 
which is in itself Illusory and Unreal. There exists nothing 
but Perfection. Imperfection is Creation’s Folly trying to 
Deny Perfection.  

It follows that Imperfection represents Self-Abuse, Self-
Torment, slow Suicide. But there comes the Punishment of 
the Perfect Life itself which, because it cannot be Imperfect, 
Suffers the Anomaly of Imperfection. Suffering is the Cry of 
the Abused Perfection, forced into Disfiguration. Perfection 
cannot exist side by side with Imperfection, that is why we, 
who are essentially Perfect, Suffer bitterly if we bring upon 
us the Spectre of Imperfection, which becomes our own 
Executioner. Once this Bad Specter-Pneuma is brought 
within us, we cannot get rid of it.  

We must do our utmost to Awake to the Strong 
Conscience which can Melt this shameful Self-Delusion. In 
order to be able to step out of God, the Creation pretends it 
cannot See Him anymore, like the Ostrich burying his Head 
under the Sand and, in this state, in Darkness, with our Eyes 
shut, we Imagine that He does not exist anymore. This is the 
Blindness of the Conscience and of the Soul. We do not See 
God as Exterior, as we normally should, but we have 
remained only with a vague Memory about God’s image, out 
of the Essence of our Being.  

In the Christian perspective, the Break from God is a 
Sin because it represents the Killing-Annihilation of our 
God’s Conscience of ourselves and it is, at the same time, the 
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Torment-Abuse of the Perfect Image, through the abnormal 
supplementation of the Anti-image of Imperfection. We also 
Sin against our own Perfection, trampling underfoot our very 
essence-Sacredness.      

Our Soul is the Living (essence) in Itself, it has the 
Language proper, so that the Soul initiates the Sin, the 
(negative) Reversal of Perfection. Thus, Diseases start in the 
Soul wherefrom they extend into Body-Energies. Perfect 
Health is our Essence of Creation, Disease-Imperfection is 
Added by us through the Negative-Reversal of Perfection-
Health. We must Return to our Healthy Nature. It is never 
easy for us to escape from our Negativity, because we have 
burdened ourselves with a complex imperfect Language 
which needs to be constantly, ceaselessly Readjusted. But 
knowing and being convinced that our Essence is Perfection 
and Health, a deep Power gives us Strength. Come on, get 
back your Dignity and Self-respect. 

 
B. Sacred Therapy 
Let us begin the Transformation of the Negative-

Reversed Language into the Perfect and Healthy one. You 
must desire Health, it is shameful to indulge yourself in 
Disease and Degradation. For us, Health and Perfection are 
Commands of God. “Be perfect, therefore, as your Heavenly 
Father is perfect.” the Gospel reads. The Commands of Health 
and Perfection are not mere Laws but they represent the 
Essential Natural Order of our Being. Be Free in the 
Transcendental Order and not in Degradation and Disease, 
which are a Deception of Freedom.  

When Freedom falls into Imperfection, it becomes Anti-
Freedom, worse that Slavery. The Devil, when he Invents 
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Imperfection, does not do it out of Freedom, but from Anti-
Freedom, out of which the Slavery of Disease and 
Imperfection is born. Freedom, because it is Opening within 
Freedom and Perfection, cannot fall into Negative-Reversal, 
unless one first performs the Killing of the Perfect Freedom, 
as Anti-Freedom. There only exists One Freedom, as Infinite 
Opening into Perfection. The fall into Imperfection is Murder 
of Perfect Freedom, under the negative pretext of some Anti-
Freedom, of a Negative Freedom. To consider and call Anti-
Freedom, Freedom is a serious disturbance of Language. 

The negative does not exist as reality in itself, but only as 
a Parasite of Perfection Itself, negatively reversing Perfection. 
Don’t allow this Evil (Duh)-Pneuma and Phantom-Parasite to 
Maim and Degrade your perfection and Health. Do not 
allow, under any circumstance, the negative Language which 
constitutes the Infection of the true Perfect and Healthy 
Language. Microbes are Language of Reversed Living. The 
Disease appears in the Soul through the lie and deception of 
the Negative Language. The Lie is the first Microbe of the 
Soul, which Reverses Perfection and Health, adding into the 
Soul the Evil and Sick Language which generates Disease. 
Begin the Sacred-Therapy by Fighting against this contagious 
Microbe which is the Lie, Self-Deception, Self-Delusion, the 
Reversal of Truth, the Hiding of the Truth. The Lies of the 
Soul’s Language become negative Information for the 
Energies in our Body which thus become negative and 
generate all kinds of Diseases.  

Psychoanalysis has discovered this secret, of the 
Destructiveness of the Lies which continuously Accrue in our 
Subconscious, wherefrom they generate Diseased information 
towards the energies of our Bodies. By exposing these Lies-
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Concealments, their Power is greatly diminished and we start 
to really feel the Healing. Disease starts from the Lies of the 
Soul’s Conscience, which Infect our Soul. Any Negative 
Conscience is a Negative Lie, a Microbe-Lie of the Soul 
which, unless you discover it on time, can produce Diseases 
of the Soul, with expansion to Bodily Diseases. The Lie is the 
Origin of the Fantasies–Illusions and then of Evil’s 
Imperfection.  

Everything that constitutes Disease and Negativity 
starts from the small Lies. Start the Sacred-Therapy by 
Discovering your own Lie. You will thus perform your own 
psychoanalysis. Religious persons have the advantage of the 
Confession to the priest, which is tremendously important 
because it uncovers these Microbes of the Diseases-Sins, 
which become more and more destructive if they are kept 
hidden. Religious people also have the advantage of a 
Conscience and Awareness towards A God of Truth, through 
which they actually receive Power over the Microbes of Lies. 
This Infection of the Lies of Conscience is a serious Reality. 
Do not jest with the Lies, do not take them lightly, they are 
Microbes of Indubitable Disease. 

 
7 

 
A. The Diseases of the Body 
The Soul is the fundament of reality, but it is from the 

Body that we suffer the greatest pain. After the fall from 
Heaven, we concentrate upon the Energetic-Corporal plane. 
In this way, the Complex of the Energy-Body Diseases 
awakens us to reality. But in the Integral Hesychast Medicine 
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we will never lose sight of the Concomitance of the two 
Realities, as Soul and Body Energies, which Intertwine and 
influence each other. Secular Medicine would prefer a 
Medical Science based only on the Bodily Energies, but 
Practice proves the serious deficiencies of such a Unilateral 
Medicine.  

We are A Unique Essential Reality in Two Openings at 
once, as Soul and as Energies of the Soul’s Movements called 
Body. Our Body is not Alien from our Soul, it is the Energetic 
Expansion of the Movements of the Living (essence) of our 
Soul. We have a Bodily Energetic Living. We have Forgotten 
about the Soul and we consider the Biology of the Body as 
Life proper.  

After the Fall from Heaven, the Energies of our Body 
want to become Independent of the Soul and, indeed, the 
Energies of our Regular Body Remove themselves a great 
deal from the Soul, as far as complete Rupture. The Energies 
of the Body are thus no longer in Resonance with the 
Movements of the Soul’s Living, hence the Contradiction 
Soul Body, which actually should not exist. This Conflict 
between the Language of the Soul’s Living and the Language 
of the Corporal Biology is the Origin of our Corporal Disease. 
Normally, the Energies of the Body Result from the 
Movements of the Soul’s Living, as an Extension - Echo - 
Radiance of the Soul’s Living.  

Our Body represents the Energetic Aura of Our Soul. 
Do not mistake This Energetic Integral Aura for the Aura of 
this Integral Aura-Body. Each and every Reality has its 
Radiance, the Radiance of the Soul is our Energetic Body. 
And the radiance of our energetic Body is then the Biological 
Aura of our Body which we know as Aura. The whole Body 
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is the Aura of the Soul and then the Body as Energetic Living 
(element) has in its turn an Aura of Energies as Biological 
Aura. The Science can see the Aura of Biological Energies, 
whereas the Mystic tradition sees the Whole Aura as 
Radiance of the Soul. The Biological Energies are Information 
of the Deep Language of the Soul.  

The language of the Energies exists upon the Archetypes 
of the Language of the Soul, beyond Energies. We are not 
Aware of this and we believe that the Language of the 
Energies is an Independent Language or, even more, that it is 
the Only Language, which then is reflected in the Conscience 
of the Soul. Practically speaking, it turns out that, without a 
Permanent Archetypal Language, the Energetic Language 
fades and is Distorted up to Degeneracy . . .  Science wants to 
take into consideration an Informational Energetic Language 
as Ancestral Genetic-Code, but even this genetic language, 
without the foundation of an Archetypal Language beyond 
the Ancestral Genetic Code, it Disappears, without the 
Certainty that it can be Preserved or that it can Come back. 

Without a Permanent Archetypal Language which can 
never be Erased, there can never be a Certainty of the 
Preservation of a Permanent Biological Language as well as of 
the Return to Normality after Disease. Only if within us there 
is the Eternal and untouchable-unchangeable Archetype of 
Health is it really possible a Return to Health after Disease. 
The Permanent Archetypal Image is the Language from the 
Soul which cannot be Erased, even with the addition of a 
negative Abnormal Language. Consequently, Disease is 
reversible because it has Health within Itself. 

We have indeed Eternal Health within us and Disease 
is An Addition which can be removed any time. The Secret is 
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to Return to the Natural Perfect Permanent Language from 
within our Being. We, as Reality, are Two Worlds, Parallel 
but Intertwined, which Meet in the Unity of the Permanent 
Language: we are Soul and Body which Meet in the Depth of 
the Archetypal Language of the Soul, which is Image of 
Godhood Language, upon the Archetypes of the Language 
from God Himself. Hence our Kinship Connection on all 
Cosmic Levels, up to the Godhood Transcendent. Our Soul 
has the Mystery of Godhood Language, and our Body has the 
Mystery of the Soul’s Language.  

Whoever Forgets their Soul Forgets the Normality of 
the Language of Body Energies. That is why the Sinful Soul 
brings Disease over the Body. But the Body also then brings 
Disease over the Soul through the Refusal of the Energies to 
return to the Archetypal Language of the Soul, hence the 
Conflict between Body and Soul, which generates Disease. 
There is a reciprocal influence and potentiation. Most Diseases 
of the Body increasingly affect the Soul, up to Psychic drama. 
In the same way, the Diseases of the Soul reverberate in the 
Body. And this is how our Body’s Vitality and our Soul’s 
integrity is degraded.  

Even Science no longer excludes the reality of the Soul. 
We increasingly hear about Miraculous Healings happening 
through the Soul’s contribution. The Paranormal through 
Spirit comes out as an undeniable reality. The secular Medical 
Science only looks for Energetic Remedies but which turn out 
to be incomplete. Many persons are inflexible, excluding one 
part or the other. Reality imposes both parts over our narrow 
and ignorant prejudices. Secular Medicine must acknowledge 
the Sacred Medicine of the Soul. They do not mix, but they 
Intertwine. Some people think that, merely through the Soul, 
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they can also Heal the Body. Others wish that, merely 
through the Body, they could Heal the Soul too. The Integral 
Hesychast Medicine confirms both, in collaboration and 
mutual potentiation. An equal opening is required on both 
levels, both as Soul and as Bodily Energies. We should get 
back to our true Nature and to Acknowledge that we are, at 
once, Soul and Body, and each has its specific. Many people, 
out of some ignorant Religiosity, exclude any form of 
Therapy through the Body while others, out of an 
exaggerated secularism, exclude any Therapy through the 
Soul. We must understand that both Therapies are Together 
and equal in value. Those who sincerely desire a Healing of 
the Disease accept both of them.  

 
B. Sacred-Therapy 
Let us begin the first step in the Sacred-Therapy of the 

Corporal Diseases. If in the Soul’s Therapy one starts from 
the Awakening of the Soul’s Conscience, in the Therapy of 
the Body one starts from the Science of the Energies’ Reasons. 
The Soul is Conscience, over any Reasons and Beyond them, 
whereas the Body’s Energies are Rational Energies, with a 
Certain Purpose and based on Certain Laws.  

Let us not confuse the Soul’s Conscience with the 
Mechanical Rational Laws of the Body’s Energies. Usually, 
from a Philosophical perspective, they speak about a Rational 
Mind and an Irrational Corporal Matter. Christianity has a 
specific Metaphysics, which comes to complete regular 
Philosophy. There is a great difference between the pure 
Mind-Conscience of Soul and the Rational Mechanical Mind 
of the Body’s Energies.  

The Greek Aristotelian Philosophy totally Strips the 
Matter from Spirit and considers it Dead Matter. Science, 
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however, proves that even Dead Matter still has Physical and 
Chemical laws, has Atomic Information, has some Mechanical 
Reasons which are the foundation of the basic Elements of 
Matter. But these are Fixed Mechanical Reasons-Laws, 
Unconscious of themselves over themselves, as Registered 
Mathematics, as a Clock that Runs Mechanically. In 
Philosophy, they say that the Spirit has Established these 
Laws-Reasons because matter did not intrinsically had that. 
Science wants to turn these Laws into a kind of Inferior 
Conscience of the Matter which then, through Evolution, 
would also reach the superior Self-Conscience. We do not 
dispute things here, however, we record the authentic 
Christian view.  

According to the Revelation of the Bible and to the 
Holy Fathers, God does not Create anything Dead, so that 
Matter is also a Living of Matter, just as the Soul is a Spiritual 
Living. Moreover, the Living of the Matter is never Separate 
from the Living of the Soul, because the Matter’s Energies are 
Emanations of the Movements of the Living of the Soul. The 
Matter is not a Reality Separate from the Soul, but it is the 
energetic Extension of the Soul, a sort of Radiance of the Soul, 
just as the Grace-Uncreated Energies are the Radiance of 
God’s Absolute Spirit.  

After the fall from Heaven, since we have become Blind 
in the Soul and cannot See it anymore, we believe that the 
Soul is rather A Spiritual Principle which Acts as Reality 
within Matter, the Matter being the Manifestation of the 
Spirit. From an authentic Christian Perspective this is a gross 
Mistake, unworthy of the Spirit. The Spirit does not Manifest 
Itself in something which Contradicts It, as Matter for instance. 
The Spirit already has Its purely Spiritual Language-
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Manifestation of the Soul, whereas Matter is the Emergence, 
Outside, of the Manifestation of the Soul’s Archetypal 
Language, already existent.  

Matter is not the Contradiction of the Spirit and it is not 
Alien to It either, but it is Energy and not Soul-Spirit. After 
the Fall from Heaven, and Blind in the Soul, with only our 
Material Seeing, we believe that the Spirit cannot be Seen 
because of the Matter, which is false. Matter is not the Fog-
Shadow which prevents us from Seeing the Spirit, but it is a 
Different Seeing, an Energetic one. As Normal Reality, We 
are Double-Dichotomist Existence, as Soul-Spirit with a pure 
Seeing of Spirit, and as Energies Body with pure Seeing of 
Energies-Body. These Types of Seeing do not Contradict one 
another and do not Blind one another, but normally they 
exist At Once and each as Seeing specific to its plan. The Fall 
from Heaven Blinds us in the Soul and, by remaining only 
with the Seeing of Matter, we believe that the Matter is to 
blame for our incapacity to See the Spirit-Soul.  

Christianity brings the Discovery that our Blindness in 
the Soul is not due to the Matter but to the Diseases of the 
Soul which have Blinded It. We may remove any Matter and 
we still remain Blind in the Soul. After the Fall from Heaven, 
the Matter has become the Enemy of the Soul and would not 
Want to Allow the Soul to Regain the Seeing of Soul because 
then the Matter would be on Second place, not as it is now, 
on the first Place and almost Independent of the Soul. 
Actually, the Matter is not Contrary to the Soul and does not 
represent Blindness of the Soul but, after the Fall from 
Heaven, it has turned itself into an Enemy of the Soul, as 
false Replacement of Soul. After the Fall from Heaven, once 
the Soul has turned Blind, the Matter has gained the 
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Audacity to make itself the Master of the Soul, to be the one 
Ruling the Soul, and hence the confusion that the Matter is 
the Blindness of the Soul.  

In the Hesychast Sacred-Therapy, we urgently point 
out precisely this aspect of the Normal Reality of Heaven, as 
Double Seeing at once, as both Soul and Energies-Body, 
without Contradiction and Enmity, through the Re-
establishment of the true Order, in which the Soul represents 
the Master Spiritual Seeing, whereas the Seeing of the 
Energies-Body is Seeing of Energies due to the Soul, as Soul’s 
Extension Outside. Matter has become Enemy to the Soul not 
by its Nature as Matter, but by Presuming to Claim that it 
comes Before and that it is the Master of the Soul, which is 
Abnormal. This has engendered our whole Complex, after 
the Fall from Heaven, wherein the Poor Blind Soul is Abused 
by the Matter. The Matter has Proclaimed its Mastery over 
the Blind Soul and does not want to Renounce this 
Abnormality, hence the Battle between Soul and Matter, with 
the Soul attempting to Re-establish its normal Status over 
Matter, and the Matter looking not to lose its abnormal 
Mastery over the Soul.  

This is the true authentic Christian Metaphysics. The 
Energies-Body also have their own Seeing as Mechanical 
Reasons, as Physical-Chemical Laws, which See themselves 
as Conscience Itself . . .  It is time we humbled them a little, 
they have been grossly overstepping the line . . .  In Sacred-
Therapy, we need to be able to discern the pure Mind of the 
Soul’s Conscience from the Mechanical Mind of the Physical 
Chemical Laws-Reasons.  

The Mechanical Laws are well determined Reasons, not 
through themselves, but due to the Spirit’s Conscience which 
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Determines and Programs them. The Energies-Body have 
their Mechanical Energetic Living not through themselves, 
but through the Soul’s Living, otherwise the Mechanical 
Living Dies as Separation from the Soul. Our Body is a 
Complex of Mechanical Laws-Reasons, upon whose 
foundation there exists a Configuration of Organs and 
organic functions. 

But this Mechanical Complex is fundamentally the 
Translation-Transposition of the Soul Language Complex. 
Without this Language and Intertwinement-Perichoresis, the 
Mechanical Reasons, out of pretend Independence, gradually 
Forget the Archetypal Memories of Spirit and, in this way, 
they Degenerate, up to increasingly severe Derangements 
which generate the Body’s Diseases.  

As Sacred-Therapy, we must know unequivocally that, 
without the Re-memoration of the Soul’s Archetypes of 
Conscience, the Mechanical Physical-Chemical Laws-Reasons 
of our Energies-Body cannot become Normal. The Soul has, 
within Itself, a pure Language of the Soul, as Love-
Conscience, as Love-Pneuma-Memory of Love-Conscience, as 
Giving-Spirit-Language of Love-Conscience. This is the 
Living Transcendental Movement of the Soul within Itself. 
And this Archetypal Living is then Translated-Transposed in 
the Energetic-Body Living.  

Within the Soul, there is direct Spiritual transfer, 
Sharing of Conscience and Complete Love. Within the Body, 
there is Energetic Transfer of Energetic Sharing. Through 
Diseases, instead of the Energetic Sharing, we now have 
Energetic Stealing and Drainage which cause Energetic 
Ruptures. As a State of Heaven, the Exchange-Sharing of 
Energies was like Sacred Food-Communion, which became 
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desecrated into Consumption and Killing. With the excuse of 
Necessity, the Energies Destroy each other and there occurs 
an Amplification of a Residual Chemism of Spoiled deviant 
elements.  

Normally, the Energies Come out of the Soul’s Living 
and their purpose is to Return to the Soul’s Living, as a 
Perpetual Motion of Eternal and Permanent Living. After the 
Fall from Heaven, the Energies Refuse to Return to the Living 
principle of the Soul and thus they Consume themselves to 
Death. Let us start specifically through the Sacred-Therapy of 
the close Connection between Body and Soul, as Re-Bonding 
and Resetting of the true Order. 

 
8 

 
A. The Polarization: Living and Lifeless  
To us, a Mechanical Treatment based on readymade 

Medicine seems more convenient, without the need to make 
any personal efforts. Let us wake up to reality. The Essence of 
our Being is Conscience and Language. The Soul has its own 
Language and the Body has its specific energetic Language. 
We would like to reduce the Theories to the minimum but we 
cannot do without the absolutely necessary descriptions. We 
are trying, instead, to combine Theory and practice, at each 
chapter.  

The Concrete-Substantial (principle, t.n.) of Man, after 
the Fall from Heaven, is the Body and its Energies. We 
normally feel the Disease in an augmented way, in our Body, 
often Forgetting that the Soul too has its countless Distresses. 
So, we get to believe that, if we have a relatively Healthy Body, 
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our Soul is Healthy as well. The serious Diseases awake us to 
reality, revealing our negligence and carelessness-ignorance. 
Let us become Aware that Health must be Preserved and not 
earned after Disease and Suffering. 

Life is Activity, both from the perspective of the Soul 
and of the Body, the Essence of the Activity is the Work-
Movement towards a Certain Goal-Orientation. Let us not 
Confuse Goal-Order with Necessity. (Human) Nature Itself is 
not Necessity but Essence. From the perspective of the Soul, 
Movement is within a pure Language of the Soul, of the 
Trinity of Soul: Conscience, Pneuma, Spirit-Language. The 
Body has a different Plane, the Energetic one, as Language of 
Mechanical Energies, with more subtle Energetic Physical-
Chemical Laws. From the Mental Energetic Waves, from 
those Vital Vibrations, there is energetic Exchange, there 
occur Yielding and Acquisition of Energies.  

We Mentally nourish ourselves with Mental Information, 
we feed Vitally with Vibrating Energies, and we feed 
physically with physical material food. The Hesychast 
Medicine designates Nutrition in a sense which is broader 
than Alimentation-Food. From a Mystic perspective, they say 
that, even in Heaven, we Fed Materially, as we had the same 
Organs but, because of the Living Food, the Functions of our 
Organs were different. The Bible relates that, in Heaven, they 
used to eat the Fruit of the Trees, a Living Food which did 
not Kill the Tree. They say that, in Heaven, the Fruit and 
Seeds were Living to such a degree that they Melted in the 
Mouth and passed into the digestive tract in the same way, 
without leaving any Residue, so that the digestive Juices 
were minimal. All our Organs were fully Functional but they 
Absorbed everything with a Vitality which seems unbelievable 
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and fantastic to us. There was a Living energetic circuit 
which maintained a Uniform Organic functionality, without 
Cellular Residue.  Cellular Renewal happened directly, as full 
Living internal transformations. Thus, in Heaven, Food was 
like a Sacred Ritual through which there occurred Exchanges-
Transfers of Non-contrary Energies, in perfect Communication 
and Communion.  

The Sin of the Fall Has Broken this Normal Miracle, 
disturbing the functions of our Organs. And all this is due to 
the Switching-passing from a Living Food to a Killed Lifeless 
Food. The Forbidden Tree from Heaven was the Tree of the 
Lifeless Food. God Prevents us from Eating the Lifeless Food, 
because he Says: “If you Eat from this Tree you shall Die.” God 
does not set Obstacles to life, but to Death. Death is Abhorred 
by God and that is why he wants People to Abhor it too, not 
to accept it. We, however, chose precisely Death, which 
eventually has cost us dearly . . .   

The movement from the Living Food of Heaven to the 
Murdered Food of Sin brings major Modifications of the 
Organic Functions, with abnormal Chemical changes, with 
the occurrence of special Gastric Juices and additional 
processes meant to Revive the Lifeless Aliments. Increasing 
Residue occurs, as this Food cannot be Turned again into 
Living Cells. Murdered-Lifeless Food requires a process of 
Revival of the Energies, as the Energies are normally Living 
not Lifeless. The occurrence of the Lifeless Energies is the 
process of the Sin of Killing. The Tree of Right and Wrong 
from Heaven is the Tree of Duality, of the Killing of the 
Good-Living and its transformation into Evil-Lifeless-Dead. 
The Good, in itself, is the Living and the Evil is the Negative-
Reversal of Good-Living. That is why the Bible emphasizes 
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the Food from the Tree of Death, which is no mere Symbol 
but an objective Reality.  

From the Soul’s perspective, Sin represents the 
Negative-Reversal of the Conscience-Love into Loveless-
Separation of God, whereas from the Body’s perspective, Sin 
is the Negative-Reversal of the Living Food as Dead-Lifeless 
Food. As Soul, we Kill God from our Love-Conscience and, 
as Body, we Kill the Living Energies and we Feed with 
Lifeless Energies which in turn Kill us too.  

It is time we returned to our Normal Nature, time we 
Returned to the Godly Living as Soul and to the Energetic 
Living, through the Refusal of the Lifeless Energetic Food. 
There is no other Way and, if we do not want to, we will be 
condemned to Disease and implacable death. The reversal of 
the State of Heaven happens through the change from a 
Living Alimentation to a Lifeless one.  

The Energetic Language of our Body changes-alters 
radically, becoming negative into a reversed Language. As 
far as the Living Food is concerned, there is no question of 
the Polarization-Contraries, because the Living is Non-
contrary Communication. Once the Living Energies are 
Killed, there occurs the situation of the double state, as 
positive Living and negative Lifeless. The Bible relates us that 
the Separation of Reality in Two, as Good and Evil, occurs 
only after the Sin from Heaven. On an Energetic level, it is 
done through the Breaking up of the energetic Living into 
Living and Lifeless. After the Fall from Heaven, we perform a 
sort of an Involution of the Living towards the Lifeless, only 
to Evolve again later to the long lost Primary Living. 
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B. Sacred-Therapy  
The switch from the Living Nutrition to the Dead one 

changes the Organic Functions as well. The Sacred-Therapy 
is the Nostalgia for the Permanent Heavenly State of Living. 
Let us desire ourselves to Return to the Heavenly State, as 
Eternal and complete Health. After the Fall from Heaven, 
there occurred a fierce Battle between the Living Energies and 
the Lifeless ones. The Dead ones perpetually steal from the 
Energies of the Living, and the Living Exhausts itself Reviving 
the Lifeless Energies. Our Organs have become literal 
Slaughterhouses and, at the same time, veritable Laboratories 
for the Transformation of the Dead Energies into Living ones, 
without which the Organs would disappear.  

Our poor Body has no Rest, Day and Night. Let us help 
it a little, to ease up on the dead Food, so that we may relieve 
the Work of Organic Transformation. We, the Sick ones, must 
help our Organs, not to Exhaust all the Living Energy, but to 
give them Living Nutrition that will Reinvigorate them. 
There is still hope for our Organs to regain their Health, but 
only by means of Things that are Living (essentially). We find 
it very hard to give up the dead nutrition, we find it even 
impossible, as if we did not have anything left to Eat . . .  It is 
not complicated at all, it is even easier. 

 
9 

 
A. What Living Nutrition is 
Hesychast Medicine is, par excellence, the Medicine of 

the Living, both of Soul and of Body-Energies. The Living 
(essence) of the Soul is God, the Absolute and Permanent 
Living. When it is separated from God, the Soul falls into 
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Blindness-Darkness, the Spiritual Lifeless. Life is Seeing for 
the Soul, and Light for the Energies-Body. Without Light, 
there is no Life in Energies. The Evolutionists are searching 
for the Living (essence) in the first Atoms. The Living, 
however, is in the Primordial Light, and the Primordial Light 
is the Emanation of the Spiritual Seeing. It is from the Eyes of 
Spirit that Energetic Light Comes out of. It is not because of 
Some External Light that the Eyes of Soul can See, it is 
because of the Spirit Itself, such that from the Eyes of the 
Spirit Light is Emanated, it is not that they Receive Light. The 
Eyes of Spirit are the Very Conscience, and Conscience Sees 
through Conscience Itself, and the Light of Conscience is 
Conscience Itself.  

Out of This Conscience of Spirit, an Energetic Light is 
Emanated, which is the Energetic Living.  The Darkness of 
Conscience is Unconsciousness, and the Darkness of Light is 
Death. The Energetic Living is the outside Extension of the 
true Living of Spirit Conscience Itself. In our works on 
Hesychasm, we have given some Points of Reference along 
these lines.  

The Soul is Triple in Itself:   
- Living-Conscience-Self-Spiritual Essential Substance; 
- Life-Pneuma-Memory-Essential Movement; 
- Existence-Spirit-Language-Modes of Transposition of 

the Essential Conscience. 
Then, we have the Translation in Body Energies: 
- Individuality-Information-Energetic Living; 
- Form-Vibratory Energy-Life-Energetic Biologic; 
- Manifestation-Accumulative Energy-Existence, Bodily 

Organs. 
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Science already speaks about the Informational Living 
(element) of the Matter. They speak of an Ancestral 
Informational Energy. In the purely Christian Metaphysics, 
Energy is Triple from the Start, so that all the Three Energetic 
Modes above exist At Once and never One in the Absence of 
the Others. Energy does not Evolve or Become but is 
Transposed in a Multitude of Energetic Forms and 
Manifestations of the Same Energetic Information. Information 
is the Energetic Supra-Form, which Opens as Forms-Multiple 
Vibrations and as innumerable Manifestations. One 
Information may Take various Vibratory Forms, as a Scale of 
the Same Tone. The Modes of pure Soul Conscience are the 
Archetypes of the Energetic Information. Thus, the Origin of 
the Living is Beyond Energies. The Living Cell is based not 
upon the Mere Chemical Information but on the Archetype of 
the Chemical Information, which is Beyond Information, in 
the Soul-Spirit Conscience.  

They speak about the Principles Positive-Yang and 
Negative-Yin, or Alkaline and Acidic. In the Christian Sense, 
there must be Trinity. So, in the Hesychast Medicine, we Add 
the Neutral. Thus, we can say that the Three Energetic Modes 
are: the Informational Energy, which is the Neutral, which 
contains in Itself the Yang and the Yin; the Vibratory Energy, 
which is the Acidic-Yin-Movement-Biologic; the Accumulative 
Energy, which is the Alkaline-Yang-Organic Substance. The 
Neutral is the Energetic Repose, it is the Stable Energetic 
Living. The Acidic-Yin is the Movement of the Neutral 
towards Energetic Consumption, better said, towards 
Energetic Spreading-Dilation. The Alkaline-Yang is the 
Standstill of the Neutral and Return towards the Neutral.  
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Thus, the Hesychast Medicine Physiology occurs 
within the Dialogue of the Totality and Unity of the Neutral, 
not in the Monologue of the Singularity which is Torn into 
the Contrary Duality of Positive and Negative. The Yin and 
Yang are not Contrary, as they are usually Considered, but 
they are Openings, at the same time, of the Neutral that 
Moves and Returns into Itself. The Fall from Heaven, with its 
Sin, Breaks precisely This Dialogue of the Energetic Triad, 
Obscuring the Neutral with a perpetual Battle between the 
two Contraries in eternal Enmity and mutual destruction. 
This Battle of the Contraries brings along the Living and the 
Lifeless, the Good and the Bad.  

In the Hesychast Medicine, we relate the Rediscovery 
of the Perfect Ancestral Language of Heaven, as opposed to 
the Distorted One after the Fall of the Creation from Heaven. 
The Disease is the Contrariety and Negativization-Enmity of 
the Language of Life, leading to Destruction-Death. 
Polarization is the Beginning of Death. Until the Fall from 
Heaven, there was only the Perfect Good, the Permanent 
Health. The Breaking of Perfection into Good and Bad is the 
Origin of Disease and Death. It is the Exit from the 
Permanence of the Indestructible Living, but the Living can 
never be Destroyed. Thus, Death is only Apparent, because 
the Living Permanently Resurrects from the Ashes of Death.  

The Existence of the different Seasons of Vegetation 
and of Drying is the Consequence of the Breaking of the 
Energetic Living into Living and Lifeless. In Heaven, there 
was no Season, since there was only the Perpetual Living. In 
the Hesychast Medicine, we emphasize this aspect of Reality 
so that we can clearly Understand the reason for a Return to 
the Living of Heaven if we want the Healing of our Diseases. 
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Our Corporal Organism of Heaven is Modified due to the 
Breaking of the Living into Living and Lifeless, into the 
occurrence of the Contraries.  

 
B. Sacred-Therapy   
In the Hesychast Medicine, we caution all people who 

suffer from Diseases to give Importance to the living 
Nutrition. Everything that is Killed and Boiled is a Lifeless-
Dead Nutrition. In the case of Disease Seizures, stop at once 
any Nutrition with Meat, which has a great quantity of Dead 
Energies, although apparently it seems Nutritious. Dead 
Energies are very Toxic and Destructive.  

Also, avoid Boiled Food. Eat Vegetables in their natural 
state and Dairy also Non-boiled and not cooked at high 
temperatures such as specialized Cheeses. The Hesychast 
Medicine goes even further, up to the Care of not Killing the 
Vegetables either. It was discovered, even Scientifically, that 
Plants Pick up on Man’s Aggression and Emanate Negative 
Energetic Waves that are very toxic for our organism. Thus, 
do not tear the Vegetables brutally, use only the marginal 
Leaves and, if you want Root Vegetables, pull out the Whole 
Plant and leave it 12 hours to pass into a Slumber-like state 
and Neutralize its Negative Radiation.  

Any Food has in itself Information of Life or Death. If it 
is a Killed and Boiled Food, it will contain such dead 
Information, which also Kills your Organism as well. The 
Fruit and Seeds do not pose any problems, they are Neutral. 
If you Boil them, they will receive Information of Death. Also, 
the Sprout Wheat is not good immediately after it Sprouted 
because it has just woken up to Life and, through Mastication, 
it is Killed. So, after Sprouting, leave it for a slight Re-Drying, 
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to pass into a Slumber and, in this state, it is very nourishing. 
Otherwise, Vital as it can be for Health, it turns just as toxic 
through the triggering of the Killing Information. Sacred-
Therapy reveals the Mystery of the Living and the Anti-
Mystery of Death. All Sick people should take this into 
consideration. 

Try and you will see the Results, at least when you are 
confronted with Disease.  

 
10 

 
A. Neutral, Yang and Yin 
Our Diseases have become acute to the maximum 

degree. The modern Medical Science is opening more and 
more to all efficient therapeutic Remedies. The tendency is 
towards an Integral medicine. The Hesychast Medicine is 
making such an Attempt, furthermore, it Integrates the Soul 
and God Himself, as a True Totality. Why should we Reject 
the Soul and God in Medicine? . . .  Sacred-Therapy seeks such 
an Integral medicine. It is deplorable to see some people who, 
although they find themselves in a pitiful critical state of 
Disease, still act Obtuse and refuse Any Miracle of the Soul 
and of God in Medicine. Our Corporal Energetic is based 
upon the Archetypes of the Language of the Soul which, in 
turn, is Image of God Transposed-Translated into Being of 
Creation. The Corporal Energetic World is Related to the 
World of the Spirit and our Spirit is related to the Creating 
Godhood. This Whole is the Integral Reality. 

The Energies of our Body are Extensions of Archetypal 
Language of the Soul. The Soul is One but in Three Openings 
of the Soul at once, as Self-Conscience, as Pneuma-Memory of 
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Conscience and as Spirit-Language of Conscience. The Soul is 
Triadic Monad in Itself. Our Body is the Echo-Extension of 
These Archetypes of Soul Opening. Thus, the Energy of our 
Body is Triple, just like the Soul is. The Informational Energy 
is in direct Correspondence with the Self-Soul Conscience, 
the Vibratory Biological Sensible Energy is in direct 
Correspondence with the Pneuma-Soul Memory, the 
Accumulative Organic Energy is in direct Correspondence 
with the Spirit of the Soul Language.  

It follows that our Body is in Unity with our Soul. The 
Informational Energies are the Neutral Energies. The Vibratory 
ones are the Yin-Acidic Energies and the Accumulative ones 
are the Yang-Alkaline Energies. People usually think that 
there occurs an alternative transformation between Yin-
Acidic and Yang-Alkaline, like a Chemical reaction between 
them. In reality, there is never a Transformation of the Acidic 
into Alkaline, of the Yin in Yang, but both are present at once. 
In the view of our Hesychast Medicine, which speaks of the 
Triadic Energy, the Yin and Yang are not Polarized-
Contraries which cyclically Capture one another. There is 
another Movement, not that between Yin and Yang, but 
between the Neutral and both Yin and Yang, in turn.  

  One must understand that both the Yin-Acidic and the 
Yang-Alkaline do not pass one into the other but pass into 
the Neutral, the Unity and Totality of Both, wherefrom One 
Comes out and Returns. The Acidic-Yin is the Memory in 
Movement of the Neutral, that is why the Acidic mobilizes 
the Neutral, opens it and Disseminates it, combines it 
energetically with other energies, without essentially 
amalgamating. Without the Acidic Energy, there would be no 
energetic and chemical movement. The Acidic Yin Energy is 
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the energy that moves into Action, Transfers and Seizes, 
mobilizing all the energies into a Fermentation-Dilating, up 
to total Emptying of itself. Acidic Diseases are destructive 
through Organic Hyper-functions. The Acidic Yin Energies 
are Explosive energies which exit and enter, penetrate, undo 
and combine, without standstill. Thus, if Yin Acidic Energies 
did not Encounter the Yang-Alkaline ones, they would shred-
disintegrate the energies so much that there would be no 
Organic Accumulation, everything would be a Vibratory 
mass. Thus, at a Certain degree of Acidic-Yin, the Yang-
Alkaline intervenes by itself and Stops the Acidic movement, 
which is not Destroyed but passes into the Respite of the 
Neutral, wherefrom it Comes out when, likewise, the 
Alkaline reaches a certain Limit, when the Yin Intervenes 
again, so that the Energetic Movement is not Blocked.  

In the Physiology of Hesychast Medicine, the 
Functionality is Trinitarian, not Dualist-Contrary. The Acidic 
and the Alkaline, the Yin and Yang are Equal, at once in 
mutual Potentiation and they do not Destroy but Replace 
One Another, precisely in order not to Destroy the Energetic 
Perpetual. It is precisely here that disturbances occur in 
Diseases, because they no longer Harmoniously Alternate 
One Another, they Reject-Resent each other, up to the Seizing 
of the Energies by just One State, as Yin-Acidic or Yang-
Alkaline, blocking the energetic Normality. This mutual 
Potentiation between Acidic and Alkaline is the key to the 
energetic mechanism. The Hesychast Medicine wants to 
Emphasize the Neutral Energy, which is the Energetic 
Permanence and Stability. Health is A Neutral which Opens 
itself as Acidic and Alkaline Equally, Permanently Reabsorbing 
One within Itself when the Other is Acting. The Acidic and 
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the Alkaline are not actually Contraries but Neutral Modes in 
different Ways of Transposition of the Neutral.  

The Disease, as an effect of the Fall from the Perfection 
of Heaven, produces, besides the Contrariety between the 
Acidic and Alkaline, a Doubling of Each one in Acidic and 
Alkaline, as a Replacement of the Other energies in its own 
Energy, until the Singularization of Itself. The most harmful 
Diseases are at this Stage of Exterior Singularization, of 
Standstill in one’s own Energy, with contrary Fragmentation-
Disintegration Inside the respective Energy.  

The Fall from the Perfection of Heaven begins with the 
Exterior Contrariety, with the Rejection of Perfection and the 
Addition of the Reversal-Negativization of Perfection, 
producing in Itself the Contrary Doubling of Good and Bad 
which causes the Horrid Self-Destruction - Self-Abuse. Thus, 
the Contrary Processes become toxicity, amplified more on 
the Interior level of the respective Energy. The Bad is harmful 
as Exterior, but it is ruinous as Interior within the one that 
Associates and causes the Bad. The Origin of Evil-Bad is the 
Reversal-Negativization of the Good in relation to the Good 
in Itself, which does not Stop here but acts demonically in 
Self-Negativization until the complete Alteration of the 
Language of Good into a complete Anti-Archetypal Language. 
In the Hesychast Medicine, we wanted to Rediscover 
particularly the Forgotten language of Reality, as well as a 
description of and Warning to the Added Language of the 
Ruinous Contrariety of this new Language. 

The Mystery of the Living of the Soul as well as of 
Body-Energies is within This Harmony of Exterior and 
Interior, which is mutually potentiated. Diseases and death 
appear through the Breaking of this Harmony-Communion 
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and Non-contrary Dialogue. The Contrariety of the Dialogue 
is the Origin of the Disease of Sin and of the Suffering of 
Death. 

 
B. Sacred-Therapy   
In the Soul, the Neutral is the Conscience-Self, 

Transcendental Love, Totality and Unity of the Soul Triad: 
Conscience-Self, Pneuma-Being, Spirit-Language.  The Acidic 
is the Pneuma-Memory-Love, the Permanent Movement of 
Soul, Transcendental Sensibility. The Alkaline is the Spirit-
Language, Modes of Conscience, Transcendental Words of 
the Soul, Self-Giving - Permanent Regeneration of the Self 
Conscience.  

In our Body, as we have seen above, the Neutral is the 
Informational Energy, the Acidic-Yin is the Ethereal-
Vibratory Energy, and the Alkaline-Yang is the Accumulative 
Energy of the Physical Corporal Organs. Find out where 
exactly you have an imbalance, both in the Soul and in the 
Body. The Hesychast Philokalia Teaches about the three parts 
of the Soul, the part of Conscience, the Sensible-Desiring part 
which is the Pneuma of the Soul, and the Speaking part 
which is the Spirit-Language of the Soul. In the Diseases of 
the Fall from Heaven, these are altered in the Unconscious 
part of the Soul, which some people call the Irrational, the 
part of Oblivion-Desire, of Negativization of Soul Spirit, and 
the part of Oblivion – Speechlessness - Negativization of 
Spirit-Language of the Soul. 

There occur all types of alterations and changes in the 
Body. The Informational Energies are manifested as Energetic 
Volitional Reasons which become impotent, Will-less, and 
influence the Power (greater than the Will of) the Soul 
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Conscience. The Soul has direct Power-Love-Conscience, 
whereas the Informational Mental Energies have Will-
Information-Reason, translation of the Power of Soul 
Conscience into Energies-Body. In Diseases, there occurs an 
Alienation between the Power-Conscience of Soul and the 
Will-Reason-Mind of Energies-Body, of Nervous System as 
we call it.  

The Hesychast Medicine has its own specific Language, 
due to its specific Hesychast Vision (see the previous relations 
about Hesychasm). Then, the Vibratory-Sensible Energies 
change, from normal Vibrations they become Abnormal, 
causing our exaggerated, weakened Corporal Sensibility, 
which is Passion-ridden and Perverted to extreme. The 
Accumulative Energies alter as well, either by Accumulating 
in excess, or degrading up to Organic Exhaustion. The 
Sacred-Therapy must take this entire Complex into account, 
both of Soul and of Corporal Energetic. Make sure you take 
emergency measures, before the Disease you are suffering 
from becomes acute and long-lasting. 

 
11 

 
A. Definitions 
Conventional layman Science is looking for proof in its 

own reality, as Reference within itself. Hence its Need to 
Polarize-Contraries. The Hesychast Medicine, as Christian 
Vision, has some specifications which can help to complete 
Science. Thus, you should be Open to this Sacral-Therapeutic 
Orientation as well, you have nothing to lose.  

Hesychast Medicine permanently takes into consideration 
the Relation-Report between the Perfectly Healthy Reality of 
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Heaven and the Contrary-Sick in Itself Reality after the Fall 
from Heaven of Creation. The Living (essence) and Life as 
Origin are in Indestructible Health and Permanence. The 
Polarization, brought about by the Primordial Adamic Sin, 
Adds Disease in the Imperfection that is Alien from Reality 
Itself, only Obscuring Perfection, not Annihilating Health and 
Perfection. Life is Closed, is Obscured but it can never Die. 
Death is Suffering-Darkness-Closing-Oblivion-Unconsciousness, 
Breaking-Disintegration, but it can never be Annihilation of 
Life and Existence.  

The Living itself never Relates Itself to the Lifeless, 
instead, the Polarization of the Adamic Sin Doubles the 
Living in Good-Living and Bad-Lifeless-Death. The Living is 
Eternal in Itself, that is why it is Trinitarian-Communion in 
Itself, as Living, Life, Existence which, as Soul, is the Trinity 
of Soul and, in the Body, the Energetic Triad we talked about 
in the previous chapters. The Living is not A Principle which 
Evolves into Lifeless, it is the very Permanent Reality, 
Substantial-Objective in Itself. The Soul-Spirit is by Itself 
Living (principle), and not as Polarization of Living and 
Lifeless, as separate. Alive is God our Lord, reads the Scripture.  

God is the Absolute Transcendental Substantial Living 
and His Creation is also Indestructible Living of Creation. 
We, Creation, want to Alter the Essence of the Living with 
the Lifeless, but we cannot, so we Delude ourselves with a 
Self-Mutilation which costs us a great deal of Suffering. God 
has nothing to do with That, on the contrary, we also inflict 
Suffering to God Himself when he Sees his Work turned into 
Caricature. God Creates a Work that is Living, like Himself, 
thus the Living of Creation does, within Itself, the Contrary 
Polarization of Living and Lifeless. Nothing Dead-Lifeless 
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has ever Come out of God’s Hands and it never shall. We 
Added Death ourselves as Abuse and Negativization of Life. 

Thus, we must understand clearly that the Healing of 
our Diseases and Suffering depends on our Return to the 
Essential Living. God can never admit Suffering and Death. 
We, through these, virtually Kill God as well. Our Self-Abuse 
unjustly Reflects over God Himself. We Kill ourselves and, 
through this, we Deny God because we Forget and we 
Segregate our Conscience from Him. Life is Conscience in 
Dialogue, it is Non-contrary Communion. The occurrence of 
the Contraries is the Origin of the Fall from Perfection-
Heaven, as Cursed Tree of Good and Evil, of the Breaking up 
of Life into Living and Lifeless-Dead. 

This is the Conscience of Hesychast Medicine. To Re-
gain the Conscience of the Perfection of Heaven, this is the 
Healing of our Diseases. Health is the State of Heaven, of 
Perfection, of Eternal Life. In the purely Christian Metaphysics, 
the Living is the very Spiritual Essential Conscience and 
Substance, Image of Absolute Personal Perfection. The Living 
is not Impersonal Principle, because then it wouldn’t be 
Living anymore but an Evolution towards Living. The Living 
is the Essence of Person Itself, not as Closed-up-in-itself 
Living but, on the contrary, as Opening of Living in 
Regenerations-Multiplications-Transpositions of Living as 
Mystery of Living-Communion. The Person is the Essence of 
the Being Itself, the Living is the Person itself.  

After the Fall from Heaven, we have been trying to 
retrace-reconstruct Conscience Philosophically but, without 
the direct Revelation of the Perfect Image of Conscience, it is 
not possible. The Fragmentations of Conscience are so com-
plicated that, without the Direct Revelation of the Archetype 
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of the True Conscience, its Truthful Reconstruction can never 
be reached. It is the root for the invention of so many 
Philosophies and Metaphysics. In Hesychast Medicine, we 
work with the Archetype of the Scripture and with the 
Revelations of the Saints, and this is how we attempt a 
Reconstruction of the Image of our Conscience, without 
which no Alleviation and Healing of our Diseases is possible.  

God is Divine Substantial Being of Absolute and 
Indestructible Living, as Trinity-Communion-Absolute 
Dialogue. What we need to know as well is that God Himself 
is within a Double Reality, as Being-Pneuma in Itself and, at 
the same time, Uncreated Energies which are Permanently 
Emanated from the Triadic Essential Movements called Grace 
or Divine Reasons.  

In our philosophical Greek-Aristotelian language, we 
blend the Soul Conscience with the Reasons of the 
Conscience Energies. For a purely Christian Metaphysics, we 
should be careful not to mistake the pure Soul Conscience (as 
a Mind of the Soul) with the Reasons-Energies of Conscience 
(as Energetic Mind). In the Philokalic-Mystic tradition, there 
is clear delimitation between the Being (Essence)-Conscience 
in Itself and the Reasons-Energies of the Movements of the 
Essential Conscience. The Reasons are the Information of the 
Energies. The First Informational Energy is the Substance, 
which has in itself the Reasons-Information of the Archetypal 
movements of the Soul Conscience which is Beyond the 
Corporal Energetic Plane.  

God is Absolute-Trinity Divine Soul, Who has Body of 
Energies-Reasons of Movement of Godhood. The Being-
Godly Soul is Godhood and the Grace-Energies-Reasons are 
Divinity. We always mistake and blend Godhood with 
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Divinity. Saint Dionysius the Areopagite makes a clear 
delimitation.  

Thus, for the sake of Language elucidation, in Hesychast 
Medicine, the Being is the Spirit-Soul in general, with its 
Essence of Conscience, while the Body is the Totality of the 
Rational Energies Emanated from the Movement of the Soul 
Conscience in Entwinement with the Energies of the 
Environment in which we Live. We are Image after God’s 
Image, we are Personal Being (Essence) as Soul, and we are 
Body after the Image of Divine Grace - Energies.  

Within our Body, there is the Order of the Divine Grace 
Reasons and, within our Soul, there is, besides Grace, the 
Speaking Conscience of Direct Spiritual Pneuma which 
partakes of the Transcendental Supra-Substance of Soul. As 
Soul, we are pure Substance of Being-Soul and as Body we 
are pure Substance of Energies-Echo, Rational Extension of 
Conscience-Movement of Soul. The Soul has a Movement of 
Pneuma, not of Energies. It is out of the Movements of the 
Pneuma that the Energy is Miraculously Emanated. The 
Pneuma does not Move through Use-Consumption of 
Energy, on the contrary, through Production of Energy. That 
is why, those who Live in the Spirit-Pneuma do not need 
material Energies any longer but, paradoxically, they 
emanate material Energies.  

Some people mistakenly speak about the Energies from 
the Inside of the Pneuma . . .  The Pneuma does not move 
through energies but through the Pneuma (Duh) Itself. The 
Energies are exterior to the Pneuma - Soul, just as the 
Reasons are exterior to the Soul-Conscience Itself. We are 
within the Space of the Absolute and Total Godhood Being 
and, at the same time, within the Space of the Uncreated 
Divine Grace Energies.  
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The Creation is within this Double Spatial Plane. Then, 
each of us, created beings, are within our own Space of Soul-
being and of Energies-Body. At the same time, we are in the 
Energetic Space of Nature, in the Energetic Space of the 
Angels, and in the Human Energetic Space. We usually blend 
the Spaces into One we call Cosmic and Universal.  

There is no Free Space as such, instead, the Space is the 
very Substance of Existence. Thus, we have the Essential 
Spiritual Space and the Material Energetic Space. Science 
itself confirms that there is no Void but there is always 
Something in It. We must clarify our realities. As Soul, we are 
in the Space of God’s Pneuma and Spirit and in Communion 
of Spaces, that of the Pneuma-Spirits of the Angels, of 
Nature, and of People. As Body Energies, we are within the 
Divine Grace Energetic Space, first, and then in the Energetic 
Space of the Angels, of Cosmic Light-Intelligence, which 
must not be mistaken with the Light of Nature. The Cosmos 
is Energetically Trinitarian, of Energies of Angels, Energies of 
Nature, and Energies of People. There is no Common 
Universal Matter-Energy.  

In this aspect, Science is Behind Reality. In the Cosmic 
Universe, there is a Tri-Energy, Coexistent, Intertwined, 
Unamalgamated, of Angels, of Nature, of People. In the 
Mystic tradition, they say that the energy of the Angels is an 
Intelligent Energy, often mistaken by some people with some 
sort of Cosmic Mental. This Cosmic Mental is made up firstly 
of Angels or Extra-Terrestrial Spirits and the Soul of the 
Departed ones.  

All types of mix-ups and confusions are made as far as 
this aspect is concerned. As Cosmic Energies, first there are 
the Uncreated-Divine Grace Energies, Those Energies which 
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are Perpetual Rational-Organizing Energies, the Foundation 
of all Energies of Creation. Some people mistake These 
Uncreated Energies with the Soul Divine Sparks Themselves. 
Take care. The Godhood Sparks, which are the Archetypes of 
the Souls of Creation, are the Logos Words of the Son of God, 
Beyond the Divine Grace (see in detail The Hesychast Ascent 
and The Hesychast Ascetic Endeavours). Concerning the Energies 
of Grace, they are the Divine Reasons of Creation which the 
Mystic Philokalia speaks about. The Logos Words are 
Essential Conscience, not Reasons, so that they cannot mix. 
Then, there are the Intelligent Energies of the Angels, which 
cannot be mistaken with those of Divine Grace. After the Fall, 
these Energies of the Angels are both Positive and demonic, 
Negative. The Energies of Grace are in Absolute Perfection. 
Thus, the Cosmic Energies of Creation are Those of Good 
Angels and of Bad Angels, hence the real Occult Plane that 
some non-Christian Mystic beliefs speak about. It is a pity 
that this Occult Plane is closed in Magic and Spiritism and it 
does not open to the Supra-Cosmic Plane of Divine Grace. 

Then, there is the Energy of Nature, the Energy of the 
Matter which we are familiar with. The Angles’ Energy is an 
Informational Energy of Luminous Radiation, distinct from 
the radiation of the Light of Material Nature. The Divine 
Uncreated Energies of Grace are also of a Luminous 
Substance, Beyond the Angels’ Light and the Light of the 
Planetary Nature. Christian Mystics speak about such Lights 
of different Planes which are not amalgamated but which are 
Intertwined. 

Nature is not the Cosmos but it is the World of 
Planetary Matter, from Universes-Galaxies up to our smaller 
Solar Systems. The Energetic Matter of Nature is within the 
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Space of the Divine Grace Energy and within the Space of the 
Angels’ Cosmic Energy. They are Planes of Energies-Parallel 
Worlds, but they are Intertwined and Related.  

Science has much to discover in this aspect. The Mystic 
tradition already Speaks of Coexistent Real Worlds in Spaces 
which are at once and Intertwined. Then, there is the Energy 
of People, which is not amalgamated with or confused with 
that of the Angels and that of Nature, as it is an Intellectual 
Energy of pure Human Psychological Mental (element). We 
do not intend to start a special Science here, which would be 
something incomprehensible and inadmissible for some 
people, instead, we wish to specify only the Complex of the 
Reality which we need to clarify and pay attention to, lest we 
might mistake and blend specific Parts of the Creation.  In the 
books The Hesychast Ascent and The Hesychast Ascetic Endeavours, 
we have attempted a more detailed Deciphering of these 
matters which rather belong to a Metaphysical Mystic 
approach. For the Hesychast Medicine, we Mention them 
here as well, only to serve as Orientation of Therapeutic 
Environment, as ways to Rebalance the Energies in our 
Diseases.  

 
B. Sacred-Therapy  
Let us Re-Identify our own Reality. We are Unity in 

double opening, as Soul and as Body Energies. We are 
Related, as Soul, with God’s Essential Image and we are 
Related with the Uncreated Energies of Divine Grace as 
Energies Body. Then, we are in Coexistence, Intertwinement 
and Kinship with the Angels and their pure Energies of 
Angels, which are, however, Good and Bad-Demonic, as 
there are Fallen Angels-Devils. Then, we are in kinship and 
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Intertwined with the Planetary Energies of Nature and, last 
but not least, with People’s Mental-Intellectual Energies.  

We are most concretely aware of the reality of our 
Kinship and Intertwinement with Nature, some people even 
considering, from this fact, that we are the Product of Nature. 
In the purely Christian Metaphysics, we are not the product 
of Nature but we are Brothers of Creation with Nature, in 
Kinship with It through the Common part of the Corporal 
Matter.  

We must make some clarifications here, from the 
Hesychast Medicine perspective. Our Body is a Complex of: 
its own Energies which Come out directly from our Soul, 
Cosmic Energies, and Energies of Nature. But as Reality in 
Itself, our Body is Just our Body of its own Energies which 
Come out and are Emanated just from our Soul. But these 
Inherent (own) Grace Energies are never alone, they are in 
the General Intertwinement of Total Reality. The Energies of 
our Body are Intertwined with the Uncreated Energies of 
(Divine) Grace, with the Energies of Angels, with those of 
Nature, and with those of the People. It follows that there is no 
Isolated-Solitary Body. Each Energetic Body also Comprises, at 
the same time, all the other Bodies-Energies, as it is in 
Kinship with all. This aspect must be clearly understood. As 
our own Reality, we are Energies of our own Body which 
should not Need other energies, these being generated 
directly from the Movements of our Soul. But, as Reality in 
Itself, nothing is Isolated, it all exists only as Intertwinement-
Communion-Communication-Dialogue. Herein lies the 
Mystery of the Meaning of the Warning from Heaven “Do not 
Die.” Death is, first and foremost, “Getting out of the general 
Communion,” the Fall into one’s Own Singularity where, 
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Deprived of Communion, you attempt an Invention-Delusion 
of Communion, as Self-Fantasies in Fractures of Self. Life 
means Communion, Light spreading on the Outside. 
Singularization as Hidden Light is the Destruction of 
Communion, the destruction of Life.  

Here we have a great Mystery of the Christian Mystic 
tradition. Love as Essence is particularly the Absolute 
Communion. We, as Energies-Body, are our own Energies 
but in Eternal Connection with all the Energies of Reality. 
This Totality makes us, not so much Dependent on the 
Environment, as Participants to the general Environment 
through the Capacities of our Own Energy. We are 
Independent as far as our own Energies as concerned and as 
Participation to the Energetic Medium. If we Refuse the 
Energetic Environment, if we Get Out of the general 
Community, we first Alter our Own Language of normal and 
Inherent Participation to Communion in itself.  

Herein lies the calamity of the so-called Liberty of 
Getting out of the Inherent-Natural Communion of Reality. 
You are Totally Free in your own Participation of individual 
Response in Communion, but, if you take the Contrary 
Liberty of Getting out from the Natural Communion, first 
you Enslave yourself, you Falsify yourself so that you can be 
Contrary to the Nature of Communion. This is the thorny 
Logic of (human) Nature and of the Exiting-Abuse of Nature, 
Enslavement of Nature. Freedom is Unique in Perfection, as 
Spontaneity of personal and Non-contrary Response. For the 
Contrary Freedom, one must first Kill the Non-contrary 
Freedom, as Enslavement of the Non-contrary Freedom, 
otherwise the Contrary Freedom cannot Act. We are Essence 
of Life-Absolute Communion, starting with God and then all 
the Creation.  
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We are Free in the Eternal Manifestation within this 
Eternal Communion. Life is Eternal Living-Experience which 
never gets Bored and never Consumes Itself. Life itself being 
Communion, it is a Dialogue in Absolute, as Eternally 
Present in Perpetual Self Regeneration, without Loss of Self. 
The Fall-Exiting from Communion is the Breaking up of Life 
and Killing of Life. Disease is the Disorder of Communion. 
First, we need to Re-enter in the Communion with God and 
His Divine Grace Energies. The Energies of the Divine Grace 
are just as Substantial as Any Energy, except that they have a 
Pure Uncreated Nature-Essence and are of an entirely 
Different Plane from that Energetic of Creation.  

The Medicine of the Religious Temples knew about 
these Energies, even if it did not comprehend their prov-
enance and quality. Some people mistake them with Occult 
and Subtle Energetic Attempts . . .  In truth, there are many 
Forms of Energies, some of them rather Subtle, however, 
about those of Divine Grace we can state that they are 
Unmistakable if they have the purely Religious Foundation. 
In the Religious Act, even if some Occult Natural Energies 
are Channelled, the Act itself, in its Transcendental 
Orientation, makes the authentic Connection with the 
Energies of Divine Grace.  

We know the objective effects of Holy Water, of Holy 
Anointing Oil, of the Touching of the Holy Relics, etc. Some 
people speculate that these might be some Self-Suggestion or 
some natural Energies yet undiscovered . . .  However, the 
Effects on Children and on the Unconscious Sick, or without 
the respective person’s knowledge, confirm that these are 
real and objective Actions. Moreover, these effects appear 
only if These Religious Acts are performed by People that are 
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Consecrated as Priests, never with Laymen. In the Hesychast 
Medicine and Sacred-Therapy, where there is a true Under-
standing of the Connection between Energies and the Soul, 
among the Spiritual Planes and those Corporal Energetic, the 
Reality of A Therapy through Religious Energies does not 
seem a mere Psycho-Therapy but a True Therapy of Divine 
Modality.  

This being said, those of you who are Sick do not refuse 
to resort to such a Therapy, Go Seek it, and you will benefit 
from what you desire. 

 
12 

 
A. The Soul - Conscious Being, the Body - Rational 

Energies 
The Soul is pure Conscience and the Body is Rational 

Energy, Extension of Movement of Soul Conscience. Science 
confirms that the Energies are Rational Information in Itself 
which, in Vibratory Movements, becomes Material Energy. 
Thus, the Matter is no longer Completely alien to the Soul-
Spirit, it is Echo-Energetic Extension of the Movement of the 
Spirit. The Energy does not Come Directly from the Spirit, 
because the Spirit is Indestructible and without any 
Transformation into something else, as Energy.  

Thus, the Material Energy seems Alien to the Spirit, but 
not Alien to the Movement of the Spirit. The Energies are 
Reasons-Echo of Spirit. That is why, through Reasons and 
Energies, we do not Enter in direct contact with the Spirit, 
only with the Movements of the Spirit. The Spirit can only be 
Seen by the Spirit only. The Energy does not See the Spirit, 
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but Embodies in Itself the Movements of the Spirit, hence the 
Reasons from the Energies. The Eyes of the Energy-Matter for 
(Seeing t. n.) the Spirit are the Reasons Correspondent to the 
Eye of the Soul Conscience, with which, however, they do not 
blend or get Confused. This is where many Philosophies got 
confused. The Christian Philosophy delimits them, 
Intertwines them, but does not Amalgamate them.  

Creation is within the Godhood Living. The Energies-
Body are in the Living of the Soul. The Energies are never 
Free, but always in Bodies. God Creates Bodies in Energies 
which He, then, makes Bodies. And He Creates each Body 
only Once and with A Soul and Life. The Living of the Soul is 
the Conscience and the pure Language of Soul. The Language 
of Body-Energies is Language of Rational Energies, that is, of 
Significations of Soul Conscience.  

For a Hesychast Medicine, one must understand well 
This Foundation of Reality, without which the most gross 
confusions and errors are made. Diseases occur as 
Derangement of Language of Soul Conscience and as 
Imbalance of Language of Energetic Information-Reasons, 
which manifest into real Abnormalities, both as Soul and as 
Body Organs.  

The Body is Living if it is in Connection with the Living 
of Soul Itself, otherwise the Body becomes an Inorganic Dead 
Mechanism. Science can perceive the Mechanical Mechanism 
of the Energies, but it does not sense the Living In Itself. The 
Living is the Soul Itself, which Sees itself only through the 
Soul Itself. The Reason is Trace-Sign of Conscience, not 
Conscience itself. The Chemic-Energetic Mechanism is Trace-
Sign of the Living-Conscience in Itself, which is Beyond the 
Chemism of the Matter.  
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B. Sacred-Therapy 
Don’t let us Allow the Energies of our Body to Stray too 

much from the Living of Our Soul. We must not let our 
Corporal Reasons-Needs-Chemism to become too Alien from 
the Transcendent Conscience of Soul. We know that we can 
have Reasons that are in Contradiction with our true Soul 
Conscience. Avoid these Contrary Reasons of the Soul 
Conscience because they become functional Disturbances in 
the Corporal Energies. Let us base our Sacred-Therapy on the 
Re-discovery and Re-memoration of the Conscience of the 
Living of Soul, which will Revitalize the Energies of our 
Body. Our Biological (existence t. n.) depends on the Wakeful 
Conscience of our Soul Living. We, the Sick ones, must 
understand this if we want the Alleviation and Healing of 
our Disease.  

Let us Revitalize our Soul through the gradual and 
stronger Revival of the Conscience in our Soul, so that we can 
enjoy Energetic Revival. By becoming Closer to God, the Soul 
becomes more Aware in Conscience, it re-memorates the 
Language of Soul and thus kindles Impulses of Re-
memoration in the Energies of the Diseased Body as well. 
Disease is a Forgotten or Negativized Energetic Memory. The 
Archetypal Re-memoration will bring Healing. 

 
13 

 
A. Supra-cause, Cause, Effect. Their Qualities 
We do not want to tire you with difficult and intricate 

theories, but we cannot move on to practice and the 
treatment of Diseases without the description of the 
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phenomena and of the reality, in general. In order to be able 
to intervene in our Energies, we need to know what they are, 
how they are born and how they move, as some type of 
Anatomy and Physiology. In the Hesychast Medicine, there is 
an attempt to relate the entire complex of our existential 
reality. Do the Organs produce the Energies or the Energies 
are configured in the Organs? Science is ambiguous in this 
aspect.  

In the Christian perspective, there is no Free 
Independent Energy, only Energy that is produced by the 
Movement of A Certain Spirit and in the Configuration of A 
Certain Organic Body. God does not Create Energies but 
Whole Bodies, on the basis of A Being of Creation. The Free 
Energies appear as Breaks and fragmentations of Bodies, as 
something that is abnormal and diseased. The Free Energies 
and all those not existing within a Body, are Harmful and 
Ruinous, negative and Dead-Mechanical-Inorganic-Toxic.  

We, as a rule, have the Logic of the Cause and Effect. 
Christianity Comes with an apart Trinitarian Logic. We are 
asking you to make an effort and to assimilate this Trinitarian 
Logic, which is the basis of the Hesychast Medicine and of its 
Sacred-Therapy. In this Trinitarian Logic, the Cause is the 
Origin in Itself, which is the Archetype of Its Effects. The 
Language of the Cause is the Effect.  

As Trinity, Reality is: Supra-cause, Cause, Effect which, 
in correspondence with the Christian God is: the Father, The 
Holy Spirit, The Son. God, the Father, is the Absolute Supra-
cause, the Person - Absolute-Conscience, out of Whom the 
Cause - Holy Spirit Proceeds and the Effect-Son is Born. The 
Cause and the Effect are not One from the Other, they are 
Twins as they Proceed from the Supra-cause Father.  
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The Cause and the Effect always have a Supra-cause. 
Here is the key to the Trinitarian Logic. Science should also 
take into account the Revelations of Religion, which bring 
along Discoveries that are deep and full of essence. The 
Supra-Cause Father Opens up At Once and Equally in Cause 
and Effect which do not Amalgamate, which Return in 
Supra-Cause and Always Come Out from Supra-Cause. 
Hence the Supraform as the Image9 In Itself, the Form as the 
Face of the Supra-Form, and the Content as Resemblance still 
of the Supra-Form.  

After the Fall from Heaven, we, the Creation, Fall from 
the Trinitarian Logic into the Dual Contrary Logic of the 
mere Form-Cause and Content-Effect. We Separate from 
God, the Supra-Cause. Thus, our Knowledge is Incomplete, 
distorted and turned negative. In our Body, the Supra-Cause 
is the Soul, which Emanates an Energy of Information of This 
Supra-Cause. The Energies of our Body have the Trinitarian 
Archetype of the Soul Supra-Cause, hence the Tri-energy of 
our Body, the Mental-Informational energy, the Vibratory 
energy, and the physical Cumulative energy. The 
Information is the Supra-Cause, the Movement-Vibration is 
the Cause, and the Content-Accumulation is the Mass-Matter.  

After the Fall from Heaven, because we fell into the 
Dual Logic, we Forget about the Supra-Cause and we 
Counter the Cause with the Effect. In our regular logic, we 
confuse the Qualities with the Cause and Effect. Thus, it 
seems that there are Qualities of Cause and Qualities of 
Effect, as so-called essential Traits-Attributes. At this point, 
we need to understand the Logic well.  
                                                             
9 See above the note about Image – ‘Chip’. 
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The Supra-Cause is above Traits and Qualities, the 
Traits and Qualities of the Supra-Cause are the very Cause 
and Effect, Self-Equal. Hence the Equality of the Trinity in 
Itself. The Cause and Effect, likewise, do not possess Traits 
and Qualities, since these are Supra-Cause, their Essence.  

We must understand that the Traits-Qualities are 
Language of the Second Order, as Language of Archetypal 
Supra-Language. The Language has the Archetypal Model-
Grammar in Itself. We can be Logical because we already 
have Logic within our Conscience. We have language as we 
already have the Language in our Conscience. We do not 
Evolve on the Language plane, we Develop-Open up the 
Supra-Language into Personal Language-Participation. The 
Fall from Heaven, through the Breaking up of the Logic of 
the Trinity and through the Fall into the Contrary Duality, 
brings along the Forgetting of the Supra-language, 
consequently there is the Aspiration to the Retrieval of the 
Supra-language, which we mistake for Evolution-Becoming.  

Christianity has a Trinitarian Philosophy through 
which it brings the Integrality of the Knowledge lost through 
the Fall from Heaven. In our first volume, The Memories of a 
Hesychast, we attempted a schematic Reconstitution of the 
Archetypal Language as Supra-language, the basis of both 
the Soul Language, as well as of the Energies-Body. Those 
Triads from chapter 8, which have had many people baffled, 
are an Attempt at Deciphering, based on the Revelations of 
the Scripture and of Discoveries in general, even Scientific 
discoveries, a deciphering of the Categories-Icons Totalities 
which constitute the basis, both of the Essential Spiritual 
(principle, t.n.) and of the Phenomenal World as Extension of 
Spirit in Energies.  As Revelation, we have the Godly Trinity, 
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Father, Holy Spirit and Son-Logos, and then the Triads-
Categories-Icons of Translation-Correspondence, which are 
Essences-Archetypes both of Existence and of Language in 
Itself. 

Thus, God the Father is at once in Essence, not in 
Qualities-Traits, He is the Absolute Living (essence), He is 
Love-Conscience-Person, the Essence-Self in Itself, the absolute 
Entity-Totality-Identity-Godly Being-Sublime-Image-Will, etc. 
(see in detail The Memories of a Hesychast). Christianity is the 
Language of the Revelation of the Godly Trinity through 
Christ Who brings along this Complete Revelation, Forgotten 
through the Fall from Heaven. 

That is why our Exposition about Hesychasm is made 
on the Basis of the Revelation of the Godly Trinity, as founda-
tion that we rely on with utmost certainty. The Archetypal 
Triads are not Qualities traits as Such, but Archetypes-
Essences, which then are Transposed also into Qualities-
Traits of the Movements of These essential Categories. We 
attempt to Recreate, from these Qualities and Traits, through 
Analogy, the Categories themselves, Beyond Qualities and 
Traits. Some people reproach that we are attempting some 
sort of a Gnostic theory which, according to them, would be a 
placing into Shadow of the Mystery Being-Existence which is 
Itself Beyond the possibility of Knowledge. We do not want 
to make offence, but the Gnostics-Knowledge is the Holy Spirit, 
the Revealer-Memory of the Supramystery-Supracause-
Supraform-Father-Conscience-Knowledge in Itself. Knowledge 
is the Holy Spirit, the Mystery Revelation that never Ends 
and always has the Mystic Approach of Mystery. A Gnostic-
Knowledge Separated from the Mystery-Mystic Approach in 
itself is no longer Sacred Knowledge but secularized, up to 
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alteration and trivialization. Knowledge is Mystic-Mystery in 
Revelation-Discovery.  

In Christianity, there is an undeniably real Knowledge 
as Direct Revelation through the Holy Spirit and Language of 
the Logos-Son of God, without any trace of Doubt. The 
Christian Gnosis is not a Secularized Gnosis, on the Contrary, 
it is a Mystical Gnosis.  

In the Christian Sense, it is truly a Mystic Gnosis, of 
Revelation of the Holy Spirit and of the Language of Christic-
Logos Who Comes with the Archetypes-Icons of the Godly 
Supra-language in Itself. The Mystic approach is not just 
Apophatism, an absolute Impossibility of Knowledge, but it 
also means Knowledge-Gnosis as Memory and Language of 
Absolute Mystery. That is why the Sublime of the Christian 
Philosophy is the Trinity of Knowledge, at once, and never 
One in the absence of the Others.  

Some people were upset by our statement in The 
Hesychast Ascetic Endeavours that the Triad of Christian 
Knowledge is the Trinity at once, un-amalgamated, as Mystic 
knowledge, Theology and Metaphysics: the Mystic knowledge 
is God, Father, the Absolute Mystery; Metaphysics is the 
Revelation-Memory-Knowledge-Gnosis of the Mystery 
through the Holy Spirit, the Essential Memory of the Father’s 
Mystery; while Theology is the Language-Revelation, 
through the Holy Spirit, of the Christic Speaking of the 
Essential Son-Logos. This is the Document-Foundation of our 
account on Hesychasm.  

As Hesychast Medicine, the Revival of our Trinitarian 
Logic is of greatest importance because it brings about the 
reordering of the Memories from our Diseases. Disease is 
Essentially the Breaking up of the Trinitarian Logic from our 
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Reality, up to that Contrary Dualism of Life and Death, of 
Health and Disease. Our Health is in God the Archetypal 
Order - Logic Supra-Cause. Disease brings about the Reversal 
of the Supra-Cause – Order - Logic in itself, hence the Disorder-
Disease. Life is in the Supra-Cause of the Godly Sacredness. 
The Exiting from the Sacredness of Life is the Sin-Beginning 
of Disease-Death. 

So, Reality as Being-Essence is the Triad: the Image-
Supracause-Supraform, Face-Cause-Form, Resemblance-
Effect-Content. The Image is the Essence-Conscience of reality, 
as Image-Essence of Man (Human) for instance. The Face is 
the Image of a particular Person, my Face as distinct from the 
others’. The Resemblance is the (human) Nature-content of 
Man-Person both as particular Face-Person and as a Person in 
general. This is the Definition as Being-Soul and representing 
more than the Qualities and Traits.  

As definition of the Energies, we have now the 
Qualities, as Energetic Extensions of Movements of Modes-
Categories in Itself. Those Triads mentioned in The Memories 
of a Hesychast (chap. 8) are Modes-Categories in itself of the 
Being-Person, as pure Language of Being in Itself. The Image-
Living (element), Face-Life, Resemblance-Existence are not 
Qualities-Traits but Modes-Natures in Itself.  

We mistakenly speak about Qualities of the Soul. The 
Soul is above Qualities, it has in itself plenary Modes-Natures 
of reality as such which we Mystically call Triads-Icons of 
Language of Being in Itself. Qualities are Divine Grace 
Energies, extensions of Modes in itself. The Soul in Itself is in 
Movements of Modes of the Self, while the Body is in 
Movements of Energies-Qualities-Extensions of Modes of 
Language-Movement of the Soul. The Energies are the 
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Qualities of the Modes-Natures of Soul. The Qualities do not 
directly define the Natures-Modes of the Soul as much as 
they define the Movements Manifestations as Energy of the 
Natures-Modes of the Soul’s Movement. The Qualities are 
Energies of A Nature-Mode of Pure Movement of the Soul.  

As Nature-Mode in Itself, God is the Good-Perfect and, 
from This Absolute Mode, all the Qualities of the Good 
Emanate, as Energies of Goodness. The same happens with 
the other Qualities. God is Love in Itself and the Qualities of 
Love are Grace-Energies. God is Conscience in Itself, whereas 
the Qualities of Conscience are Reasons-Divine Grace 
Energies, Extensions of Modes of Conscience in Itself.  

We usually amalgamate and confuse Conscience with 
its Modes of Conscience in Itself. Reasons are Qualities of 
Conscience, not Modes of Conscience. Here, Philosophy 
should comprehend as well this purely Christian-Trinitarian 
Logic-Metaphysics. The Cause is reality in itself and the 
Effect is the Mode of Movement of Reality in Itself. Qualities 
are not Direct Modes of Reality in itself but Outward 
Extensions-Energies of the Modes of Reality in Itself. The 
Reasons are not the Direct Language of Conscience.  

Philosophy would do well to understand this aspect. 
Conscience has Modes of pure Conscience in Itself, Beyond 
and greater than all the Reasons. The Language of Conscience, 
within Conscience, is also Conscience. Reasons are Grace-
Energies-Qualities-Traits of Modes of Conscience which are 
already in Conscience.  

Thus, Metaphysics is not only Reason, as they 
mistakenly keep claiming. The Logic of Metaphysics in Itself 
is not Reason but the Understanding of Conscience as Modes 
of Conscience in Itself, which then extend also as Reasons. 
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The Mystic approach is Language of Modes of Conscience, 
Beyond the Language of Reasons. But the Mystic knowledge 
does not Lack Objective Knowledge, on the contrary, it is 
Supra-Rational Knowledge just as Objective as the Rational 
one.  

We do not want to tire you with metaphysical theories, 
but you need to have yourselves a certain minimum level of 
Understanding of these Realities as such, that Hesychast 
Medicine is also the Medicine of the Soul-Spirit which needs 
Reawakening of Conscience. In the Soul, Disease is the 
ailment-alteration of Conscience with Lapses of Conscience 
which generate various Apparitions of false and negative 
Conscience which then Torment us with their diseased 
effects. 

 
B. Sacred-Therapy 
Let us get used to Thinking in the Trinitarian Logic as 

well. It will help us Rediscover our own realities and 
particularly the Order at the foundation of our Health, as Re-
memoration and Reordering of the Balance we lost through 
Disease. We are Life in the Supracause of Godly Life. The 
Cause of the Life of Creation has its Supracause in God. This 
is the true Logic revealed by the Scripture and by the Saints.  

We are not the mere Manifestation of God, but we are 
objective Creation of Reality and we have our own personal 
Manifestation, but within the Godly Supracause who Creates 
us.  

We have our own Qualities of Creation which are not 
confused with the Godly Ones, although they are Related as 
Image-Language. Through This Image, we can really Speak-
Engage in Dialogue with God. Through our Soul, we Speak 
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with God’s Being-Person and, through the Energies-Body, we 
Engage in Dialogue with the Divine Uncreated Grace. Life is 
Speaking-Dialogue. The Oblivion of this Dialogue is Disease 
and Suffering. We should endeavour to discover the Logic of 
Health and the Anti-Logic of Disease in such a way as to find 
out how to Return to Reality.  

We do not just make Philosophy here, we make a 
Discovery-Revelation for the Reality of the Life Revived from 
the Darkness of Disease and Death. In our Soul, we have 
Modes of Conscience and, in our Body, we have Qualities-
Traits of Modes of Soul’s Conscience which extend into 
Energies. Let us not confuse the Qualities of the Body with 
the Soul’s Modes of Pneuma. The Qualities are Energies, 
while the Modes of Conscience are pure Spiritual Language 
but just as real as the Energies of the Body.  

Let us Become again Aware of our Double Reality, as 
real Soul and as Body extension of the Soul. The Body is not 
some entity which is Alien from the Soul, it is the Extension 
into Energies of real Movements of the Soul. In as much as 
our Soul is Moving Living (element), we have a Living 
Energetic and Healthy Body. The Disease causes the 
Separation of the Body from the Soul and the disconnection 
between the Living (essence) of the Soul and the Life of the 
Body.  Let us not Forget too much about the Soul, lest the Life 
of the Body should Weaken as well.  

The more Connected we are to our Soul, the more 
Intensely we will Live in our Soul, and the more Vigour we 
will have as well as Health in our Life. The Soul’s Life 
Strength is, in its turn, in God’s Living. The closer our Soul is 
to God, the more Alive-Living it will be, which will Revive 
our Body at the same time. As Hesychast Medicine, we 
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emphasize tremendously the Total-Universal Living, as only 
within This will there be a True and Lasting Health. 

 
14 

 
A. How we Get Born 
We are Unique reality in Double Development, as Soul 

and Energies of the Soul, as Soul and Body. According to the 
Revelation of the Christian Scripture, the Soul is Created only 
by God, since the being of Creation cannot exist through 
Itself as Creation, but only through the Creator. However, as 
Energies-Body, Creation can Regenerate Itself. Let us take a 
look at the way in which the Foetus gets Born in Its mother’s 
Womb. Modern medical Science relates that the Egg of the 
Foetus is Born through the Union of the male Spermatozoid 
with the female Egg.  In This Egg, even from the first days, 
there appears a miraculous Pulsation, as of a Heart, out of 
which the three parts get prefigured, the Head up, the Chest 
in the middle, and then the Underbelly and the Limbs. 

In the Christian Mystic Theology, they say that, right 
from the formation of the Foetus’s Egg, its information 
attracts the Mystery of God’s Creation of the New Soul. In 
fact, even more mystically, they say that the Parents’ Love is 
the Language which gets transmitted to God for the New 
Soul-Baby as Fruit of Love. Thus, the Foetus’s Egg is already 
in Double Information. The Parents’ Genetic-Code Energetic 
Information is Intertwined with the New Soul, Created at 
once with the Foetus’s Egg. Mystically speaking, they say 
that God Creates A Soul Particular to the Parents’ Genetic-
Code Information as special Message.  
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In the purely Christian vision, our Soul is Semblance of 
Christ, as Redeeming Son of A Human Race.  After the Fall 
from Heaven, all the Children’s Souls have a Christic 
Destiny-Mission only. Just as Christ Incarnates, as a Man, to 
Redeem the Human Race, Taking Upon Himself People’s 
Sins to Cleanse Them, in the same way, Each Child’s Soul is 
Created by God with a Destiny of Christic Semblance, as 
Redeemer of Certain Parents. Christ Our Lord has Taken our 
Sins, out of Godly Love, in order to Give us Back Eternal Life.  

After the Fall from Heaven, we are Sinful and we 
cannot Redeem our Souls By Ourselves in our Short Life. 
Some people believe in the Soul’s Reincarnation, as a way of 
Returning on Earth until you succeed to Redeem yourself.  

In the Christian vision, Reincarnation is Inferior to the 
Christic Destiny. The Reincarnation Cycles are not Worthy of 
God’s Creation. Creation declines from Perfection into 
Imperfection and it is not by Cycles of Perfecting that it may 
Return to Perfection. We do not attempt disputes here, we 
relate the Christian Vision. So, the Fall from Perfection is the 
Sin, the Reversal-Negation of Perfection. Adam and Eve 
become Sinful and their Sin is Transmitted to all generations 
of People. What have We to do with their Sins? . ..   

We, Adam’s Descendants, are Creation not only of 
God, as Adam and Eve were, but we are Double Birth, both 
God’s Creation, as Soul, and Birth-Descendants of Certain 
Human Parents. Consequently, we are Half Created by God 
and Half Born from Human Parents. So, it is only normal that 
we Inherit our Parents as well. This is how we Inherit our 
Parents’ Sins, as their Sons-Descendants. The Soul may seem 
Wronged to Incarnate into A Body carrying the Parents’ Sins 
. . .  Herein lies the Christian Mystery. The Soul is Semblance 
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of Christ, which means it Incarnated just like Christ our Lord 
with the Destiny-Vocation to be a Redeemer of his Human 
Parents - Bloodline.  

If God Accepted to Take People’s Sins Upon Himself, 
can it be that our Souls Would Refuse to Resemble God? . . .  
God accepts Creating New Souls only in the Christic 
Vocation-Destiny, otherwise God Himself would be a 
continuous Generator of Imperfection in Creation.  

Why would God any longer Create Souls who Sin and 
do not Redeem themselves? . . .  In fact, God Creates Souls with 
Powers-Vocations of Redemption, not of perpetuation of sin. 
Thus, Every Soul is Born only in the Acceptance of its 
Vocation as Redeemer of Certain Parents. That is why, 
together with the Foetus’s Egg, which has within Itself all the 
Parents’ Genetic Information, God Creates A Soul whom He 
Bestows with Special Powers-Endowments, according to the 
Parents’ Sins. We, as Children, are not Born Doomed to Take 
upon ourselves some Strange Sins of Some Parents out of 
whom we are Born without our Will . . .  

We, as Newly Created Souls, are Invested with genuine 
Powers of Real Redeemers of our Parents. Even if we do not 
Consciously Participate in this Transcendental Calling, we 
Have it in our Nature and Essence. So, Happy are the Parents 
who have Children and Wretched are those who do not have 
their Children-Saviours . . .  Only those who undertake total-
unreserved Efforts to Redeem By Themselves are Allowed 
not to have Children. Ordinarily, without Children there is 
no Redemption after the Fall from Heaven.  

The non-Christian mystic philosophies dream of 
Reincarnation as possibility for Salvation in several Lives. In 
the Christian vision, there is no Reincarnation, but there is 
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Incarnation into the Christic Destiny of Redemption through 
the Assumption of the Parents’ Sins by their Children as 
Christic Redeemers. So, together with the Foetus’s Egg, the 
New Soul is also Incarnated, Especially Created to Match the 
Parents’ Genetic Code.  

And this is in fact the moment when the Transformation 
of the Egg into the Future Man Begins, Intertwinement of 
Soul - Christic Calling and Body of Incarnation-Inheritance of 
Parents. Thus, the Future Child is Shaping up as Intertwine-
ment of Soul with Energies-Body, Dialogue of Language of 
Soul with energetic Language of Body. The Newly Created 
Soul Comes with New Powers, which Act upon the Body 
with the Purpose of Healing and Redeeming the Sins 
Inherited from the Parents. 

At the same time, the Soul undertakes a Process-
Endeavour of Purification of the Inherited Sick Body. We 
may get Born already Sick or with some predispositions of 
Disease or with hidden Diseases. One enters directly into the 
Process-Endeavour of the Christic Destiny-Vocation of our 
Redemption-Healing. 

 
B. Sacred-Therapy 
As Reality, we are Memories of God, through our Soul, 

and we are Memories of Creation, through our Body. In this 
way, we are Each an Intertwinement of the Image of God 
with the Image of Creation. Thus, being aware that as Souls 
we are Semblance of God, we know that we have true 
Perfection and Health in us, even if some Diseases are added 
to it. We should never allow our Diseases to scare us, because 
we Have, in our Soul, Powers which are Bestowed on us by 
God especially to heal these Diseases. Let us take our Life 
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seriously. Let us become Aware that we are Semblance of 
Christ, with a Sacred Destiny-Vocation to be at the same time 
the Redeemers of Certain Sinful Parents. God does not only 
Love Himself, He does not Want only for Himself to Live, but 
He also Bestows Life to the Entire Creation, moreover, He 
Descends Into Creation as A Man to Cleanse our Sins and 
Diseases.  We must also be Semblance of God, As Love-
Giving towards the Others.  

Thus, in Christianity, the so-called Karma is not Mine 
alone personally, under the pretext of some Justice, but it is 
also a Christic Assumption of Love for Others. I am Created 
out of God’s Love and I am Worthy of Life only if I Love 
Someone the same way. The Fist Love is God the Creator 
Himself, it is Him whom I must Love. But we also have 
Human Parents.  

Thus, together with our Love for God, it is also our 
Love for our Parents. We are Born by means of Human 
Parents. It is Owing to Them and through them that God 
Creates me as Soul and Child of God. This is how God 
Wants, for us to Be Children both of God and of Parents of 
Creation, at the same time. God Creates us as Perfect Souls 
and our Parents Bear us as Sinful Diseased Bodies. God 
Wants to Bring Redemption to Sinful People. Thus, He 
Entrusts a Mission-Destiny to the Children of Man to Redeem 
their Human Parents.  

If we do not Love God our Creator any more, we are 
not Worthy to Exist. If we do not Love our Human Parents, 
through whom we are Born, we are no longer Worthy to Live 
like Humans. As Existence in Itself, we are Worthy to Live 
only in God’s Love. As human existence, we are Worthy to 
live only as our Human Parents’ Love. This is the great 
Mystery of Life in the purely Christian vision.  
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As Souls, we Have Inherited from God all the Wealth of 
Spiritual Living. From our Human Parents we have all the 
Wealth of the Human Language of Creation, of Life as 
Creation. Since this Inheritance as Creation is sinful, we 
Inherit the Sinful Language. Only through our Soul of Perfect 
Language Can we Perfect the Sinful Language of Creation. 
Here is our great Vocation-Destiny.  

We Inherit Adam’s Sin-Language because we are born 
from Adamic Parents, but we also Inherit God’s Perfection 
through which we Can Cleanse the Adamic Parents’ Sin. We 
are worthy to Live only in This Destiny-Meaning of Children 
of God and at the same time of Children of Certain Creation 
Parents.  

We, as Children, perform the Miracle of God’s Union 
with His Fallen Creation. We, as Children, Assist God to 
make possible the Reunion of the Fallen Creation with God, 
the Creator. We, as Children, assist the Return-Descent of 
God’s Love into the Sinful-Sick Creation and into the Torment 
of Death in order to Alleviate the Sighing of Hell. We, as 
Children, are God’s Love which Never Forgets the Sinful, we 
are also the Hope of our Human Parents’ Redemption. Our 
karma is A Holy Cross not just ours, but also a Transcen-
dental Love for the Redemption of the Entire Creation. 

The Essence of Life is not Egotism, but the Total 
Opening-Love. Let us Re-Personalize ourselves with the 
Power of the Love for God and to Revive our Love for our 
Parents so that we may really Want to Redeem them. Repeat 
everyday as a Joyful Song: “I am Love of God which Redeems 
A Fallen Creation. I am the Love of a Son, Redeemer of my 
Parents of Creation. I Undertake my Parents’ Sins as a Cross, 
just as Christ took upon Himself all the World’s Sins to 
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Cleanse them. I Want to Be a Follower of Christ, I want to Be 
Christic Semblance. As Christic Semblance, I am a Sacred Life 
and Destiny which is Truly Worthy to Live.  

In This Sacred Destiny, I have the Duty to Heal My 
Diseases which are Inherited from my Parents, and through 
which I will then Redeem my Parents too. I have my Parents 
within Myself. In Me, my Parents are Sick and Suffer and, 
within Me, my parents ardently Ask me to Heal their 
Diseases and their Suffering. Through this Healing, out of 
Love for them, I Heal myself at the same time, I, who have 
their Essence as my Nature.” We have lost This Godly 
Sacredness.  

As Sacred-Therapy, Sacredness is the Great Miracle of 
the Healing of our Diseases. Take This Medicine of the Daily 
Sacredness several times and you will Feel its real Healing 
effect. This is not mere Psycho-Therapy, but it is authentic 
Therapy, which is grounded on the Essence of our Being. 
Rememorizing and Reacquiring the Conscience of our 
Being’s Language, we Reorder all the Functions of our 
Organs. The Language is the mechanism of the Organic 
Functions. Let us attempt to Introduce the Healthy Language 
in our Organs. Through a Living un-killed Nourishment, 
through the Reordering of certain normal Organic functions, 
taking them out and keeping them away from Passions and 
Wantonness. Wantonness is the worst Reversal-Negation of 
the Language of Health. Similarly, Eating and Drinking 
become Energetic Wantonness, which generates Breakages of 
functional Language into our Organs. My Brothers, do not 
commit Suicide with such indifference.  

The Soul, through the Lack of Love for God, commits 
Suicide and the Body does the same through Wantonness. 
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We do not Die instantly and our Soul cannot Die but we will 
get Sick and we will Suffer bitter Torment. Let us Return Into 
our True Nature, to Re-Enter the Sacred Language. 

 
15 

 
A. The Energetic Configuration of Creation 
From what we stated before, we saw that Reality is in 

Double Development, as Soul and as Body, as Being-Spirit 
and Energies-Body. The Soul and the Body are not Two 
contrary and completely Alien Realities, as they are usually 
considered, as Spirit and Matter which cancel each other.  

In the purely Christian vision, as Origin in Itself, God is 
the Unique Reality, as Absolute Spirit in Trinity of Persons, 
Who at the same time has an Uncreated Energetic Radiance 
called Divine Grace. This is the origin of the vague 
remembrance of some ancient Philosophies that the Spirit is 
still Coexistent with the Matter-Energy. As Reality in Itself, it 
is not a Double Existence, but a Unique Absolute Existence 
which nonetheless has the Miracle to be in Two Openings at 
once, as Spirit and as Energies of Radiance of Spirit. 
Christianity brings along the Revelation of the Being-Essence 
in Itself and of the Energies of the Movement of the Being, 
the Uncreated Grace. Some People Mistake Creation with the 
Grace - Godhood Spirit Energies.  

Christianity has the full Revelation of the Philosophy of 
Creation. God is the Reality-Being and also Grace beyond 
Creation. He makes the Creation after His Image of Being-
Essence and also of Grace Beyond Creation, hence the 
Configuration of Creation as Soul and Body. The Soul is the 
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Creation’s Correspondence of the Image of God’s Being, and 
the Body is the Creation’s Correspondence of the Image of 
Uncreated Grace.  

After the Creation’s Fall from the Perfection of Heaven, 
we Forget the Truth of the Reality of Creation, we Forget God 
and His Divine Grace, and we are only left with vague 
memories. This is how we Believe that the Spirit is God and 
the Matter is the Contrary of God. Some attempts at a 
Proximity-Intimacy with God are made, by considering that 
Matter is God’s Creation, His Manifestation. Hence so many 
entangled and blended Philosophies, after the Fall from 
Heaven.  

We do not want to create disputes here, we wish to 
mark some essential points of reference, so that we may have 
the Image of Reality in the Christian Vision, which represents 
the basis of the Hesychast Medicine. So, in a Christian sense, 
the Archetype of God’s Image of Being and Divine Grace is 
Translated through Creation -Translation of God Himself as a 
Form of Creation of Soul and Body.  

Our Soul is Image of Spirit-Pneuma as Analogy of 
Godly Spiritual Being, translated however into Substance of 
Created Being. And the Body is Analogy of Divine Grace 
Energies Translated as Energies-Body into Substance of 
Matter of Creation. The Created Matter is thus the Energetic 
Grace of the created Soul. God’s Creation is not the Created 
Matter Only but also the Soul and the Material Body. Our 
Soul is not Born out of Matter as the Materialists decree, God 
Creates At Once the Soul as well as the Material Body, as 
Created Being and its Energetic Radiance of Material Body. A 
Being without a Body is an Incomplete Being, that is why 
God does not Create a Body without a Soul or a Soul without 
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a Body, but both at once, as A True Creator. Some people say 
that God Emanates some Sparks-Souls without Bodies, Sparks 
which then Evolve, building for themselves increasingly 
compact Successive Bodies, toward the Body that we have 
now.  

In a Christian sense, it is unworthy of A God in Trinity, 
Plenary in Itself, to Create Something which is Imperfect and 
Incomplete. As a Christian vision, God Creates A Total and 
Perfect-Plenary Creation as Heaven, then creation Falls  
by itself into Imperfection and Contrariety, into self-
disintegration.  

After the Fall from Heaven, the Matter-Body makes 
itself Contrary and Alien to the Soul. As Perfect reality, the 
Energies-Body are Extensions of Movement of Soul-Spirit. As 
Godhood, the Godly Being, the One in Three Persons 
(Hypostases), Father, Holy Spirit and Son, Emanates, 
naturally and by Itself, An Energetic Radiance of Uncreated 
Grace, but not Directly from Its Being but from the Living 
Movements of the Trinitarian Being. So, we now Know that 
the Energies are not the Being’s Transformation into Energies 
but Emanations-Extensions of the Movements of the Being. 
Thus, the Energies do not Resemble the Spirit Being, but the 
Movements of the Spirit.  

The Energies are not Spirit, but Information of 
Movement of Spirit. Thus, the Divine Grace is Uncreated 
Reasons, Extension of Movement of Godly Conscience. The 
Body of the Godly Being is not made of Material Energies, 
but of Rational Energies of Grace - Divine Uncreated 
Radiance. The Translation into Creation of the Reasons of 
Grace (Rational Energies of Grace) generates the Occurrence 
of Material Form, as Reasons-Grace of Created Soul.  
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In the Christian Vision, our Soul is not the Very Spirit 
of God, as some non-Christian mystic philosophies claim, nor 
is it Sparks of God’s Soul, instead, Creation has a Created Soul 
only it is created upon the Archetypal Image of the Godly 
Spirit-Being. Our Soul Resembles God’s Spiritual Image, but 
they are not confused, God being Uncreated, while our Soul 
having been Created by God’s Spirit. Thus, our Soul has too, 
just as God’s Being, a Grace of created Soul which is our 
Energetic Body. God Creates us At Once as Soul and Body, 
just as He Himself is at once Spirit-Being and Energies-Grace. 

The Energies-Grace are not Contrary to God but they 
are Extension-Radiance of Godly Movement. Just the same, 
our Body-Matter is not Contrary to our Soul but Extension, 
Grace-Radiance of Movement of the Soul. The Fall from 
Heaven makes the Body Contrary to the Soul.  

In Heaven, the Soul could See Itself, could See its Body 
and the Body could really See the Movements of the Soul. 
Only the Soul can See both the Soul and the Body. That is 
why, after the Fall from Heaven, we become Blind in our 
Soul, so that we do not even See our Body with our Soul, but 
the poor Soul remains as Hidden somewhere Beyond our 
Body.  

Normally, we should first have the Conscience and the 
Sensing of the Soul and then the one of the Body. After the 
Fall from Heaven, our Soul turning Blind, we are left only 
with the Seeing of our Body. The Body, not being able to See 
the Soul Directly, can only sense the Vague Movements of 
Soul, hence the Body’s further Alienation from the Soul, until 
the Body Forgets it is also a Soul.  

We must understand this mechanism very clearly 
because in Disease one needs a Repositioning of the Body in 
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Intimacy-Closeness of the Soul, so that the Movements, 
deranged by Disease, should Reorder harmoniously. 
Otherwise, we do not know what to do. Our Soul is Itself 
Sick-Blind so that we must give Sight and Conscience to the 
Soul too, so that it can Act upon the Energies of the Body.  

The Hesychast Medicine is thus a Double Medicine, 
both of Soul and of the Body. Our Body is Information of 
Movement of the Soul. So, in order to Calibrate the Energies 
of our Body, we need to Know what Information Comes Out 
of our Soul, to Regain Awareness over This Information, to 
Re-memorise it, otherwise we will make no progress in our 
Diseases.  

 
B. Sacred-Therapy 
Let us no longer consider our Body as Alien and 

Contrary to our Soul. Our Body is an Energetic Complex as 
the Extension of the Complex of the Soul’s Movements. The 
Energetic Matter of our Body is a Triple-energy in Itself, 
which some people see as Three Bodies existing within each 
other.  

In the Christian sense, there are not three bodies but 
One Body with Three Energies at once and, owing to These 
Three Energies, a Body is Possible. The Energies, as we have 
seen, are Emanations from the Movements of the Soul, which 
miraculously produce Energies instead of using them.  

The Triple-Energy of our Body is: the Mental Informa-
tional energy, the Vibratory-Vital energy, the physical-
material Accumulative energy. These energies must be at 
once, or else our Body destroys Itself, gets sick. The Informa-
tional Energy in the Body produces the Brain and the whole 
Nervous System; the Vital energy produces the Blood and 
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Bone Marrow, and the Accumulative energy produces the 
Bones and the Flesh of the Organs, the physical part. These 
too are in Correspondence with the Triad of the Soul, the 
Brain being in connection with the Soul’s Conscience, the 
Blood with the Pneuma-Spiritual Memory of the Soul, and 
the Organic Flesh being in connection with the Spiritual 
Language of the Soul. In our Flesh, there is also the Language 
of the Soul, which Translates into Movements of Senses of 
Flesh-Organs. Any disturbance of Organic Senses also in-
fluences the deep Language of the Soul, and any disturbance 
of direct Language of Soul deranges the Organic Functions.  

So, be careful, that any Sin performed with the Body 
Wounds-Hurts-Defiles the Soul. As Sacred-Therapy, one 
should constantly seek the concomitance of the Soul and 
Body which are never Alien but in permanent Dialogue, but 
each in its own specific Language. 

 
16 

 
A. Energetic Entwinements 
We do not want to repeat ourselves, but we wish to 

make some details more specific even if we may sometimes 
seem too insistent. We want to accustom you to a Greater 
Picture of reality, always having in front of us the Whole 
Picture, not just separate parts, without the memory of the 
Whole.  

We are a Whole Soul and Body and any diversion is a 
destruction of Integrality. We must understand that the true 
reality is the Soul and then the Energetic Body. Because, after 
the Fall from Heaven, we are blind in the Soul, we do not See 
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our Soul and thus we Believe ourselves to be a Body in the 
first place, which may, eventually and literally also have a 
real Soul.  

For the Hesychast Medicine, the Regaining of Awareness 
and the Re-memoration of the Soul represent the keystone for 
the entire Medicine. Science wants to See Matter as a 
Substance in itself, stable and Independent from the Spirit. 
Even if it might also be Spirit, be it as it may, Matter should 
be apart from the Spirit and free. Herein lies all our drama. 
The Matter, separated and Independent of the Spirit, 
becomes Contrary to itself, goes rashly and angrily to war 
within itself, up to the point of Self-Destruction. Matter 
proves to be Incapable of existing through itself, even with all 
the efforts invested into the Building of a Conscience of 
Matter, of an Artificial Intelligence. The Dream about Robots 
which would replace the Spirit in Itself is a Dream of 
complete and total replacement of the Spirit with Matter.  

Matter, as we have Seen, is not a Substance by itself, it 
is a permanent Emanation from the Movements of the Spirit, 
Emanation-Extension-Echo which then returns back into the 
Movements of the Spirit whence it came. This is where the 
Relativity of Matter lies, from the fact that Matter comes out 
of the Movements of the Spirit and returns, after a certain 
Extension, back into the Spirit. The Eternal Return of Matter 
into the Movements of the Origins of Matter is the 
fundamental Law of Matter. Matter-Energy is Energetic 
Memory of Movement of the Spirit, which Fades if it remains 
too long separated from the Conscience of Spirit that 
generates the Energetic Memories. Thus, we Need an Eternal 
Re-memoration of Matter from the Archetypes of the 
Movements of the Spirit beyond Matter.  
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This is the source of the vague Philosophical Memories, 
that Matter, which is mistaken for the Creation Itself, must 
Cyclically be Absorbed into the Absolute Soul-Spirit from 
whence it would then Emerge Renewed. Hence the so-called 
Cyclical Endings of the World, as Regenerations of the 
World. As reality in itself it is a Truth but it does not have the 
significance of the Fall from Heaven, of the World’s Death in 
order to be Revived.   The World, mistaken for Matter and 
Body, should not have to Die in This Return and Renewal 
into the Spirit whence it came, but to Rest and to Re-
memorate Itself from the Archetypes of the Spirit.  

We normally have Sleep, which represents the Miniature 
of the Return of the Energies-Body into the Pneuma of the 
Soul, as Re-memoration - Renewal of Energies. That is why, 
without Sleep we Die. But, after the Fall from Heaven, Sleep 
is unconscious and it lacks the Seeing of the Soul. In Sleep, 
the Seeing of Mind-Body is Absorbed into the Movements of 
Pneuma-Soul which, because they are Blind, make us 
Unconscious, but we do not Die.  

We need to understand this phenomenon. In Heaven, 
there was also Sleep-Rest, but it was not Unconscious, 
because the Soul, Seeing Itself, could constantly keep on 
Seeing, even if the Mind of the Body was Absorbed into the 
Pneuma and it was no more. In Sleep, first and foremost, our 
Mind-Conscience of the Body Returns in the Profound 
Movements of the Soul’s Pneuma so that it may Continue to 
have the Information of Movement without which the body’s 
Energies are not possible.  

Every day, the Body’s Mind must Read Again from the 
Book of the Soul, otherwise the Body’s Mind Forgets many 
normal Movements which become disorder-Disease-
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Destruction; try to understand that the Body’s Matter is not a 
real Substance, but a Semi-Substance, which Emanates from 
the Movements of the True Substance, which can only be the 
Permanent Essential Spiritual Substance, and never Relative. 
Science wants to consider Matter a Substance by itself, but it 
is actually only a Semi-Substance, as energetic Extension of 
Movement of True Spiritual Substance. As Reality in Itself, 
there is no Free Matter, only Matter in Bodies.  

The Free Matter is the effect of the Fall from Heaven 
when Bodies get disintegrated, hence the Harmfulness of the 
Inorganic free Matter. Everything Inorganic (element) is 
Poison-Toxin and destructive radiation. This is the Foun-
dation of the Hesychast Medicine, as Therapy of Organic-
Living Medicine, not of Inorganic-Lifeless Matter, which 
seem Good but destroy in dozen other directions. We eat 
Dead Food, Boiled and Inorganic, and it looks like it is 
Nourishing to us but it is actually forever Intoxicating us 
with Residues which our Organism cannot manage to 
convert into Living-Organic once more. 

Consequently, in Disease, when the weakened Organs 
cannot Convert anymore, Inorganic Food must be Avoided 
because it blocks the poor sick organs even further. 
Understand this and only in this way will you become 
Healthy again. For the Hesychast Medicine, we delve deeper 
into the foundation of reality on the basis of the Revelation of 
the Scripture, of the Discoveries of the Saints and of the wise, 
who also left us a Science about ourselves, for comfort and 
for the Re-memoration of the Truth. Some people blame us 
for introducing the Secular Gnosis in Christianity, de-
sanctifying the Mystery of Religion in Itself.  
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Don’t let us be obtuse, instead, let us be open to the 
Integrality of Reality. There is also a real Christian Gnosis, as 
Discovery-Revelation through the Holy Spirit, and as 
Language of the Christic Logos, a Gnosis which does not 
Overshadow the Mystery in Itself, but Reveals it and Opens it 
towards An Eternity of Mystery and Endless Discovery. 

Upon this foundation do we, within our Hesychast 
Medicine, offer a Bird’s Eye View as a Discovery of our 
Reality, as a Return to Health in Itself, Abused by our Sins 
and by the terrible Diseases which will then terrify us as well.  

We present, schematically, the Universal Energetic 
Reality. The Universal Energetic Space is the Uncreated 
Divine Grace Energy which, in turn, is within the Absolute 
Space of the Absolute Being of God Himself. In This 
Uncreated but Creative Energetic Space, Three specific 
Modes-Types of Energies are Created:  

1) the intelligent Luminous energy of the Angels;  
2) the Material energy of Nature;  
3) the Mental Human energy.  
From a Mystic perspective, there is the interpretation 

that This Triple-energy would be the Archetypal Light of 
Creation which God Created in the Beginning, when He said: 
“Let there be Light.” Moreover, This Archetypal Light is inter-
preted to be the Genetic Information of the Three Forms of 
Creation as Body Energies of Angels, of Nature and of Man.  

Science itself asserts that the origin of Matter is Radiant 
Light, an Informational Light in Itself which, through Move-
ments-Vibrations, then gets Configured in Atomic Particles, 
then in Atoms, Molecules, up to the Complex Matter we know. 

We are content to remain at our specific Medical aspect. 
These Three Universal Energies are Entwined among each 
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other, they Contain each other mutually, they are related, and 
they perform Permanent Energetic Exchanges, in the manner 
that an Energy is in Motion by means of the Other Energies 
in Mutual Potentiation. The Disorder of the entwinements 
brings along Energetic Disease.  

Here is the origin of the so-called Astrological 
remembrance, of Correlation of each Existence with a Certain 
Movement of Astral Planet, in Connection with a Certain 
Spirit-Angel and with Certain Parents. After the Fall from 
Heaven, the Myths preserve the Ancestral Memories but they 
blend them and break them apart, leading to Errors. There 
are some people who attempt a Deciphering, but many of 
them fall into subjective, negative Magic of an inferior 
Spiritism, under demonic influences masked as ostensive 
Good Spirits. We have nothing to do with that and are careful 
not to fall under demonic deception.  

What we need to know, as Hesychast Medicine, is the 
authentic fact of the Cosmic Energetic entwinement. They say 
that each of us is a Micro-Cosmos, that we have the whole 
Cosmos in Miniature within our Body. And we really are in 
Energetic Connection with all the Cosmic Energies. More 
specifically, we say that we Make Cosmic Energetic Exchanges 
through the so-called “Energetic Food.”  

We really Nourish ourselves from the Cosmic Light of 
the Angels, we Feed from the Nature’s Matter, and we Feed 
from the Mental Human Energy. And over These Three 
Types of Food-Nourishment sources, there is the Feeding-
Nourishment from the Uncreated Divine Grace Energy. All the 
derangements within This Complex of Universal Energetic 
Nourishment bring along Diseases and abnormal ailments. 

For a Medicine, we need to Know at least the most 
basic aspects of this Complex, so that we may Intervene in 
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the respective cases, as a Reordering. This is why they speak 
of a Mystical Archetypal Configuration, together with its 
Physiology which is also Mystical. Our Bones-Skeleton is 
built upon the Divine Grace Energetic Archetype. The 
Diseases of the Bones are typically based upon the Lack 
especially of the Energies of Divine Grace. The Saints’ Bones 
do not Decay because they are Filled with the Energies of 
Grace, with the Healing Powers of Divine Grace. The Energy 
of the Divine Grace Circulates Particularly through the 
Bones.  This Energy of Grace enters through the Breathing 
path Nose-Lungs-Blood-Bones.  

The Energy of Grace is the so-called Food-Nourishment 
that some Mystic philosophies speak about but, in the 
Christian Sense, the Divine Grace is more Profound, it is not 
of Created Origin but it is of Uncreated-Creating Origin. The 
Energy of Grace is, in fact, the Medium in Itself of the 
energies of Creation. That is why Breathing in Itself is first 
and foremost of Divine Grace. We Breathe what we know to 
be the Oxygen but, actually, the Oxygen is the Atom in 
Nature through which Nature Connects with the Divine 
Grace in its turn.  

We perform Energetic Exchanges-Circuits at once 
entwined and Cosmic. Thus, we Breathe the Uncreated 
Energy of Grace through Nose-Lungs-Heart and It goes to 
the Bones where it Deposits. Our Bones are the Repose of the 
Energy of Grace in our Body. Those burdened with heavy 
Sins directly related to the Divine Grace develop serious 
Bone Diseases. That is why we need the Hesychast Medicine 
as Remedies of the Holy Grace such as the use of the 
Sanctified Oil, Holy Water, the Antidoron, the Touching of 
the Holy Relics, the Religious Service. The Bringing Back of 
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the Energies of the Holy Grace is Real Therapy, not mere 
Psycho-Therapy. Through the Nervous System, we make the 
Connection with the Energies of the Angels, what some call 
the Mental Cosmic.  

They say that This Cosmic Mental Energy Enters 
through the Top of the Head, descends on the Vertebral 
Column, down to all the Nerves of the Body, thus Uniting 
with our Mental. This is the Cosmic Breathing. Then, there is 
the Breathing of Nature, through the Underbelly, through a 
place near the Navel. Science has discovered that, through 
the Area of the Underbelly, there happens a key Energetic 
Exchange with Nature of a tremendous importance, without 
which we Die. If one puts a Lead Plate on the Belly and holds 
it there for a long time, it makes one seriously ill, even to 
death, because Lead Stops the Energies of Nature from 
Entering our Body.  

We really Must Add that All These Energies, which are 
entwined, All meet in a Place of Integral Union where the 
Heart is. After the Fall from Heaven and after heavy Sins, the 
Three Categories of Energies Refuse to meet in the Heart, 
each create their own Centre of Independent Action and even 
become Antagonistic towards the rest of them.  

Thus, In the Underbelly, there grows such A Centre 
and so we have the Centre of Exaggerated Eating. Then, in 
the Head, there evolves a Frontal Centre of Occult Thinking, 
wherefrom develops the cold overbearing Intellectualism. 
Then, there is another, lower-order Centre, such as the 
Wanton Sex, between the Belly and the Head, which drains 
the Energy of the Underbelly and, at the same time, Drains 
the Nervous Energy of the Head through the Vertebral 
Column. Thus, the Centre of the Heart Remains Empty, when 
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Actually here is where all the Energies should meet, so that 
they could be Sent to the Organs through Blood and, from 
there, through Blood again, they should Return to the Heart 
and, from the Heart, the Cosmic Integral Connections should 
be made.  

This is the starting point of the Hesychast Medicine, 
which aims to Re-establish the Centre of the Heart as Centre 
of Heaven, Forgotten after the Fall from Heaven. The Centre 
of the Heart is the True Centre where All the Energies meet, 
from those of the Holy Grace to the Human ones. One has 
Forgotten the Original Head of the Heart. 

 
B. Sacred-Therapy 
We urge you to follow the Treatment of the Holy Grace 

and to pay it the proper Importance. Without the Energy of 
Grace, there can be no real energetic balance in our Body. So, 
you should use Holy Water and other Sanctified material. Go 
to Holy Places, to Church, to meetings with Holy Men, to the 
Holy Relics. Attend Religious Services, also Pray daily 
Yourselves. Make sure you have Sanctified Objects in your 
house, light a Candle at least sometimes if not permanently.  

Those of you who are more willing to try the Hesychast 
Method of Finding the Centre of the Heart as Integral 
Energetic Re-establishing, such as the Hesychast Mystic 
Prayer of the Mind’s Repose in the Heart’s Pneuma. When 
you do your deep Breaths, those Respiratory exercises of 
Health, try to be as Aware as possible that you Inhale, at the 
same time, the Divine Energy of Grace, which reaches down 
to your Bones. We do our duty and try to put at your 
disposal all the possible remedies so that you do not have to 
complain that you do not know how to Heal your Diseases.  
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A. The Subconscious, the killing of the Perfect 
Conscience 

In our previous volumes on Hesychasm, we have 
attempted to present a Mystic Approach of the Christian 
Mystic Language. We do not create here a Religious or 
Philosophical System, we only broadly Indicate, according to 
our humble powers, a few points of Reference of the 
Christian vision of Reality in general. Our Grounding is in 
the Scripture, in the discoveries of the Saints, of the wise, and 
even of Science.  

We do not Desecrate the Christian Mystery with some 
artificial Gnosis-Knowledge .. . The Christian Dogma itself 
does not claim to be Knowledge that lacks Revelations and 
Discoveries . .. The Christian Gnosis is an Eternal Discovery 
through the Holy Spirit and in Christic Language, without 
any Desecration of the Absolute Mystery, the Source of the 
Gnosis-Knowledge. Some people will be surprised at the 
entwinement of Religion with Science from our present book 
The Hesychast Medicine. 

We do not Desecrate the Christian Mystery through the 
Secular Profane, nor do we blend them, instead, we attempt 
an Integrality of Reality which is a continuous “Mystery in 
Discovery.” We want the Hesychast Medicine to be an 
Integral Medicine of the Soul and Body, in harmonious 
entwinement, without amalgamation, in mutual Supra-
Emphasis, the Science becoming Sanctified through the 
Mystery of Religion and Religion Discovering itself through 
the Knowledge of Science.  
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Only the extremists isolate them to contrariety, 
impairing-marring the Mystery of Religion by depriving it of 
the Discovery of Science and impairing-marring Science by 
taking the Mystery of Religion away from it. Religion too 
must be Equal but without amalgamation. Science benefits 
from many of the Discoveries of Religion. Science was born 
in the religious Temples. The Tragedy of the Creation’s 
Falling from the Perfection of Heaven has brought with it the 
Contrariety between the Mystery of Religion and the 
Discoveries of Science-Knowledge. Knowledge itself has 
Broken into Spiritual Knowledge and Non-Spiritual . .. 

This is the source of our Sacred Memories and our 
Desecrated profane Memories . .. Our Diseases reveal to us 
this War between the Sacred and the Profane, between 
Health-Life and Disease-Death. This is how the Subconscious 
Appears, which has raised many issues for Science. Some 
people are trying to force the Unconscious into Divinity, as 
an “Area” of “Silence in Itself” .. . In a purely Christian 
perspective, Perfection is the Absolute Conscience who does 
not admit any other Area of anything, not even a Shred of 
Unconscious. God is the Plenary Conscience who does not 
admit any other Space outside His Absolute Plenary Space.  

In other previous writings such as The Memories of a 
Hesychast, The Hesychast Ascent, we have attempted to achieve 
the Mystic understanding of Conscience Itself, the Mystic 
approach of the Language of the Mystic Conscience. We state 
here as well that, ultimately, there is only One Unique 
Absolute Perfection and Imperfection is an Addition Made 
by the Creation, not by the Perfect Uncreated Reality in Itself.  

Philosophy keeps asking, how can Perfection become 
Imperfection? . .. Some say that only God is Perfect, while 
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Creation is a Blend of Perfect and Imperfect. Others say that 
God especially Creates an Imperfect Creation to make it Rise 
to Perfection. In the purely Christian vision, God, the 
Absolute Perfection, Creates a Creation which is also Perfect, 
because Perfection cannot Create Imperfection. God does not 
Create an Incomplete Creation which then would Complete 
itself as Ascent towards the Godly Plenitude.  

Creation, as a Perfect State of Heaven, was Created 
Perfect and Plenary but it then “Makes a Participating 
Dialogue” with God the Creator. This Dialogue represents 
the Growth into the Godly State, under the form of Spiritual 
Theosis, Transfiguration into God, without Transformation 
into the Godly Person but Participation as Personal-Living-
Acting-Response to the Conversation with God. The Creation 
is Filled with Godhood because it exists in the Godly Space-
Medium and it has the Archetypes of God’s Image but, as a 
Living (essence) of Creation, there needs to be a Personal 
Participation-Response of Creation towards This Creator-
Medium, otherwise Creation is not a Creation, Distinct from 
the Creator.  

The Creation is Perfect, because it emerged out of the 
Hand of the Absolute Perfection, but Creation Fulfils its 
Calling - Achieves Theosis as personal Participation of Creation 
in relation to the Creator. Creation is not merely Incarnation 
of Language - Godly Word into a Being-Substance of objective 
Creation, instead, Creation, in its turn, must offer the 
Response of the Incarnation of the Creation’s Response 
Language, within the Godhood. Such it is the Great Mystery 
of the Incarnation of Man in God pertaining to the Christic 
Person. 

The Christic Person is not only God’s Incarnation in 
Creation but also the Great Mystery of the Creation’s 
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Incarnation in God, without Amalgamation (see more in The 
Hesychast Ascetic Endeavours). This is where the essence of 
Christianity resides. For God, to Descend in Creation is not 
that Amazing, as God can Do Anything, but for the Creation 
to Ascend up to God is truly a Miracle over Miracle.  

And Yet, through Christ the Man, This Miracle Above-
Nature is performed. Christ is not an Avatar, Reincarnation 
of God or of Some Part of God but Christ is also Something 
Else, it is precisely the “Reincarnation of Creation in Godhood,” 
which is unheard of in any Religion or Mystic philosophy. 
And still, this is Christianity, the Mystery of “Creation’s 
Reincarnation in Godhood,” over or besides “God’s Reincar-
nation in Creation.” Without “Creation’s Reincarnation in the 
Godly State-Godhood,” Christianity would be an ordinary 
Religion and Christ would be a regular Avatar.  

The pure Christian Mystic revelation is particularly the 
“Creation’s incarnation in Godhood” as Theosis, without 
Transformation in Godhood, but as un-amalgamated Transfi-
guration into Godhood. Evocatively, the Mystic theology 
Calls This “incarnation into Godhood” Transfiguration into 
Icon. The Icon is the most Mystical Representation of 
Christianity. Without the Icon, all the specificity of 
Christianity falls apart. The Icon is not the Idol-replacement 
of God but it is the “Revival of Creation through God,” 
“Creation’s incarnation in God,” Creation’s Re-gaining of 
Awareness into God, “the Re-memoration of Creation’s 
Existence into God.”  

In Idol, the Creation Loses Itself and only God-Idol 
remains. In Icon, on the contrary, the Creation is Supra-
personalized un-amalgamated into God’s Personality, as a 
mutual dialogue between God and Creation. The Icon is the 
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Revival of the Dialogue with God, lost through the Fall from 
Heaven. The Icon is the Recovery of the Image of Heaven. 
The Icon is Creation’s Health-Perfection. In Icon, the Creation 
is not Lost but it Recovers its Perfection and Health, Lost 
through Sin-Disease.  

The Perfect Conscience is Icon. The Breakages of 
Conscience are the Additions of the Fall, which generate the 
Phantoms-Spectres of the Subconscious, the Breakages-
Shards of the Shattered Icon-Conscience. The Shattering of 
the Icon-Conscience is the Iconoclasm of the Fall from 
Heaven, from Perfection into Imperfection, from Health into 
Disease. Disease is the Shattering of the Icon of Health.  

The Subconscious is the Shattering of the Icon of the 
Conscience. The Shards of the Subconscious want to make 
themselves into Icons, but as Idols. The Subconscious cannot 
Stand the Icon-Conscience-Light, it wants an Idolization in 
Darkness, an Image whose Face cannot be Seen, a phantasm 
without an Image-Face, a Dream without an Object, a 
Thought without Reality, an Impersonal Self-Idolization who 
is Afraid to see its own Face. The Disease is the Dream of 
Death, the Dream of the Idol of Death, which replaces the 
Icon of Health-Life. Creation is Perfection Created through 
God’s Creative Perfection.  

The Exiting from God’s Perfection represents Creation’s 
Fall from Perfection. As long as Creation does not Break with 
God’s Perfection, it Cannot Fall into Imperfection. Creation 
must first Kill the Godly Perfection, otherwise it cannot 
become Imperfection. The Sin of Killing is the beginning of 
the Imperfection-Fall from Heaven. The Killing was begun by 
the Devil-Fallen Angel who is the first to Kill God’s Love 
from his Conscience and thus, from a Perfect Angel, has 
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turned Imperfect Devil. Imperfect means Darkness-Killing-
Death. The Fall is a Sin because it kills by means of the most 
Terrible Killing, it Kills the Very God-Perfection Himself. 
That is why Any Imperfection is Sin-Killing of God.  

My Lord, Horrible is the Sin that Kills You. God cannot 
be Killed objectively, but He can be Killed in our Partici-
pating Conscience. This is how the Subconscious appears, 
from the Shards of the God Killing Conscience. We, Creation, 
are Perfection of Creation but at once in Participation of 
Dialogue with God’s Creative Perfection.  

The Breaking of the Dialogue with God makes us 
become Killers of Perfection. We do not Fall in Imperfection, 
actually, instead, we Kill Perfection. The Imperfection of 
Disease does not Exist, but it appears as a consequence of the 
Killing of Perfection and Health.  

Before the Fall of Creation from Perfection, there was 
no Imperfection but only Absolute Plenary-Perfection. The 
Creation Invents Imperfection by Inventing the Death-Killing 
of Perfection. The Creation is the Origin of Imperfection, it 
becomes the First Killer of God and then, as a Curse, falls into 
Killing of Self, as Suicide.  

Stop Killing God because you will lose your mind and 
you will then Kill yourselves. Whoever Kills God will 
certainly end up committing Suicide. That is why Suicide is 
the most serious Sin, Unforgivable, because it becomes Two 
Killings at once, the Killing of God, as Lack of Conscience, 
and the Killing of self, as Self-Destruction. The Subconscious 
is the still Unfulfilled Dream, of the Killing of God and of the 
Killing of Self. This is where Freud is, in fact, right that our 
Subconscious is the Libido of Death-Self-destruction. The 
Wantonness of Death is the Subconscious. But one should 
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never forget that Death is an Addition of the Horrible Sin of 
Killing the Primordial Perfection.  

The Creation Isolates itself from the Dialogue with God 
Perfection, it considers itself its own Perfection but, because it 
cannot Live without God’s Perfection, it Invents Another 
Participation, which Proves a false one and it is precisely 
Imperfection, Disease and Death.  

God can be replaced with Nothing except with God. 
Everything that is put in God’s place proves to be Death and 
Disease. Creation makes the bitter experience of replacing 
God with Something Other than God. With very great 
difficulty and pains do we convince ourselves that These 
replacements are Death and Diseases. The Creation exits 
from the Perfect Dialogue with God and Invents an Anti-God 
Dialogue.  

Because the Dialogue is Love itself, the Anti-Dialogue is 
Hatred-Destruction-Killing. This is what the Creation does, it 
Kills the Love for God and Invents the Hatred for God, which 
then turns into Self-Destruction-Disease-Death. All our 
Subconscious is a Storeroom of Anti-Perfection, of Phantoms 
which are Killers of the Perfect Conscience. Let us throw out 
these rats which melt themselves in the Light of the 
Conscience. The Essence of Creation is also the Conscience 
Image of God Transposed-Translated into Created Substance. 
Conscience is at once the Love-Living-Self. (see the Triads 
from The Memories of a Hesychast, chap. 8). 

In the true Conscience, there are no Unconscious Zones 
since it would no longer be Perfection of Conscience. The 
Unconscious Zones occur as Additions of Subconscious after 
the Killing of Conscience. The Subconscious, in order to take 
form, encroaches, through the Killing of Conscience, upon 
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more and more Unconscious space, wherein then it Creates 
the respective Anti-Conscience, as Anti-Language in the Dark 
and in Silence. Only through the Killing of Conscience do 
Unconscious Zones Appear within us.  

The Subconscious is the Reign over the Forgetting of 
Conscience, populated with a World of Reversal of 
Conscience, of Negation of the Language of Conscience. The 
Subconscious Steals the Language of Conscience, it Kills it 
and it makes Breeding Ground for Weeds out of its Corpse.  

 
B. Sacred-Therapy  
Start the Sacred-Therapy of the Subconscious, both of 

the Soul and of the Energies-Body. The Subconscious of the 
Soul is the Reversal-Negation of the pure Language of the 
Soul, of the direct Modes of Conscience from Love to Self-
Giving - Devotion, which become then the Repulsive Language 
of Hatred, up to Killing. The Subconscious of the Energies 
Body is the Reversal-Negation of the Energetic Informational 
Language, up to the Debauchery of the Senses and of the 
Organic Functions which then contaminate all the other 
Organs. 

Be afraid of Hatred-Enmity-Meanness-Lie, of any Sinful 
Conscience, because all these become Knives which first Stab 
God Himself and, at the same time, stab your own personal 
Living (essence) of the Soul, to whom it will inflict Wounds 
and tremendous Suffering. 

Also, be afraid of the Sin-afflicted Senses and of the 
Debauchery of the Organs because they are Arrows of Death 
with which the mask of pleasure lures you. God cannot be 
Killed, but we Kill Him from our Soul’s Conscience, a deed 
which brings along with it God’s Participative Suffering, 
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Who Sees our Cruelty. God is Beyond Any Suffering but, 
together with the Creation, God Adds a Participation Beyond 
the Self, so that He still can Suffer, as Love Wounded by our 
Lack of Love. God cannot be destroyed, yet He Feels our 
Blows. As a matter of fact, God Feels our Suffering, because 
He cannot stay indifferent to it. He does not Suffer in His 
Essence, but He Suffers within Us, together with us, as 
Participation with us. 

God is Our Father of Creation and cannot be 
indifferent. He always calls to us to cease the Blows Against 
Him because they are at the same time Blows against 
ourselves. He does not Reproach to us that we deal Him such 
Blows, instead He does not Want to See us sick with the 
Diseases caused by these blows. When we suffer, He Suffers 
at the same time. Our Suffering reverberates in Him too. He 
can Bear our Blows but He Knows that We cannot Bear the 
Self-Blows so He Suffers together with Us. God Wants to 
Stop us, but we do not Listen to Him, we do not give up our 
Debauchery, we Hit Him even harder, in the Madness of a 
blind Suicide. 

God, I Throw my Self-Torments at You too, like a 
Madman who wants to destroy everything around him.  You 
look upon me with Mercy, but I Hit You and Hate You with 
even greater Spite . . . O, God, how Horrible is this Self-
Torment Madness. What could You do? Kill me the same? . .. 
No, You Endure, because You Know that the Time will Come 
when I Shall Love You again . .. You Forget my Madness and 
I will Remember my Love for You . .. My Brother, do not 
delay any longer,  Remember your Love for God and Return 
to Health and Perfection as in Heaven . .. Awake, my Soul, 
Awake . .. 
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18 
 

A. The Language of the Subconscious 
The Hesychast Mystic theology has occasioned us a 

concern for the Mystic aspect of Language, considering that 
Hesychasm is Transcendental Language. Along this line, 
Hesychasm brings to attention a Mystic understanding of 
Language which surprises many people. People know about 
a Metaphysical Mystic, a Mystic Theology, but about the 
Mystic understanding of Language there has only been some 
allusive talking . .. Our work is precisely an attempt at a 
Mystic approach of Language, even though many people are 
baffled by that. In this way, the Hesychast Mystic approach 
brings its contribution even as Science one might say. 
Hesychasm Reveals that the Godly Essence is the pure 
Language of God in un-amalgamated Dialogue with the pure 
Language of Creation. 

Creation is not God’s Language in itself, but a 
Language objectively Created by God and Capable at the 
same time of a Dialogue with God Himself. The Christian 
God as Trinity can have A Real Language in Itself, and the 
Creation, as Image of God, also Has a Language in Itself. The 
Archetypes of Godly Language are Creatively Transposed-
Translated at once into Language of pure Creation, Likeness 
of the Godly Language, but not Amalgamated with God’s 
Being, instead, each in its Own Personal Substantial Being. 
The Triads of Archetypal Language (see The Memories of a 
Hesychast, chap. 8) are an Attempt at a Deciphering of the 
Mystic meaning of the Language.  

Theologians are surprised but one must understand 
that, through the Mystic meaning of Language, one Rediscovers 
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Theology Itself, one Re-enters the Pneuma and the Holy 
Grace. The Hesychast Prayer is the Mystic understanding of 
the Language-Dialogue in the Mystery of the Holy Spirit and 
in the Christic Theology. Language is personal Participation 
and the Living (element) in Itself. An Existence without the 
Living of One’s Own Personal Participation represents a 
Desecrated Mechanism, one that is Non-Spiritual Unconscious 
Inorganic, unworthy of Existence in Itself. The Mechanical 
Movements are not in fact a Language, but a Product of 
Language.  

Language means Conscious Participation-Dialogue or 
Information of Another Conscious Language. Only the Spirit 
is Conscience and Language. Conscience and Language 
determine the Condition of the Spirit. The Fall of Creation 
determined the Splitting of the Conscience-Language into 
Good-Conscience and Evil-Unconscious.  

Christianity comes along with the Logic of the Absolute 
Perfection. The Unconscious has Occurred together with the 
Imperfection generated by the Fallen Creation. The 
Subconscious is the Language within the Void of the 
Imperfection’s Unconscious. The Subconscious is particularly 
the Fall into Imperfection, into the Darkness of the gesture of 
Hiding from the plenary Perfect Conscience. The 
Subconscious looks to escape from the Light of the 
Conscience, because it melts in its Light. Psychoanalysis is 
accurate in this aspect.  

In our Hesychast Medicine, we are very much 
interested in the Subconscious, the source of the destructive 
and Diseased Language. The Subconscious is an Under-
ground which can, at all times, Submerge you into Death. We 
have shown that the Soul has a Pure Language of the Soul 
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and the Body has pure Language of Energies. The Language 
of the Soul is a Language of Transcendental Words, while the 
Language of Energies-Body is a Language of Energetic 
Information. We believe that, before the Word, there is the 
Idea-Thought-Action.  

The Logic of the Christian Mystic theology is different. 
“In the beginning there was the Word . . . and God was the Word.” 
(John, 1:1) Here is the Keystone. As a purely Christian Mystic 
(approach, t. n.), the Idea is not Conscience, but the Product 
of Conscience and a fragment of Movement of Conscience. 
However, the Word is Conscience, it is a Mode of Conscience 
in pure Language of Conscience. A Word has in Itself a 
plenary Mode of total Conscience. We no longer know what 
the pure Word of Conscience is because, after the Fall, we 
have only Mental-Energetic Words, Information of Move-
ment of Transcendental Words of the Soul-Conscience in 
Itself. The Word-Mode of Language of Conscience, in 
Conscience, does not need Ideas and Thought because 
Conscience is Total Seeing. The Idea is something Outside of 
Conscience and based upon the Archetype of A Mode-Word 
of Conscience.  

The Words of Conscience are the Archetypes of the 
Ideas which Emerge then from Conscience. Ideas are Grace-
Energies-Radiance of Words-Modes of Language of Conscience 
in Conscience. The Hesychast Mystic Uncovers particularly 
the Mystic of the Pure Language of Words of Conscience, 
which is Distinct from the Language of Grace of the Energies-
Ideas-Reasons-Extensions of Movement of Language of 
Conscience in Itself.  

We, Creation, are Created upon some Archetype-Word 
of Godhood Logos, which is the Supra-Self-Spark of Godhood 
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Language that Creates and at the same time is Incarnated in 
our Being of Creation (see The Hesychast Ascent and Mystic 
Reference Points in Hesychasm). 

“We are A Voice of Your Word 
That Creates a Certain Being who would      
         Incarnate This Godly Voice, 
That also becomes a Song of Creation. 
The Spark that stands as Archetype to my      
         Being of Creation 
Is This Utterance of Your Word, 
Wherein I Find myself and at once Meet            
         You.”                      

We, Creation, are not God’s Being in Sparks of Creation 
Souls, we are Words of Godhood Language as Archetypes-
Sparks, Incarnated into Beings-Souls objectively Created by 
God, as Image of Godhood Language. The Image of God in 
Creation is the Image of Language of God, the Language-
Image being our true Kinship with God, through which we 
can really and Personally Make a Dialogue-Speak with God 
the Creator. We are not God’s Being, Disseminated into 
Creations, but Language of God, Creatively Transposed-
Translated, at once, in the really objectively Created 
Substantial Being.  

The Subconscious is the Reversal-Negation 
(Negativization) of the Language of Creation, as Anti-
Language which is at once a Language Inimical towards God. 
Through Creation, God Overflows His Godhood Language 
into the Translation of the Language of Creation. The Fall 
from Heaven Reverses This Archetypal Language, which 
becomes our Subconscious.  
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B. Sacred-Therapy  
Try daily a Re-memoration of the Godhood Archetypal 

Language, as a means of Purification of the Subconscious 
from the Anti-Archetypal Negative Language. In the Depth 
of your Being, there is A Voice of God Himself Who Created 
you and through Whom you are Living. This Voice of 
Godhood Living is the Support and foundation of your 
Health. Try to Rediscover This Voice Beyond all the Voices of 
Creation. Cry out Christ our Lord’s Name every day from the 
Depth of your Being because in It there is This Voice-Word 
from Eternity.  

“Lord Jesus Christ, You Who Dwell in the Depth of the 
Depths of my Being, Restore to me Your Word-Utterance at 
my Creation, so that I can Speak with You again. This Word-
Utterance is Conscience for my Conscience, and It makes a 
Dialogue with You. In This Voice-Utterance, I will Re-
encounter You, Face to Face and, Oh, my Lord, who could 
describe the Joy of this Seeing . . . If I Re-memorate the 
Mystery Word-Utterance from within Me, all the Negative 
Language of the Subconscious-Disease and Death will Melt 
as Darkness into Light. Beyond the Heart, there is my Soul 
wherein there is Your Word-Utterance. Jeeeeeeeeeesus.... Oh, 
Jeeeeeeeeeeeeeeesuuuuuuuuuus.”    

 
19 

 
A. The Negative Language of the Subconscious 
We all are A Word of Christic Logos in Mutual 

Dialogue with a Being of Creation. Only within This 
Dialogue is my Created Being a Perfect Living (entity, t.n.). 
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By Exiting this Dialogue, Perfection Falls into Imperfection. 
Since God is Perfection In Itself, everything that is 
Imperfection is Anti-God.  

We, Creation, are not Ourselves God’s Language as the 
Pantheists say, instead, in a Christian sense, we are 
Transposition-Translation, in a Creative Mode, of the 
Godhood Archetypal Language which is Beyond and before 
Creation. The Christian God, as Trinity in Itself and outside 
Itself, Really has A pure Godhood Language and This 
Language Becomes the Creator of the Language of Creation.  

That is why the Scripture says that through Word-
Language everything was Made. That is why Creation also is 
Essentially Language capable of Speaking-Dialogue with 
God. We are the Oeuvre of God’s Language-Speaking, we are 
not Godhood Language Itself. This fact-reality generates the 
Configuration of our Soul-endowed Being, as Self (Ego)-
Conscience, Pneuma - pure Memory of Conscience, Spirit-
Language of Conscience. Our Soul is This Triadic Monad in 
Itself, Image of Trinity in Correspondence with the Godly 
Trinity which is the Archetype of the Being of Creation.  

We have seen that our Soul is: 
- Word-Spark of Logos, as Supra-Self (Ego). 
- Triadic Soul, Conscience-Self, Pneuma-Being, Spirit-

Language. 
What does the Fall from Heaven do? It Separates our 

Soul (Ego)-Self from the Godhood Supra-Self. In the Absence 
of the Supra-Self, the Void-Unconscious Appears next to our 
Conscience of Soul. This is how the Area of the Unconscious 
Appears in our Conscience, as an Addition of our Fall into 
Imperfection. The Subconscious then Configures itself in the 
Void of our Unconscious. 
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The Supra-Self is the Archetype of our Self, Its 
Removal-Oblivion turns into the Anti-Archetype of our Self 
(Ego). This causes the occurrence of the Anti-Language of the 
Subconscious, into the Void of the Separation from the 
Godhood Archetype. As long as one Remains in the 
Godhood Archetype as Supra-Self, as Supra-Conscience, our 
Conscience cannot Fall into Imperfection. The Killing of the 
Supra-Conscience from our Conscience brings about the 
tragedy of the Unconscious-Imperfection. The Supra-Self, 
Supra-Conscience is God’s Love as Creator of Creation, and 
the Self (Ego)-our Conscience of Creation is, Similarly, Love 
towards the Creator.  

Thus, the Fall begins with the Killing of our Love 
towards the Creator, with the Killing of our Essential Supra-
Conscience. The Essential Language, with all its Perfect 
Archetypes (see the Triads from The Memories of a Hesychast, 
chap. 8), changes into an Imperfect Anti-Archetypal Language, 
which thus becomes the Language of the Subconscious. Love 
becomes Hatred-Killing, the Living becomes Death, Conscience 
becomes Unconsciousness, Entity becomes Fragmentation-
Disintegration, etc. Thus, the Subconscious is the Abnormal 
Language after the Fall from Heaven. The Devil first invents 
this Horrible Subconscious. Our Science mistakes the 
Unconscious with some Ancestral Supra-Conscience called 
the Ancestral Unconscious, or the Collective Unconscious . ..  

At this point, Science still Intuits a piece of Truth, but 
amalgamated and erroneous . .. The Unconscious Appeared 
In the Void of our Supra-Conscience. This Supra-Conscience 
is not in fact Destroyed because it cannot be Destroyed, since 
it is of Godhood in itself, but it is Covered-Obscured. This 
Supra-Conscience is God’s Image from our Soul. This 
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ostensibly Annihilated Supra-Conscience often Transpires, it 
Breaks the Mask of the Unconscious and thus we have the 
possibility to overcome the Unconscious.  

In the Empty space of the Unconscious, there actually 
resides the Plenary Supra-Conscience with all the Archetypes 
of the Supra-Conscience. This is the potential source for the 
Meditative-Contemplative Mystic practices such as the 
Delving into an Apparent Emptiness and Unconscious, 
which, in fact, Reveal the Plenitude of a Transcendence 
beyond all the Other appearances. This is also the point 
where Psychology finds the Paranormal Answers, in This 
Space Beyond the Conscience and over the Subconscious.  

This is where there takes place the Battle between the 
Archetype of God and the Archetype of the Devil from the 
depth of our Conscience. The Unconsciousness of the Fall 
seeks more and more to Cover the Divine Supra-Conscience, 
it wants to Take Over an increasingly large Area from our 
personal Conscience, to Reverse-Negate (Negativize) all our 
Conscience, to turn it into total Subconscious, into a Blind 
Conscience which cannot See Itself but Hides in Itself.  

Hence, the Specific of the Christian Hesychast Mystic 
Tradition, as a Mystic (gnosis) of Supra-Conscience, not of 
Subconscious, a Mystic10 of the Seeing-Dialogical Light, not of 
the Absorbing Interior Secrets-Concealments. The Hesychast 
Mystic as Image of Heaven is not a Contemplative Mystic, as 
they usually say, but it is a Mystic of Active Dialogical 
Language, of Eucharist-Repose-Transfiguration in the Godly 
Movement of the Holy Spirit. In Godhood, the Holy Spirit is 
the Eternal Active-Movement Who never Stops from His 
                                                             
10 Again, used as noun here, just like the Specific, two lines above (t. n.) 
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Transcendental Movement, but Rests in God, the Father, and 
enters in Repose in God, the Son. 

The whole Mystery of the Hesychasm is in the 
Movement and the Light in the Other, in Dialogue with the 
Other, not in Hidden Monologue of Subterranean Areas .. . In 
the purely Christian Metaphysics, the Form is the Essence of 
the Interior. In Hesychasm, the Exterior is Seeing Face to 
Face, Confronting in the open, that is why the Mystic Exterior 
is the Equal of the Mystic Interior. The Hesychast Mystic 
(reality) is the Mystic of the Transcendental Exterior. It 
sounds like something unheard of before. There exists a 
Mystic of the Exterior which is just as Deep and Mystic as the 
one about the Interior. 

The Hesychasm Reveals the Mystic of the Form - Person - 
Seeing Face to Face (Confronting) - Dialogue - Transfiguration, 
without the Monologue-type Absorption of Some Total 
Interior annihilating the Exterior. Whoever does not 
Understand the Mystic of the Equality of the Exterior with 
the Interior will never understand what the Hesychast Mystic 
approach is in Itself. The Supra-Self, Supra-Conscience is not 
the Interior but precisely the Exterior, the Supra-Form, the 
Supra-Cause. 

We have seen that, in the Perspective of the purely 
Christian Metaphysics, First there is the Supra-Cause, Supra-
Form, God the Father and then, from This, the Form-Cause 
Proceeds and, at the same time in Equality and also from the 
Supra-Form Supra-Cause, the Content, Son of God is Born. 
The Holy Spirit is the Form, which is the twin of the Son 
Content. The Content and the Form are not Born from One 
Another, but they are Born Equal(ly) from the Archetype of 
the Supra-Form Father.  
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After the Fall, having disposed of the very Supra-Form, 
Supra-Self, we lose the true Logic and we make the 
Polarization between the Form and Content, the Dual 
Reference, the splitting of the authentic Trinitarian Reference. 
We must understand these profound problems well and 
clearly so that we can decipher the Complications of our 
Reality after the Fall from Heaven. Our Free and Spontaneous 
Language changes into a Language of the Soul and of 
Energies within a Destructive-Abnormal Logic. The Re-
establishment of Creation is in fact the Re-establishment of 
the True Language of the Fallen Creation.  

The Hesychast Medicine attempts precisely the 
deciphering of the True Language through which we may 
achieve a Sacred-Therapy of our Diseases. We have Added, to 
our Language of Soul and Body Energies, an Anti-Language 
which destroys us up to Death. How can we let this Enemy 
executioner inside us? .. . The Supra-Conscience from our 
Conscience is greater than the apparent Free-Choice. We 
have Chosen, instead of the Supra-Conscience, to follow 
precisely the Unconsciousness within which we figure 
ourselves to be Free to perform the Killing of the Pure 
Language of Conscience, Creating by ourselves the Anti-
Language, the Subconscious.  

This is the point where Philosophers become stuck. 
Freedom is mistakenly understood as Choice since in 
Perfection there is no Choice, Perfection being Absolute. 
Perfection has a Perfect Language in Itself in endless Freedom 
of Perfect Movement, of Multiple Modes of Perfection. The 
Choice represents the replacement of the Supra-Conscience 
with Anti-Conscience. In order to Choose Imperfection, there 
must first take place a Killing of Perfection because Imperfec-
tion can only exist on the Corpse of Perfection. 
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Therein lies the Tragedy of the Ostensible Free Choice. 
In reality, Freedom means to be Free in the Infinite of 
Perfection. The Choice is an Anti-Conscience which first Kills 
the Supra-Conscience in order to be able to become Negative 
Freedom, Imperfect Liberty. The Freedom between Good and 
Evil is the Incomplete Imperfect Freedom because it has 
Alternative. Logically, what is in half measures is no longer 
Complete Freedom.  

Thus, Freedom is, in Fact, Supra-Conscience, not Choice 
between Alternatives. In Perfection there are no Alternatives, 
only Non-Contrary Equal Modes of eternal transposition as 
Perfection. The Killing of the Supra-Conscience brings for us 
the Anti-Conscience and the Logic of the Contrary Choice. 
We are used to considering the Return to Perfection as a 
contrary Choice also, as a Choice of Perfection in Relation to 
Imperfection .. . Choice is the wrong term, because we are 
talking about the Return to the Supra-Conscience which is 
greater than Choice.  

Only the person who Returns to Supra-Conscience can 
make the Choice of Perfection. As reality, within Us there is 
no real Unconscious, neither is there a Subconscious in Itself, 
because they are Additions of the Fall from our Essential 
Perfection. So, we have Health-Perfection as Essence, in fact, 
as Supra-Conscience, or else we fall in the tragic Choice of the 
Unconscious and Subconscious, full of every type of wild 
beasts devouring each other. We create within ourselves the 
Jungle of Death.  

God has Created us as Soul with Supra-Conscience 
Capable of the Mastery of our Unconscious and 
Subconscious, but we need to genuinely Act through This 
Supra-Conscience. We Come into the World with the Supra-
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Conscience of Redeeming Our Parents and we become True 
Redeemers if we Maintain ourselves into the essential Supra-
Conscience of our Being. We are Worthy to Live only if we 
have This Destiny of Supra-Conscience of Redemption and 
Recovery of general Creation and in Universal Intertwinement. 

At birth, our Soul, which has Christic-Messianic 
destiny, Incarnates in the Language of Adamic Subconscious, 
an Inheritance from our Parents of Creation as Supra-
Conscience of An Eternal and Healthy Life. We Are 
Language of Godhood Supra-Conscience, Incarnated into a 
Personal Conscience with Vocation-Destiny of Revival of the 
Supra-Conscience Blotted by the Anti-Language Sins of the 
Fall, by the Subconscious of the Fall. We have the Vocation to 
place the Subconscious of the Fall under the Awareness of the 
Supra-Conscience. This is the Vocation of the Holy Spirit in 
the Christic Grace as well.  

 
B. Sacred-Therapy 
Let us begin the Transformation of our Subconscious 

through the Re-memoration of the Perfect Holy Language. In 
the book The Memories of a Hesychast, we have attempted a 
Grammar of Language (chap. 8). The True Conscience is 
Love, the True Memory is Love-Devotion, and the True 
Language is Giving-Dedication. We urge you to Run your 
whole Subconscious Through the Fire of these Tests, to Purify 
yourselves from Hatred, Enmity and Egotism, of the 
Grudges, of the Sin-afflicted Senses, and of the abnormal 
Organic Functions. Don’t let us play with our Memories, they 
Lie to us and they Kill us. Any Bad Memory is a Microbe and 
Virus of bitter Disease. Bring out into the Light all the 
Memories of the Subconscious and they will melt like wax.  
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Do not jest with the Phantoms from your Soul 
Conscience, with the Demonic Phantasms. Do not concede to 
the Corrupt Fancies-Illusions, because they will become Evil 
Spirits which will haunt-possess you. Our poor Conscience is 
Tormented by Demonic Delusions. We urge you to take the 
decision, on daily basis, not to admit the Delusions in your 
Conscience. Do not play with Death because you will Die for 
real.  

Do not admit Bad thoughts in your Mind and chase 
away the Sin-afflicted Senses because they become Killing 
Energetic Memories. Do not let these Microbes Infect you. 
The Rousing-Racing Beat Music is the greatest Poison for our 
Senses. The Memory of the Mind is Thought, the Memory of 
the Senses is the Soul, and the Memory of the Organs is the 
Touch.  

Do not admit Bad Vibrations in the Senses, nor 
Touching-Closeness of the Organs which then make us Sick. 
There is a debauchery with the Mind, a debauchery with the 
Senses, and a debauchery with the Organs. Debauchery is the 
Lure of our Falling into Disease and Death. The Tree of 
Debauchery is the Same as In Heaven, if you Eat from it, you 
have introduced in you the Good and the Bad, you Have 
Admitted Death within you. On the Tree of Debauchery it is 
Written: “Be careful, do not Kill Yourself.” 

Our Sufferings are Flickers of Supra-Conscience crying 
out: “You are Killing Me.” In Suffering, do not be Frightened 
to desperation because we have Powers to Come out of them, 
but we must Want this. Our Sins, as well as those Inherited 
from our Parents, are all of our Subconscious. Through the 
Supra-Conscience of God and of Soul, we can Erase them.  

We are Born with the Calling of Erasing These Sins, as 
Christic-Messianic Destiny. Each of us is a Semblance of 
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Christ. Whoever Runs from the Christic Destiny is not 
Worthy to Live the Eternal Resurrection but the Eternal Hell. 
Don’t be Scared of the Cross of Suffering. Bear it with Dignity 
because you have all the Powers to Carry it to the Eternal 
Resurrection-Health.  

Whoever Refuses Eternal Life truly deserves Eternal Hell.  
Life is the Choice of the Good and of Health, whereas 

Hell is the Choice of Sin, Disease and Death, in the Darkness 
of Eternal Suffering. Eternal Hell is not just a Story, you 
know. Hell is for all those who Refuse Health and Goodness. 
Enter Health and Enter Goodness, and only this way will you 
escape Hell. Death is an undeniable Reality, even if we deny 
it, and Hell is the Kingdom of Death for those who do not 
Want Health and Goodness. Do not jest with the Indifference 
towards Eternal Life. We want Eternal Death because we feel 
Guilty that we are not Worthy of Eternal Life. No, it is Life 
that is our Essence. 

 
20 

 
A. The General Configuration 
After you have carefully read our Account about 

Hesychasm, now you can have an Integral view over Reality, 
from our Perspective. We relate it, in Brief, so as to facilitate 
the Understanding of the Three Systems of Disease of 
Hesychast Medicine.  

Everybody asks on what grounding we are making 
“These Assertions” . .. We do not want to make theosophical 
Inventions, as some people accuse us, but we depart from the 
objective findings of the Spiritual (Confessional) Experiences 
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already Related by the Holy Fathers in their Writings. St. 
Nicodemus of the Holy Mountain is the most eloquent in his 
famous writings: Unseen Warfare and The Guarding of the Five 
Senses. In Philokalia, they speak about a “Science of the Soul” 
and a “Spiritual Art” against Sin-Disease. Upon these grounds, 
we attempt an “Integral Medicine” of the Soul and of the 
Body, as a Labor of Recovery of our Entire Reality.  

We have seen that, in the Christian Vision, Knowledge 
and Science are Discoveries of the Mystery, without 
Desecration but, on the contrary, as “Ritual of the Praising of 
the Mystery.” Science, in a Christian sense, is the “Ritual of 
the Discovery of the Mystery” Beyond the Matter-Body.  

The Physical-Chemical Laws are the Grace Ritual from 
the Matter, the Ritual of the Creating Divine Reasons. In the 
purely Christian vision, Knowledge is “the Ritual of Praise 
and Glory of the Godhood Mystery” which Reveals Itself in 
the Creation. Regarded in this understanding, Science and 
Knowledge are no longer a Desecration of the Mystery, 
instead, they are “Ritual Praise-Service of the Mystery of the 
Divine Liturgy, as Communion-Eucharist with the Godhood 
Mystery.”  

Thus, we consider that Secular Science has within itself 
Disclosures and Discoveries of Mystery which need to be 
Sanctified in the “Ritual of the Liturgy of the Mystery Itself.” 
Thus, do not be frightened that we Entwine Science and 
Religion because they are not Enemies, they are Related and 
Coexistent, the Fall from Heaven having produced the 
Contrariety and Hatred .. . Religion is the Mystery in Itself 
and Science-Knowledge is the “Ritual-Praise of the 
Discovery-Revelation of the Mystery.” A Christian believer 
sees in Science God’s Mystery Discovered-Revealed in the 
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World, as Communion-Eucharist of Mystery for an even 
greater “Joy of the Eternal Mystery.” After the Fall from 
Heaven, Religion split from Knowledge-Science, because Sin 
attempts a Science Broken up from Religion. Now, there is 
the need for a Deciphering of the Fallen Science for a Return 
to the Mystery of Religion without which Recovery from 
Disease is not possible.  

Thus, Religion Must undertake “Communication-
Dialogues with Science” in order to Re-confer Science the 
Lost Mystery. Religion must not Kill Science and Science 
must not Kill Religion, instead, they need to Meet, to Confer 
with Each Other, to Rediscover Each Other. This is our 
Purpose in Hesychast Medicine.  

We do not attempt a theosophy or a Blend of Religion 
and Science, but a “Dialogue” between Mystery-Religion and 
Discovery-Science, be it even Secular. The Saints had nothing 
against Science, they were against a type of Science which 
would be Inimical and Broken up from the Mystery of the 
Sacred. A Science as “Ritual-Praise of Mystery” is a True 
Science, Coexistent with Religion, and in relation of Mutual 
Transfiguration.  

We are attempting an “Identification of Science in 
Religion, of the Body in the Soul, of the Creation in God.” 
Creation has in Itself the Image of God so, from Creation, we 
can really Discover God. In this way, from the Discoveries of 
Science we can Discover “God’s Traces,” “the Mystery 
beyond Science.”  

As it is, we urge you not to mistake our work with the 
Theosophical Systems which use an Occult Blend of Mystery 
and Science. We are elaborating a pure Mystic (approach), 
un-amalgamated with Science which thus remains itself pure. 
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We are attempting a Deciphering and Correspondences 
between Mystery and Science, but we avoid as much as 
possible any distorting and falsifying Blends both of the 
Mystery and of Science. 

We delineate thus, in a schematic way, the general 
Configuration of Existence, which is: God and Creation. 

 
God is: 
- Godhood Substantial Being in Three Absolute 

Hypostases 
- Holy Grace, Uncreated Energies, the energetic 

Radiance of Godhood. 
 
Creation is: 
- Created Soul as Correspondence of Image-Being, 

Image of God 
- Created Body, Correspondence of Grace and, at the 

same time, of the Created Soul. 
 
The Soul is: 
- Supra-Conscience, Supra-Self (Ego), Spark of Logos,  

A Certain Word Archetype  
- Soul as Personal Triad, Personal Self (Ego) 
- Subconscious, as Addition, after the Fall, Subconscious 

of the Soul. 
 
The Triadic Created Soul in Itself is: 
- Image-Icon – Conscience – Personal Self – Created 

Supraform, Supra-cause – Power   
- Face – Pneuma – Memory-Movement – Spiritual Form 

– Sentiment of the Soul 
- Likeness (Semblance) – Spirit – Language – Spiritual 

Content – Modes of Conscience. 
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The Subconscious of the Soul then, as Reversal-
Negation of the Language of the Soul. 

 
The Body is: 
- Supra-Energy of Grace, the Divine Rational Spark as 

Creator of the Body 
 
The Triad of Body in Correspondence with the Triad of 

the Soul: 
- Mental Ego – Informational Energy – Individuality – 

energetic Will 
- energetic Form – Vibrating Energy – individual 

Sensibility-Feeling 
- Manifestation – Accumulative-Organic Energy – 

physical Organs, the Concrete11 of the Body. 
 
Then, after the Fall, the Subconscious Addition of 

Body-Energies as Reversal-Negation of Energetic Informa-
tional Language. 

More specifically, we actually have Three types of 
Psyche: Supra-Conscience, Supra-Self (Ego) of Word, Logos, 
as Creating Archetype Psyche, God’s Voice from the Soul, 
then the Self (Ego)-Conscience of the Soul as Essential 
Personal Self, the Psyche in Itself, the Soul proper and, then, 
the Energetic Mental, the energetic Psyche entwined with the 
Divine Grace Reasons. 

But we state this once again, both as Souls and as 
Bodies, we are A Unity in This Complex of Openings at once 
and un-amalgamated, we are not separate Parts successively 
added as Evolution. The Soul is One in Three Energetic 
                                                             
11 Used as noun. 
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Openings of the Self, and the Body is One in Three Openings 
of Body Energies. And, as an Integral Unity, we Have our 
Psyche, as Entwinement of Body and Soul, what people call 
the Psychic Psychological12 of Body-Brain. Pay close attention 
to these aspects. 

The Unity Soul and Body is the Psychological-Nervous 
Body. Our Psychological (make-up, t.n.), in the Vision of the 
pure Christian Mystic view, is At Once Soul Entwined with 
Energies Body, it is pure Psychic of Conscience Entwined 
with Psychic Mental of the Body, in Unity-Intertwinement 
but un-amalgamated. In the book The Ingenuity of the Hesychast 
Living, I have already accounted these aspects. Modern 
Psychology has, in this way, its truths.  

We are Soul and Body at once, and our Psyche is 
Psychic of This Entwinement. After the Fall from Heaven, we 
become Blind in our Pure Psychic of the Soul and no longer 
have the Conscious Connection with the Godhood Supra-Self 
from the Depth of our Being, and we are left only with a 
more concrete Mental of the Body. But, as Reality, the Supra-
Self (Ego) and the Self of the Soul are still there, otherwise we 
would Die, but They are in the Shadow and in the back of our 
Mental of Energies-Body.  

That is why Science claims that it cannot See the Soul 
and it considers the Psyche to be the Mental of the Body, the 
Psychological of the Brain. The Mystics also speak about 
Supra-Brain Levels, or about the Language of the Soul which 
then gets Configured also as extension in Language of the 
Brain. We are giving you all the data, so that we can See both. 

                                                             
12 Used as noun. 
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In our Psyche of the Brain, there are at once the pure 
Conscience of the Soul and the energetic Mental, without 
Amalgamation but in intertwinement and Union. So, the 
Mystics can, through the Brain, tell apart the States purely of 
the Soul and those purely Mental. We have grown 
accustomed to considering the States of the Soul as being 
only abstract and Moral Mental states. Let us be very careful 
with this aspect.  

In the previous volumes, we have attempted specifically 
a Differentiation-Deciphering of the Confusions which are 
being made between the Conscience of the Soul and our 
Mental of the Body. The Conscience of the Soul is Beyond the 
Mental, it is Pneuma (Duh) and Being which is higher above 
the Intellectual Processes.  

The Soul has Movements directly through the Pneuma, 
through purely Spiritual Essential Conscience which is above 
Thoughts and Reasons. The pure Conscience of the Soul is 
Conscience itself at once all the Reasons. The Conscience does 
not need the Reasons in order to be Conscience, it is 
Conscience in Essence, with different Modes of Conscience, 
still as total Conscience. The Words of the pure Language of 
Conscience are not Thoughts-Ideas but Words Conscience, 
much higher above all Ideas and Thoughts.  

We urge you to acquire also this Logic we refer to, if 
you want to understand this Vision we are trying to present 
to you. Otherwise you cannot follow us or you will 
misinterpret us, assimilating things in a confused and 
erroneous manner. Please, do not enter with your Logic in 
this Account, try to see it also through our Logic and then 
you can attempt to Discern between our type of Logic and 
yours.  
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B. Sacred-Therapy 
Look for a Re-identification of your own reality. You 

are a Divine Supra-Self (Ego), a Self (Ego) Soul and a Mental 
Ego of the Body. All of these, in entwinement and Unity, 
represent who you are. Try to observe to what degree you 
still have this Trinity of Self and to what extent there is 
Harmony between them. Without the Divine Supra-Self you 
are Separated from God, without the pure Self (Ego) of the 
Soul you are separated from your own Soul and thus you are 
left just an Inferior Ego Mental within a Selfish Sinful-Sick 
Body. Disease is the Lack of them and the Enmity between 
These “Selves” from you. Re-establish the Friendship and 
Dialogue from within you, and you will see what dramatic 
change into good there will be. 

We start by Re-Gaining the Godhood Supra-Self from 
within us, of the Conscience from the Depth of our 
Conscience. God is the Conscience from our Conscience. 
Without a Re-encounter with God, no Revival of our 
Conscience is possible. Through the Re-Encounter with God, 
we also Recover our Forgotten Soul. Through the Re-encounter 
with God, we can Rise above our narrow and Sinful Mental 
Ego and thus we gradually achieve a Conscience of Soul 
which will start to Awaken to the Love for God, to the 
Conscience of Good and of Health. Some people attempt to 
create a type of Morals without God, through a mere 
Stimulation of personal Values, but this is Surrogate, an 
artifice without objective results, only a self-Illusion.  

Attempt daily a Re-encounter with God by Remem-
bering the Supra-Self from the Depth of your Being. You 
should know that, deep within your Being, you have A Voice 
of God, An Utterance, made by God Himself, which can 
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always be Heard only you cannot Hear It as a deaf sinful 
person. Just remain for a few minutes in Silence and Listen to 
what comes out of your Heart but, from beyond your Heart, 
This Voice-Utterance. In the beginning, you will not hear 
anything but, in time, you will start to perceive A Voice 
which seems to Enlighten you, as if it is waking you up. 
Accompany it with short Prayer because This Voice is the 
Voice of God.  

The Hesychast Mystic tradition performs the Prayer of 
the Name of Jesus Christ. In fact, This Voice is a Word-
Utterance of Logos-Christ. Thus, through the Name of Jesus 
Christ, we Re-discover precisely the Origin of the Godly 
Voice from within Us. Call out from the Depth of your Being: 
Jesus, Jeeeeesus. Jeeeeeeeeesus... and then Listen and then Call 
out again and again Listen, until you can really Hear That 
Godly Voice. The Hesychast Mystics say that the Hearing of 
This Christic Utterance of Supra-Self will grant you the 
Christian Illumination, which is the Transfiguration (see in 
detail The Hesychast Endeavours - as a Mystic understanding 
of the Christic Word).  

The Hesychast people speak about a true Therapy 
through this Recovery of the Utterance of the Godhood 
Supra-Self from the depth of our Being first and foremost for 
the Healing of the Diseases of Conscience, and for some relief 
in the Psychic Diseases. Try and you will not regret it. The 
Therapy through the Recovery of the Transcendental Voice is 
particular to Hesychasm, which is a Mystic approach of the 
Christic Word, the Mystic of the Christic Utterance. Be 
attentive and do not create all kinds of imaginary Sounds, 
because this will prevent you from Hearing the True 
Transcendental Voice. Cast away all possible Sounds, 
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rejecting them as obstacles and deceptions, seek the 
Utterance Beyond all possible Sounds. 

By making these ritualistic experiences, you will be able 
to understand what is the True Utterance Beyond the 
Utterances of Creation. Just keep Saying the Name of Jesus 
Christ and banish all Sounds with the Utterance of the 
Christic Name and, in this way, you will cleanse, out of you, 
all the Evil and Sinful Utterances, until the Pure Utterance 
which you will Discover at one Certain happy Moment . .. 
“Lord Jesus” the Hesychast people say it is something like  
“A Death in Eternal Life.” Lord, make us worthy of Eternal 
Resurrection through Your Utterance out of the Depth of our 
Being!      

 
21 

 
A. The Energetic Entwinements from Our Body 
The Diseases of our Body are Diseases of personal 

Energies, and Diseases of Energies of the Environment which 
become entwined with the personal Energies. That is why an 
Integral View on our energetic Complex is needed. Let us 
Remember what our Body actually is. We use the data 
provided by the discoveries of the medical Science but also 
by the Mystic Experiences which have offered us profound 
intuitions which are still Mysteries for Science.  

We do not attempt any Occult approaches, as the 
Theosophists try to, we merely relate Mystic data which may 
or may not be Scientific but they are always taken from 
Experience. The Lives of the Hesychast Saints reveal to us 
Miraculous Phenomena, which can later be confirmed by 
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Science as objective realities. We sometimes find ourselves in 
the situation of having to Decipher Some Paranormal 
Phenomena in the key of the Christian Perspective. This does 
not mean Occultism with a Christian flavour .. . Let us not be 
so cavalier with all sorts of confused and unfounded 
Suspicions .. .  

We offer you a description of A Mystical State of A 
Hesychast monk who could see his Soul as something Dense-
Heavy, resembling nothing from the ordinary reality, as 
something which surpasses the boundaries of the Body and 
can then stretch to the Infinite, whereas he has seen his Body 
as a Regular Body but Inside This Oversized Soul. It is 
interesting that this Vision does not resemble the regular 
Ecstatic Visions where the Soul seems to Detach from the 
Body, as a Double and as Out of Body state.  

In this Hesychast vision, the Soul does not Go Out of 
the Body, It Surpasses the Body, which remains Inside the 
Soul. It is a Vision Resembling the State of Heaven wherein 
the Soul is the Exterior of the Body and the Body is the 
Interior of the Soul. They say that in Heaven, first the Soul 
would have been Seen as a Basic and more Powerful Reality 
and then the Body would have been Seen as less Glowing 
than the Soul.  

The Soul is not A Spiritual Principle inside our Body, 
instead, it is a Concrete Essential Substantial Reality, more 
Concrete than the Matter of the Body. We are baffled by some 
Saints’ statements when they say that they See the Soul as 
they See the Body, as real and objective. It is true this Vision 
of the Soul as Essential Substance which does not resemble 
the Material Substance but it is in Correspondence-Analogy.  

Moreover, the Saints’ Eyes of the Soul Open so as they 
are able to See those pertaining to the Soul, directly, over the 
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Eyes of the Body, without their Eyes of the Body Seeing, but 
due to the Seeing of the Soul they can always See with their 
Both Kind of Eyes. A Saint does not See the Soul with some 
Paranormal Eyes of the Body, he Sees with his Eyes of the 
Soul which turn his Eyes of the Body into Paranormal Eyes 
and give the Impression that the Corporal Eyes also see 
things Beyond the Body. In this aspect, the Occultists should 
also take into account the purely Mystical Christian States, 
which have a particular Specific and could provide for them 
some clarifications about the Paranormal and the so-called 
Occult phenomena. The Body is not Capable of Spiritual 
Paranormal (deeds), it is only capable of Mental, corporal 
ones. In this aspect, Science has its truths. When it Awakens, 
the Soul Externalizes its True Paranormal which is projected 
onto the Body and leaves the Impression that it is a 
Paranormal of the Body . ..  

Those who practice Spiritism talk about the so-called 
Materializations of the Spirits so that they can be Seen by our 
Corporal Eyes .. . This is also possible, but what we propose 
is also possible, namely the direct Communication with our 
Soul which then, in turn, makes the Body Supra-sensitive. 
Fundamental, here, is the direct Paranormal of the Soul and 
not that of the Body itself.  

The Soul-Spirit can Act upon Energies, but the Energies 
cannot determine the Soul directly, only as Information of 
movement. We specify these Introductory remarks so that we 
can tell apart the Mystical Paranormal in the Christian view 
from the Occultism of magic which aims to Invest Matter 
with mysteries which it does not actually posses.  

A little earlier, we talked about the Cosmic energetic 
entwinements from our Body. Just the same, this is the aspect 
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about which all kinds of speculations are made, reaching up 
to a veritable Astrological Magic. We do not interfere with 
these opinions, we just report it for a clear understanding of 
the Methods of Medical Therapy of our Body. In The Hesychast 
Endeavours, we mentioned that in our Body there are: 

- Uncreated Archetypal Energies of Holy Grace; 
- personal Energies which are Emanated from the 

Movements of our Soul; 
- Energies inherited from Parents, also called the 

Karmic-genetic energy; 
- energies of the Environment of Creation, energies of 

the Angels and energies of Nature. 
Some Mystic philosophies talk about an entire Mystical 

Physiology of our Body. We do not wish to get ourselves 
entangled in all those varied opinions . .. We only Recount 
those pertaining to the purely Christian view. From some 
Hesychast Mystic States, it has been deduced that, from the 
place where the Heart is, but Beyond the Heart, namely from 
the Soul’s Moving Pneuma, our Body’s Personal Energy 
Emanates, just as the Energy of Grace is emanated from the 
Godhood Being. Our Soul, as well, Emanates a personal 
Energy of the Soul, Naturally and inherently.  

In this way, from the place where the Heart is, an 
Energy is Emanated which is then Tripled: one remains in the 
Heart as Vital energy, another one Rises up towards Head-
Brain as Nervous-Informational energy, and the third one 
Descends lower into the Abdomen as Accumulative energy 
in the Body’s Organs. In fact, we have seen how the Foetus 
Comes to Life in its Mother’s Womb (see above How we are 
Born), as a Vibration that Triples, one, upward, forms the 
Brain with the nervous system, another one, as Heart with 
Blood, and then down as physical Organs.  
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More specifically, from the Energy which Emanates 
first in the Heart, One goes upward through Chest-Sternum-
Throat-Forehead-Brain, it extends on the Vertebral Column 
and Nerves in all the Body’s Organs up to the Skin, 
wherefrom it returns, through the Nerves, up the Vertebral 
Column, to the Brain and from the Brain back towards 
Forehead-Throat-Chest-Heart. This is the Circuit of the 
Informational Energy. The Vital Energy stops in the Heart 
and passes in the Blood stream and, through it, throughout 
the Body wherefrom, also through the Blood, it Returns to 
the Heart. The Accumulative Energy from the Heart 
descends towards the Abdomen-Underbelly, from the Heart 
to the Gastro-Intestinal centre, and from here to the internal 
Organs. Then, there occurs the entwinement with the Cosmic 
Energies, which enter our Body through the Top of our 
Heads and descends on the Vertebral Column. Through the 
Centre of the Navel, the Energy of Nature is said to Enter 
and, through Forehead, the Human Informational Mental-
Intellectual Energy enters. We have seen that the normal 
Circle of the Energies is from the Heart, as Centre, and in 
Three Openings, with Return to the Heart.  

After the Fall from Heaven, there occurred the Circuit 
Disturbances which become an Addition of Sinful Nature 
into our Body. The Nervous Energy from the Head descends 
on the Vertebral Column and then it is Stolen-Hijacked-
Drained mainly by the Sex Centre at the base of the Column, 
leaving much less for the other Organs. 

The Cosmic Energy is also Drained by the Sex centre 
and not allowed sufficiently to deposit into the Brain and the 
Nerves of the other Organs. The Sex centre becomes a 
Leakage of Cosmic and Nervous Energy to the point of the 
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Starvation of the Other Organs which remain deprived of 
these Informational energies, hence the Functional Disturbance 
Diseases affecting the Informational Nervous centre. Also, 
the Sex Centre Steals the Accumulative energy from the 
Underbelly, as well as the energy of Nature and of the gastric 
Nourishment.  

Under the circumstances, instead of the Integral Centre 
of the Heart with the Cerebral Centre and the Gastric Centre, 
the Sex Centre is over proportionately Amplified becoming 
the Orientation Centre for all the Body’s Energies. This is 
how the Memory of the Serpent-Devil from the Tree of the 
Fall from Heaven becomes the Energetic Serpent from the 
Centre of the Last Vertebrae from the Human Vertebral 
Column.  

So, the Sin from Heaven is also an Energetic Fall, a 
Reversal-Negation of the energetic Circuit from our Body. 
The Energies of the Body Reverse the normal Sense-Track, 
that of Halting in the Heart and Returning back to the Heart 
of both the Nervous Energy from the Brain as well as that 
from the Underbelly. Thus there appear Opposite Centres of 
energetic Deposits, especially in the Sex Centre. As a 
consequence of the Halting-Standstill and of the Energetic 
Drains through the Sex Centre, the Energy from Head-Brain 
does not return to the Heart because there is almost nothing 
left to return, as a consequence, there occurs the Forgetting of 
the Pure Heart and Pneuma Soul Informational which is in 
fact the One that Emanates the true Energetic Informational 
of our Body.  

The Nervous Energies no longer get Purified in the 
Centre of the Heart, they no longer get Renewed, they do not 
Re-memorate their pure Informational of Heart- Pneuma 
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and, as a consequence, we are witness to the formation of a 
Nervous and Mental System Separated from the Integrality 
of the Body and without the true Informational, without 
many Memories which are increasingly Forgotten, since there 
is no Re-memoration in the Heart’s Pneuma from Beyond the 
Heart.  

Now we may realize the valuable Therapeutic Effects of 
the Mystic Hesychast Method which emphasizes the Return 
of the Mental in the Heart, where it would Re-enter in the 
Soul’s Pneuma in order to Re-memorate the Forgotten 
Informational which, thus Renewed, is able to Restore the 
nervous System and, through that, it Restores the damaged 
Organic Functions. The Hesychast Method Reveals profound 
truths which are extremely valuable for Science, especially 
for Medicine and Psychology.  

Upon this reality of our Forgetting of the Nervous 
Informational Energies, our Energetic Subconscious of the 
Body is then Configured. The Cells of our Organs have 
Memories of Genetic Code, namely, that Informational 
(endowment t. n.) from Birth, but they need a Constant Re-
memoration through the Brain’s Nervous Information which 
is Connected to the Informational Centre of the Heart.  

The Centre of the Heart is the true Informational Centre, 
because we have here the Powerhouse of the Energetic 
Memories which are Emanated from the Movements of the 
Pneuma of the Soul, which is the Memory of the Soul Itself. 
Our Pneuma is the Memory of our Soul’s Conscience and 
Language which thus Makes the Connection between the 
Memories and the Energetic Language of our Body. The 
Connection and the entwinement of the Body and Soul 
happens through the Heart Centre. The Lack of Unity of This 
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Centre causes Informational Break-ups in other Centres 
which lose their link with the Powerhouse, hence the Loss of 
many Memories-Information in these Centres which are 
remote from the Heart. The Brain becomes an Independent 
Centre. The Underbelly and the Heart the same, and so they 
arrive at Oppositions even at War. The most terrible thief 
Stealing the Energy from all is the Sex Centre, up to excessive 
drainage and Death.  

You do realize now, on the whole, how important it is 
to clarify and Decipher this complex, so that we know how 
our great Enemy Works, our Enemy the Sin-Disease, image of 
the Devil, image of Anti-God and Anti-Perfection. We will 
talk about the Energetic Subconscious in the chapter 
concerning the Nervous Diseases.  

 
B. Sacred-Therapy 
Make a personal Exploration of the Energetic Circuits 

in your Body. Find out to what degree is there a Connection 
with the Integral Centre of the Heart and, Beyond the Heart, 
with the Pneuma of the Soul. Gradually, begin the Hesychast 
Method of “Reintegration of the Energies” into the Heart, 
through what we call “the Mind’s prayer in the Heart.” It is the 
only Method of “Returning to the Forgotten Memories.”  

It is in the Heart that the “Recollection of the 
Memories” takes place. The Science has discovered that the 
Dream Centre is in the place where the Heart is and, after 
Death, after the loss of the Brain’s Conscience, one remains 
for a while with a Conscience of Heart and only after the loss 
of the Heart Conscience can the Break with the Body be 
realized. Only after the arrest of the Heart Centre, what we 
call Death happens.  
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Explore for yourself what part of your Body is the most 
Broken apart from the Centre of the Heart and where you 
have the most Energy Drains. Do not be indifferent, because 
the time will come when you cannot do anything except with 
very great difficulty. Have pity on yourself. Our Energetic 
Circuits are what we call Biorhythms, from the Daily one, of 
24 hours, to the Weekly, Monthly and Yearly. Science has 
shown their importance in our Lives. The Bible tells us of 
“Day and Night,” of the Six Work Days and of the Seventh 
one, meant for Resting. It tells us about Holy Days. These are 
all in Connection and entwinement with the Energetic 
Rhythms and the Archetypes of the Memories of Pure Soul 
Language. They are all in the Unity of the Reality which we 
have Forgotten after the Fall from Heaven. We only preserve 
vague and scattered Memories in our Religious Rituals of 
Sacred texts or historical Myths.  

The Rhythm of Day and Night is Important. The Day is 
for Work and the Night for Resting and Repose. It is the 
Repose and Cessation of the Material preoccupations and the 
preoccupation for the Spiritual matters. Stop in the Evening, 
Read a good Book instead, carry a useful Conversation and 
then Rest yourself in Sleep. Dedicate the Seventh Day 
exclusively to the Soul, as the Re-memoration of the Sacred 
concerns. They are Connected with the Transcendental 
Archetypes, the Seven – Pneuma-Spirits, the Seven Gifts of 
the Holy Spirit, etc. If we do not observe these Rhythms, we 
cause Informational and energetic Break-ups with serious 
repercussions of Disease and Psychic derangements. Return 
to and Re-enter the Natural Order of Reality and you will 
become Healthy and wise, Faithful and a true Son of God’s 
Creation. 
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A. The Fall from Heaven in Triple Decline 
The Fall from Heaven constitutes an Involution for the 

Creation, a transformation in reverse of the Configuration of 
Creation. The Fall Alters the Triadic Soul: Self (Ego), Pneuma, 
Spirit Language and Adds the Subconscious-Reverse-
Negation of This Triad of the Soul, Breaking it apart and 
Separating it, thus causing the Three Directions of the 
Subconscious of the Soul as: 

- Forgetting – the direct alteration of the Conscience Self,   
- Movement – the direct alteration of the Pneuma 

Memory of the Soul  
- Accumulation, lack of Acknowledgement – the direct 

alteration of the Language of the Soul Spirit.  
This is where the Three Systems of Diseases of the Soul 

stem from:  
- Diseases of Conscience-Self, diseases of Personality;  
- Diseases of Movement, of Memory-Pneuma, as 

Diseases of Participation of the Soul, Diseases of Communion 
as Inability of Communion, lack of Dialogue with others, 
Isolation and withdrawal within Oneself, serious and direct 
ailments which confirm a Psychic Disease of the Soul;  

- Diseases of Language-Spirit of the Soul, as the 
Diseases which are part of the Contrariety-Hiding complex, 
Lack of Acknowledgement and of Communication, the 
Disinformation of the Soul which breaks the connection with 
the Self-Conscience, up to the Reversed, Erroneous and 
confused Subconscious.  

And these Diseases of the Soul in the Three directions 
mentioned are extended into Diseases of Energies Body, with 
the particular translation for each energetic. 
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This is how the Three Systems of Energetic-Body 
Diseases Appear: 

1) The Informational-Mental Disease, which is in 
correspondence with the Disease of Self-Conscience of the 
Soul, what we call a Personality disorder. It is translated as a 
Disease of Individuality, such as the Breaking of the 
Individual Cohesion, which engender the Energetic 
Informational Breaking-up, generating Organic Dysfunctions 
up to Hyper-functions or Hypo-functions. In this category, 
we include the Mental Diseases which are also called Psychic, 
the diseases of Nervous origin, of Organic Dysfunctions, as 
well as Neurologic diseases in general; 

2) The Energetic Disease in general, which is in 
Correspondence with the Diseases of Movement-Memory 
Pneuma of the Soul. This includes the Diseases of the Heart 
and Blood and the diseases of energetic circuit in general; 

3) The Diseases of the Organs in correspondence with 
the Diseases of Language-Spirit of the Soul. Each Organic 
Cell is A Word of Energetic Language and each Organ is A 
Mode of Energetic Conscience. That is why they are Diseases 
of Forgetting the true Language and of the Accumulation of 
Negative Languages up to those Dysfunctions which injure 
the Organs and cause even Organic-Anatomic afflictions.   

The Integral Hesychast Medicine, which considers the 
State of Disease as At Once of the Soul and of the Body, gives 
us the possibility to intervene, at the same time, in Double 
Therapy. The Essence of Reality is the Language both as Soul 
and as energetic Body. In this way, we can Intervene in the 
Derangements of Language that the Diseases cause. Let us 
understand this Mystery of Language. In Health it is Sacred-
Perfect Language but in Disease it is Imperfect-Desecrated 
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Language. The Fall from the Sacred Language is the Fall from 
Heaven and the transition into Disease and Death.  

We have seen that this Fall happens in Three Directions, 
after the Three Components of our Reality. Our Characters, 
after the Fall from Heaven, are according to the Predominance 
of the respective affliction. Some of us are Nervous types, 
others have Energetic-Choleric character and, others, characters 
of Physical-Organic Degeneration. They say that from Adam, 
in History, Mankind is configured as Races-Characters after 
these directions of amplification of the Fall.  

Science has Forgotten about the Fall from Heaven and 
about the directions of Degeneration of the Creation, that is 
why it interprets History as Evolution and Progress. People 
have a History of Decline and of Civilizations, Nature has a 
History of Disintegration-Explosions and Planetary formations 
and so, Creation, after the Fall from Heaven, heads towards 
Involution and then it Reverts to the Primordial Image, as a 
struggle between the Natural Perfection and the Unnatural 
Imperfection which attempts to Transform everything into a 
Different order. The Evil Steals the Language from Good and 
Reverses it, and Transforms the World into a Disintegrated, 
Polarized-Reversed World. But, in the depth of Reality, there 
is the Power of Returning to Wholesomeness and to the Form 
of Heaven. Hence, the Illusion of Evolution. Nature’s 
Cataclysms are attempts at Regaining the true Balance and, at 
the same time, they are Energetic Break-ups after extreme 
negative Accumulations. Also, inside us, the Diseases are 
Negative Accumulations which, after a certain limit, become 
Explosion-Breaking. The Human Races, they say from a 
Mystical perspective, are the Correspondence of the Fall in 
Three Directions, each with its predominant character. 
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Thus, the decline concerning the Self-Conscience would 
configure the Black race. Those declining in the general 
direction of the Pneuma-Memory would be the Yellow Race 
and those with Breakages in the direction of the Language-
Spirit would be the White-Red race. In fact, these directions 
are blended in each Race but, as Race in Itself, there is an 
unequivocal Concretization upon a certain direction. It is the 
same with our Typologies.  

In each Race there is a Decline but also a Resistance and 
a Recovery. They say that the Black Race, the most 
Unconscious, will Recover to the most pure Conscience and 
History will confirm this. The Yellow Race will Return to the 
Forgotten Memories of Conscience and the White and Red 
Race will Return to the True Language. History is the Battle 
between Involution and Return-Recovery, between 
Deconstruction and Restructuring. The Fall from Heaven is 
the Deconstruction, while the Christic Recovery is the 
Restructuring.  

In the same way, Disease is our Deconstruction, 
starting from the Soul and up to the Body Energies. The 
Recovery to Health is the Restructuring, the Return to the 
Real Conscience of the Soul and to the true Language of Body 
Energies. We need to understand this, otherwise there is no 
Hope of Alleviation and Healing of our Ailments. Let us 
Return to the Archetypes.  

 
B. Sacred-Therapy 
Examine what kind of Character you are, so that you 

can see which Direction your “Deconstruction” takes. Do not 
be careless, because a time will come when you will become 
so fragmented that there will be no hope of “Restructuring.” 
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Examine, in your Soul, what deficiencies you have that are 
predominant, as Self-Conscience, as Love or Hatred. As 
Pneuma-Memory, as Love, or as Hatred-Killing? As Spirit-
Language, as Self-Giving, or as fierce Egotism?  

Do not take your own reality lightly. If you need more 
details, study other specialized books, religious-philosophical, 
scientific and medical. In your Body, find out the aspect in 
which you are weak and afflicted. Examine yourself as 
Information-mental (aspect, t.n.), up to the Genetic Code 
Information inherited from the Parents, as Ego-Weak Will or 
debilitated Nervous System; as energetic Vitality in general; 
as Functional Forces of the Organs in general. Set yourself a 
diagnosis or consult other people as well, so that you may 
know the correct direction your Treatment should take both 
as Soul and as Body. Do not delay at all, time is short and 
priceless. 

 
23 

 
A. The Three Systems of Disease of the Hesychast 

Medicine 
In order to understand what follows, we advise you to 

Read Again what we have written in the previous chapters 
because, from now on, we will describe everything in a more 
schematic manner, since it is no use repeating what we have 
just said before, furthermore, it may be tiring for you if we 
complicate matters with sophisticated Theories and Expla-
nations. People from today, us included, want to understand 
everything, it is true, but we should not lose the Practical 
reality for the sake of the Theories. So, we are presenting the 
Scheme of the Three Systems of Disease, the way in which 
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they are configured by the Vision of the Hesychast Medicine. 
In Hesychast Medicine, we are not interested to Invent, we 
are attempting a Deciphering of Medicine in general as 
Integral Medicine of Soul and Body, in continuous 
Correspondence, Connection and Entwinement.  

We do not contradict Regular Medicine which has its 
truth and its undeniable Science, but we Extend it by This 
Vision of Sacred-Therapy, of Double Medicine, of Soul and 
Body, in Integrality and permanent Unity. Regular medicine 
distinguishes Diseases according to well established rigors and 
we do not contest them but Here we are making a distinction 
of Another Kind, as general Systems of Diseases, according to 
the Intimate Trinitarian Configuration of Reality. 

These are: 
1) Diseases of the Self (Ego)-Conscience of the Soul, in 

correspondence with the Mental-Informational Diseases of 
the Body, as diseases of the Nerves in general. These are a 
whole Complex of Diseases which affect precisely the 
Personal Self and the Individual Ego, up to the Nervous 
Disturbances from our entire Nervous System, Brain, and its 
nervous networks. They are Diseases of the Repose-Peace of 
the Soul’s Self, of Anxiety, and of the Fear of a Conscience 
burdened with heavy Sins, and they are Diseases of the Ego 
of Energetic Mental, Diseases of Genetic or Acquired 
Information, diseases of Destruction of the Nerves of our 
Body through Excesses and Nervous Breakages. Hence their 
association with the Sex related Diseases, those which Steal 
and exhaust the nervous Energies to the maximum. So, the 
Nervous Diseases and of Personality are: 

- Diseases of Self-Conscience as Soul, 
- Diseases of the Nervous System - Mental of the Body, 
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- Diseases of Sex, destruction of nervous energy, 
- Diseases of the Conscience and diseases of Debauchery, 
- Diseases, in this direction, genetically Inherited or 

acquired, 
- Diseases of the Chastity of Soul and Body. 
2) Diseases of the Pneuma - Memory - Movement of the 

Soul with all its complex, in correspondence with the 
Diseases of the Vital Vibratory energy of the Body. These are 
a complex of Diseases which affects the Activity and 
Movement in general, both as Soul as well as Corporal 
Energetic. This is the category of the diseases of Organic 
Vitality, in analogy with the diseases of Soul - Spiritual 
Activity. Those who do not have Spiritual or Soul related 
Activity will fall either into energetic Supra-activity of Body 
or into a Weakness on the verge of energetic paralysis.  

Thus there are: 
- Diseases of Activity of Soul and Body, 
- Diseases connected with the Energetic Circuit of the 

Body, genetically inherited or acquired, 
- Sex-related Diseases which steal and drain-consume 

the Vital energy, 
- Diseases of the Lack of Prayer and Religion and 

diseases of the predominant Materialism. 
3) Diseases of the Spirit-Language of the Soul with all 

the Soul’s complex, in correspondence with the Diseases of 
Functionality - direct Language of Corporal Organs. This is a 
category where all Internal Diseases of the Physical Organs 
belong to, from simple Dysfunctions to anatomical Lesions.  

Thus, we have: 
- Disease of Language of the Soul and Functional 

Organic Body, 
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- Diseases of Communicability between the Organic 
Functions, of connection or breaking, 

- Sex related Diseases which generate the Hyper-
function of some Organs to the detriment of the others, 

- Diseases of Nutritional energy which amplify some 
Organic activities leading to functional modifications, 

- Diseases of Self-Giving (Altruism) - Fasting of the Soul 
and Nutrition-related Diseases, of the Fasting of the Body. 

We will attempt, in short, to offer additional data for 
each System one by one. But, please, read again carefully 
what we wrote before, so that you may be able to understand 
the significance of our Vision, otherwise you can end up in a 
lot of confusion and have erroneous Re-interpretations. Do 
not attempt to judge through your prejudices, make a greater 
effort to Enter our Logic and only then will you be able to 
understand what we want to show you, for your health and 
for the Alleviation of your Suffering. 

 
B. Sacred-Therapy 
Try to figure out the System of Disease you fit into the 

most. Take urgent measures and start honestly and whole-
heartedly the Sacred-Therapy of these Merciless and deadly 
diseases. 

Just as the Diseases do not have mercy on you, you 
must be merciless too and do not condone them. Do not be 
indifferent with the friendly Killers. Disease is a Lure in the 
beginning and then a Murder.  
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24 
 

A. The Diseases of the Mental-Nervous System 
Our Body is an Energetic Complex into a personal 

Individuality. 
  
The Body: 
- Energies of personal Soul, 
- Energies of the Environment. 
 
The Energies of personal Soul: 
- Informational-Mental Energy, 
- Vital-Sensitive Energy in the Heart, in the Blood and 

in Organs, 
- Physical-Accumulative Energy, in all the Organs. 
 
The Energies of the Environment: 
- Divine Grace Energies, the Divine Reasons from our 

Body, 
- Genetic Energies from Parents, the Information of the 

Cellular Genes, 
- Cosmic Energy of the Angels, which Enters through 

the Head, 
- Energies of Nature which enter through the area of 

the Umbilicus. 
 
We have previously discussed about the Body’s 

Energetic Circuit. From the Heart, the Energies of the 
Personal Soul open up in Three Directions, the Mental one 
goes Upwards to the Brain, where our Mental Cosmic Centre 
is formed. In the Heart, the Vital Energy remains, which 
entwines with the Energies of Divine Grace and, also, in the 
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Heart, all the Energies Return. The Heart is the Integral 
Cosmic Centre. Lower down, there is the Physical-
Accumulative Energy which entwines with the Energies of 
Nature through Nourishment and through the Umbilical 
Centre. The Underbelly is the Cosmic energetic Centre of the 
Accumulation Energies.  

We must mention here that the understanding of These 
Energetic Centres is of a great importance. After the Fall from 
Heaven, they Break from one another and become Enemies 
up to mutual Destruction. Some Mystic beliefs speak about 
Plexus-Nodes-Wheels-Chakras, a sort of Psycho-Energetic 
Zones. We do not deny them, they have been experimentally 
identified. We only state that, according to the Christian 
view, their Configuration is in a different Order.  

First and foremost, we are not several Bodies, the way 
the Yogis and the Occultists say, instead, there is a Single 
Body but in Three Energetic Modes of self. The Mental-
Informational Energies are not a Body in itself but the basic 
Energetic Mode as the Supraform of the Form of the Vital 
Energy and also the Supraform of the Content of the 
Physical-Accumulative Energy. 

These Three can never be separated or blended. 
Otherwise the Body destroys itself. The Mental Energetic 
Language is the Energetic Conscience. The Energetic Vital-
Sensitive Language is the Memory-in-Movement of the 
energetic Mental. The Physical energetic Language is the 
Reification of the Mental, the Organs-Matter being the 
Objectification both of the Informational and of the Sensitive. 
So, we cannot Speak of a Mental-Informational, without a 
Memory of Movement and without a concrete organic 
Language.  
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In this aspect, many terrible confusions are generally 
made. Usually the Mental is Mistaken for the Soul Conscience 
Itself. Then, the pure Mental is simply Separated from the 
energetic Sensitive. In our accounts of the Hesychasm, we 
have mentioned this aspect. The Soul is the True Conscience 
and the Mental is not Conscience in Itself but an Echo of 
Conscience, Correspondence-Information of Movement of 
Conscience, and this is how we have the Lack of Conscience 
from the Mechanic Soulless Mental Informational.  

The Mental, the Sensitive and the Organic are the 
Unique Triad of the Energetic. In this respect, Science thinks 
quite correctly. The Informational, the Sensitive, and the 
Organic are At Once, the absence of one destroying the 
others. But Science makes the mistake of placing the Organic 
first, then the Sensitive, and only then the Informational as an 
effect of the other two. This is the source of the Mechanic, 
Evolutional Psychology.  

Let us understand well our Christian View. First and 
foremost, the Conscience is just the Soul. The Body is the 
extension of the Movement of Conscience, not of the 
Substance-Conscience, which is Pneuma and Spirit. The Body 
is the Image of the Movement of the Soul, that is why it does 
not Resemble the Soul, it Resembles the Spiritual Movements 
of the Soul. Thus, the Body is Energetic Substance of 
Information of Spiritual Movements, of Reasons of the Soul. 
The Mental is the Rational Informational. Reason is Fragment 
of Movement of Conscience, not of Spiritual Substance of 
Conscience. Reasons are Informational Energies of Movement 
of Conscience, not of direct Conscience. That is why Reasons 
can be Mechanic, as physical and chemical Laws, without 
Conscience, if they are separated from the Soul Conscience in 
Itself.  
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So the Triad-Trinity of the Body is the Energetic Triad: 
Mental, Sensitive, Organic. These are not Three independent 
Bodies, as the Occultists would say, because the Trinity is not 
of Three Parts or Three Forms, but it is a Unique Entity in 
Three Modes of Opening at once and equal. The Mental Body 
is not a Body in itself, but the Informational of the Body. The 
Sensitive-Vital-Ethereal Body is not a Body in itself, yet it is 
the Movement-Memory of the Informational, just like the 
Physical Body, which is the concrete Language of the 
Informational.  

The Christian View does not follow the Logic of Succe-
ssive Evolution-Becoming but the Logic of the Coexistence at 
once of the Three Energetic Modes. The Fall from the 
Perfection of Heaven brings along the Breaking between the 
Three Energetic Modes of the Unique Body proper. In this 
way, the Occultists are right in their turn but not as Dogma of 
affirmation of reality.  

After the Fall, we do not have A Perfectly Unitary 
Body, but a Body with Three energetic Contrary Modes. The 
Informational Mode wants to be independent, the Sensitive 
one the same, and so does the Organic one, all with a 
powerful drive to Annihilate or subordinate the others. 
Naturally, there should be no annihilation or subordination 
but Equal un-amalgamated Entwinement.  

Occultists speak about a Doubling of the Three 
Energetic Bodies-Modes. Thus, the Mental Body may be 
Outside the Physical and Vital one, it may become a pure 
Informational .. . Here, there occurs a Double which 
constitutes an Abnormality which seems as something Supra 
and Paranormal. As reality in itself, there is no Magic of the 
Mental Body for the Transcending of the Body, but it 
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represents the Delimitation of the Pneuma Soul from the 
Energetic Body in general. Because, after the Fall, we have 
become Blind in the Soul and do not have the direct 
Experience of the Soul, we Mistake it with the Illusive Mental 
which we thus turn into an Energetic Soul which can Detach 
from the Sensitive and from the physical Organs.  

This is a Magic of the Body which compensates, in this 
way, for the Lack of its Soul. The Christian considers the 
Doubling of the Mental Body as a Breaking-up from the 
Body, a Bodily Delusion of a ghost Soul, not a true Soul. The 
Mental is indeed a Shadow of the Soul and can be mistaken 
for the Soul but it cannot be a real Soul.  

So, in the System of Informational-Nervous Diseases, 
from the perspective of the Hesychast Medicine, we need to 
put some Order and Deciphering in the multitude and 
variety of theories and interpretive opinions, otherwise we 
will fall ourselves into other confusions and errors. In 
Hesychast Medicine, we divide the Body not in Three Bodies 
but in Three Energetic Modes of One Single Body, and all 
Three produce the Body. The so-called Chakras-Wheels-
Psycho-Energetic Nodes are not the Energetic Evolution 
Ascension Ladder, but normal energetic configuration. 

In the above mentioned opinions, we have attempted to 
decipher the general complex of reality. The Soul is studied 
and discussed in Religion, Mystic approaches and 
Metaphysic-Philosophy. The Body is examined and described 
in Science in general and in Medicine in particular. Those 
who practice Spiritism see our essence in Mind and Reasons, 
and the others see it in the Materiality of our Body.  

In Hesychast Medicine, we need to have our clear 
Image of Soul Spiritual Substance - Conscience in itself and of 
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Body-energetic Substance in itself. We are Unity of Body and 
Soul. They are not two contrary realities but Two Openings 
of a Single Unity. We are each A Being in Two openings at 
once, as Soul Substance Spirituality and as Energies of 
Movement of the Soul, as Energies Body. After the Fall from 
the Perfection of Heaven, the Soul becomes Blind, it cannot 
see itself and the Body becomes our Predominant reality. The 
Soul has Eyes of Pneuma Conscience. The Body has Eyes of 
Mind and Flesh. We mistake the Eyes of the Mind with the 
Eyes of the Soul.  

Let us understand clearly that the Eyes of the Mind 
belong also to the Body, while the Eyes of the Soul are of 
Pure Pneuma, of pure Conscience. Let us delineate the 
concepts clearly. The Soul is A Triadic Entity-Unity-Monad in 
itself, with Three Eyes of the Soul: Eyes of Conscience-Self, 
Eyes of Pneuma Memory, Eyes of Spirit - Language Speaking. 
As Reality in Itself, there are Three Eyes, both as Soul and as 
Body.  

As an analogy, the Three Eyes of the Body are: the 
Mind’s Eye corresponding to the Eye of the Soul Conscience, 
the Eye of Sensibility as analogy for the Eye of Memory - 
Pneuma, and the Eye of Flesh corresponding to the Eye of the 
Spirit. The Mystics speak about our Three Eyes.  

After the Fall, we confuse the realities of the Soul with 
those of the Body, but we still have the basic concepts. The 
Bible says that God is An All Eyes Godhood Being. The 
Angels are spoken about as being all Eyes from the top 
down. The Eye is the Symbol of the Objective Reality which 
Asserts itself, not an abstract invention-figment. The Soul 
which cannot See as Soul either it is not Soul or it is Blind. 
The Body Sees as Energies Body.  
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The Soul has the Three Eyes we mentioned before. The 
Body also has Three Eyes. It is interesting that each Eye, in its 
turn, has Triple Vision. We must understand that Reality is 
quite Simple but it is in complex entwinements, thus we have 
the Complex of Life. Life is not a repetitive mechanic Platitude, 
instead it is A Living (entity, t.n.) of Modes of Living Move-
ments, some through the others, but without amalgamation. 

We make these comments in order to understand our 
Mental-Nervous system at least in some measure. Our Body 
has Three Energies at once, each with its Seeing-Eye. The 
Mental-Informational Energy has the Eye of the Mind. The 
Vital-Vibratory Energy has the Eye of Sensation. And the 
physical Accumulative Energy has the Eye of the Flesh, our 
regular Eye. Our body has an exterior Eye (the regular eyes), 
an Eye of Vitality – the Senses and an Inner Eye of the Mind. 
The exterior Eyes are Two, the right one corresponds to the 
Eye of the Mind, the left one to the Senses, that is why there 
are two.  

In our Eyes, our whole Organism is Reflected. There is 
a Branch of Medicine, Iridology, which sets the diagnosis of 
the Diseases by studying the signs in the Eyes. The Mystic 
approach speaks about a true World of Seeing, which for us 
sounds like a legend and fairytale. Our Body has Centres of 
Energetic Unity, each embedding the others. Thus, the Head 
has the Triad of the Body with the Eyes as correspondence to 
the Senses, then the Brain has the Correspondence of the 
Mind-Mental, and the Mouth has the outward Language of 
the entire Body. We do not want to overcomplicate your 
understanding with these details, but you need to under-
stand that Everything in us is a Unity and entwinement, 
which explains the Difficulty of Medicine to Diagnose the 
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Diseases and, especially, to Treat them. In what follows, we 
will discuss the Diseases of the Mental, the Diseases of the 
Informational, of the Nervous System in general. 

In this System of the Diseases of the Informational we 
include the Brain Disorders and the Disorders of all the 
Nerves of the Body, the Diseases of the Eyes, the Diseases of 
Language and, largely, the Mind’s diseases, in connection 
with the disorders of the Conscience of the Soul. Our 
Informational is in our whole Body, up to the Atoms of the 
Cells. Our Mind is within our whole Body and its Memories 
are all the Information both Genetic as well as Accumulated. 
What needs to be understood is the Unity of the whole 
Informational in our more profound Mind, in the Brain, and 
in all the Nervous Memories from our Organs. Each Organ in 
part is a type of Brain but the Operator is our main Brain 
from the Head. We need to perceive things more profoundly. 
Each Organ has in a way some self Autonomy, albeit limited, 
that would enable it to function without the direct command 
of the Brain, although that is reflected in the Brain.  

During Sleep, the Organs function without the direct 
command from the Brain which is Inhibited. In this way, in 
our Diseases, an Organ may be Sick because of its Severance 
from the Brain and from the Informational proper. Some 
mystics say that we can make each Organ to be a Psychic 
Centre, distinct from the Brain.  

Indeed, in the Mental Diseases there are instances of 
such “Semi-Psychism” in various Organs. One could Think 
through the Belly, or one can have Phantoms in different 
Organs, one can enter a veritable Magic of the Mental of each 
Organ. Herein lies the danger of some Occult-Magical 
Practices on Organs. The Yoga System is a Science of the 
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Mental on the Informational of the Organs which, if it is not 
well directed and controlled, one could fall into a genuine 
Psychopathy of the Organs, the so-called Madness of the 
Organs which activate their own Psychism without the 
Brain’s Central Mind or without the Conscience. The 
Paranormal Phenomena from different Organs are an 
example of such  Organic Psychism, Doubled-Separated from 
the Central Psychism.  

Great caution is required, because one could enter the 
Fragmentation of the Central Psychism, leading to an 
irrepressible Organic Psychic Madness. After the Fall from 
Heaven, our Organs tend to have their own Mental Centre, 
without the direction of the general Mental proper, which has 
lead to the phenomena of independent Organic Psychism. 
The Stomach has its Psychism-Pleasure-Stimulation, the Sex 
has its own, and the Brain too. In the Hesychast Medicine, we 
need to Decipher correctly all these Subtleties of Psychic-
Mental Disjunction. The Diseases of the Mind are not just of 
the Brain or of the Nerves but also of Each Organ’s Inner 
Mind in its turn. Each Organ is A particular Brain, therein lies 
the great challenge of Therapeutics to Heal Nervous 
Diseases.  

Regular Secular Medicine wants to simplify everything, 
to reduce it all to an energetic Chemism which is meant to 
achieve the Rebalance, fuelling the Dream of the Chemical 
Drugs as Miracles of Treatment. Some Chemical-energetic 
complex is real too, but this is the Effect, not the Cause. The 
Effect can then become a Cause in itself, but as Multiplication 
of Effect not of Cause. The Cause Itself must be discovered, 
not just the Effects, which, in turn, become themselves 
causes. The First Cause must be found, which should not be 
mistaken for its Memories, which are the Effects.  
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A Memory seeks to Update the First Conscience, but it 
is not in itself Conscience. The energetic Chemism is the 
complex of Memories of the first Informational. The 
Chemism never produces the Informational, because it is 
Memory of the Informational, not the Informational Itself.  

This is where many people get confused and also 
herein lies the difficulty of the medical treatment. You 
Identify Chemical Anomalies in the Organs, but you do not 
know the Informational (cause) of these chemical effects. And 
even if you suspect it, you do not know where it comes from, 
what its source is, which is of great importance. You may ask 
the Psychic Patient to make a Mental Effort of Self-Restraint, 
but the Mental of the Organs broken up from the Mind 
cannot be influenced, or it can, but much too little. Hence the 
need for the double action, both upon the general mental, as 
well as directly upon the Organic Local Mental. These are 
Psychic Diseases generated by “Organic Psychism” and not 
by the Central Psychism.  

 
B. Sacred-Therapy 
Increase your Awareness and the clarity of the 

representation of your own Reality. We are A Unity in 
double development as Soul and Energetic Body. The Soul is 
the Basic Substance, Living-Spiritual and Triadic in Itself, and 
the Body is an energetic Semi-Substance as an Aura of the 
Soul, as a Divine Grace of Creation. The Soul has Three Eyes, 
Conscience, Memory-Pneuma and Word-Thinking-Spirit. 
These Three Eyes of the Soul are extended in the Eyes of the 
Body. The Conscience Eye becomes Mind Eye in the Body. 
The Pneuma-Memory Eye becomes the Eye of the Bodily 
Senses. And the Eye of the Spirit becomes regular Eye, the 
Body seeing Eye.  
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Have this clear Awareness that the Mind is the inner 
Eye of the Body without mistaking it for the Eye of the Soul, 
which is Beyond the Eye of the Mind. The Senses are the Eyes 
of the Vital Energy. The Regular Eyes are the exterior Physical 
Eyes. The Diseases of the Mental-Mind and of the Nerves are 
thus Diseases of the Informational Energy, in direct 
correspondence with the Diseases of the Soul’s Conscience. 
The pure Conscience is the Mental of the Soul. The Nerves of 
the Conscience are the Nerves of the Transcendental Love, 
those States of Total Love. Examine the state of the Nerves of 
your Soul’s Love. Conscience is the nervous flow of Love and 
Love is the Nervous flow of Conscience.  

If you have Love, you also have Conscience and the 
reverse, if you do not have one, you do not have the other 
either. The Vibrations of Conscience is Love. Check the state 
of your Nerves of Conscience. These Nerves are in Corres-
pondence with the Nerves of the Body’s Mind, which are the 
Mind’s Thoughts. The Thoughts are the Nervous Wires of the 
Mind. The Mental Information is Thoughts-Reasons.  

In the Soul’s Conscience there are no Thoughts but 
something superior, there are also manifestations of 
Conscience-Love. The correspondents of These Consciences-
Loves are the Thoughts from the Body’s Mind. The Thoughts 
are the Loves of the Mind. The States of Love are the 
Thoughts of the Conscience. Conscience has Thought 
through Love, that is why the Soul’s Thought is Love. The 
Diseases of the Soul’s Conscience are Diseases of the Soul’s 
Love-Thought-Mind. The Soul’s Conscience has Nerves-
Senses directly as Love.  

If you cannot feel Love in your Soul’s Conscience, it 
means that you have a Disease of the Nerves of the Soul. If, 
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instead of Love, you have Hatred, Coldness, indifference, it 
means that the Nerves of your Soul’s Conscience are 
damaged. Diagnose yourself with care, see what Nerves you 
have damaged. The Body’s Mind has Nerves of Thoughts 
which become Nerves of Brain in the head. All the Thoughts 
in your Mind are Nerves of your Brain. The Organ Brain has 
Organic Nerves according to the Thoughts-Nerves Informa-
tional. Each Nerve is An Organic Thought. The Brain 
functions through the Thoughts of the Mind. The Brain is an 
Organic Machine based on the Movement of the Mental 
Thoughts-Information.  

The Mystics have observed that, through Thoughts, 
you can Connect to the Brain’s Nerves and, through the 
Brain’s Nerves, you can Connect to the Thoughts of the inner 
Mind. The Mystic Therapies act objectively upon the Nerves 
of the Brain precisely because of this correspondence. The 
Mind’s Thoughts are the basis of the Brain’s Chemism. The 
Chemism of the Energies of the Matter has its Origin in the 
Thoughts of the Informational-Mental. The Informational has 
the Thoughts as Subtle Nervous Wires.  

The Mental, through these Thoughts-Nerves, penetrates 
through Energies and provides them with the Chemism we 
know about. The Thoughts-Reasons of the physical Matter 
are also Chemical, as translation into physical energy of the 
more subtle Thoughts-Information of the energetic Mental.  

In Hesychast Medicine, we need to understand that 
Reality is Communication-Dialogue-Living Speaking, from 
the Soul to the Body’s Organs. Speaking is Conscience-Love, 
as Soul, and Mind-Brain-Nerves, as Body. The Nervous 
Diseases all pertain to These. See which aspect of your nerves 
is most damaged so that you may know the cure. 
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There is a true Mystery of the Brain, the Brain being A 
Psycho-Energetic, even Cosmic, Centre. In the Brain, all 
States are United both the Spiritual as well as Corporal 
Energetic ones. Let us not Forget that, in the Hesychast view, 
there Are Three Psycho-Energetic basic Centres: the Heart 
Centre, the Brain Centre and the Underbelly Centre. The 
Centre of the Heart is the Centre of the Personal Vital and 
Cosmic Psycho-Energies and, at the same time, the Centre of 
the direct Union with the Soul.  

In Hesychasm, the Heart Centre is the most important 
because it is the Centre of the outset of the Mental Energies 
upward to the Brain, and of the Accumulative Energies 
downward in the Stomach. The Heart Centre is also the place 
where the Energies return and then, here, they get Renewed 
in the Movements of the Soul. So, the Brain Centre is only the 
Mental Energy Centre. Some people perform an entire Magic 
on the Brain Centre. Let it be clearly understood that it is only 
the Magic of the Mental Energies and not of the Soul proper. 
In Hesychast Medicine, the Brain Centre is not the most basic, 
which is why, as treatment of the Psycho-Mental Diseases, it 
is advisable to seek the Connection with the Heart Centre. 

 
25 

 
A. The Paranormal 
People keep talking about Paranormal, Parapsychology 

and other phenomena that raise difficult questions for 
Science which cannot account for them. In Medicine too, the 
Paranormal has great importance. As Hesychast Medicine, 
we make some remarks. It has been related that Reality is in 
Double Development, as Being-Soul and Energies Body.  
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We have insisted extensively upon the delimitation of the 
Two, not as separation, but as a means of their Identification. 
In the Hesychast vision, the Paranormal is the Soul, That 
Reality Above the Energies Body. But the Body is itself An 
Energetic Living (entity, t. n.). Science wants to reduce the 
Body to an Energetic Living devoid of the Need for a Soul, or 
it departs from the presupposition of Something which has 
no connection-participation with the Energies. Hence the two 
opinions, that the Paranormal is the Participation-Inter-
vention of the Soul in Energies, or that it is also Energies in 
miraculous manifestations.  

After the Fall from Heaven, the Body claims Indepen-
dence, up to the replacement of the Soul proper with an 
Energetic Soul, called the Energetic Mental. This has led to 
the Occultism of the Body which reached the point of the 
Magic Mystic of the Body. As we have seen, the Hesychast 
Mystic tradition is a pure Mystic13 of the Soul, beyond the 
Magic of the Energetic Mental of the Body. There has been 
attempted a forced transformation of the Mental Body into a 
Psychism.  

We have shown, in Hesychast Medicine, that within us 
there are Several Psychic manifestations, One which is purely 
of the Soul Beyond the Mental-Reasons, A purely Mental 
Psychic as Informational of the Energies themselves, and A 
Psychic of entwinement between the Soul and the Mental, 
which is our Psychological Psychic: 

- Conscience-Mental-Brain-Nerves, 
- Sentiment-Sensibility-Sensations, 
- Will-Organic Functions. 

                                                             
13 Used as noun. 
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The modern Psychological Science wants to recast-turn 
the Psychic into a purely Energetic Mechanism, up to the 
Simple Chemism. Thus, they state that one cannot See the 
Mind-Spirit in the Brain, that one cannot See the Life-Pneuma 
in the Heart, and also that one cannot See the Information in 
the Organs, only the Chemistry of matter. The Extremism of 
Psychology is another attitude which is not taken seriously 
by those truly Serious.  

In the Hesychast view, the Energetic Matter is the 
Emanation of the Movements of the Soul which contain the 
Information of the Spirit and this Information becomes then 
the Backbone of the energetic Chemism. Matter is an 
energetic Configuration, built upon the Informational 
Network which Comes from the Soul. Science intends to have 
an Informational Network Resulted from the Energy itself, as 
Independent Informational. Therein lies the dispute. That is 
why Science relies so heavily on Evolution, because without 
Evolution the Energies cannot acquire their own Information. 
If the Information is considered as A priori, as already 
existing in the Soul and then externalized as Energies, then 
Evolutionism is pointless.  

As purely Christian Metaphysics, the Language of the 
Soul is Integral and it is Entirely already existent, as Modes of 
Conscience in Itself, Archetypal Language which then is 
Extended and it configures the Language of Energies. The 
Energetic Language is thus directly in Correspondence with 
the Language of the Soul. Some people consider the Energetic 
Language as the very Language of the Soul itself, as 
Manifestation of the Soul, as though the Soul would be 
Incapable of having in Itself Its own pure Language of the 
Soul.  
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In Hesychasm, it is an Insult for the Soul to be so 
Incomplete so that it would need to be determined and 
conditioned by the manifestation of a Language which is 
Alien from the Soul such as the energetic Language. The 
Soul, if it is a Permanent Soul, has Itself the Integral 
Language, whereas the Energetic Language is the Divine 
Grace-Radiance outward, of the pure Archetypal Language 
of the Soul.  

What Soul would that be, Impersonal, with a Conscience 
in itself incapable of Modes of Conscience through itself, in 
Need of an Illusion of Language and a Movement which is at 
the same time completely alien from its own essence .. . The 
Energetic Language is the Aura of the Pure Language of the 
Soul in Itself, it is the Echo of the Language of Conscience in 
itself. Science wants to make us understand that Language is 
the Result of the Energetic Chemism, that it is not A 
Language in Itself which is then Translated into the Chemism 
of Matter. Language is Pre-existent to the Chemism, Informa-
tion is Pre-existent to Vibration and to Physical Mass. The 
Chemical Laws are in fact the already existent Information-
Reasons which then get translated as Chemical Laws. That is 
why, if there is A Language of the Soul pre-existent to the 
Energetic Language, Evolution and Progress have no 
grounding.  

The Negation of the Language of the Soul in Itself 
means the possibility of the Evolution of a personal and 
Energetic Language independent of the Soul, which contra-
dicts the Soul and no longer needs it. Hence the Paranormal 
of Energies.  

If A Soul is Real, then the Soul Itself is all the 
Paranormal of the energies. If the Soul is Ambiguous, only a 
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Principle without Language and Self, without capacity for 
Movement in Itself, then the Paranormal is still energetic, as a 
Surpassing of the Normal personal energetic. If the Soul does 
not have a pure Language of the Soul, the Language of the 
Energies is the Very Language of the Soul, in which case the 
Soul has no reason to exist.  

We wish to mention that, in Hesychast Medicine, we 
acknowledge Two real Languages, One that is a pure 
Language of the Soul, hence the Diseases of the Language of 
the Soul, and A Language for the Externalization-Expression 
of the Soul as Energetic Body Language, hence the Diseases 
of the Body as Diseases of Energetic Language. Let us see 
schematically how the Mechanism of the Paranormal is in 
our vision. 

Example: the Eye sees the objects and their forms 
normally. Science says that Seeing is a Chemism in the Cells 
of the Eyes, which Reflects the objects in this manner. The 
Eye sees in this way in the Normalcy of the respective 
Chemism. What happens when the Eye sees beyond the 
normal, when it sees as Sharply as a Microscope, sees 
through Objects, sees at great distances, etc. . . . sees Souls – 
Pneuma-Spirits .. . can even see Thoughts and subtle Energies, 
as some people can see the Body’s Aura .. . The most Mystical 
phenomena are the Seeing of the Exterior and the Seeing 
from Within, which are not mere illusions. Even imagining 
things presupposes a Subtle Seeing. Memory is the Seeing of 
the Mind.  

They say, in the Mystic tradition, that the Soul is in 
itself Conscience-Eye in Itself, it is Pneuma-Memory-Seeing, 
and it is Spirit-Speaking. In a different modality, the Soul is 
thus Seeing-Conscience, Look-Pneuma, and Identification-
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Spirit. The Seeing-Conscience is the Ego-Self of the Soul, the 
Look-Pneuma is the self Memory of the Ego-Self, and the 
Identification-Language of the Spirit is the Speaking of the 
Soul in Itself. 

This Archetypal Configuration is extended in Energies-
Body as: Eyes of Mind-Body, the correspondence of the Self 
of the Conscience, as Ego of the Body; then, as Sensing-
Memory of Mind, as the Mind’s Look; and as Eyes of the 
Head, as Identification of energetic Forms. Thus, there is a 
kinship with the Soul, although each is in its own Specific, 
one, as pure Soul, the other, as pure Energies. Here is the 
understanding of the Paranormal as Hesychast view. The 
Regular Eye of the Head Sees the Shapes of the Objects, a 
Seeing which is in correspondence with the Identification-
Spiritual Seeing of the Soul.  

In Heaven, one could see thus at the same time with 
one’s regular Eyes and with one’s Spirit Eyes of the Soul, 
without Shadowing or annihilating each other. The Fall 
brought about the Blinding of the Soul and so we can only 
see with our Eyes of the Body, and we believe that the Body 
itself is to blame because we no longer See with our Soul. As 
a matter of fact, the Soul’s Blindness is really to Blame. We 
should nonetheless have a Seeing of the Soul and a Seeing of 
the Body.  

In the Paranormal States, there occurs a Return to the 
State of Heaven, when the Soul can still See something 
directly, and it appears as if we actually see with the same 
Eyes but in a Paranormal way. Here is the catch. The regular 
Eye cannot see the Paranormal unless the person goes 
through an Awakening of the Seeing of the Soul, which 
would emphasize its coexistence with the Seeing of the Body. 
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Similarly, if one Awakens the Look-Memory of the Pneuma 
of the Soul, Paranormal Senses appear in our Sensibility, that 
is, abilities to Sense what one does not usually Sense. But 
there is also a Magic Paranormal of the Body. Many people 
fall for the lure of the magic Paranormal of the Body. Most 
Energetic Mystic (beliefs, t.n.) fall into this Magic.  

The poor Blind Soul no longer has the capacity to reveal 
itself as Paranormal, over the Body. Thus, the Body produces 
the Paranormal from its Mind of the Body. This is our terrible 
Decline after the Fall from Heaven. We become Blind with 
the Soul and the Body transforms itself into its Own 
Fragmentation. This is how, in our Body, which is in fact the 
Trinity Mind-Senses-Organs, there occur Break-ups of levels, 
Separate Mind, Separate Senses, and the Organs also 
Separate. As reality, the Body is Information-Mind, Sensing-
Vitality and Organs-Functions. Science is correct here, when 
it maintains that we are Brain-Mind, Sensing and Organs.  

We are trying a Compensation of the Soul as Mind. 
This is what we must understand clearly. The Mind-
Informational of the Body is not the Soul and Conscience, but 
an Extension-Echo-Trace of Conscience of the Soul in the 
Body. The Body has an Energy which Corresponds to the 
Soul Conscience, hence the Connection-kinship and 
Coexistence. The Mind, without its Connection with the 
Soul’s Conscience, becomes a Mechanical Mind, a Robotic 
Mental Manifestation, without the Conscience in Itself, which 
is exclusively Soul.  

In Diseases, the Breaking away of the Body’s Mechanic 
Mental from the Soul’s Conscience causes Disturbances of 
Conscience in our Brain, leading even to Mind Decrepitude 
and Imbecility. The Soul is Blind but It is still in Connection 
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with the Mechanic (part, t.n.) of the Body, but the Mechanic 
of the Body cannot See it in its turn. Only if we had our 
Seeing of the Soul could the Seeing of the Body see those 
pertaining to the Soul. This is the true understanding. The 
Seeing of the Body sees those pertaining to the Soul only 
through the Seeing of the Soul, whereas the Soul can see both 
parts. That is why, with a Blind Soul, we can only See the 
World Mechanically, with our Corporal Eyes. When Some 
Glimpses of Seeing of the Soul Awaken, the Paranormal 
manifestations of the Body appear.  

That is why, the Hesychast Mystic first seeks to Gain 
the direct Seeing of the Soul as the only possibility of a Seeing 
of the body at once as Soul and Body. After the Fall from 
Heaven, we have the tendency to make the Soul into 
something Abstract, mistaking it for the Mental 
Informational Abstractions of the Body. It is not with the 
Eyes of the Mind that we Really see the Soul but directly with 
the Eyes of the Soul. The Mind’s Eyes are only the Memory of 
a pure Seeing of the Soul, which is Beyond the Mind’s Eyes. 
Take great care not to Mistake or Mix them. 

 
B. Sacred-Therapy   
We are a continuous Reality of Normal and 

Paranormal, of Body and Soul, which are entwined without 
amalgamation. All our purely Spiritual Acts are above the 
energies Body, giving us a Paranormal Supra-energetic 
Power. Any Act of our Will is a Power in the Body. The Will 
corresponds to the Conscience-Love of the Soul. The Will of 
the Soul is the Love and the Love is itself the Conscience of 
the Soul. Only those who Love from their Souls have a True 
Conscience.  
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In our Body, the Power of Conscience and Love are 
translated as Mental Will. The Mind’s Thoughts are the 
Forces of Will in the Body. In order to have Willpower in 
your Body, you must have Great and Noble Thoughts, clean 
and positive, otherwise you feel devoid of will. Our most 
serious Disease is the Weak Will of our Body. Through 
Willpower, we can work true Miracles. But we are at the 
same time under the influence of various Wills from outside, 
pertaining to the Environment, which Enslave us even more. 
Be careful here. See for yourself what Evil Wills seek to 
enslave you. Here, we enter an entire Paranormal Subconscious, 
as a Hypnosis whose force we can escape only too little to be 
able to actually do something consciously from time to time. 
The Thoughts of our own Mind Enslave us Mercilessly. See 
what Evil Thoughts keep you a prisoner in their chains. See 
what Evil Senses terrorize you. These Thoughts and Senses 
are then translated into the Functions of the Organs, giving 
them normal or abnormal Chemical Functions, or even 
Paranormal. We are a complex of Wills inside an Individual 
Volitional Unity. The Will of the Soul is Love-Conscience, like 
some Supra-Self-Ego.  

Whoever truly and genuinely Loves is Stronger than 
Himself. This Supra-power of Love is Faith, the Willpower of 
all Willpowers. Faith does not mean Blind delusion or some 
self-Suggestion, it is a Supra-Power of the Soul, a Supra-
Seeing, and a Supra-Mind. Faith is the Paranormal in Itself.  

Only the one who Surpasses oneself has true Faith. To 
have Faith constitutes an authentic Supra-Sensibility of the 
Soul together with Love and Trust. Nobody can say why they 
Love, only that the Love is Real, not some figment of the 
imagination. It is the same with Faith, it is by Itself  
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A Capacity of the Being, just as Love. One does not configure 
Faith but Lives it, just as one does Love. 

They say, in our Mystic approach, that Love is the 
Conscience of the Soul, Faith is the Memory of Love in the 
Soul, and Trust is the Acknowledgement of Love. Only the 
people filled with Love also have a strong Memory of Love as 
Strong Faith, as well as Trust. The person who only Loves 
very little also has very little Trust and Faith. This is the 
Trinity of the Soul’s Life: Love, Faith and Trust, also called 
the Virtues of the Soul. The Movement of Love is Faith and 
the Language of Love is Trust. Thus, a Plenary Love has 
Trust and Faith at the same time. The Willpower of Love is 
Faith-Movement. You must struggle to Awaken the 
Movement of your Soul’s Love through the Miracle-working 
Faith. “According to your Faith Be it unto you” says Jesus 
Christ, our Lord, in the New Testament. Believe that you will 
be Healthy again. But your Faith should be through the 
Conscience that God Loves You and Wants to heal you, only 
you must Want that too. God does not like seeing you Sick 
and filthy, that is why you should truly have Faith that He 
Wants your Health.  

Hesychast Medicine has This Power of the Faith in 
Godly Love, Who Wants our Recovery and the Alleviation of 
all Suffering. We must also Awaken to feel the Love for our 
Health and Virtue. In this way, this Faith will become A 
Supra-Natural Power working Miracles Beyond Nature. 

Have Faith - Receive God’s Love and Awaken Your 
Love for God, Who also Suffers when you Suffer. God is The 
Most Sensitive to Any Suffering and all Suffering Stops 
straight in God’s Heart, that is what the Mystic people say. 
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A. The Treatment of the Mental and Nervous Diseases. 
In the view of the Hesychast Medicine, we do not 

suggest here a special Treatment or any manner of method . .. 
We need to acknowledge that Medicine has made efforts for 
centuries to find Remedies and these should not be discarded 
. . . We respect Medical Remedies already discovered. We are 
making here a deciphering according to our Understanding 
and we bring some Completing remarks, specific to the 
Vision of the Hesychast Medicine. Thus, we perceive all 
Mental and Nervous Diseases within the Global character of 
Life, which does not mean that we reject the classification of 
the Mental and Nervous Diseases as they are recorded by 
classical Medicine. Go to the Medical Specialists to set your 
respective Diagnoses and ask for Treatment Prescriptions. 
We now know that nowadays Treatments are not Confined 
to Chemical Medicine, Pills or Injections, but they come  
also as Baths, Diets, Physical-Therapies, Homeopathy, 
Acupuncture, etc.  

Some Doctors use a Unique Treatment according to 
their View, up to ill-advised Extremisms. We do not contest 
anything here, we Suggest for you some Points of Reference 
made available by the Hesychast Medicine, besides the 
Regular Treatments. First, we should make the Connection 
Soul-Body. The Mental Diseases of the Body are in close 
correspondence with the Diseases of the Soul. We have 
already indicated that aspect, which is why we advise you to 
Read the text Again. The next key point is to take into 
account the Circuit of the Mental Informational Energies.  
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We do not want to Repeat what we wrote above but we 
want to consolidate some aspects of Reality, which must be 
attentively taken into consideration. We have, in our Body, 
Three Energetic Flows which Start from the Heart (where 
they are Emanated by the Soul). The Flow of the Mental 
Energies Ascends to the Head - Nervous System. They 
Descend on the Vertebral Column and they branch out as 
Nerves in the entire Body. Their Return occurs from the 
Nerves up the Vertebral Column, into the Brain and then in 
the Heart, and from here into the Pneuma of the Soul that 
Emanated them.   

We have also pointed out that, through the Head, there 
also Enter, from Cosmos, some intelligent Mental Energies of 
the Spiritual Extraterrestrial Entities, Energies which enter 
directly in the Brain, descend on the Vertebral Column to the 
Nerves of the whole Body, and enter into the Heart as well. 
Also, through Head-Brain there enter the Intellectual 
Energies, Thoughts-Information of all the People around us, 
and perform the above described Circuit. Through Nostrils-
Nose there enters a Mental Energy of Nature, which is not 
Mere Oxygen but it is of a different sort, as Energy of Nature.  
Through the Nose, there enters both a Mental Energy of 
Nature as well as a Vital Energy (Oxygen). The Indians have 
discovered experimentally that we inhale what they call a 
Prana, a type of Mental Energy which does not go into the 
Lungs but Ascends to the Brain, descends in Two Modes on 
the Vertebral Column (Ida and Pingala), which can be scien-
tifically identified with the Sympathetic and Parasympathetic 
Nerves.  

Thus, we must identify the Mental Flow Energy in our 
Body so that we can decipher the Derangements of the 
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Diseases of the Mental. The Mental Energy of our Body is 
Personal and also of the Environment, in entwinement. The 
personal Mental Energy comes out from its Place near the 
Heart and Ascends then goes down the Vertebral Column, 
up to the Nerves of the Organs, only to come back to the 
Heart. Our Mental Energy from the Environment is the 
Cosmic Informational Energy, which comes straight from 
Above into the Brain, and also an Informational Energy from 
Nature, which we Inhale when we Breathe through our Nose. 
This is how we should understand what precisely is the 
Mental Energy of our Body and what happens in Diseases.  

In the Diseases pertaining to the Mental Energies, there 
occurs, on the one hand, a Derangement of personal Mental 
Circuit and then of the circuit of Mental Energies from the 
Environment. As far as the personal circuit is concerned, 
there is either a blockage in the Brain, or on the Vertebral 
Column, or in the Nerves of the Organs, hence the respective 
diseases manifesting as Brain Diseases, or diseases of Sympa-
thetic or Parasympathetic innervations of the Vertebral 
Column, or as Diseases of the Nerves from the respective 
Organs.  

These blockages-Interruptions of Mental Flow bring 
about, in turn, Derangements of Mental Energetic Circuit of 
the Environment. Thus, the Cosmic Energies either become 
blocked in the Brain which is itself clogged and rejects other 
Mental Energies, or the Brain takes over all these Energies 
indiscriminately and allows itself to be overwhelmed by 
them, as far as Possession. The Cosmic Energies are the 
Mental Energies of the Extraterrestrial Spirits, Angels but also 
Demons, or of the Souls of the Departed ones. Consequently, 
through our Brain, there also Circulate such Energies, Good 
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or Bad, Benevolent or Malevolent, with their respective 
Influences. The Mystic Hesychasts speak about these 
Influences of the World of the Mental Energies as a Concrete 
(entity, t. n.) which to us seems more like a fairy tale or 
fantastic story. After the Fall from Heaven, we no longer 
have, in a Conscious way, this Mental intertwinement.  

In Paranormal states, we Mentally receive Information 
from these Spirits, as well as Mental Information from the 
People closest to us. Lately they speak about a “Psy Belt” as 
of some Cosmic Mental Energy which surrounds the Earth 
and Emanates Mental Energies we receive and which are 
related to our Mental. All these are normal as Integrality of 
Creation. The Fall-Disease brings about abnormalities-
Interruptions and Contrarieties.  

Within this description, we can realize what a Treatment 
of Mental Diseases presupposes. One must take into account 
one’s personal Circuit of Mental Energies and where the 
Derangement lies, in the Brain, on the Vertebral Column, or 
in the Nerves of the Organs. In this way, Medical local 
Remedies can be used, a particular remedy for the Column 
and another for the Nerves of the Organs. But these are mere 
Local, surface remedies, whereas the Disease would in fact 
have causes pertaining to the general Circuit. So, as Hesychast 
Medicine, one must take these aspects into account.  

In the Brain, there may occur Memory disturbances, 
Head-aches, states of mental Nervousness, Nervous 
instability, there can also occur Organ Tumours of the Brain 
. . . as direct effects in the Brain. A Brain Therapy is attempted, 
but the causes are the clogging of the Energies in the Brain, 
the disruption of the general Circuit, as well as Interruptions 
of the Mental Energies from the Environment. A genuine 
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treatment must take into consideration the general Context. 
In the Hesychast Medicine, we Mention a Fundamental Fact: 
Regardless of the Disease, there occurs either an Energetic 
blockage and interruption, or an “Energy Drain,” an abnormal 
Consumption. We Consume our Nervous energy for nothing, 
through Chaotic Thoughts, through slight agitations, through 
conflicts that surround us and through wasted Organic 
Functions. The Overworked Organs or those that are remiss 
or work indiscriminately cause Mental Energy drains, they 
bring about “Drains or excess Deposits” of Mental Energies, 
being capable of generating Explosions accompanied by 
Dramatic effects, at most. There is a vital aspect here as far as 
the Treatment is concerned. The Organs develop themselves 
into some sort of Separate Mental, as an Autonomous 
Organic Psychism, with disruptions which are very hard to 
regulate, especially since one cannot intervene directly upon 
the Organ.  

The Hesychast Medicine has a Vision in This Concern 
as well.  One can attempt a beneficial intervention by Restoring 
the Normal Circuit of the Mental Energies. One must start 
with the Heart, the Organ wherefrom the Energies are 
Emanated so that they are Tripled afterwards, with the 
Mental One Ascending in the Head-Brain-Nervous System. 
In the Diseases of the Mental Energies, there also occurs a 
Disruption in the Emanation of the Personal Mental Energies. 
The Soul no longer Emanates enough Mental Energies, as it is 
itself Sick, a Disease of the Conscience of the Heart, or it 
Emanates Mental Energy in excess, a very noxious and 
destructive one, as we encounter in the Seizures of 
Psychopath patients.  

Consequently, the main cause must be looked for here, 
in the Soul, and then in the Heart. The Heart can Steal-Drain 
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Mental Energy or it can Block it, or it can Derail it into other 
abnormal Circuits. All Mental Diseases can be associated 
with the Heart Diseases, physically and figuratively. A Heart 
that is Mean-Hostile-Egotistic-Wrathful, without Love and 
Giving-Altruism, would steal-drain Nervous Energy, which 
no longer Nourishes the Brain and the Nerves of the other 
Organs, hence the Starvation, the Lack of Mental-
Informational Food. All Mental Information Passes first 
through the Heart and all of them must Centralize here in the 
Heart, as the Centre of All Energies wherefrom they then 
return in the Pneuma of the Soul, where they are Renewed 
and where they Regenerate. 

This is also a vital point. The Energies must not Remain 
too long Outside (of the Heart Centre, t.n.), they must Return 
to the Heart and from here to the Soul’s Pneuma which 
Emanates them. Hence the essential Role that Sleep plays in 
the Diseases of the Mental Energies. All the Mental Energies 
from the Heart Ascend to the Brain and Spread onto the 
Vertebral Column and into all the Nerves of the Organs, only 
to finally return to the Heart. 

This is the Normal Circuit. The total Rest of the Circuit 
is Sleep, when the Mental Energy returns all to the Heart and, 
from here, to the Soul’s Pneuma, hence we have the 
Unconsciousness of Sleep. We no longer have a total 
Conscience of the Soul and that is why it appears to us that in 
Sleep we no longer have a Conscience. The Soul is Blind after 
the Fall from Heaven and, since the Seeing of the Soul is the 
Conscience of Self, we remain only with the Memory - 
Movement of Conscience which becomes Body Conscience, 
as Mental Awakening. 

When the Mental returns to the Heart, through Sleep, 
the Mental awareness disappears and we enter the darkness 
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of the Blindness of our Soul which is in fact Living as 
Pneuma, hence the continuous Life of the Body.  

In the Mental Diseases, there occur Sleep Disruptions 
especially, Derangements in the Return cycle of the Mental 
Energies through Rest and in the Renewal of the Soul’s 
Pneuma. Thus, there happens a double disruption, one 
through the fact that the Heart Steals Mental Energy which it 
Drains and Consumes in negative Feelings of the Heart, and 
another one because it prevents the Energy from returning, 
or it Drains it once again, when it returns from the Brain. This 
is how the Sleep Disruptions occur, which then generate 
Nervous Overstraining up to instances of Breaking of 
Nervous Flow, with their dramatic well-known effects.  

There is yet another very delicate problem in the 
Mental Energetic Diseases. The Heart Centre Steals and 
Drains part of the Nervous Energy, but there is also the Sex 
Centre which massively Wastes and Throws away Nervous 
Energy. It is well-known that there is a direct correspondence 
between the Nervous Diseases and the Sex Diseases. The 
Brain is the Organ which Accumulates and Deposits Nervous 
Energy wherefrom it sends it then down the Vertebral 
Column into the Nerves of the Organs.  

This is where there occur abnormalities of Nervous 
Circuit on the Column. Instead of Heading for the Nerves of 
the Organs, the Nervous Energy Drains into the Sex Centre at 
the base of the Vertebral Column. Thus, the Sex Centre Steals 
and Consumes an enormous quantity of nervous Energy. 
There even occurs a Vicious Circuit because, instead of 
achieving a Nourishment of Organs with nervous Energy, the 
trace changes and Stops in the Sex Centre generating an 
exaggerated Stimulation of the Sex, in Nervous Diseases. 
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Conventional medicine does not consider this aspect or, if it 
suspects it, it does not confer it the right importance, 
choosing to resort to a purely Nervous and Local Treatment.  

Here, we are attempting to provide a guiding outline 
for an Integral Treatment of the Mental-Nervous Diseases. 
So, besides the Special medical Treatment offered by 
specialized MDs, one should also add the advice provided by 
the Hesychast Medicine. First and Foremost, get in Contact 
with your Soul and check its state a bit, what Conscience of 
Self it still has, how much Love, Giving and Devotion it still 
holds, how much Hatred and Egotism infects it still, what is 
the state of the Nerves of the Soul and of the circuit of 
Movement of the Pneuma, as means of high Conscience, of 
Virtue and pure Spiritual Ideals.  

Without God, the Soul is almost Dead, it no longer has 
the Holy Spirit in it, it no longer has the Power of Conscience 
which resides in the Trust in our Redemption from Sin and 
Disease through Christ, Our Saviour. Do not be indifferent 
and careless with this fundamental aspect of your Being. 
Start the Sacred-Therapy of an Integral Medicine starting 
from the Soul and its state of Health, which is directly 
connected to God the Creator. Thus, in the Mental-Nervous 
Diseases, the Religious Treatment is of great importance.  

Search yourself, lest you should have Anything 
weighing on your Soul, any serious Sin which torments you 
inside. Confess it to the Priest and Enliven Your Soul to the 
Trust in Redemption and in Eternal Life. We must 
understand that we have an Immortal Soul. Consequently, 
resort to the Treatment of the Divine Grace, through the 
Church Services and Sacraments. Many people benefit from 
true Miracles through this, why should you not benefit too? 
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Then, check out the state of your Heart, both as Sentiment 
and as an Organ. Within the Heart, all Energies of the Soul 
are Emanated, this is where the Divine Grace Energies are 
Deposed and they build a Shelter as Temple of the Holy 
Spirit. Then, in the Heart, all personal Mental Energies from 
the Brain return, also from the Vertebral Column and from 
the Sex, as well as from the Nerves of all the Organs, and all 
the Cosmic and Natural Energies of Environment.  

If your Heart is clogged, out-of-order and Sick physically 
and figuratively, the Mental-Nervous Energies will, in their 
turn, be Disrupted from their normal Circuit. Check then, in 
order to make sure you do not have some Blockage in the 
Brain where you may have Mean-Destructive Thoughts, 
which tear-up and kill many Cerebral cells, generating 
Forgetfulness and Lack of Conscience.  

Check if there is any blockage on the Vertebral Column, 
whether the Nervous Mental Energy reaches the Organs of 
the Body, or it gets Drained in the Sex Centre. If you have 
Drainage in the Sex, the Internal Organs will be devoid of the 
much needed Nervous Nourishment, hence the Nervous 
Diseases of the Organs.  

Try to figure out to what degree you Nourish yourself 
with Mental Energies from the Cosmos. You should know 
that we really and Objectively Feed and Nourish ourselves 
with Cosmic Informational Mental. The connection is made 
through our Guardian Angel. In Cosmos, we have a Cosmos 
Kindred-Brother, Our Guardian Angel, who is in permanent 
connection with us and Sends us Informational-Mental 
Energies through our Brain. This is not Fiction, it is a reality 
we ignore. The Mystics and all Religious people confirm it 
and recently it is acknowledged in Parapsychology. The 
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people who have been through states of apparent Death 
speak about their meeting with the Angel, our Extraterrestrial 
Brother. In our Diseases, This Cosmic Brother can be of great 
use. Then, we have another Brother in Nature, that is, a close 
kinship with Nature.  

Again, we have Forgotten the direct Connection with 
Nature in this sense. There is talk about a Mysticism of 
Nature which is regarded with a lot of suspicion. The ancient 
myths speak about the Spirits-Souls of Things and of Beings 
from Nature. After the Fall from Heaven, we remain with 
vague and muddled Memories and Remembrances. Nature is 
our Brother, just like the Cosmos. The Trinity of Creation, one 
in essence and undivided is: Heaven- Cosmos-Angels, then 
Nature with all the Planetary Systems (the Earth being our 
own Planet) and then, Man, as the crowning of the Trinity of 
Creation.  

They say, in Mystics, that in Cosmos-Heaven there are 
Twelve Heavenly Hosts of Spirits-Angels, the so-called 
Extraterrestrial entities; out of the Twelve, Three Hosts 
became Devils, Evil spirits. We do not know the Number of 
Extraterrestrial Entities, Angels or Devils, that form a Host 
but it is a very great number, nonetheless. They say that there 
are as Many Planets as there are Angels in Cosmos. This is 
also the origin of the Myths concerning Astrology and the 
Planets. After the Fall from Heaven, the Bad angels have their 
Bad Planets where there are Explosions and Planetary 
Ruptures, after Each Fallen angel became evil.  

Furthermore, they say that We, People, are Born in 
kinship with an Angel, with a Planet, and with a kinship of 
People-Parents. It is the reason why some people speak about 
Three Angels that we each have, as Cosmic Angel as such, as 
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Planetary Spirit of Nature, and a third one as Human Soul of 
Man, Family-Ancestry or A Saint. In the Christian Perspective, 
we rather avoid making such separations, but there are clear 
Revelations that we have A Guardian Angel, we have A Saint 
(Human) whom we Follow in Life, and we have a kinship 
with Nature, A Certain Place where we Will Go after Death, 
which some people interpret as a Certain Planet with Saintly 
or Evil Souls, after the end of our Life. These being said, we 
should take it all into consideration.  

Consequently, we are thus under the real Influence of 
Certain Nervous Mental-Informational Energies of the 
Environment. In case of Diseases, we must figure out what 
Derangements there are in this aspect too, whether there is 
any Evil Energy attacking us, or how we can benefit from the 
Good Energies. The Bad Angels-Devils constantly attack us 
through destructive demonic Energies, so does Nature, and 
People also do the same. Hence what we call Spells-Sorcery-
Magic, our Neighbours’ Hostile Malicious Thoughts, the Foul 
places of Sin.  

It is an objective Reality that Certain Foul Places 
Emanate bad Mental Energies, so that you have Bad Dreams, 
exhausting bad Thoughts and your whole Nervous system is 
disturbed. In such cases, call the Priests to hold the Sacred 
Rites to Banish the Demonic and Magic-Sorcerous Energies.  

At the same time, avoid at all cost the presence of Sin in 
Your houses, because you will Infect your Living-Space with 
Negative Informational energies which generate, in turn, 
Nervous Diseases. The Houses that are haunted by Ghosts 
and other restless Spirits are such Places, Permeated by Evil 
Mental Energies. These entities must not frighten us, but we 
mustn’t deny their existence either, instead, we must take the 
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necessary measures. So, from the perspective of the Hesychast 
Medicine and its Sacred Therapy, one “Sets Out having this 
Starting point as a foundation”: 

- Re-enter the Connection with God and His All-
powerful Godly Grace Energies. This is the Religious 
Medicine Itself.  

- Rediscover the Connection with your own Soul, as the 
Permanent Origin of your Personal Energies, so as to be able 
to Guide your Personal Energies. This is the Medicine of the 
Soul. 

- Get back in Connection with the Good Cosmic 
Energies of Angels and Saints, so as to be able to dominate 
over the evil, malicious energies. Also Re-enter in Connection 
with the Good Energies of Nature through the Living 
nourishment-food, instead of the Killed one. 

Consequently: 
- Religious Therapy, Supra-conscious introspection, 
- Therapy for one’s personal Soul, Re-memoration, 
- Therapy of Cosmic-Energies Optimization, 
- Therapy through Food, Medicine and various remedies. 

Hesychast Medicine is an Integral Therapy, not just partial. 
 
B. Sacred-Therapy 
Start the Integral Therapy immediately. Re-open the 

Connection with God. Re-enter the Connection with your 
own Soul so as to Remember the Mental-Informational of the 
Energies from your Body. Re-establish the Connection with 
the Cosmic Energies of the Angels and Saints that have 
Powers to alleviate illness and to cure. And, after that, start 
with the ordinary Remedies, with specific Medicine for each 
afflicted body part, with all types of Natural therapy 
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methods, with the entire range of the Medical Science which 
has its own practical value.  

Some people are quite extremist and discount all 
Western traditional Medicine, rejecting any such medical 
drugs. Let us be wise. There are Cases when there is a Need 
for traditional Medicine Drugs with Rapid intervention, such 
as a massive Infection or heavy Pains, etc. Yet, one should not 
overuse them or consider them the only possible remedy in 
disease, leading to Extreme Drug use. Food and Nourishment 
has a Tremendous Value. A special Book ought to be written 
only about that subject. In the chapter called “Fasting and 
Nourishment” we will make some special remarks to that 
effect. We want to deal here especially with the “Problem of 
the Mental-Psychic Conflict.” Any Sentimental or Mental-
Informational Conflict produces a major Blockage of Nervous-
Mental Energies as well as nervous Explosions in Organs, 
going so far as to generate Lesions. Furthermore, Conflicts 
trigger direct Reversal-Negations of Soul, which then Emanate 
an Excess of very destructive Nervous Energies. 

All Psychopaths’ Seizures are, in fact, an Excess of 
Conflictual Negative Energies which can go as far as “Self-
Devouring,” as pleasure of “self-torment.” The Conflict starts 
in the Heart, Stirring the Soul which is itself Sick and 
conflictual, which emanates negative Energies that Ascend to 
the Brain, where they produce an avalanche of similar 
negative Thoughts, then they go down the Vertebral Column 
and are Drained partly in the Sex Centre and partly in 
nervous Explosions in various Organs, particularly in 
Stomach and Liver.  

There occur, in the Head, certain conflictual rigid Ideas, 
and in organs there occurs some sort of Psychism, conflictual 
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too, expanding to Obsessions and nervous Vicious Circles. 
Consequently, be very attentive and aware concerning this 
pathological process. Stop the Conflict in your Throat and, 
even if you Speak in an agitated manner, do not allow 
conflictual Thoughts in your Brain and, if they pass this point 
too, do not allow them to explode in Sex and in other Organs. 
There is a Method of Discharging, through a Roar from the 
Throat, like a Growl but short and induced. Religious people 
Pray or pronounce Holy Words out loud, which really and 
objectively produce a Discharge of negative nervous energies. 
Thoughts can also be Changed through Holy Words or philo-
sophical words. Laughter is a powerful method of discharge.  

When you have obsessive Negative Thoughts, Repeat 
Words that replace the Thoughts and you will see that they 
relent. Repeat ceaselessly certain Holy Words and the 
Thoughts will be changed as well, since the Words possess 
the Miraculous Power to absorb the Thoughts. The Hesychasts 
speak about the possibility of the Resting within the Word. 
The Repetition of certain Words in a Slow-deep way will 
imprint the Good Memories over the Bad ones. Certain 
Words that Cry-Implore-Supplicate, spoken slowly and 
deeply, can appease the Madness of Obsessive Thoughts. 
“Looooooord... Jeeeeeeeeesus.” Tie up the Bad Thoughts in the 
Chains of the Holy Words and, in this way, you will assuage 
their madness.  

Stop the Explosions in the Sex Organ through Deep 
Inhaling and sudden Exhaling with the redirection of the 
Nervous Flow from the Column into the Brain and from the 
Brain into the Heart. Do not allow the Nervous agitation to 
pass down the Vertebral Column, instead turn it back from 
the Brain and from the Column into the Heart, where you 
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should Pray to the Holy Spirit, eliminating with strength all 
negative energies with the exhaling.  

These are some medical exercises that had been disco-
vered experimentally and which can be very useful particu-
larly to those people who can no longer rely on a Conscious 
Mind Power of Control. In fact, all of us lose control in 
instances of fury. Through simple exercises, we regulate the 
Energetic Circuit just like through some safety Valve. 

As far as the Therapy of the Nervous-Mental Diseases is 
concerned, we cannot Avoid the issue of Food-Nourishment. 
The people who are Mentally Ill, in particular, have an 
exaggerated Hunger, followed by periods of refusal of Food. 
One must clearly understand the role that Food and 
Nourishment play. We will elaborate on this in the chapter 
entitled “Fasting.” At this point, we present certain remarks 
which are directly linked to the Diseases of Mental Energies.  

Food Nourishes and compensates the Energies of 
Movement we use. In Mental Diseases, there occurs an 
exaggerated use of Energies of Movement, generating the 
Need for more Food. Nervous People should not be asked to 
Fast directly, but they should start with a Diet of exclusively 
Non-boiled Food. Any boiled food Needs to be Revitalized in 
the Organism precisely through the Use of Nervous Energies. 
If the poor Nervous Energies are already depleted, how can 
we add ourselves a Food Intake that requires another 
Nervous consumption? . .. 

Thus, in Nervous Seizures, it is recommended an Intake 
of Natural Non-boiled Food, without Animal Protein, which 
is very Explosive, as well as with less fats, animal fats being 
totally excluded. Try to understand these processes well, 
otherwise you will make grave mistakes. In nervous Diseases, 
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there is no Need for Brutal-Physical Energies, instead, 
Essential Energies are required. All Boiled Food loses most of 
its Essential Energies. The Energies of Animal origin are very 
Explosive Energies, which further Destroy our energetic 
Circuit. Please, understand that an Essential Nourishment 
counts as much as Half of the Healing.  

Boiled Food Blocks the Nervous Energies in Organs 
and directs the Energetic Flow to be Drained in the Sex 
Organs. Before a Seizure, all Psychotic patients either have 
excessively Erotic Dreams or they engage in Masturbation, 
both Men and Women. The fat animal food feeds these Sex 
anomalies, which in turn generate Violent Mental Seizures.  
Then, an Explosive Food Intake perpetuates a Vicious Circle, 
which is difficult to overcome.  

There is a direct Link between Food Intake and Sex, 
they potentiate one another. The Explosive Foods inflame the 
Sex which triggers a Hormonal Excess, an abnormal Hormonal 
secretion. These hormones, through the Blood, reach the 
Brain where they generate an explosion of Thoughts which 
go down the Vertebral Column and generate in turn a 
Drainage-Loss of Nervous Energy, up to exhaustion. The 
Sweets, particularly the refined ones, also generate an 
abnormal mobility of the Nervous Energies, which is why 
they are not recommended in such Diseases. One should use 
non-boiled fruits instead, and not the stewed fruit sweetened 
with Sugar. Cookies and Jams must be excluded. Please, 
understand that the Diseases of Mental Energies are 
Merciless and, as such, one needs an equally serious Inter-
vention. Other than that, the usual Remedies should be used, 
Baths, walks, Leisure time, therapies through re-creational 
work such as Painting, etc, Homeopathy, Acupuncture, 
soothing Teas.  
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As far as prescribed medical Drugs are concerned, let 
us bear in mind that medication which could further block 
the Nervous Circuit is not recommended. The excess of 
Sleeping Pills and strong Tranquilizers bring about Nerve 
Lesions that may leave serious consequences for life. Try to 
understand and use a Range of Therapies as large as possible, 
do not be extremist and rigid, locked in just one solution. 
From what we have related, you see that it is all A Complex 
where you need a wide Horizon of Perspective and Therapy. 

 
 

27 
 

A. The three Energetic Openings and Un-blockings  
We present, in what follows, Three Methods of 

Energetic Therapy that can be of great use. We have seen that 
there are Three Basic Centres in our Body: the Heart, or the 
Vital Centre, the Brain, or the Mental Centre, and the 
Underbelly or the Accumulative Centre. This explains the 
Three Systems of Diseases, as Imbalances of the Energetic 
Circuits from these Centres.  

They are Diseases caused by the Blockage of the 
energetic Circuit or by Draining-Overconsumption. Along 
these lines, the respective remedies have been searched. Some 
people have found, experimentally, techniques of a true 
Cleansing-Reactivation-Optimization-Massage, for each Centre. 
For the Vital Centre of the Heart, there is the Soul itself.  

The mystics have discovered a Technique to Reactivate-
Optimize the Heart’s Vitality through the direct Connection 
with the Soul, which is Right Beside the Place of the Heart, 
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the Heart being the Organ that Links the Soul and the Body. 
Thus, in a restful quiet posture, try to go Deeper into the 
Heart, then to pass Beyond the Heart and to attempt to find 
an Awareness of your Soul. Breathe deeply, slowly and 
lightly. Try and Get in Touch with your own Soul, 
Reintegrate yourself into It. The Soul is a Spiritual Essential 
Substance, as Transcendental Supra-form Conscience-(Ego) 
Self, as Transcendental Pneuma Form and also Transcen-
dental Content pure Language-Spirit of the Soul (for details 
see The Memories of a Hesychast, The Ingenuity of the Hesychast 
Living, The Hesychast Ascetic Endeavour and The Hesychast 
Ascent). This (Essential) Being Soul is Image of Creation after 
the Uncreated Archetype of God’s Image.  

In the Christian perspective, our Soul is not the 
Godhood Being itself, the Divine Soul, but it is A Being Soul 
Created by God after His Image but as Essential Substance of 
Creation. God’s Being is the Uncreated Absolute Essential 
Substance Who is the Absolute Comprehension that Fills the 
Entire Absolute Space, as God is not in Space, God being all 
Space, Space is Inside God not exterior of Him. The pure 
Christian Metaphysics does not admit A Space which is 
Exterior to God wherein God Himself Exists, instead, Space is 
within Him.  

Herein lies the Antinomy of the Christian Metaphysics. 
God is the Supra-form - the Comprehension over the Form - 
the Incomprehensible14  (Boundlessness) - Godhood Infinity 
and over the Godhood Incomprehensible-Boundless Content. 
God in Himself is an Infinite Openness of Self, as Pneuma 
Soul and Logos Son, as the Opening of God, the Father, the 
                                                             
14 Cannot be comprised, comprehended (t. n.) 
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Absolute Supra-Form which Comprehends the very Infinite 
of His Opening. The Absolute Comprehension is not the 
Limitation of the Absolute Infinite but precisely the 
Surpassing of (Expansion over) the very Infinite, otherwise 
the Infinite would be a mere Limitation only as Infinite.  

The pure Christian Metaphysics extends farther and 
Beyond the Infinite, Beyond the Singularity of the Infinite 
which would be still a Limitation of an Incomplete Singular 
Form. Thus, over the Infinite, there is the paradox of the very 
Infinite Comprehension of the Infinite, without the Limita-
tion of Either but precisely as the Opening of Both. If the 
Comprehension did not have in Itself the Infinite Opening, 
the Comprehension would be an Immanent-Limitation-
Singularizing. If the Infinite did not have the Comprehension 
over the Infinite itself, it would be just the same, a Limitation-
Singularizing. That is why the Comprehension, as Complete 
Reality, is the Supra-form, the Infinite is the Form, and the 
Language of both Supra-form and Form is the Content. 

This is the Metaphysics of the Christian Theology, God, 
The Father, Supra-form, the Holy Spirit, Form, and the Son 
Logos, the Content of Godhood. This Image of God exists 
also in our Soul, but it is translated into Essential Substance 
of Creation. Thus, the Soul is a Supra-form Self-Conscience,  
it is a Pneuma-Form unlimited opening of personal  
Conscience-Self, and it is a Language of Conscience as Spirit – 
Soul Content. This Triadic Form of Soul then confers the 
Body its Form, as Mind-Head, as Heart-Torso, and as Limbs. 

That is why the Mystics talk about a Resemblance of 
the Soul with the Body and a Resemblance of the Body with 
the Soul, Archetypal Form but with personal specific. It has 
also been related that our Soul is Founded upon An 
Archetypal Word-Spark of Godhood Logos.  
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We each are Memory of Movement, 
A Certain Utterance of Thy Word 
That is embodied into a Certain Being Created by Thy   

Word. 
The Spark as Archetype of my Created being 
Is this Utterance of Thy Word, 
Wherein I Find myself and encounter Thee at the same 

time. 
  (see The Hesychast Ascesis) 

 
As Reactivation-Optimization of Vitality of the Heart, 

perform daily This Awareness of Your Soul. Go Beyond the 
Heart and become Aware of your Soul as Essential Spiritual 
Entity, Plenary, with a supra-transparent Heavy Density-
Consistence, within whose Depth there is A transcendental 
Supra-Spark, An Uttering - A voice of God of a Blinding 
Brightness towards which you would want to Gaze forever 
but you are fearful not to be Burnt . .. Then, make yourself 
Aware how your Soul has a personal Movement which is 
your Soul Pneuma, as a personal Transcendental Sense, as a 
Heart that Beats in All your Soul.  

This Spiritual Transcendental Pneuma-Heart is A sort 
of pure Voice-Utterance of Soul, a pure Movement, moreover, 
a Look-Penetration-Extension Within and without, at the 
same time, which Moves the entire Soul in a Transcendental 
Manner towards the encounter with the Supra-Light-Voice-
Spark of God from the Depth of the Soul. Make yourself 
Aware how, besides the Movement of the Pneuma, there is, 
at the same time, a Language-Utterance of Soul, a personal 
Voicing-Singing which also tends to Come Closer the 
Godhood Spark from within the Depth of the Soul.  
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Try to become gradually Aware how your Soul is a 
Permanent Essential Living wherefrom a Permanent Godly 
Living-Life Flows and how This Transcendental Living then 
Overflows into a special Energy, in the Heart of your Body. 
Try to Feel how your Heart of Pneuma Unites with the Body 
Heart, how the Movement of your Soul Unites with the 
Beatings of the Heart in your Chest. Be Aware how the very 
Godly Light, the Holy Spirit, through your Pneuma, Comes 
into your Heart, wherein it Pours a pure energy of Divine 
Grace which Revitalizes your own Vitality.  

Perform This Charging with Energies of the Divine 
Grace and also with Energies of your personal Soul, which 
should Heal the Energetic Diseases of your Body. Associate 
This with Prayer, with Love and your Gratitude towards God 
the Creator. This is not Self-Suggestion, it is a Reintegration 
in the Reality that Objectively Exists, which we have Forgotten 
and, because we have Forgotten, we have become Sick. Only 
by Reintegrating ourselves into This Reality can we 
Rediscover Ourselves and our Health at the same time.  

You should associate here also the “Cry” from within 
the depth of your Soul, which we have related in a previous 
chapter as “Remembering the Supra-Conscious of the 
Utterance of the Logos.” Utter, in a long and deep Cry, the 
Name of Jesus Christ, the One embodied in your Soul, the 
Name that is Forgotten and Covered by your Sinfulness: 
“Jeeeeesus” and then Listen to the Echo of your Cry until you 
can Discern in This the very Voice of your Soul. Do this while 
Inhaling and Exhaling, up to half an hour. This is the 
preliminary preparation in the Hesychast Prayer. This 
Recovery of the Awareness of the Godly Spark from the 
depth of your Soul generates an Awakening of Conscience 
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together with a Reinvigoration of the Soul, which will then 
Reinvigorate the entire Bodily Energetic System.  

At the same time, you can perform a Remembrance of 
the Divine Grace Energies. The Heart is the basic Centre of 
the Divine Grace Energies which are Bestowed through the 
Holy Spirit. God Speaks within Creation through the 
Movements of the Holy Spirit and through the Words of His 
Son the Logos. Regain the Awareness of the Holy Spirit’s 
Presence in your Soul. He Comes Himself into your Soul and 
kindles your personal Soul and Spirit with an enormous Soul 
Power. Through this Power of the Holy Spirit, all the 
Weakness of your Soul turns into Life and Health. All this 
while, the Presence of the Holy Spirit within your Corporal 
Heart Bestows the Uncreated Divine Grace Energy which 
Permeates the whole Body to the very Bones. These Divine 
Grace Energies, which Come from the Holy Spirit Present in 
the Depth of your Soul, Spring like a Stream of Energies 
which Outpours in the Heart and, from there, in the entire 
Body. Become yourself Aware again of This Stream of Divine 
Energies which Emerge from the Presence of the Holy Spirit 
and Overflow into the entire Body which it Purifies and 
Heals of all Diseases.  

Become Aware once more of the Heart Centre as a 
Place that Springs Healing, Beneficial Energies. Breathe 
slowly, deep and calm, Feeling how you Recharge yourself 
with New Energies from this Inner Fire of the Heart. Cry out 
the Name of our Lord Jesus Christ, Feel the Presence of the 
Holy Spirit, Re-memorate your own Soul and, in this way, 
you will Get in Touch with your most basic and Intimate 
Reality and, all the while, within your Body, Feel the 
Outpouring of the Soul as a reanimation of your Body. 
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Enliven your Body with Soul Powers and with Divine Grace 
Powers.  

We do not call These Soul-focused Practices “Exercises,” 
as that is a Desacralization, instead, we Name them “Individual 
Ritual,” “Personal Religious Service.” In Monachism, it is 
called “Canon,” which is A personal “Practice” of a Certain 
Individual Undertaking, as a personal particular Ritual. Each 
of us has his/her Ritual of Behaviour, of Gesturing, of 
Speaking, a personal individual way of Working. We also call 
it “Spiritual Practice.”  

The Second Ritual Practice is in the Brain, the Centre of 
the Mental-Informational Energies. We have seen that the 
Brain is the Centre of the Mental-Informational Energies 
which ascend from the Heart and become intertwined with 
the Cosmic Mental-Informational Energies as well as with the 
Mental-Informational Energies of Nature, those Intellectual 
of Society, those of Education, and of Culture. Some people 
consider the Brain to be the Centre of Personality. However, 
we have seen so far that the Centre of Personality is in the 
Soul and in the Heart and, from here, it Ascends in the Brain 
as Potentiation, and it Descends in Underbelly-Organs as 
Accumulation.  

In the Brain, the Personality of our Being Develops its 
Face-Image and, in Organs, it Reveals its Resemblance. Your 
Mind Reveals how much Heart you Have, and the Organs of 
your Body Show how much Vitality of Heart you Have. At 
the same time, the Heart Reveals how much Soul you Have. 
A narrow and Mean heart reveals a Petty Negative Soul. An 
Open Intelligent Mind develops a Heart Full of Soul. The 
clean Body Organs which have no bad odour reveal a Clean 
Mind and a Good Heart, as well as a Good Soul. Tell me 
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what you Think and I can tell you what kind of Heart you 
have and what Organic Functions you have. Herein lies the 
importance of the Spiritual Practices or the so-called Spiritual 
Exercises for Recollection and Rediscovery, in Awareness, of 
our Personality. The Brain is the Mental-Informational 
Energy of the Soul; in it, the Conscience-Self (Ego) of Soul is 
Externalized in our Body.  

Consequently, our Mind is our Self (Ego-Identity) of 
Body, or the Mental Alertness, which we normally Mistake 
for the very Conscience Itself. We could realize, from our 
previous accounts, that the true Conscience is to be found in 
the Soul, not in the Corporal Mental, in the Mental there is 
only the Echo of our Soul Conscience or, in other words, the 
Analogy in Energies of the Conscience of Soul. If we have a 
Narrow-Mean Conscience of Soul, our Mind will be the same. 

There is a direct Link and mutual Potentiation between 
the Mind of our Body and the Conscience of Soul. Hence, the 
importance of the Practice of Regaining the Awareness, 
through the Mind and, of the Mental, through the Soul. In 
Reawakening the Love-Conscience-Kindness of Soul, the 
Mind is also Restored and becomes more comprehensive, 
more positive. So, perform in your Brain the Practice of the 
“Opening and Unblocking of the Mind.” Search your Brain, 
see whether it harbours Kind Thoughts.  

The Thoughts from our Brain are correspondence of the 
Words of the Soul. The Soul does not have Thoughts but 
Modes of Conscience in Spiritual Words. In the Soul, A Word 
is the entire Conscience, but in a Specific Way. In the Mind, 
the Thoughts are Fragments of Conscience, so that just One 
Thought does not make the entire Mind. In the Soul, One 
Word of Soul is the Whole Conscience. That is why, the Word 
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of Soul is greater than the Thought of the Mind. In our 
Psychological language, as well, the Word is an Embedding 
of Thoughts, since in one Word there are more Thoughts at 
once (see details in the Mystic approach of the Word in The 
Hesychast Ascesis and in The Hesychast Ascent). 

As a consequence, perform the Optimization of the 
Brain through the “Re-memoration of the Words” over the 
“Mental Thoughts.” This is a Practice that is purely specific to 
Hesychasm, very little encountered in other non-Christian 
Mystic beliefs. Generally, it is considered that the Mind 
works through Mental Operations, Thoughts-Reasons-
Judgements. The Mystics have practically experienced that 
the Mind also has a Supra-function over the Mental 
Operations, the Function to Stop on the spot all Mental 
Operations, Penetrating all the way to Contemplation, and 
also accomplishing a sort of a Mental Emptiness vis-a-vis that 
“Beyond the Mental,” as the Spiritual Divine.   

The Indian Mystics reach up to the extremism of the 
Mental Emptiness, through the Buddhist “Absolute 
Nothingness.” The “Absolute Nothingness” is the Magical 
(use) of the Mind. All the non-Christian Mystic beliefs Long 
for “the Absolute Nothingness” of the Mental as the Bliss of 
Contemplative Ecstasy.  

In this aspect, the Hesychast Mystic has an Addition 
which proves to be an extraordinary Therapy both as Spirit 
and as Corporal Energetic. We Present it as Hesychast 
Medicine. As Parable, the Heart is the Ocean of Light whence 
the Sun Mind and the Moon Earth (Underbelly) are Born.  

Hence, the Mind-Brain is Solar and the Underbelly-
Organs are Lunar but both are related to the Ocean of Light 
from the Heart. In the beginning, God Creates the Firmament 
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(Heavens)-Ocean-Light and therefore the Sun is Created only 
in the Fourth Day (see Gen. 1,19). The Sun comes out from 
the Ocean of Light. The Mind Comes out from the Ocean-
Heavens of the Heart, as Son of the Ocean’s heart. The Mind, 
as a Sun, is Born from the Heart’s Ocean of Light and Grows 
like a Child up to Manhood in the Brain-Head. The Child 
Mind-Sun learns to Speak in the Throat, learns Running and 
the Mind’s Strategy in the Forehead, and becomes Mature in 
the Brain, whence he Emits a River of Light with 
Innumerable Rays-Nerves on the Vertebral Column, in the 
Organs of the Body-Earth. The Sun never Descends on the 
Vertebral Column, only Its Light with Its Rays of Warmth. 
Once there Came a Serpent-Dragon 15  who, just like a 
Phantom, Descended on the Vertebral Column down to the 
Lowermost Part and from there he Sucks insatiably the Light 
of the Sun from the Mind-Brain. This Visual Depiction of the 
Fall from Heaven is very Expressive. 

Through the Lure of the Mind, the Devil-Snake 
becomes Phantom of the Mind which Brings the Mind’s Light 
down the Vertebral Column and, from Down there in the Sex 
Organ, where he builds a Nest, He Sucks the Power of the 
Mind. It is the Story of the Serpent-Dragon who Sucks the 
Light of the Sun until the Earth-Body Dries out, devoid of the 
Mental-Solar Nourishment. At this point, the Hesychast 
Mystic tradition Distinguishes itself from the Occult 
Mysticism. The Memory of the Fall exists for every Mystic 
belief. Brahman Falls Himself in the Illusion of the World 
from Down There, the World of the Serpent-Phantom who 
Eats the Light and produces Darkness.  
                                                             
15 The seven-headed Serpent Dragon from Romanian mythology 
and fairy tales. (t. n.) 
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In the Christian view, it is Not God Who Falls in the 
Illusion of Creation, it is Creation that Falls from the Divine 
Godly Light into the Darkness of the Phantom-Devil-Serpent 
Magic who Sucks God’s Light and Turns It into Darkness. 
The Occult Mysticism attempts a Magic of the Kundalini-
Snake who would wake from the Darkness Below and 
Ascend again into the Sun whence it was Born as a Phantom. 
The Devil was an angel of Light and Became dark Serpent. 
The Snake is the Image of the Sin – the Killing of the Light in 
Darkness. In our Mind-Brain, a great number of Snakes-
Thoughts-Phantoms occur and they transform the Light of 
the Mind Sun into Dark Clouds. These Clouds are what 
makes us sick. In the Sun - our Mind, the Phantom-Snakes 
invade and they Consume the Light of the Mind and Bring it 
down on the Vertebral Column, as in a Drain-Depletion. . .  

And here we have the Hesychast Medicine to prevent 
these Snakes-Microbes to make us Sick. Where do they come 
from? . .. They come from the Subconscious of our Soul, itself 
Sinful, those Negative-Diseased modes of Conscience which 
come out like Snakes from the Heart, where they give us the 
Poison of Enmity-Hatred-Meanness and then Climb into the 
Brain, where they Poison the Mind and Intoxicate the Nerves, 
where they Beget Snakes of Bad Thoughts which spill their 
Poison on the Vertebral Column down to the Sex Organ and 
in the Nerves of the whole Body.  

It is in this process that we must intervene. As Optimi-
zation of Brain we must Stop the Snakes-Bad Thoughts. Here, 
in the Brain, Snakes may Come Down from the Cosmos from 
the devils-Bad Angels, also Snakes may also Come through 
People’s Intellectual Information. All this Complex (reality t. n.) 
Nests in our Brain and in our Mental. How should one fight 
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with this Jungle of Snakes? .. . In the Mental-Diseases,  
the poor Patients fall Victim to some genuine dramatic 
Haunting-Onslaughts.  

The non-Christian mystic beliefs have developed the 
Method of the Concentration of Thought, as some type of 
Magic to Immobilize These Relentless Snakes and, through 
Meditation-Training, to Tame them, to Control them, only 
they still remain poisonous and you have no idea when they 
may Bite you.  

The Hesychast Mystic tradition has Another Method, 
that of the Snakes’ Transformation and banishment through 
the Power of the Christic Word. Any Bad Mental Wave has a 
Correspondence of Bad Thought and any Harm occurs on the 
Negative Reversal of A Word. Here is the Mystery, to find 
the Mystery Word which is at the Foundation of the Thought. 
Every Thought is the Vibration of a Certain Word of Soul. 
The Enlightenment occurs when one Discovers the 
Miraculous Word of the Thought which ceases to be a 
Singular Word. The non-Christian mystics have discovered 
that the Emptiness of the Mind makes possible the Cessation 
of Any Thought.  

The Hesychasts say that the Emptying of the Mind does 
not make the Thought Cease, instead, it Masks the Thought 
as a way of Pretending not to See it .. . Out of the Emptiness 
of the Mind, the Phantoms of the Mind are always Born. The 
Emptiness is the Source of the Phantoms .. . The Fallen 
Angels run from the Plenitude of the Light to hide into the 
Emptiness of Darkness. The Emptiness is the Darkness of 
Hiding . . . Murderers and Sinners want to Hide in the 
Emptiness, where they can go Unpunished and with no 
Return, as Self-inflicted Punishment . .. The Murderer and the 
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Sinful Wants to Self-Annihilate as Hiding from his own 
Conscience and Sight . ..  

The Emptiness is the Dream of Deliverance from Evil 
and Reprimand .. . Emptiness is the Heaven of the Longing 
for Death .. . Emptiness is the Mask of Fullness-Plenitude, it is 
the Denial of Conscience, it is Hatred towards Life, it is the 
Darkness opposed to the Light . .. Emptiness is the Horrible 
Icon of the Killing of Absolute Love, while the Plenitude 
being Love - Absolute Affirmation. Emptiness is the Extreme 
of Negation, it is the extreme of De-structuring, the extreme 
of Self-Annihilation, it is the Devil itself. There is an attempt 
towards a Mystical-Magic of the Emptiness as a Compen-
sation of the Plenitude in Self. The Fall from Heaven Creates 
an Artificial Heaven, the Emptiness-Death-Annihilation . .. Be 
very Careful for it is the Lure of the Devil .. .  

Life is an Absolute Plenitude, why would we Kill Life? 
. . . What Heaven is that which is found through the Draining-
Depletion of the Blood of Life? . .. The Emptiness exists only 
after the Killing of the Plenitude. There is an attempt to give 
precedence to the Emptiness-Nothingness before the Pleni-
tude .. . This is the essence of Lie. Emptiness does not exist, it 
is the Illusion of Plenitude . .. God does not exist into a Space 
of Absolute Emptiness, God is the Absolute Plenitude, the 
Space is in God, not God in Space. The Emptiness appears 
only after the Creation’s Fall from Heaven, when Creation 
Falls into the Illusion of Lie Death-Emptiness-Negation . .. 
The Killing of the Plenitude, the Negation of God is the 
Origin of Emptiness.  

That is why, as Hesychast Mystic approach, the 
Emptiness is the very Icon of the Devil to whom you must 
not Prostrate, as this is the most terrible Sin. For a Hesychast 
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practice, do not make the Optimization of the Mind through 
the Emptying of the Mind because it is a Negative 
Optimization. It is well advised to Stop the Thoughts but not 
to Annihilate them, instead, to Transform Them into the 
Plenitude of the Words of Soul. We Recommend this 
Hesychast Optimization. Moreover, do not do this in the 
Head but in the Throat.  

Do not Allow the Serpents into the Brain-Head, do not 
allow them to Hide on the Vertebral Column in the 
Subterranean of the Sex. Drown the Snakes of the Mind-Brain 
into the Ocean of the Water-Heart by Singing in the Throat. 
Through a Certain Word-Singing, the Snake can be caught, 
tamed and banished. The non-Christian mystic beliefs use 
Concentration upon a “Single Thought,” into a Single Point. 
The Hesychasm uses the “Return of the Thought into Word.” 
The Word does not reside in the Brain-Head, but in the 
Throat-Tongue wherefrom it Returns into the Origin Soul-
Heart.  

Any Thought made into Word and Brought down into 
the Heart Transforms into Conscience of Soul.  The Mind in 
the Brain is the Correspondence of the Conscience of Soul, 
the Correspondence of the Transcendental Luminous Ocean. 
The Mind is the Energetic Sun. The Transcendental 
Luminous Ocean Opens into Three great Rivers, the Mental-
Nerves River, the Vital-Blood River and the Accumulation-
Organs River, the Underbelly. All the Rivers then Flow into 
the Ocean of Heart-Soul. The Mental River consists of Waters 
of Thought-Information which are Born from the Waters-
Words of Soul.  

Through words, the Thoughts Return into the Ocean of 
the Heart.  Therefore, do not Allow Stale Water in the Brain 
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where it could Breed Snakes, Return it instead through 
Words into the Ocean Heart. The Words are the Miracle of 
the Returning of the Thought-Mind back into the Ocean of 
the Heart. The Ocean Heart has the Words as Cry-Call for the 
Return of the Waters of the Mind. Renew the Stale Mental 
Waters from the Brain in the Ocean of the Heart-Soul. The 
Sun-Mind is Full with Sparks-Thoughts. The Sun-Mind is 
Mental Correspondence of the Ocean Heart. The Mind is an 
Ocean of personal Thoughts. Daily, the Mind-Sun must 
Return in the Rest-Sleep from the Ocean Heart. Without 
Sleep-Rest, we Die. The Sun does Not Set. The Setting of the 
Sun came only after the Fall from Heaven, as Setting 
(Descent) on the Vertebral Column in the Subterranean Sex 
(Organ). The Sex is Just an Organ which, after the Fall from 
Heaven, Becomes Counter-Ocean of the Heart, it Becomes the 
Negative Ocean of the Heart where the Sun of Mind Sets 
turned from Angel into Snake.  

In the chapter about Sex, we will discuss it in more 
detail.  

So, Practically, Renew the Stale Waters of the Brain 
Mental by the Guiding-Descending of the Sun-Thoughts back 
into the Ocean Heart-Rest. Through Thoughts, the Sun is 
Lured towards Setting down on the Vertebral Column, 
whereas though Words-Singing it is Drawn towards Renewal 
into the Ocean of the Heart. That is why the Hesychasm 
performs the Mystic of the Word, not the Mystic of the 
Thought-Mind. The Mind-Thought should first Go down in 
the Throat through Singing-Word and from here in the Ocean 
Conscience-Heart-Soul. Perform this Optimization of the 
Mind in the Word from the Throat, the Singing that will Rest 
the Mind in the Ocean of the Heart. 
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As Hesychast Medicine, this Renewal of the Mind 
provides the most necessary Remedies. So, Practically, 
Choose several Words that you like best, Words that 
characterize your Mind and the Feeling of your Heart. Start 
Singing These Words in the Throat as a Continuous Singing. 
People nowadays have already intuited this, because you can 
hear Music practically everywhere, but it is deplorable and 
destructive that this Music is Negative itself too . . . Through 
Negative-Evil Thoughts, one will Destroy the Mind-Brain 
and through Negative-Debauched Singing one will Destroy 
the Conscience-Heart-Soul. The Snake of the Fall from 
Heaven has Two Heads, it has a Head in its Tail as well. It 
has the Head with the Poison of the Negative-Murderous 
Mind and the Head-Tail of the Assertion of Death-
Debauchery, the Morphine of Death.  

We, Christians, Use the Word-Singing of the Name of 
Jesus Christ, the Redeemer from Death. Through the Word – 
Christic Name, We Drown All the Snakes of the Mind, the 
Thoughts. Therefore, Utter in a Slow-Deep-Prolonged way 
the Name of Jesus Christ wherein All the Thoughts of the 
Mind can Rest and be Purified of all the Snakes-Microbes of 
Diseases.  

“Lord Jesus Christ, have Mercy on me the Sinner.” Utter 
the prayer, with the vowel pronounced in a Prolonged, 
chanted way Loooooooooooord, and the other Words of the 
prayer in the same way, until your entire Mental has Quieted 
down and has Bathed as if in a Bath of Fire. The Breathing 
should be relaxed, without synchronizing with the Pronun-
ciation, trying to Forget about the Breathing; otherwise it can 
stump you or you can make damaging Breathing Strains.  
The Breathing will become Regular by itself. But try to 
Breathe in a Slow, Prolonged and Deep way.  
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The Third Optimization-Unblocking is that of the 
Accumulative Energy from the Underbelly-Gastric Centre. 
The Third System of Diseases has its Origin here. Many 
people Ignore This Centre, hence the great incidence of 
Gastric Diseases, with all the Abdominal additional compli-
cation. We have just Related that the Third River that Springs 
from the Energetic Ocean in the Heart is the Accumulative 
Energetic River, as Deposit-Accumulation of the Energies in 
all the Body’s Organs. These Energies preserve our Physical 
Mass, the Matter-Flesh of the Organs. In order to have an 
Anatomically Normal Organ, you must possess normal 
Accumulative Energies. We have mentioned that these 
Energies are also Personal Energies that Come out from the 
Pneuma of the Soul in the Heart and at the same time they 
are Kindred Energies which we Take from the Cosmos-
Nature-Divine Grace-Familiar Environment. We have 
already talked about the Three types of Nourishment with 
Energies:  

1) of the Cosmos through Head-Brain,  
2) of the Earth and Planets through Limbs, Hands and 

Feet and  
3) of Divine Grace through the Gastric Centre.             

 
28 

 
A. The Treatment of the Diseases of the Accumulative 

Energetic System 
Through the Sins of the Heart, we lose God immedia-

tely. Through the Sins of the Mind, we lose the Informational 
Communication. Through the Sins of the Underbelly we lose 
the “Communion” with the Divine Grace Energies, the 
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Brightness-Radiance of the Energies wherefrom the notion of 
the so called “Umbilical Hara” of the Underbelly was derived. 
God as a Being in Itself also has an Energetic Brightness-
Radiance of Movement of Being called Uncreated Divine 
Grace-Energies.  

The Creation also has a sort of Energetic Radiance, 
which we call Aura (energy field, t.n.). There are Three 
Radiance-Auras in our Body, as Three Colours: the Aura of 
the Head is Red Yellow-Golden, the Aura of the Torso-Heart 
is Yellow-Greenish, and the Aura of the Gastric area-Belly 
which is Blue-Purple. The Legs have a Yellow Golden 
spectral Aura and the Hands have a Blue Purple Aura. These 
Auras are intertwined and confer the General Aura of the 
Body.  

Do not Mistake This Energetic personal Aura with the 
Divine Aureola-Halo of the Saints which has a Divine Nature 
through the Divine Grace Beyond Creation, Unmistakable 
and Unamalgamated; it has a Translucent Colour over the 
regular Aura, of a Supra-energetic Yellow-Purple.  

We discussed above the Third Energetic Flux-River 
which Flows Down from the Heart, the Accumulative 
Energy, that Mineral-Physical Energy which becomes Flesh, 
Organic Mass. We have said that each Organ is a Brain in 
itself, hence the “Organic Psychic manifestations.” 

We have seen that the Soul is Trinitarian, Self (Ego)-
Conscience, Pneuma-Memory of Conscience and Spirit-
Language of Conscience. Therefore, we have the Energetic 
correspondence, the Mental Energy, in analogy with the Self 
(Ego)-Conscience, the Vital one, in analogy with the Pneuma, 
and the Accumulative one, in analogy with the Language of 
Conscience. Thus, our Organs are the Instruments for the 
Utterance-Energetic Language.  
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Each Organ “Sings” a Certain Energetic Melody 
according to its specific. The Divine Grace is the Divine 
Reason. In the same way, within us, the Accumulative 
Energies are the Reasons of the Mental Information 
embodied as Functional Organs. Each Organ has specific 
Reasons-Functions.  

Our Organs are Machines which Execute the Mental 
Information and the Vital Movements, in correspondence 
with the pure Movements of the Soul. The Centre of these 
Mechanic Energies is the Gastric-Umbilical Centre, also 
called Hara, the Body’s Weight Centre. The Mental is the 
Centre for energetic Stabilization. The Heart is the Mobility 
Centre and the Umbilicus is the Centre of Mass. This is the 
starting point of the Practices of “Martial Arts Aikido” which 
demonstrate the “Power of the Energies of the Gastric-
Umbilical Mass.” 

  As Hesychast Medicine, This Energetic Centre is of 
great importance, since, in most Diseases, it is here that there 
are Blockages as well as major energetic imbalance. Through 
this Centre, the Organs of the Body Receive Energetic 
Nourishment, first from the Heart, and then from the 
Environment, as Cosmic energy, as energy of Nature, and 
also of Social Communion. 

Nowadays, when Relationships between People are 
very Negative, it is particularly the Gastric Centre that is 
Affected, hence the great incidence of Gastric Diseases with 
Hepatic-pancreatic repercussions, especially in the Body’s 
Organic Energetic Plants. The Pieces of our entire Corporal 
Machine are the Organs. If one Piece ceases to work, the 
entire Engine is blocked. Our Body is the Cart, our Horse is 
Good for doing its work only if it is Whole. The 
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Accumulative Energies are those that Feed-Renew the 
Energies that were Consumed in Organs.  

We constantly need Accumulative Energies, as power 
of Movement and as preservation of the Organic Mass, 
otherwise the Organs atrophy and Die. The personal 
Accumulative Energies Come from the Heart through Blood, 
but they also come from the Brain as Nervous Nourishment 
and from the Environment through an Unseen Belt, straight 
through the Umbilical Point. That is why, if we place a Plate 
of Led on the Belly and keep it there for a Long time, all our 
Organs Wither like a Plant devoid of Light.  

In our Dreams, we see “a Thread” which connects us to 
our Body. In our Sleep, the personal Energies from the 
Organs Return into the Heart wherefrom they are Renewed 
and are Re-memorated. We perceive this process when we 
dream of Walking over Waters, when we cross small or big 
bodies of Water . .. The Water is the Symbol and also the 
Energetic Reality of the Heart, in correspondence with the 
Vital Energetic Ocean and at the same time in direct analogy 
with the Luminous Ocean of the Soul, in correspondence 
with the Cosmic Heavens and with the Natural Environment.  

In our Sleep, we have Perceptions of These Realities of 
ours through Dreams, wherein we actually See ourselves. 
When you Dream of Dirty Waters, actually you See the 
Negative and Polluted Energetic of your Heart or some 
Blockage of energy somewhere, which is a sign you will fall 
Ill with something. When you Fly Up in your Dreams, it 
means that the Umbilical Accumulative Energy Ascends to 
the Sky of the Heart. Sometimes the Gastric Energy, in your 
Sleep, does not Go Straight to the Heart but Hovers Around 
your Body.  
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Thus, in Sleepwalking, the Gastric Energy remains 
longer outside, hence the Walking on Housetops, on High 
places .. . 

In Pathological States or in Para-psychological states, 
there occur veritable Split-Selves (Astral projections), Out of 
Body occurrences, especially with the contribution of These 
Accumulative Energies from the Gastric Centre. The Mental 
Energy Comes out of the Brain and does not pass straight in 
the Heart, as Sleep, but it Unites with the Gastric Accumulative 
Energy and perform a Reconstitution of Ethereal Body which 
can Detach itself from the Physical Body as a Double, in 
which the Mental can still Function and can be Borne by the 
Accumulative Energies as if by a Semi-Body.  

Have great Caution in these States, because there occur 
Ruptures both Nervous in the Brain as well as in the Organic 
Energies. In the Christian View, this Doubling is Rejected as a 
very harmful “Artificiality.” It is an attempt, by the Mental, 
to make itself Soul and Replacement of True Soul. 

 As pure Christian Mystics, the Doubling Soul and 
Body happens as wholes, whereas in the Mental-Energetic 
Doubling, it is a Doubling Inside the Body, that is, the Body 
itself is looking for a Personal Own Doubling which means a 
Rupture in the Body, an Exiting from the Integrality of the 
Body. The Hesychast Mystic does not make the Magic of the 
Body by Detachments of the Body’s Energies, he makes the 
pure Integral Mystic (ritual) of Integral Soul and Integral 
Body.  

In the Hesychast Mystic states, the Soul Comes out of 
the Body, Surpasses the Body, not as Rupture-Breaking from 
the Body but as an Extension-Dilation of the Soul over the 
limits of the Body, while the Body remains Inside the Soul 
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(see the mystic state in the first chapters from The Memories of 
a Hesychast).  

The Soul that can regain awareness in Self-Consciousness 
Regains the Ability to expand to Infinity, so that it does not 
Break from the Body but Surpasses the Body, in its 
Expansion, it extends over the Body as a Floating over the 
Body, as a Penetration through the Body, as a Walk through 
Cosmos and through Space, as Penetration of pure Seeing of 
the Soul.  Some Saints have seen how, in Mystic states, the 
Soul Comes Out of the Body through the Mouth or through 
the Heart, however it does not actually Detach from the Body 
but Extends over the Body, a state through which the Soul is 
Free from the Limits of the Body and has pure States of 
Conscience of Soul without the Mental Corporal Bounds.  

In the Mental Energetic Doublings, the Mental Energy 
from the Head unites with the Gastric Accumulative Energy, 
they Create a Sort of an Ethereal Body which Splits-Doubles 
itself from the Physical Body, but it is not pure Conscience of 
Soul, it is mere Mental of Body, an Energetic Mental 
Paranormal which, in the Occult mystics, prove to be a real 
Source of Energetic Miracles.   

In the Diseases of the Gastric Accumulative Energy, we, 
in the Hesychast Medicine, need to Decipher these Mechanisms 
so as to be able to intervene where it is necessary. In our 
Organs, there is also the Mental-Nervous Reflex and Vital-
Heart Energetic. Thus, there is An energetic Common 
Complex. If the Nervous Energy is Disturbed, as well as the 
Vital Energy in Organs, there occur Imbalances of Accumu-
lative Energy which generate Anatomical Lesions in Organs.  

These Lesions Worry us greatly because they Destroy 
the respective Organ on the spot. All the Lesions and 
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Modifications of Organic Mass are Diseases of Accumulative 
Energies. The Accumulative Energies are directly Linked to 
the Energetic Nourishment-Food. All these Diseases are 
based on the Derangement of Food-Nourishing, which is 
Nervous, Vital and once again Mineral-Physical-Material 
Food. Through the Gastric Centre, we Feed-Nourish ourselves 
Nervously, Vitally and Materially. The Organs have their 
Nerves through the Nervous Extensions of the Vertebral 
Column, but they also have a Nourishment of direct Nervous 
Mental of Environment.  

Through the Bellybutton, We have a Real Breathing of 
Nervous Energy of Environment. We are no longer aware of 
this, but it is true. We Breathe through the Top of our Head, 
we Breathe through the Nose and we Breathe through the 
Bellybutton. Science confirms it. Through the Bellybutton, we 
Feed ourselves with Accumulative Energy of Cosmic 
Environment, of Social-Relational Environment, of Natural 
Environment. From a Gastric point of view, we Nourish 
ourselves with Food. It is why the Mystics have the Practice 
of wearing Large Clothes, not to wear Iron on their Belly or 
other Materials that may prevent the Umbilical Breathing.  

In Fights, Arguments and Confrontations with our 
Fellows or with some Forces of Nature, we feel pressure 
directly in our Belly, which in fact generates Diseases. 
Medicine already catalogues the Gastric Disease as a Disease 
of Relation. Our young people are Most of them Ill in their 
Stomach and Intestines, precisely due to the imbalance of the 
Umbilical Relational Breathing, besides the abnormal Food 
Intake and Feeding Habits. There occurs an Umbilical 
Blockage and Clogging even from Birth. In Children’s 
Diseases, we must pay attention particularly to this Energetic 
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Umbilical Breathing. The Brave Ones and those who are 
physically strong, get their Force precisely from the Umbilical 
Breathing, so-called Hara, the Power of Physical Force.  

Many Intellectual people ignore This Centre and 
consequently they are Weak and lack Physical Force. So the 
Diseases of These Accumulative Energies are Diseases of 
Nourishment-Feeding and also of the Clogging of the 
Energetic Exchange of Food. Make sure you pay enough 
importance to this aspect. In all the Diseases where an Organ 
is Directly Affected, you should take the Measures corres-
ponding to this Feeding Specific. We too, in the Hesychast 
Medicine, introduce here the Treatment of the Nourishment-
Feeding both at the level of the Soul and of the Nervous 
aspect up to the basic Material Food. As a General Treatment, 
you start from the Unblocking of the Energetic Circuit which 
realizes the Nourishing process. Check whether the Energy 
from the Heart reaches the Organs . ..  

If you Have a Mean-Narrow Heart then you also have a 
Toxic Blood, so that in your Organs there can only Reach a 
Sick Harmful Vital Energy. Thus, you should pay Attention 
what you do, what you Send in your Organs, a Good Vital 
Food or a Killing one. Take the necessary measures. Then 
figure out what nervous Energy from the Brain you send in 
the Organs.  

If you have a Negative Mind, the Nervous energies will 
consequently be harmful. Each Organ is a Reconstitution of 
Brain in another translation. Find out where the greatest 
blockage is. See if there is too great an Energy Depletion in 
the Sex Organ, or in the Brain through abnormal Overexcite-
ment and overexertion, or in the Heart through explosive 
Feelings. See whether the Gastric Energetic Circuit is normal, 
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that is, from the Heart straight to the Gastric Centre and from 
the Gastric Centre straight to the Heart. 

Normally, with us, there is a Deviated Circuit caused 
by the Fall from Heaven. Thus, from the Gastric Centre, the 
Accumulative Energy passes in the Organs and from the 
Organs, instead of returning in the Heart, it goes in the Sex 
where most of it is Depleted and only a small Part Ascends 
up the Vertebral Column in the Brain where, similarly, it is 
Consumed by the Negative Thoughts, and in the Heart too 
little of it reaches . .. Whatever circulates directly through the 
Blood may reach the Heart.  

In the same way, the Accumulative Energy Taken from 
outside through the Umbilical Breathing passes in the 
Organs, but it is immediately Stolen by the Hyper-functional 
Sex which does not allow it to reach the Upper Organs, 
especially the Lungs and the Throat Glands, hence the 
respective ailments. Consequently, as Therapy, we need to 
take into account all these energetic Circuits. Then, there is 
the Nourishment by Material Food. It is extremely important 
to make some special remarks in this aspect. In the chapter 
entitled “Fasting” we will offer more details.           

 
B. Sacred-Therapy 
We present here the third Modality of Energetic 

Unblocking-Optimization. Besides the classic Treatments 
available for the Diseases diagnosed by Specialist Physicians, 
of artificial or natural Medication, the Hesychast Medicine 
provides its own Specific Therapy. Thus, we have intuited “A 
Psycho-Physical Medical Practice” accompanied by personal 
Exercises for Mobilizing the Accumulative Energies and 
Resetting them on the Normal Circuit.  
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Daily, on an Empty Stomach, with the Intestines 
Emptied of residues, practice slow straining moves of the 
Diaphragm and, maintaining the straining, perform Bows 
called Prostrations and Metanies, in the pure Christian 
specific. At first, stay on your knees and, while you make the 
straining of your Diaphragm during exhaling, bow down 
with your Forehead and during inhaling bring yourself up, 
maintaining the strain of the Diaphragm. This practice will 
perform a Massage of the abdominal Organs.  

Associate the Prayer to each bowing and rising so that 
the Divine Energy can Purify the Organs. Become Aware that 
you Inhale and Exhale through Diaphragm and through all 
your Organs, like an Energetic Bath with energetic water and 
Light. Do this ten times in the beginning and then a Hundred 
times. Utter the Prayer “God, have Mercy on Me” at the same 
time. In the beginning you may fell you are getting dizzy, but 
slow down the rhythm with some short pauses. Then Relax 
the Diaphragm and Become Aware of the Solar Plexus Centre 
from under your Heart, under the lower ribs. Make a few 
prostrations while you strain This Spot, together with the 
Rising of the Energies towards the Heart until you can feel in 
your Heart the Abdominal Energy Rising and Flowing as a 
River into the Sea, where it Slows down and Rests.  

Also, from your Heart, Visualize and become Aware 
that the Sea of Energetic Water is Absorbed by a Supra-Sea of 
the Soul, “An Immense Light Beyond All Energies.” Remain 
for some time within this Bath of Transcendental Light and 
then perform the Return in the Heart and again, from the 
Heart become Aware how it Flows again in the Abdomen 
and in all the Organs.  
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Be very attentive not to allow this Driving-Stimulation 
of the Energetic Warmth to Slide Down towards Sex, where it 
tends to Drain away as if on an Evacuation Canal. Practise 
this Medical Exercise Entwined with the Soul, at the same 
time, for an Energetic Connection between Soul and Body as 
well as for a Resetting of the authentic Energetic Circuit.  

Usually, the Abdominal Energies do not Ascend 
towards the Heart but Slide down towards the Sex, where 
they seek for a Drain, hence the Vice of an Unappeasable 
Consumption and Accumulation of Energy. The Sex Organ 
permanently Depletes Energy and the Abdomen constantly 
Demands Feeding-Nourishment with Energy. Thus, there 
occurs an Abdominal Organic Overexertion, which is 
followed by Functional Disturbances up to Lesions, as 
Gastro-Intestinal Ulcer. However, the Sex Centre relentlessly 
Steals Energies and does not care that the Organs are already 
greatly weakened, hence the Exhaustion of the Sick Organs 
leading to their destruction. This Vice of Energetic High-
jacking by the Sex centre is particularly common with the 
Young people. That is why Young People especially should 
make this Unblocking of the Energies towards the Heart, and 
also make the Prevention-Safeguard of the Organic Energies 
from becoming Depleted in the Sex. In this aspect, the Diet is 
also of great Importance.  

We have discussed about Explosive Foods and 
Accumulative Foods. All Killed-Boiled Foods and those of 
Animal Origin are Explosive Foods, which do not Assimilate 
in Organs, they just quickly Pass through Organs and then 
they Explode in the Sex, or in the Brain through a permanent 
Nervous Agitation. That is why all People who are Unstable-
Agitated are at the same time Exhausted from an Organic 
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Energetic perspective. The Only remedy is to Give Up the 
Explosive Food and Adopt the Accumulative one, as non-
boiled Food, with little Dairy and still non-boiled cheeses, no 
Refined Sweets and no animal Fats. In the chapter entitled 
“Fasting” we will provide all the necessary information. Who 
has Ears to Hear, let him Hear .. .  

 
29 

 
A. Fasting, the Miracle of the Energetic Rebalancing 
An entire Book should be written on this subject alone. 

Here, we present our contribution as Hesychast Medicine and 
Sacred-Therapy. And because we do not want to repeat what 
we have said until now, we ask you to read again the previous 
information and to assimilate the basic concepts well. 

Schematically, we present the issue of Fasting in the 
following manner. 

Our Body is a Complex of Energies:  
1) Personal and  
2) of the Environment, all within an Individual Global 

entity and Personal Unity.  
The Personal Energies Come Out - are Emanated from 

our Soul, first in the Heart, where they are Tripled.  
Thus, they are: 
- Mental-Informational Energies, which ascend to the 

Head-Brain and are extended on the Vertebral Column. 
- Vital Energies, which stay in the Heart and Branch 

Out through the Blood. 
- Physical-Accumulative Energies from the Organs of 

the Body. 
- Inherited Energies as Genetic Code from the Parents. 
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In short, they are the Essential Energies of our Body as 
Directing, Forming and Assimilable Energies. 

 
The Energies of Environment are: 
- Divine Grace Energies which Penetrate Directly 

through the Heart, 
-  Cosmic Energies which penetrate through the Top of 

the Head, Angelic Energies, or Malevolent, 
-  Planetary Energies and those of Nature which 

penetrate through the Pulmonary and also the Gastric 
Breathing, 

- Energies of the Environment-Social which penetrate 
through the Forehead and the Gastro-Umbilical Centre. The 
Entwinement of the personal Essential Energies with those of 
the Environment generate the Global make-up of our Body.     

Let us outline for ourselves clearly the Configuration of 
our Reality Soul and Body. The Soul is the Substantial-
Spiritual Essential part, our basic Reality. The Body is the 
energetic part of the Movements of the Soul, as Divine Grace-
Radiance of Movement of Soul. The Body is not a Double, nor 
is it Addition, it is Natural Emanation of the Moving Living 
of the Soul. The Energetic Body is A Mechanic Semi-Living 
(entity) which only through Entwinement with the True 
Living of the Soul can it become Biological Living as such. 
The Mechanic Living is a Mental Mechanic of Laws and 
Chemical Combinations. The Non-biological Matter is such a 
Mechanic Semi-Living with Physical Mechanical Movements 
but without Life proper. Only in entwinement with the Soul 
can it become the Mechanic Semi-Living, the Biological 
Psycho-Energetic Living that we have come to know.  
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Psychology as Science has two Directions:  
1) Idealist, which considers the Qualities of the Soul as 

Basic for the Physical-Chemical Mechanic Mental from the 
Body’s Organs;  

2) Materialist, which considers as basic the Physical-
Chemical Mechanic Mental, which in turn would also 
generate manifestations called Psychological, as effects.  

There is also a Semi-Idealism which considers the Soul 
not as Spiritual-Substantial-Being but as a simple Principle 
called Spiritual which Emerges then through the Physical-
Chemical Mechanic as Becoming-Evolution of the Spiritual 
principle.  

The pure Christian Metaphysics Completes the others 
with the Integral Revelation. Thus, it shows that the Soul is a 
Reality in Itself, a Plenary Spiritual-Essential Substance 
which already has purely Essential Life and Movement, with 
integral Language in Itself, as Manifestation of Self in Itself, 
and it would be undignified for the Spiritual Being to have a 
Contrary Manifestation, one of Negation of Self such as 
Matter is considered.  

The Matter is not the Manifestation of the Spirit but the 
Manifestation of the Manifestation of the Spirit. The Living 
(essence) and the purely Essential - Spiritual Movement with 
its Plenary Archetypal Language is Extended and then 
Translated in what we call the Mechanic Living from 
Energies-Matter. The Energies-Matter are not the direct 
Manifestation of the Spirit, because then the Matter would be 
the Negation of the Spirit, which would mean that the Spirit 
has Movements-Manifestations of Self Annihilation-Killing. 
The Matter is not the Negation of the Spirit but the Assertion-
Affirmation of the Movements of the Spirit, not of the Spirit 
itself. This is where Philosophers are confused.  
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The Spirit as Plenary Substantial Being has the 
Assertion-Affirmation in Itself, through the pure Language of 
Self and through the pure Living of Self. But, at the same time 
and at once, it has another Assertion of the Living of Soul, the 
Energies-Body. The Energies-Body are neither the Assertion 
nor the Negation of the Spirit, but the Assertion of the 
Outward Movements of the Spirit.  

The Matter is not Directly related to the Soul but to the 
already existent Movements of the Soul. The Matter has in 
Itself the Information of Movement of Spirit and not the 
Spirit itself. That is why, in the Energies-Matter you can See 
the Traces of the Spirit and not the Spirit itself which is 
purely Spiritual Essence. The Knowledge of the Spirit is 
achieved Directly, from Spirit to Spirit, not through the 
Matter as Intermediary. The Matter is the Corollary-Radiance 
of the Spirit, Outward and Beyond Itself, as Rays of Self, as 
Projections of Self.  

The Material Energetic Substance is not a Substance 
through Itself, as Science intends to present and define it, it is 
a Substance which Emanates from the Movements of the 
Spirit and depends on These, hence the Relativity of Matter, 
without it being the Contrary of the Spirit.  

Please, try to be attentive to this aspect, so that you can 
understand the purely Christian Metaphysics. The Being-
Soul is the Indestructible (essence) which does not Tear or 
Split or Fragment but which has in Itself Life and purely 
(Essential) Language of Being. The Energies are not 
Transformed Being but Emanations of the Movements of the 
Essential Living. Thus, Matter is not the Manifestation of the 
Being itself but the Manifestation of the already existent 
Movement-Manifestation of the Being.  
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The Being-Soul is the Purely Triadic Living of Being, 
Conscience-Rest, Pneuma-Movement, Spirit-Repose. This 
Archetype as well is then Expanded, as Energies which are 
similarly Triple, Mental-Informational Energies, Moving-
Vital Energies, Accumulative Energies. This Triadic Energetic 
Complex is our Body, in Other words, a Mental Nervous 
System, a Vital Energetic System and an Anatomical Organic 
System. 

Then, this Body is in Connection with the Soul through 
the Movements-Projections of the Living of Soul. Our Body is 
the Energetic Product of the Movements of Our Soul, as 
Emanation-Radiance of the pure Living of Soul pre-existing 
the Body. If our Soul does not Move Normally anymore, then 
the Energies of our Body will also be Abnormal and Sick.  

Hence the Hesychast Medicine of the Soul Body 
Correspondence, wherein a Disease of the Soul generates a 
Disease of the Body, in mutual Potentiation and Influence. 
Our Body is Born and Inherited from the Parents who have 
Born us Bodily, but this Body Configures itself at the same 
time after the Image of our Soul. Our Body Resembles that of 
our Parents and yet it has at the same time the personal 
Specific of the Image of our Soul. We Inherit from our Parents 
the Model-Corporal Archetype as Kinship with our Parents 
but at the same time our Body is directly related with the 
Personal Image of our Soul. As Personal Life, Our Personal 
Soul Asserts itself afterwards over our Parents’ Legacy.  

Thus, our Body has the Tendencies of our Parents but it 
is under the Command of our Soul who will Dominate those 
of our Parents’ or will bring them to Degeneration.  Herein 
lies our Ability to Extend our Good Inheritance or to 
completely Ruin our Legacy. Consequently, let us establish 
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our Reality firmly and clearly. Our Body is in fact Energetic 
Individuality of the Personal Movements of our Soul and 
This Individual-Personal Shapes the Other Energies, Inherited 
and of the Environment, as Entwinement. Let us understand 
this clearly, so as to be able to decipher what is the Fasting 
that we are talking about.  

Normally, through the Movements of our Soul, we 
Produce our Own Energies which then become Entwined 
with Those of the Environment. But, after the Fall from 
Heaven, we have lost our ability to Consciously Move with 
our Soul and thus, we, the Sinful ones, and Descendents of 
the Fall, no longer produce the Energies of our Body fully 
Consciously, so that we have a perpetual Deficit of Body-
Energies. We Compensate this Deficit of Energies by 
Feeding-Nourishing ourselves from the Energies of the 
Environment. As a consequence, we Fall into the Devouring 
of the Environment Energies through the material Food.  

In Heaven, we were just like now, Body with all the 
Organs but a Balanced, Energetically Normal Body. The 
Organs were not Filled with Residual Food, with Dead Food, 
and the Energetic Exchange was within the limits of the basic 
necessity. After the Fall from Heaven, this Control is no more 
and so there have occurred Organic Hyper-functions of 
Digestive Juices and of Conversions, with new Exchanges 
leading to alterations of energetic connections. One does not 
Receive New Energies from the Soul, and the Emanated 
Energies no longer Return into the Movements of the Soul to 
be Renewed, generating thus Ruptured-Residual Energies, as 
Abnormal Burnings and Chemical transformations.  

Thus, the Physiology of our Body becomes Compli-
cated and falls into Imbalance leading to the well-known 
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Diseases. If we understand this, we can realize the importance 
of Fasting as Prevention of the Energetic Imbalance and its 
Restoration to Normality. Normally, our Body Nourishes 
itself straight from the Movements of our Soul, from the 
Divine Grace Energy and from the Other Energies from the 
Environment.  

In our Diseases, this Process is Interrupted. Consequently, 
we must Search Where the Rupture is so that we may know 
where to intervene. Fasting is, however, the First Preparation 
for Intervention. To be able to work in Water, one must first 
Stop the Water flow. The Origin of Fasting is connected with 
the “Interdiction” that God gives even from Heaven, that 
Man must not Eat from the Tree of Good and Evil: “if you Eat 
from it you shall surely Die.” Terrible warning . ..  

God does not Forbid the Knowledge of Life, as some 
people say, instead, He Forbids Negation - Death - Negative 
Knowledge. God wishes to Spare us of the Horrible 
Experience of Death and Suffering. Is he not entitled to do 
that? Negation – Murder – Suffering - De-structuring are Acts 
which are Alien to God, Who is Life, Immortal in Itself. The 
Devil Fabricates this Terrible Reversal of Reality and thus 
God Wants to Spare Man, to Prevent Man from falling into 
the Same Error . ..  

Hence Fasting, as a Stop of the Negative, of Death. We 
want a Freedom of Death, although we complain then about 
the coming of the Suffering of Death .. . The Freedom of 
Death is in fact Anti-Freedom, because what Freedom is that 
to Self-Destruct? Enslaved by Destruction, how can you be 
Free? .. . Here, the Devil Stumbles in his own Logic through 
Anti-Logic, which he turns into the Logic of Negation. Here, 
Fasting is the Logic of the Negation of Negation. If Negation 
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appears to be Free to Negate, then Negation has the Freedom 
to Reaffirm what the Negation Negates, This Reaffirmation 
being Fasting. The Fall from Heaven brings us the Rupture 
from our Soul as well as all sort of Energetic Ruptures in our 
Body, hence the occurrence of the respective Anomalies.  

We Feed ourselves Bodily in Three Ways, as Mental-
Informational Food, from the Conscience of our Soul, from 
the Spiritual Intelligent Energy of the Cosmos, that of the 
Angels and of Saints (Intelligent Energy wherein there are 
blended also demonic energies), we Feed from the 
Informational of Nature, and from the Social Informational, 
all this Food being also called “Solar.”  

We cannot Live without Sun and Light. Light Nourishes 
us but so does our Mental and our Nerves. But not only the 
Light of the Planetary Sun, also the more Subtle Light which 
is the Mental-Informational Light. We have grave deficiencies 
in this respect, as well as significant anomalies. That is why 
there is the Fasting of Mental-Informational Energies.  

So we have “Mental Fasting, Vital Fasting and Physical 
Fasting.” In the Mental Fasting, we Stop all the Negative 
Mental Information, we no longer admit “Boiled”-Killed-
Altered Mental Food. Our Mind is Intoxicated with all sort of 
Noxious Information, which has Disrupted the Balance of our 
Mental Circuit. Let us pay serious attention to this Fact. In 
our Brain, the Mental Energies are not Mere Abstract-
Suggestive Information but Objective Energies which, once 
Entered into the Brain, start working by themselves and turn 
themselves into Energies that Modify the Circuit and the 
Chemical Composition of the Brain Organ. The Mental-
Informational Energies are themselves Material Energies 
which, once Ingested by the Brain, they become Informational 
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Substance which generates real Nervous-Mental States. We 
complain that we have in our Head all sorts of Evil-
Passionate Thoughts, uncontrollable Nervous outbursts . .. 
Yes, these occur because in our Brain permanently Enter 
Mental Energies which generate such Thoughts. We do not 
Think only what we Want to, we Think what we Eat, what 
we Feel, what Moves through our Organs .. .  

In certain Psychic Diseases there occur Phenomena of 
Possessions of “These Mental Energies, Independent” and 
Doubled (Projected). These are not mere Figments of a Sick 
Mind, they are Objective Mental-Informational Energies 
which have materially Intoxicated our Brain and the Nerves 
of our Organs. Our Mental is not just “Abstract Thought” 
and “Ideas” but it is at the same time a Mental Material 
Energy which has in Itself Information that Develops in the 
Brain and Nerves like the “Tape in a Recorder,” together with 
the whole Mental complex.  

We wonder sometimes that there appears within Us 
Negative Information which we have never thought about, 
and we ask ourselves where it comes from. You may not 
have Thought them but you Have been Feeding yourself 
with Negative Mental Energies, and they Multiply 
afterwards in your Brain and in your Nerves. People in the 
old days would say you should run from “the Place of the 
Evil ones” and never Sit on the Chair of the Mean one 
because you will Infect yourself with Bad Informational 
Energies, which then generate Similar Negative Thoughts in 
your Brain and Nerves. Tell me whose Company you keep so I 
may tell you what you Think, thus goes a saying. And so it is. 
Our Nerves and Mental are just like a Tape Recorder that 
records, without our Awareness-Conscience, Information 
from the Environment, which then Multiplies itself within us.  
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We must learn how to Defend ourselves practically 
From these Mental Negative Energies which we Breathe 
willy-nilly. This is also an aspect where Fasting is very useful, 
as Mental Fasting, of Withdrawal from Evil Environments. 
This is why it is of tremendous help for the patients with 
Mental Diseases to Change the Environment in which they 
live. The families that have members who are Mentally Ill 
need to be very careful, to start themselves a Purification and 
Detoxification of Negative Mental Energies. Fights, 
Arguments, Hatred, Confrontation-Contradictions should be 
avoided because they Discharge Negative Informational 
Energies in the ambiance of the House, which create a 
Polluted Environment, maintaining the Mental Illness. There 
are Some Houses that “give you Nervous Diseases” . .. This is 
not mere talk but a truth.  

Perform the Detoxification of your House of These 
Noxious Mental Energies which are also Demonic (because 
the Devil also emits bad, negative energies), by Fasting of 
Any Negative-Bad Informational Food, by having priests 
hold Religious Services which Annihilate Malefic Informa-
tion, by preserving and cultivating Good and Harmonious 
Mental States. People with Mental Diseases should strive to 
create for themselves “Healing Environments” out of their 
own houses and of the Place where they are. Fast of all the 
Mental Negative Energies by Putting a Stop to Bad Music, by 
Putting a Stop to Contradictory Discussions, by Creating 
“Sacred Corners” in the House, as a Small “Paraklesis-
Chapel” with a Candle and Icon where you can find Shelter 
and Peace when Bad Thoughts Haunt you. Also, do not 
admit Objects which have Negative Information, because 
they Emanate Negative Energies regardless of us. Science is 
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beginning to learn and to receive many Age-old-Sagacious 
Remarks.  

It is also the case with the Vital Fasting from all the 
harmful Negative Vital Vibrations. Here, we can mention 
Infected Air, the Smells of Un-cleanliness and Lack of 
Hygiene, as well as the Smells and Odours we produce with 
our Body. Plants and Animals can Feel, most acutely, all 
These Bad Vital Energies through Smell. We leave behind us 
Vital Energies, according to the state of our Health. If we are 
Sick, we will Emanate Sick Vital Energies. Medicine has 
understood this. We must find Ways and Means to Defend 
ourselves, to Resist and to Detoxify. The most powerful and 
efficient Means is Fasting. If you get Used to the Conscious 
Fasting from the Bad Mental Energies in you, even if you find 
yourself in bad Environments, you will be Immune and 
Resistant, with no harmful consequences on you. It is the 
same result if you get used to Fasting from Vital energies 
through Bodily Hygiene and Clean Feelings. Bad Nervous 
Discharges Generate Noxious Mental Nervous Energies. Bad 
Sentimental Discharges generate Discharges of Noxious Vital 
Energies. Thus, you should Fast of These Discharges and do 
not Infect the Air and the Environment. The Nervous 
Discharges caused by Debauchery create in our houses a sort 
of Pollution of very noxious Mental Nervous Energies.  

Where there is a House of Debauchery, everyone is 
Nervous-Belligerent-Angry. Where there is a House with 
Foul Smells, there is Infection with Vital Energies especially 
generated by Unclean Emotions of Hatred and Hostility, of 
Narrowness of Heart and exaggerated Selfishness. By Scent, 
Animals and Plants determine what kind of Heart and Soul 
you have. With the “Weapon of Fasting” you can achieve a 
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“Re-balance.” Fast-Restrain yourself from Evil Thoughts and 
Debauchery. Fast of any Bad Feelings and Selfishness and 
you will turn your House into a Healthy Environment. Yet, 
the most terrible Pollution we have is through Food. Judging 
by the Smell of Food and Drink, you can tell how Healthy 
you are. In this aspect, Fasting has a priceless Value. 
Whoever does not Fast from Food, has no idea what it means 
to Treat Diseases.  

After the Fall from Heaven, what with the Deficit of 
Nourishing from the Soul and from the Divine Grace and 
Cosmic Energies, we lapse into a Devouring of Material-Base 
Energies. The Soul, Separated from God, becomes Blind and 
Rachitic and, because of its Weakness, cannot Vitalize the 
Body anymore. Thus, the Body seeks Compensation in 
Material Food. But the Overload with Material Food is 
Abnormal, because it does not Feed the entire Body but only 
a part. It only Feeds the physical Flesh part, whereas the 
other Energies remain in permanent Starvation, hence the 
Hyper-development of the Carnal Part to the detriment of the 
authentic Vitality and of the normal Informational-Mental 
Energies. We are Born with a Body inherited from our 
already Sick Parents, afflicted with Energetic Deficits, and 
our New Vitality can hardly come Through. 

Our Organs are loaded with Toxins and abnormal 
assimilations, our Informational-Mental is already Disturbed 
and our Vital is half paralyzed .. . Here is the point where 
Medicine should start the true Therapy. Grave mistakes are 
made because the poor Children are Fed with all sorts of 
Foods that are already Diseased and which aggravate their 
Illness. They Resort to Chemical Medication which dissolves 
some of the toxins but, on the other hand, they further 
Intoxicate the Body.  
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Herein lies the Value of Food, Nutrition and Sacred-
Therapy, which aims for a Detoxification and for the 
Restoration of the Normal Energetic Circuits through the Re-
establishment of the Connections between Soul and Body, 
between the Personal Energies and the Energies of 
Environment. Fasting must become a habit ever since one is a 
Child. We will discuss Children’s Medicine in a special 
chapter. As adults, we must pay greater attention to Fasting. 
Brothers, do not eat everything that comes your way, because 
you will introduce Certain Death in your Organism. Fasting 
means Restraining from Ingesting noxious and Diseased 
Foods, even if they are Tasty. 

Thus, there are some Steps of Fasting: 
1) Nutrition based only on Natural, non-boiled, non-

processed Food; 
2) Consumption of only Vegetal Food with some 

additional Dairy but also non-boiled, in small 
quantity, and some days even without those; 

3) Nutrition based half on Non-boiled and half on 
Boiled Food;  

4) Nutrition that also includes Meat. 
Then, there is the Total Fasting, when no Food is 

consumed, lasting from one day to Several Days, according 
to strength and resilience. There is another type, that of 
Intermediary Fasting, which is held with Nutrition consisting 
of One type of Food at one meal for a certain period, but 
using alternatively Boiled and Non-Boiled, otherwise there 
occur great deficits of Vitamins.  

What happens during Fasting? . .. First, an Alert is 
triggered in the Organs because they do not receive their 
daily usual Food. This Alert Reawakens the Organic 
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Intelligence-Mental that Re-memorates - Recollects the Organic 
Functions, as Self-Preservation Instinct, thus beginning to 
Consume the most Residual and inferior Energetic Resources 
and, by this process, already achieving an Organic 
Detoxification.  

If we Fast for a longer period of time, this Detoxifica-
tion is even more efficient until the elimination of all Toxins 
in the Organs. At the same time, Fasting Reawakens the 
essential Need that Organs have to Connect with Other 
Nourishing Energies. When you are Famished, you “Cast an 
Eye on your Neighbour” to see if you can Get something 
. . .You even Humble yourself and Beg .. . In this way, the 
Organs become Meek and Look for the Forgotten Connection 
with the Cosmic Luminous Energies, with those of Nature . . .  

This is how we can Unclog-Restore the Normal 
Energetic Network of Communication with the Energetic 
Environment. When we Nourish ourselves, we begin to do so 
through Breathing-Inhaling the Air, a Path which is usually 
Blocked. We begin to Feed ourselves through Energies that 
get in Straight through the Top of Our Head, through the 
Heart, through the Umbilical Centre, through our Skin and 
through the entire Body. This is how Saints, after long lasting 
Fasting, arrive at this Direct Nourishment. In Heaven, there 
was this Direct Nourishing – the Gastric one was only at a 
Minimum, consequently there were no Residues in the State 
of Heaven.  

The Saints Intentionally Reduce the Gastric Feeding to 
a minimum, precisely to Restore the Direct Nutrition. We, the 
Regular people, are Complacent and Indulge ourselves with 
the heavy Gastric Nutrition. But let us not forget the Miracle 
of Fasting which Restores the true Energetic Circuit. Fasting 
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from Food also Purifies both Mental and Vital Energies. 
During the Fasting period, Negative Thoughts diminish and 
the Destructive Vital Thoughts are subdued.  

We usually have Thoughts that Match our Food Intake, 
Thoughts which arise from the Memories-Information of the 
Food we ingest. Any morsel of Food has its own Memory 
which, once it is ingested into our Organs, it Reproduces 
itself there. If you eat Mutton and Beef, you begin to have 
Memories which match that . ..if you eat Pork, likewise . .. Tell 
me what you Eat so I can tell you what you Feel and what 
you Think . ..  

We must, in all honesty, take into account these aspects 
of reality which take Vengeance upon us mercilessly and 
make us Sick up to certain destruction. Fasting is a Treasured 
Remedy for the Restoration and Re-memoration of the true 
Energies. The Devil Reversed and turned Negative all 
Authentic Memories and Fasting Brings them Back to Normal, 
hence Fasting means a Reversal to the State of Angel. 

  
B. Sacred-Therapy 
Begin Fasting by starting with your Soul. After the Fall 

from Heaven, we turn our Soul’s Love into Hatred, we 
change our Affection into Murder and make our Devotion-
Love into Egotism. Thus, you should try to Fast with your 
Soul too, stop feeding yourself with Hatred, Enmity, Isolation 
and Egotism. Put a Stop to these Negativities of the Soul and 
Restore the direct Connection with God, through which you 
will be able to Regain Awareness of the Conscience of your 
Soul as it Has Awakened to the true Illuminated Clean Life. 
Only under such Influence will New Beneficial essential 
Energies be then Emanated into your Body, Replacing the 
Bad ones and Revitalizing your entire Body.  
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Start with the Mind’s Prayer as Fasting for Conscience, 
Holding your Mind within the Consciousness of your Love 
for God which is greater than all possible Thoughts. Begin 
with the Contrition of Soul-Heart which represents Fasting 
for the Pneuma of your Soul and through which you Put a 
Stop to the Meanness of your Soul. A Candid Heartfelt 
Contrition in front of God constitutes the Revitalization of the 
Entire Soul as the Descent of the Holy Spirit who Cleanses 
the Pneuma of the Soul (tainted by sin, t.n) and confers it 
Renewed Soul Powers, which then extend throughout the 
Body and Revitalize the entire Biological.  

Do not Neglect This Therapy of great Value, which is 
the Foundation of the future diverse Treatments. The 
Religious Therapy is just as Objective a Treatment as the 
Medical one. God is an Objective Reality, not mere Self-
suggestion, and thus the Religious Therapy is Real and 
concrete both within the Soul and the Body’s Organs. Do not 
neglect Confession as the Unburdening of your Conscience 
from the Toxins of Sin. Do not neglect the Religious Services 
as the possibility for Receiving the Energies of Grace and for 
direct Purification through the Intervention (Action) of the 
Holy Spirit, Who is the Godly Purifier and Life Bestower.  Do 
not neglect the Christic Teaching, which is true Medicine for 
the Diseases of the Language of Soul, which in turn generate 
Organic Function Diseases.  

They talk, in Mystic practices, about Healings achieved 
through Magical Formulae .. . It is a Reminiscence of Healing 
through the Godly Word . .. The Saints Heal Diseases through 
Word as did Christ the Redeemer in the Gospel. Read the 
Gospel Daily, a Chapter or a few Verses, read out loud and 
the Power of the Godly words will bring you Healing. Repeat 
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the Words of the Gospel in your Heart and in your Mind, and 
you will feel New beneficial Energies.  

These are not mere self-suggestions . . . The Holy Words 
truly generate healing Energies-Vibrations. Medicine also 
discovers nowadays the Paranormal Power of certain Magic 
Words .. . Especially in Nervous and Psychic disturbances, 
Pronounce, Utter Out Loud the Holy Words, not in your 
Head but in your Throat, close to the Heart, and you will 
experience the appeasement and soothing of your psychic 
nervousness . .. Arresting the Thoughts within the Holy 
Word is the Fasting of the Thoughts and of the Mind.  

Arresting the Feeling of the Heart within the Contrition 
of the Heart is the Fasting of the Sinful Diseased Heart. Those 
who suffer from diseases of the Heart should make some 
more of This Contrition, of Returning their Love towards 
God, and thus many symptoms of the disease will be 
alleviated. As Hesychast Medicine, we Recommend these 
Remedies in the Extension and Integrality of Soul-Body.   

 
30 

 
A. The Therapy through Fasting 
In the Hesychast Medicine, we make some remarks 

about the Therapy through Fasting. Today’s diseases are so 
Serious that they require, more than any time before, just as 
serious Remedies. Fasting is a Serious Medicine. Lately, there 
is increasing talk about Total Fasting as of a real Surgery 
without an Operation. Cancer, in particular, only through 
total Fasting can be held back and alleviated, often times 
even to healing. However, this Demands Courage and 
Willpower. We want to make a few remarks.  
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From our experience, we record some useful aspects, 
particularly for the helpless, weak world of today. Before 
attempting Total Fasting, one needs a Resetting of the 
Organism upon the “normal Orientation,” as Re-memoration 
of the true Foundation. That is, some Weeks before, 
preferably a Month, one needs to go on a Diet of completely 
Non-boiled Food, without Meat, Fish or Eggs, only some 
Dairy like unfermented Cheese from Non-boiled Milk, 
prepared without any Heat, unlike Hard Cheese and other 
such Sort. It is preferable to Avoid Dairy as well. Why? . .. 
Our Intestines contain Residues from Dead Food which 
produce a Microbial Flora as such. This Saprophytic 
Microbial Flora is of great Importance for our Organism. The 
Replacement of the Dead Food with Natural Food produces a 
Radical Change in the Intestinal Microbial Flora since the 
Residues of these Non-boiled Food generate a different Flora 
with Beneficial effects.  

If one passes directly to Total Fasting without the 
Change of the Microbial Flora, the Organism is devoid of a 
Valuable Balance. Even if one resorts to Enemas, there still 
remain Old Detrimental Microbes in the Intestines and they 
can give us a hard time for a long period. Headaches, Nausea 
during Fasting are partly due to this Microbial Flora from the 
Residues of a Dead Alimentation.  

If one makes the Adjustment suggested above, then 
these disturbances barely ever occur. Already through This 
Fasting from Dead Food many Diseases are relieved or even 
Healed. Hesychast Medicine recommends Fasting with 
completely Non-boiled Food, without any Animal Food, as a 
first Remedy in all Diseases. After a Month of such Fasting, 
all Diseases are Ameliorated.  
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There is also a Longer Fasting which should last a 
Minimum of Three Months in the beginning and then 
Repeated a few times a year, in particular before and during 
the Attacks of Diseases.  Psychic-Mental Diseases and Heart 
Diseases, Anaemia and Blood Pressure are immediately 
ameliorated with this type of Fasting with Living Food 
exclusively, no refined Sweets and even no Bread; instead of 
Bread use ground Wheat, placed for Maceration as a very 
thinly spread dough-like paste, made as thin Rusk, uncooked, 
just Dried for eight Hours. There are serious Diseases such as 
Cancer and Tumours when one also needs Total Fasting. In 
such cases also we recommend some Preparation period with 
Non-boiled Food. If there is an Emergency, one can start with 
a Total Fasting period of 1-3 days, when one Eats only raw 
food, no food of animal origin, and then another few days of 
Total Fasting and again one Eats similarly until the Change of 
the Microbial Flora from the Intestines. Then, one can Pass 
with all courage to a Longer Total Fasting, though with some 
Enemas, but with no Risk of Accidents. Total Fasting should 
be made with Water though, some people recommending 
Distilled Water.  

Here we also have some helpful comments. Distilled 
Water is Good, but because it is made through Boiling, it 
does have some Harmful Magnetic Movements which may 
have a negative influence. It is more advisable to use Tea 
obtained through Maceration, without the use of Heat, or 
better yet Natural Juices, however, not served directly but 
after they have been left for a few Hours for the Salts to 
Decant, and Drinking only the Transparent Liquid Juice. In 
the same way, one should not use Boiled water for the 
Enemas, but water which is Disinfected through a few drops 
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of Vinegar, tincture of Iodine or Tea prepared through cold 
Maceration, such as Camomile or Yarrow.  

Hesychast Medicine does not Admit Anything Killed, 
so that no “Dead-Killed Information” is introduced in the 
Organism, not even through Water. There is no need for too 
long a Fasting period, but it is Necessary Not to Go Back to 
Dead Food.  

This is where people make serious Mistakes after Total 
Fasting. It is true that a Recuperation of the Organism is 
Required, but not through Old-Dead Information which 
Brings Back the Information of the Disease. After Fasting, one 
starts Slowly, with a lot of Caution in getting back to normal 
Nutrition. But we Insist, it should be Non-boiled, particularly 
immediately after Fasting. We may feel the need for Boiled 
Food but we must not let ourselves be lured and deceived . . . 
We provide here certain practical Advice.  

After the Total Fasting one will Stop Fasting, which is a 
very Important stage. Do not go straight to Food, because 
you can Die . .. In the first day have a “Raw Soup” from 
Mashed Vegetables with a few Mashed Walnuts and then 
Strained well to obtain a Light Liquid which does not Clog 
the Digestion. In the second day, add some Rusk from Non-
baked Wheat, made from mashed Wheat dough which is 
Dried at a Temperature that does not exceed 30 degrees 
Celsius, but this should also be Strained. Use this Soup with 
very little Salt, several times a day, for your Health. After 
three-four days, start eating also Unstrained Soup, not a lot at 
once, and be attentive how your Organism reacts. And in this 
way, go back to Normal, but for at least a Month on a Diet of 
completely Non-boiled Food, only some Dairy also non-
boiled.  
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Many people Succeed in keeping their Total Fasting, 
but throw away everything they Gained after the Fasting has 
ended by moving straight to a Heavy and Sick Food which 
will Bring Back the Disease. There are cases when one needs 
to Fast from 10-20 days and more, even up to 40 days. If you 
follow the above explained advice, it is not risky at all. But 
one must have Courage and a dose of Risk which in such 
cases is not really that great since no alternative exists. 
Through fasting, there is still a Chance. After a few days, 
Fasting reduces the need for Painkillers in atrocious Pains, it 
even brings total healing.  

 
B. Sacred-Therapy 
Try and you will convince yourself of the Importance of 

the Living Food, with no Boiled dishes or any Food that is 
thermally processed. In the beginning, you will find it 
difficult but in time it will become something ordinary. At 
first, it would seem as if you do not know what to Eat 
anymore. Read Günther’s Book for advice in this matter, he 
also recommends a natural Nutrition. We do not aim to be 
here the advocates of the exclusively Natural Diet.  

Since ours is a Hesychast Medicine, our Foundation is 
the Bible, the Gospel. In Heaven, Food was never Boiled and, 
after the Fall from Heaven, the use of Killed Food has 
brought the abnormal alterations in the Physiology of the 
Bodily Organs. It is here that our foundation lies. The Three 
Young men from Babylon Ate only Seeds and Greens and 
were Healthier than all the rest. The Saints, in Wilderness and 
Hermitage, only Ate Greens, Seeds and Wheat, and they 
lived to be a Hundred. Our Spiritual experience of 
Interspersing the cultivation of the Soul Spirituality with the 
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Fasting of the Body confirms everything we described above. 
Many Sick People are Healed when they Eat Natural Food 
from the Monasteries and Hermitages.  

Here, we present a Model of Hesychast Nutrition. 
Usually, in the morning, there is no Eating. Those who have 
heavy Work to do eat something very frugal, Fruit with 
Bread. Fruit with Bread and a few Walnuts is very 
nourishing. At Noon, Hesychasts Eat a sort of Non-boiled 
vegetable Hotchpotch, more like a solid Salad made from 
Root Vegetables with Nuts and other seeds, with Soaked 
Wheat or Wheat Middlings that have been kept to Macerate 
beforehand for at least eight hours. In the evenings, 
Hesychasts Eat the same thing only less. A Hesychast Meal is 
composed of 50% Cereal and Seeds. The rest is Root 
Vegetables over 25% and then greens and other ingredients.  

Non-boiled Food is Filling, you cannot Eat much and it 
contains a lot of Cellulose which cleans the Intestines and 
does not produce Intestinal Infections. This Food is 
Assimilated by the Body almost entirely and it does not 
Exhaust the Organs with the Effort of Turning it into Living 
Food, as it is already Living. Thus, the Organs rest and are 
Empowered at the same time. You do not put on Weight but 
you become sturdier. Once, at a Skete, I saw a quick Method 
of Preparing a Dish of Beans and Rice. The Beans are 
Pounded into a Wooden Mortar until they become Flour. You 
put on the Stove a Skillet with water only as much as 
necessary to cover the Bean Flour in Cold Water. The Fire has 
to be turned to maximum so that it can start to Boil 
immediately. When it starts to Boil, you only leave it for 1-2 
Minutes and take it away from the fire right away. So, in 2 
minutes you Boiled the Beans which normally need to be 
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Boiled for 3-4 hours. In the same way you Pound the Rice 
and Boil the Flour also for 2 Minutes, until it Thickens like a 
Paste. After it Thickens, you add Chopped Raw Onion and 
other Greens, a little Salt, a few Walnuts and Pumpkin seeds. 
In the winter time, you can add Sauerkraut (Sour/Pickled 
Cabbage) and Pickles. It is a Natural Dish which is prepared 
quite Fast and without Destroying the Nourishing Elements 
and Principles. 

Beans are just as Nourishing as Meat, they have a lot of 
Proteins. But they contain a Toxin which must be Deactivated 
by Boiling for 1 Minute, or 2 Minutes maximum. If the Beans 
are Boiled for a longer time, the Proteins become deteriorated 
by a process of irreversible Coagulation. Hence, the molecules 
from the Dead Proteins pass into our Lymphatic System and 
generate serious disturbances in our Organism. In fact, all 
Food that is Boiled more than a few Minutes will have the 
Proteins deteriorated, even lost, up to more than half, which 
will lead to Sclerosis in the Organs. Energetic Diseases have 
their Origin in these protein toxins. Hard Boiled Eggs, Meat 
that is Boiled extensively, even Baked Bread as well as all 
Boiled Vegetables have such protein Deteriorations, as a 
result we Eat Residues more than Real Food.  

That is the reason why Non-Boiled Food brings a true 
Nourishment and Reinvigoration to the Organism. Potatoes 
are Valuable Food, but what a shame they are Baked for 
Hours in the Oven or Boiled for Hours in Water . . . Become 
used to Eating a Raw Potato chopped in small pieces and 
added to each dish at every Meal. Also, do not Bake them in 
the Oven, instead, you can cut them in very thin Slices and 
put them on the Grill for just 1 Minute or 2 and Eat them like 
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that, only slightly grilled. Or you can cut them up in very 
small pieces, put them in very little water, enough just to 
cover them, and then turn up the heat under the skillet or the 
pan. Leave them to Boil up but only for 2 minutes, then mash 
them in a Puree to which you can then add the other ingre-
dients. Using these cooking Methods you do not deteriorate 
so seriously the Proteins, which otherwise become very toxic 
for the Lymphatic system. Also Boiled Proteins become highly 
Explosive Proteins which inflames the Sex to a great degree 
particularly in Children and Young people who, in this way, 
end up the victims of debauchery without their will.  

The Oils that are sold in stores and supermarkets are 
processed at high Temperatures, so they should be avoided 
too. You should better use Walnuts and Pumpkin Seeds.  
The Margarine and the Butter you buy in shops are also 
obtained at High Temperatures. Once I saw at a Skete a very 
Nourishing and Clean Butter made of Beans and Soy. You 
Pound or Grind the Beans and the Soy until they become a 
Fine Flour. You put this flour in some Cold water and Boil it 
for 2 Minutes, at most, as we described above. You take it 
from the burner, add Salt, chopped Onion and you mix it and 
whip it very well like you do with Roe, until it becomes like 
Butter. You place it in a Jar and use it as Butter with whole 
Wheat Bread. You can also add some Buttermilk Cream from 
non-boiled Milk or some Teleme Cheese. This Natural Butter 
is really Nourishing and Healthy. Natural Cuisine offers all 
kinds of Recipes to that effect. We have Indicated a few 
recipes which are commonly and frequently used. Our aim is 
to persuade you of the need to have a Living and Healthy 
Nutrition, so that you can Fight the Diseases.  
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We advise you about the Bread which is made without 
Baking. It is a Wonder Bread. Grind the Wheat together with 
some corn beans and add a little Water until you obtain 
something similar with a Bread Dough, then spread this 
Dough in a Thin layer, up to two Millimetres, on a tile and 
leave it to Dry at a temperature of maximum 30 degrees 
Celsius.  

This Whole Bread Rusk is the Wonder Bread. Add a 
little Salt and some Honey to the Dough. It is like a Cracker 
that you can eat like that, by itself. We want to caution you 
that, during This regimen of Natural Food, some reactions 
may occur. Until you get Used to Non-boiled Food, your 
Organism will attempt a Rejection. You will experience some 
reactions of Fermentation, Bloating, Stomach Heaviness. Do 
not be scared and go on with the Regimen because it is 
something passing. Just be careful not to mix Food with 
Sweet Fruit which produce fermentation. Eat Sweets after a 
few hours after your Meal, or one Hour before Eating. When 
you Eat Beans, it is always good to eats less of other types of 
foods. Since Beans are a very filling meal, your Stomach 
refuses others and you may get indigestion. Also do not 
drink liquids during your Meals. Usually one does not cook 
Sour Soups from Non-boiled food.  

We have no intention of turning you into Vegetarians 
but we wish to offer you some guidelines for the Treatment 
of Diseases that Requires special Diet. If you want your 
Health, you need to work for it through adequate Methods. 
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A. Energetic Diseases and their Treatment 
The Third System of Diseases is that of the Energetic 

Diseases. Largely, from what we have detailed so far, one can 
understand what they consist of. We specify here a few 
fundamental aspects. The Trinitarian Soul Emanates a Body 
Trinitarian Energy in the Heart, where it Triples itself. The 
Vital Energy remains in the Heart and spreads itself through 
Blood and the Rhythm of the Energetic Movements. The 
Rhythm of our Life is the Rhythm of our Heart. The 
Disturbance of the Vital Energetic Circuit is directly 
connected to the State of the Pneuma-Memory of Soul. The 
Soul has Itself His pure Heart of the Soul, which is the 
Pneuma Memory of Conscience, the Permanent Movement of 
Soul. Just as the Corporal Heart Beats Permanently, so does 
the Pneuma Move at the Rhythm of Permanent Spirit. The 
Corporal Heart Permanently Beats precisely because it is 
Semblance of Pneuma of the Soul, the Permanent Movement. 
The Pneuma of the Soul never Stays (Still) out of Movement, 
instead, it Moves Permanently between the Rest from the 
Self-Consciousness and the Spiritual Repose of the Pure 
Language of the Soul. We have related above, in more detail, 
things pertaining to this Living (essence) of the Soul (see also 
The Memories of a Hesychast and others). 

The Pneuma of our Soul is Our True Heart and our 
Corporal Heart is the Echo of this Pneuma. When the 
Pneuma of our Soul is Sick, our Corporal Heart becomes Sick 
too. There are cases when the Corporal Heart becomes 
accidentally sick, without the Soul’s Pneuma being affected 
but in this case the Disease is quickly Remedied. However, 
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when there is a Profound Sickness of the Soul Pneuma, then 
the Alleviation of the Heart’s Disease is very difficult to 
achieve. The Pneuma of the Soul is the Memory of the Soul’s 
Ego-Selfhood. The (Ego) Self-Conscience of the Soul is 
Transcendental Love, Image of God, Transposed also in 
Image of Creation. The Pneuma is Love, is the Memory of 
Love, Love’s Movement. If the Love-Soul Conscience is Sick, 
Fallen from Love into Hatred with all its facets, then the 
Pneuma-Love turns into Enmity and Killing-Meanness.  

Thus, the diseases of the Heart are Diseases of the Love 
of Soul and of the Feeling of the Heart. The Soul is Love, 
Devotion, Giving-Altruism, and the Body is Will-Mental, 
Sensory-Vital and Organs functional Reasons. Mainstream 
psychology, according to the Greek Aristotelian philosophy, 
divides our Configuration into Soul, considered as Will, 
Sensibility and Reason, and Body, deprived of these, 
regarded as Matter without any Qualities of its own. We have 
seen that, in the Vision of the Pure Christian Metaphysics, the 
Soul is the Spiritual Substantial Being, Greater than  
the Mental-Sensibility-Reason, it is Conscience-Love, it is 
Pneuma-Love, it is Spirit-Language-Giving.  

The Soul is purely Spiritual Essence wherein Reality is 
not ranked according to Qualities of Spirit but as Essence and 
Spirit in itself. The Soul is Trinitarian Image after the 
Archetype of the Godly Creating Trinity. Thus, the Soul is 
Image-Conscience, it is Face-Pneuma and it is Spirit-Self-
Language. This pure Archetype of Soul Beyond Qualities is 
Translated-Transposed into the Energies of the Body, as 
Mind correspondence of Conscience Soul, as Sensibility 
Correspondence of Pneuma of the Soul, and Reasons 
Correspondence of Language Spirit of the Soul.  
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We bid you to pay attention to the Configuration of 
This Hesychast Vision. Mind-Sensibility-Reason do not 
constitute the Soul Itself but Qualities of the Movement of the 
Soul, which is why they are Energies of the Soul. After the 
Fall from Heaven, the Soul becomes Blind and cannot See 
Itself and so it remains with its Reflections in the Body as 
Mind-Sensibility-Reason. But in fact the Soul is Beyond that, 
it is Conscience-Pneuma-Spirit. The Mind-Sensibility-Reason 
are the Soul’s Reflection into the Corporal Energies. Our 
Body is not Alien to our Soul, but it is the Energetic 
Reflection of the Soul. Thus, the Body is the Mind, Sensibility 
and Reason of the Soul, as Energies-Qualities of Soul, as the 
Soul’s Created Grace.  

In the Mystic Hesychast Vision, the Body is not an 
Empty Matter, as it is with the Greek Philosophers, it is a Tri-
energy of Mechanic Living, as Energetic Echo-Extension of 
the Soul’s Movement. The Mind, the Feelings and Reason are 
not Direct Qualities of the Soul because that would mean 
Pantheism, instead, they are Qualities of Movement of Being. 
In Godhood, also, the Grace, the Uncreated Energies, are not 
direct Qualities of Being but Qualities of Movement of Being, 
as Energies of Movement of Being. Our Body as Divine Grace 
Energies of Soul is also along this Archetype. The Divine 
Grace is not an Energy that is alien from the Divine Being, it 
is Itself the Godly Reason called Sophia-Godly Wisdom.  

The Energies of Grace are not some Dead, Lifeless 
Energies, but they are precisely the Energetic Uncreated 
Living (essence). Philosophy usually Mistakes the Godly 
Being-Person with the Energies of the Divine Grace. Thus, the 
Greeks mistake the Spirit with the Mental Reasons of the 
Body. We need to Decipher our purely Christian Metaphysic 
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Language. Christianity has taken over a lot from the 
Language of Greek Philosophy but it has strived to Preserve 
the purely Christian Specific. Christianity has a purely 
Christian Metaphysics.  

Many people do not admit a purely Christian 
Metaphysics, considering the Divine Revelation Itself as 
Metaphysics. It is true, but the way in which we Translate the 
Revelation Mentally and as Conscience represents a 
Metaphysics nonetheless. After the Fall from Heaven, the 
Soul in Itself is Forgotten and there only remains the 
Reflection of the Soul. In the same way, we Forget about the 
Pure Conscience of Soul and remain with the Reflection of 
Conscience as the Mind of our Body. In this aspect, the 
Greeks are also right, that the Sign of the Soul within the 
Body is the Mind. But the Mind is not the Soul Itself.  

This is where many people get confused. The Mystic 
tradition is available here with necessary clarifications. The 
Mind is the Energetic Reflection of the Pure Conscience of 
Soul. The Mind is Energy and Grace of Movement of the 
Soul’s Conscience. That is why the Mind is not direct Seeing 
of the Soul but Seeing of Movement of the Soul. Hence, the 
Metaphysics of the Mind. As Mind Metaphysics, we See the 
Signs-Movements of the Soul, the Mystery Beyond 
Metaphysics. But the Soul-Mystery-Mystic-Essence-Person in 
Itself also has, inherently, Energies of Mystery as Revelation 
of Mystery, it thus has the Mental Metaphysics. The Mind is 
the Metaphysics of the Body. The Corporal Energies are 
clearly defined by Science as well, as Information-Energy-
Mass. Thus, Matter is not Devoid of Mind, yet it really has a 
Mind-Information of Matter.  

This is where Advocates of Evolution get Confused. On 
the one hand, they refuse to admit that Movement is before 
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Energy-Matter, because it would imply a clear Sign of Spirit 
and, on the other hand, they acknowledge an Evolution of 
the Lifeless Matter as Movement and Evolution of Movement 
which would produce the complex Matter. As purely 
Christian Metaphysics-Philosophy, Matter is the Energy of 
the Movements of the Spirit, the Grace endowed product of 
the Movements of the Spirit Being. Thus, Matter is no longer 
the Contradiction of the Spirit but precisely the Assertion-
Affirmation of the Spirit.  

This is the Key of the purely Christian Metaphysics 
founded upon the purely Divine Revelation. Yet, the 
Metaphysics-Philosophy of the Origins is also the case in the 
Christian Knowledge. Christian Knowledge is not Simple 
Gnosticism, a Cataphatic knowledge that is almost Alien 
from the Immanent Apophatic nature of the Divine Absolute 
Mystery-Being in Itself.  

In a purely Christian sense, the Apophatic is at once 
with the Cataphatic, meaning that the Being-Mystery has at 
once Grace-Energies of Being which are the Cataphatic-
Assertion. According to Revelation, God is Permanently in 
the Presence of His Pure Grace, which is His Permanent 
Assertion Outside His Being. The Being is Communicable 
only through the Holy Spirit, Who is also Being, and it is 
Communicable through Grace-Energies of Being. Hence, the 
Christian Theology tells us that the Holy Spirit - Spring of 
Grace becomes the Communication with God-Mystery. The 
Holy Spirit with His Grace is the Metaphysics-Cataphatic-
Revelation of the Godly Mystery.  

That is why the Mind is the Grace-Cataphatic of the 
Being-Conscience of Soul. It is through the Grace of the Holy 
Spirit that we Know God. In the same way, it is through the 
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Grace of our Mind that our Body Knows the Soul. The Soul is 
Essence of Mystery, it is the Conscience-Knowledge in One 
Self, which has however the Mind’s Energy as Revelation-
Assertion of the Mystery. The Essence of the Soul is the 
Being-Conscience and the Essence of the Body is the Energetic 
Mind, the Revelation-Assertion Outside of the Mystery of the 
Soul. In the Hesychast Mystic view, in the four previous 
Works (The Memories of a Hesychast and others), we have 
attempted to Decipher a little the Mystic and Metaphysic 
Language of the Christian Theology, as a Deciphering of 
Christianity itself in the general context of Knowledge.  

Then, as Hesychast Medicine, we attempt a Deciphering 
of the objective Connection between the Soul and its Energies, 
the Body. Consequently, let us understand unequivocally 
that the Energies-our Body is the Grace-Energetic of our Soul, 
just as God Himself has His Own Grace. The Translation of 
the Grace in Creation is made at the same time through the 
Creation, Deliberately Willed and Conceived by God as 
Reality Body.  

Our Body is not Alien to, nor Negation of, our Soul, it is 
precisely the Radiance-Grace, the Energetic Assertion of Our 
Soul. That is why Christ the Lord Resurrects with the Body, 
because there can Be no Soul without Grace-Body. We must 
Resurrect too because it is not Normal that we should be 
mere Souls without the Energies Body. The Fall from Heaven 
Makes our Body-Energies Contrary and Negative, as Sin and 
Doom of the Sin of Departing from God and Negating Him.  

Please forgive us for burdening you with a little 
Metaphysical Knowledge, but Medicine also requires 
Knowledge, so as we may know how to intervene in the 
Abnormality of Diseases. The Energetic Diseases are Diseases 
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of the Pneuma of the Soul and of the Sensibility of the Body. 
The Pneuma of the Soul without the Knowledge-Acknowled-
gement of God is Weak-Disabled, Inimical-Closed-off, 
without Self-Opening, without Soul Sensibility. Getting 
closer to God, Regaining the Love of God and of Fellowmen, 
the Contrition for Enmity and Maliciousness, the Forgiveness 
and Forbearance of the people around, all these are the 
Treatment for the Diseases of the Soul’s Pneuma-Heart. The 
Treatment of the Diseases of the Corporal Heart is the 
Therapy of the Bodily Sensibility, that is, Regulating the 
Body’s ability to Sense-Feel things in a Clean spirit, the 
Body’s Hygiene and Cleanliness, the Living - non-killed Food, 
avoiding Fights and Inimical-Vengeful Discharges. Our Body 
has itself its own Knowledge-Metaphysics, namely Sensibility.  

At this point, Psychology is right to some degree. If the 
Mental-Nerves are the Informational of the Matter, the 
Movement-Knowledge of the Matter is Sensibility. This is the 
departure point of Materialist Philosophy which states that 
Sensibility is the true Knowledge and it is from Sensibility 
that the Mind is born. We must understand, though, that 
Sensibility is just a Part of Reality.  

In the purely Christian Vision, Matter has Three Parts 
which are unamalgamated and undivided, Mental energy, 
Vital-Sensory energy, and Accumulative-Organic energy. 
This is where Psychology gets confused. The Mental, the 
Sensibility and the Organs are all At Once, they do not derive 
some from the others and do not mutually transform one 
another. Science must be more attentive in its observations. 
The Organs have Sensibility and functional Information not 
through self-Evolution but through Its Configuration Itself. If 
some Organ does not have Sensibility, it will not have 
Information either, nor Organic Mass.  
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Learn to assimilate also the Christian Trinitarian Logic 
if you wish to Understand what Hesychast Medicine and 
Sacred-Therapy are. The Energies of our Body are the 
Sensible Energies together and equally with the Mental 
Energies and with the Accumulative ones from the Organs. 
These are in Correspondence and Reflection of the Triad of 
Soul: Conscience, Pneuma and Spirit. Our Energies are 
Memories of Movement of Pneuma and of Soul. Sensibility in 
our Body is Memory of Energetic Mind. Sensibility is the 
Memory of the Information-Nerves. The Organs are the 
Language of the Mental-Nerves through the Memory of the 
Vital (element). From a Corporal perspective, we are Mental, 
energetic-Vital Memory and Organic Language. 

Our Heart-Sensibility is the Memory of the Life of our 
Body. Our Heartbeats are the Eternal Memory of our 
Existence. In our Soul, the Eternal Memory is the Pneuma of 
our Soul. Our Pneuma without the Memory of God loses its 
own Memory and this leads to the diseases of the Pneuma as 
Lack of Sensibility and Feeling towards God. Our Heart, 
without the Memory of the Soul, Forgets about its own 
Memory and falls into Disease. The Energetic Diseases are 
Diseases of Oblivion of the Soul and of God. Their Treatment 
thus is the Re-memoration-Remembrance of the Feeling of 
God and the Re-memoration of the Soul. The Heart is Weak, 
without Vitality, if it lacks the high-minded Feeling of God 
and the Virtues of the Soul. 

Our Vitality is Weak without a Living-Good, non-killed 
Energetic Nourishment. The energetic diseases are Diseases 
of the Killing of the Energetic Memories. Boiled Food 
contains Killed Life Memories. Consequently, the treatment 
of the Energetic Diseases is the Return to the Nutrition with 
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Living Memories. In such cases, one Needs Fasting with 
Non-boiled Food and Total Fasting for the Reawakening of 
the Forgotten Memories. One needs the Connection with the 
Divine Grace Energies which will make the Sacred Re-
memoration of the Corporal Energies. The sin of Killing is the 
most serious, as Desacralization.  

Repent for all the Killing you have caused, from the 
Food to the Grass you Step on, to the Negative Thoughts 
from your Mind. Do not become yourself a Propagator of 
Evil Energies. All over the place, there is a Network of Good 
Energies intersected by Bad Energies. There is talk about 
Networks-Nodes of Radiesthesia .. . There are Telluric 
Energies being Emanated from the Ground and Cosmic 
Energies from the Cosmos. All Things emanate Energies. 
Through the Eyes there are Nervous Energies being emanated, 
Vital Energies through the Heart, and Accumulative energies 
through the Umbilicus. We permanently emanate good or 
bad energies around us, causing harm even without our 
knowledge and awareness. Take great care because you can 
make yourselves to Blame . .. Through Hands there are Vital 
Energies being emanated, hence the Persons who are 
endowed with powers of energy Transfer. There have 
surfaced various methods of so-called Energy charging . ..  

We do not want to create disputes here, we just want to 
warn you not to let yourselves be deluded by such things. 
We are under the continuous Influence of the Energies of the 
Environment. It Depends on our own Energetic (nature) how 
we Respond to that .. . Some people allow themselves to be 
possessed energetically, others steal energies, and others 
dominate . .. That is why you must be the Masters of your 
own Energies and, in this way, you will be Immune, because 
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we are clogged in the Head-Brain, in the Heart likewise, and 
also in the Gastric Centre, our Organs are intoxicated by 
residues, and this is how we come to be at the Mercy of 
Energetic Influences. When we Fast and when we eat Living 
Food, we become Masters of our Own Energies.  

There exists a method of Purification from harmful 
Alien Energies. When you return home from some place, 
Wash your Hands and Face with clean water and then Raise 
your Hands Up in Prayer then lower them joined together to 
your Heart in Prayer and Lower your Head, while 
contracting the Gastric Centre, sending your energy upwards 
to the Heart. Learn to Regroup your Own Energies within the 
Heart’s Centre of Vitality.  

Always keep Holy Water in the House, which you 
must use Daily to Wet your Forehead and Neck a little, and 
do the same with Anointing Oil too. Take Antidoron-Holy 
Bread which Purifies your Gastric Centre. Keep a few Icons 
in your House to which you can Prostrate Daily and which 
you should Touch. It has been scientifically observed also 
that some Cross-shaped Objects and those that Represent 
Holy Faces and Images are Authentic Neutralizers of 
Negative Energies. Pass Daily in Front of a Cross and of Icons 
and all the Negative Energies will be attenuated. For our 
bitter Disease, nothing to do with the Sacred is to be left out. 
When you sit at the Table to Eat, make the Sigh of the Cross 
over the Food, this Neutralizes Negative Waves.  

Every Sacred Gesture Re-balances the Energies. The 
Yogis of India have practically observed that the Positions-
Postures are in fact Gestures of Re-balancing of the Corporal 
Energies. Any Gesture is a Setting off of Energies. The Heart’s 
Gesture is the Feeling. When you meet a Bad person, do not 
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generate Bad Feeling because you Expose yourself to that 
person’s Harmful Energy. When confronted with Bad 
Energies of the Heart, do not React with Bad Energies 
because you create Short-circuits which affect you directly. In 
the Head-Mental, the Gesture is the Thought. Do not Think 
Evil towards Evil Persons because you literally Open yourself 
to Harmful Mental Influence.  

The Good is a Protection Shield in front of Harmful 
Energies. Learn this Strategy for the sake of your Health. In 
direct confrontations with your Fellowmen, do not let 
yourselves become Vampirized by the Gastric Centre 
Energies . .. Many people perceive an Uneasiness and a Void 
in the Gastric Centre when they Meet other People, hence the 
frequency of Ulcers and Intestine disturbances.  

Make it a Habit to have the Stability Centre in the place 
close to your Heart, in the Solar Plexus under your Heart. 
There is a Redirection movement towards the Left of the 
Energies. Usually, there occurs a Clockwise Rotation of the 
Energies, towards the Right, which produces a serious Loss 
of Energy with a significant Depletion. It has been observed 
that the Redirection of the Sense towards the Left Stops the 
Depletion and the Wasting of the Energies. This occurs in the 
Gastric Centre, however, not in the Umbilicus as some may 
say, but in the Solar Plexus Centre under the Heart.  

Returning the Energies towards the Heart means 
Redirecting the Energies toward the Left, towards 
Regrouping the Energies and Putting a Stop to Depletion. We 
offer this more recent discovery for you to put into practice. 
We all suffer, to the greatest extent, from a maximum 
Rotation of the Energies towards the Right, which involves 
serious Depletion.  
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Another consequence is the Destruction of the Liver 
from our Modern Diseases, while the energetic Explosions in 
the Liver extend then in Pancreas and in Spleen. Make daily the 
Regrouping of the Energies from the Gastric Centre towards 
the Heart. Since the Hesychast Mystic practice has its Pivot-
Centre in the Heart, it offers us this Therapeutic Discovery 
which is very useful for Medicine. Also, make this Regrouping 
of energies from the Head-Brain towards the Heart. 

Make a Habit to Communicate with People through the 
Throat Centre, not through the Forehead, because you emit 
Negative Mental Energies and receive, at the same time, 
Harmful Mental energies. The Throat Centre is the Place of 
the Descent of the Mental Energies towards the Heart, which 
at the same time means a Redirection of Mental Energetic 
Movement towards the Left as well. Mental Energies have 
Mental Depletion while Going Up - Right, whereas their 
Redirection Down-Left, towards the Heart, Stops their 
Dispersion-Depletion and Destruction.  

We can understand better now the great Value of the 
Hesychast Method of Lowering the Mind into the Heart, as 
Regrouping of the Mental Energies, achieving thus a True 
Mental Revitalization, not a Mental Destruction-Annihilation 
as some people say. The Hesychast Mystic has such Medical 
Therapeutic Values which we want to share with you, so that 
you can use them for the benefit of your Health and for the 
Healing of the Horrible Diseases.  

 
B. Sacred-Therapy 
We present here another Medical Therapeutic Exercise. 

As Hesychast Medicine, we attempt a Deciphering, in 
Hesychast Vision, of the Energies of our Body. Hesychasm is 
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a Mystic practice, but the Hesychast Mystic is a Double 
Mystic, of Soul and of Body. So, there is no Deviation if we 
Speak in so much detail about the Body as well. After the Fall 
from Heaven, we are the Slaves of the Body and there is the 
Need for a Restoration of the Body. In order to achieve that, 
we must get to know first what the Body is, what are its 
normal and its abnormal Movements . ..  

In the Christian Hesychasm, the Body is just as 
important as the Soul, because we need to Redeem the Body 
as well, not just the Soul. The Soul’s Redemption in 
Christianity cannot be without the Redemption of the Body at 
the same time. It follows that the Sanctification of the Body is 
just as important as the Sanctification of the Soul. Let us, 
then, do all we can to Sanctify our Body, through different 
Methods, as its Restoration to the Normality of Heaven. For 
our Diseases, it is necessary to Restore the Corporal Energetic 
Circuit. It was discovered, through Intuition, yet another 
Exercise for Unblocking and Redirection of the Energies in 
our Body.  

For those of you who are Laymen, it will be a Sports-
like Medical Exercise, whereas for those of you who are 
Religious, it will be “A Spiritual Bodily Canon” for Cleansing 
and spiritualization of the Body. It is in the moments when 
you make your “Spiritual Canon” (that is, your Prayer ritual 
with prostrations and Metanies that you hold as Christians) 
that you should add what we explain to you next. Contract 
the Diaphragm, Dilating it as far as possible and, while still 
maintaining this Contraction, make your Prostrations and 
Metanies, breathing normally, without any straining, 
exhaling when bending down and inhaling during the rising 
motion.  
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At the same time, Pray while Lowering your Mind 
from your Head to your Heart. Attempt, through the 
Contraction of the Diaphragm, an Elevation of the Energetic 
Feeling towards the Heart through the Left side. Pray that the 
Holy Grace may Cleanse the Energetic Feeling in your Body.  

We must Pray for the Cleansing of our Body which is a 
Church-Temple for the Holy Spirit. Pray from the Depth of 
your Heart for all the Energies of the Body to Unite in the 
Heart, where the Holy Spirit may Purify them, may Heal 
them. This Regrouping of the Corporal Energies in the Heart 
Centre is of great Value, especially made at once with the 
Soul Prayer, when the Soul, in His Turn, Unites with the 
Corporal Energies and Revitalizes them .. .  

Perform This Spiritual Canon of Unification of the 
Corporal Energies with the Feeling of the Soul’s Pneuma in 
the Heart’s Place. There, in the Heart, in its special Place, 
Hesychasm Discovered a true Miracle of Regrouping and 
Renewing of all the Energies of the Body, with the 
Connection of the Body with Its Soul at the same time, thus 
achieving the Integrality of our Being as Soul and Body.  

Also, in the meantime, while holding the Diaphragm 
Strained, Elevate the Energies from Down the base of the 
Vertebral Column-Sex. Elevate them to the Loin-Kidneys 
whence they should not go up but they should enter through 
the Kidneys in the Abdomen and from here go to the Heart. 
Thus, with these Prostrations and Metanies, associated with 
the Elevation of the Corporal Energies to the Heart, one will 
achieve, at the same time, a Restoration of the Normal 
energetic Circuit of the Body.  

Take care not to Elevate the Energies from the Base of 
the Vertebral Column higher than the Loin, nor should you 
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lower them back but set them in motion through the Kidneys 
in the Solar Plexus at the base of the Heart. If you should 
Elevate them to the Head, you may experience Vertigo and 
Mental disturbance all day, with nervous states and other 
ailments. The Yoga System attempts an Elevation to the Brain 
but it is extremely risky without a strong control.  

As Hesychast practice, the Setting off of the Energies 
occurs in the Centre of the Heart where there is no Danger, 
on the contrary, there occurs a Restoration of the Energies, 
particularly because, if it is Associated with Prayer, there also 
occurs a Transcendental Purification of the Corporal 
Energies. Strive to Purify your Body as well through Prayer 
to the Almighty God, with Prostrations and Metanies, so that 
you may be Healed and Cleansed of the Body’s Foulness 
which God Detests as well.  

Other than that, as Sacred-Therapy for the Energetic 
Diseases you can also use various Medical Remedies provided 
by regular Medicine: Tea, Medication, Acupuncture, 
Homeopathy, etc. However, as Hesychast Medicine practice, 
you should consider the things we described above. We wish 
for you an Integral Therapy of Soul and Body as it is the only 
means to achieve a true Healing of Diseases.  

 
32 

 
A. The Sex, the Desacralization of Love and Negative 

Reversal of the Heart 
There has been a lot of writing on the issue of Sex. We 

do not want to create dispute, we express the Christian 
Hesychast Vision. It has been Related that God Himself is 
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Being-Personality and Divine Grace Energies of Movement of 
Being. The Being is the living Spiritual Essential Substance 
and already Triadic in Itself.  

In the purely Christian perspective, the Being, as 
Ultimate Essence of Reality, is Triadic, as One starting from 
Three in the purely Christian Logic. The Minimum of Unity is 
Three and the Maximum of Unity is also Three. This is a 
Postulate of Revelation, it is the very Statement in Itself of the 
Christian Philosophy. The purely Christian Logic departs 
from Affirmation-Revelation, which is not verified through 
Negation, but through Affirmation. The One (Unique) is 
Three Affirmations at once.  

If the One would be Singularity, It would be an 
Absolute Immanent-Unmoving-Absolute Apophatic. If the 
One (Unique) would be Duality, it would be Contrariety, 
therefore It would not be the Absolute Perfect, since the 
Opposed means precisely the Imperfect. There is no sense in 
being Two Absolutes at once, as Good and Evil, as Perfect 
and Imperfect. Thus, neither the Unique nor the Dual are the 
perfect Reality, but the Triad is, and It is neither just One (the 
Unique) nor the Contrary Dual, It is Triple Affirmation of 
Uniqueness. This is the reason why the Absolute Being in the 
Christian vision actually represents Person-Hypostasis, and 
Person already means triad in Itself, Absolute Essential 
Living. It is only in the purely Christian Sense that the person 
is defined as Triadic Being in Itself, that is, Living Spirit as 
Self (Ego)-Conscience, Pneuma-Memory of Conscience and 
Spirit-Self-Language of Conscience. Thus, the Person-Spirit-
Being are already Synonymous with Trinity.  

Conscience, in the Christian vision, is already Triadic  
in Itself, as Identity-Conscience, Memory-Pneuma and 
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Identification-Language. Thus, Conscience is the Spiritual 
Living already in Wholeness in Itself, already with Personal 
Memory and Language in Itself (read more in The Hesychast 
Ascetic Endeavours and The Hesychast Ascent). 

It follows that the Being is the Living (essence) in Itself, 
with its Movement of Living as Memory, and with Language 
also of pure Living. In the Hesychast Mystic vision, the Being 
is the Triad of Self: Love, Devotion, Giving (Altruism), 
otherwise put it, it is Love and Agape. The Archetype resides 
in the Revelation of the Godly Trinity. God the Father is 
Absolute Love in Itself which Opens up in Agape as the Holy 
Spirit-Devotion and the Sun-Logos-Giving.  

It is Here that we, Christians, Identify the Origin of 
Love and of Agape. Many people ask: what is the Origin of 
Love? . .. Moreover, Love is mistaken for the Bodily Eros. We, 
in Hesychast Medicine, relate these aspects so that we can 
understand what Sex is, a thing of tremendous importance in 
Medicine. There is talk about a Chemism-Chemistry of Love, 
about a Medicine of Love, about some Magic of Sex . . . Let us 
have some light in this complex of realities.  

In the purely Christian view, the Origin is in the 
Revelation of the Godly Trinity. God the Father is Love in 
Itself. The Holy Spirit and the Son are Agape, as Devotion 
and Giving of Father’s Love. These are the Original 
Archetypes. Love is the Superlative of the Transcendence of 
Godly Life, the Absolute Beatitude in Itself. Agape is the 
Opening Up of Love as Devotion-Movement of Love and as 
Giving-Gratitude of Love. Love is totality in Itself and Agape 
is the Life of Love. These Archetypes are then Translated-
Transposed in Corporal Energies as Agape of Body which is 
the Eros.  
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It is here that we should be very careful. In the Body, 
there is only Agape, that is, Love-Devotion and Giving. We 
erroneously use the word Love for things pertaining to the 
Body. Love is only as Transcendental Soul. Love is only as 
Image of God. Only our Soul has Image of God. The Body 
has Image-Sign of Soul. The Eros is Image of Agape of Soul, it 
is translation in Corporal Energies of Devotion and Giving.  

Consequently, we Identify the Origin of Eros in the 
Archetype of the Agape of Soul. As Bodily Organ, the Heart 
is the Seat of the Bodily Eros-Agape. The Heart is the Organ 
of the Body’s Devotion and Giving. Again, be with care here. 
In Heaven, the Sensibility of the Sex was in the Heart and not 
in the Reproductive Organs as it has been after the Fall from 
Heaven. The Reproductive Organs are annexe Organs of the 
Gastric Centre. So it is here that we must understand what 
happened after the Fall from Heaven.  

In Heaven, we were at once Seeing of Soul and Seeing 
of Body, we were Love of Soul and Love-Devotion in the 
Heart of the Body. We have, in our Brain, Information of 
Agape of Heart and, in the Gastric Centre, we have 
Accumulations of Energies of Heart’s Love. The Centre for 
the Love Encounter is in the Heart. The Mind’s Thoughts are 
Memories-Information of the Heart’s Love, whereas the 
Sensibility of Organs is Language of Heart’s Love. It is in the 
Heart that the Mind-Memory should Meet the Organs’ 
Sensibility. The Centre of the Unification of the Mind and 
Organs is in the Heart. In Heaven, God gave Command to 
Breed: “Be Fruitful and Multiply.” It was through the Heart’s 
Devotion-Love that the Propagation was performed in 
Heaven. The animals already had Offspring. Man falls before 
he has Children. But as Origin, the Centre of Procreation is 
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the Heart. The Heart is the Memory of Love-Propagation-
Opening Up. The Eros - Bodily Devotion - Energies has the 
Centre in the Heart.  

After the Fall from Heaven, there occurs an abnormal 
Mutation of the Centre of the Eros. Through the Fall from 
Heaven, the Soul loses the Love towards God and thus the 
Soul’s Love is no longer Reflected in the Corporal Heart 
which, in this way, cannot Feel the Transcendental Love. The 
Heart is Depleted of the Plenary and All-comprehensive 
Authentic Devotion. From here on, in the Heart, only the 
Sensibility of the Organs is reflected.  

Consequently, as Reproduction, the Sex Organs become 
the Reflection of Love. When there was Transcendental 
Devotion of Soul within the Heart, the Sensibility of the Sex 
Organs was Overwhelmed by the Superiority of Transcen-
dental Devotion. Now, when it is lost, the Sensibility of the 
Sex Organs remains the only Feeling of Love, with very 
shallow Feelings-Sensibility in the Heart. This is where the 
Mystic tradition intervenes, after the Fall from Heaven, as Re-
sacralization of Love in the Transcendental Devotion of Heart 
and of Soul, which could Overwhelm the Sensibility-Feeling 
of Sex Organs.  

The Mystery-Sacrament of Marriage in Christianity is a 
Re-sacralization in this sense, to ensure that the 
Transcendental Love of Heart and of Soul as Family is taken 
into consideration first and only then the Organic Feeling, 
which it is only right to be Dominated by the Love of Soul 
and Heart. It should not be the other way round, for the 
Organic to overwhelm the Heart and the Soul. Thus, in a 
purely Mystic sense, the Sex, after the Fall from Heaven, is 
Desacralization of the Love of Soul and the Negative Reversal 
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of the Heart’s Devotion. The Heart from the Chest Falls into 
the Heart from the Sex. The Sex becomes a Negative Heart, a 
Counter-Heart, which, with its Organic Feeling, Gets to 
Dominate the Feeling of Heart.  

The Sex Organs are Normal Organs, with normal 
functions of Reproduction, but, after the Fall from Heaven, 
these Organs turn into the Counter-Part of the Heart, as 
counter-Love of Heart Feeling, over the Feeling of Heart. The 
Sex becomes a Feeling that Dominates the Feeling of Heart.  

Normally, the Feeling of Heart must be the Totality-
Integrality of the Feeling of the whole Body. After the Fall 
from Heaven, there occurred Breaks between the Energetic 
Centres of the Body and so the Organic Abdominal Centre 
Breaks from the Heart Centre and the Brain Centre also 
separates from the Heart Centre. Hence the Alterations of 
Unity and Intergrality after the Fall from Heaven.  

The Sex is a normal Organ, with its normal Functions 
but which, if it is Torn from the Heart Centre, becomes an 
Autonomous Heart-Feeling, it becomes its own Energetic 
Centre. But the tragedy is that the Sex Organs, since they are 
not normally Energetic Centre, Steal the Energies from the 
Brain and from the other Organs. In this case, after the Fall 
from Heaven, the Sex becomes the Vampire of the Body’s 
Energies. The Sex becomes the Serpent-Dragon which Drains 
the Mental Light of the Brain through the Vertebral Column 
and Drinks the Water-Energies of the Abdominal Organs.  

The Fairytales, after the Fall, are the Translation into 
Myth of these Mutations that take place within Us. The Sex is 
the Dragon that kidnaps the Fairy-queens from the Palace of 
the Brain, steals the Sun of the Mind while at the same time 
Kills and Devours the Abdominal Organs, pitilessly 
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Consuming all their Accumulative Energy. No sooner are 
you out of Childhood then, all of a sudden, the Sex takes  
you over, drains up your Mental energy through the 
Vertebral Column and Eats up the Energy of your Organs 
which are still Growing and Developing. Hence the 
Harmfulness of Sex.  

In the Hesychast Medicine, we attempt a Deciphering 
of the Sex problem, with some benefits in Medicine. It is a 
great tragedy that, because of lack of education and care, 
many Young boys and girls fall into masturbation-onanism 
or in precocious lewdness even so far as adolescent 
perversions, acts which generate Impotence later on when 
they are supposed to be apt for Family Life . .. God have 
mercy on the careless parents and on the Young boys and 
girls who give themselves over to the Intoxication of lust .. . 
They will become miserable wretches Psychologically and 
energetically.  

After the Fall from Heaven, the Eros Centre from the 
Heart is Emptied and abnormally Transmuted in the Repro-
duction Organs, as the Negative Alteration (Negativization) 
of the Soul and once more the Negative Alteration of the 
Corporal Energies. To this effect, the Mental Informational 
Energies in the Brain Centre are Negatively Altered through 
their Draining down the Vertebral Column into the Sex. The 
same happens to the Vital Energies of the Heart and to the 
Abdominal Accumulative Energies. This is how the Centre of 
Energetic Integrality is taken over by the Sex, which is not an 
Accumulation Centre but a Consumption one, a Centre of 
Destruction-Draining of Mental, Vital and Accumulation 
Energies. The Sex becomes the Negative Alteration of the 
entire Energetic System.  
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As Reality in Itself, the Energies of our Body have the 
energetic Integrality in the Heart Centre as Sacred energetic 
Eros which is in Correspondence with the Agape of the Soul, 
in Mutual Potentiation. The Fall causes the Separation of the 
Soul Agape from the Heart Eros, which, in its turn, becomes 
Divided and loses its Centre, as Each Organ is attempting to 
Become its Own Energetic Centre. As a consequence, after the 
Fall, each and every Organ becomes “its own Debauchery.” 
The Magic of the Corporal Energies experiments precisely the 
“Organs’ Debauchery,” which become self-sufficient Centres 
of Intense Sensations Torn Away from the Unique Integral 
Sentiment, that of the Heart.  

Normally, Sensibility-Feeling Starts in the Heart and 
Extends into Organs as Language of Sensibility. The Feeling 
in the Heart is the Total Conscience of Sensibility. The 
Thoughts of the Brain are the Memories of the Heart’s 
Sensibility, while the Functions of the Organs are the 
Language-Reasons-Heart Sensibility Functions.  

The Triad: Thinking, Sensibility and Will is the 
Integrality of the Sensibility of the Energetic Heart. From a 
Corporal view, we cannot have the capacity of Thinking 
without the Sensibility of the Heart and without the 
Functions of the Organs. This is yet another point where 
psychologists are puzzled. Some consider that you Cannot 
Think without your Senses and without the Organs of the 
Body. Moreover, it is considered that the Organs produce 
both the Feeling-Sensibility and the Thinking, therefore, we 
have the Evolutionary-Developmental Conception that it is 
through the Development of new Organs that we Develop 
our Thinking and Feeling.  

In the Christian Mystic view, Feeling in Itself has its 
Origin in the Pneuma of the Soul, in the Transcendental 
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Memory of the Conscience of the Soul, as This Memory 
Extends in the Corporal Energies as well, as Centre of 
Energetic Sensibility.  

The Integral Sensibility of Heart represents the direct 
Correspondence of the Sensibility-Memory of Pneuma-Soul. 
Our Heart Feels-Senses only if the Pneuma of the Soul Feels. 
The Fall from Heaven turns the Sensibility into its Negative, 
so that the Sensibility of Pneuma-Soul is Negatively 
Translated by the Sensibility of the Heart, and the Sensibility 
of the Heart, in its turn, is turned Negative by the Brain 
Information, and it is also turned Negative by the Functions 
of Each Organ.  

Thus, the Fall from Heaven generates an Extreme 
Fragmentation of the Sensibility. The Mystic approach 
attempts to Regroup the Fragmented Sensibility all over 
again in the Integral Centre of the Heart and from there again 
in the Transcendental Centre of the Pneuma-Soul. The 
Diseases of our Body are Ailments of the fragmented 
Sensibility, hence the Good Feeling becomes Suffering. The 
Normal Feeling becomes Suffering - Unpleasant Feeling. 
Disease is Suffering, exactly what Frightens Us.  Suffering is 
the Negative Alteration of the Good-normal Feeling. The 
normal Feeling of the Heart is Replaced with a False Pleasant 
Feeling in Organic Self-Pleasure, with the Self-Gratification of 
every Organ. After the Fall, every Organ becomes a Compen-
sation of Heart Pleasure, some sort of Self-Feeling-Heart, 
independent of the authentic Heart-Feeling.  

The Feeling of Thoughts Brain becomes a self Pleasure. 
The Sensibility of Heart-Selfish Feelings, just the same. The 
Feeling of Gastric Accumulative Energies also becomes a self-
Pleasure. The Integral Eros of the Heart that Contained all 
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Energetic Pleasures is Dispersed into a multitude of Pleasures 
leading so far as to the Estrangement from the Heart Centre. 
From this point, along the Course of History for Generations, 
some Organs have been Exercised particularly in self-
Pleasures which Dominate all the others. The Corporal 
Energetic Characters are configured according to these 
Differentiated Pleasures. The Races appear to that Effect.  

Some Organs work to the Detriment of others. For some 
people the Brain is more Active, for some people the Vital 
(element) is more active whereas, for others, more active are 
the Organic Pleasures, predominantly the Sex-Pleasures. In 
such situations, Medicine must diagnose the Predominance 
of the Energetic Feeling and at the same time the respective 
Negative Alterations, so that it can Restore the Normal 
Connections without which the Diseases cannot be Removed. 

The attempt is to Restore the Functionality of each Organ 
but, without the Harmonization of the whole Energetic 
Mechanism, one can only expect a temporary Alleviation, not 
a Healing of the Diseases. The Organs, which are Separated 
from the Unique-Unitary Feeling of the Heart, make their 
own Secretions of Self-Gratification. From this occurrence, 
Science speaks about a True Chemism of Organic Pleasure, 
even discussing about “A Chemism of Love” .. . 

As Christian Mystic tradition, Love has its Origin, first 
and foremost, in the Pneuma of the Soul which Extends in the 
Heart-Body Eros and from the Heart it Extends in the 
multiple Feelings of Organs. Then, in Organs, the respective 
Feelings with their own Organic Chemism appear. The 
Organic Chemism is first Information of Heart Feeling, which 
is then Translated into the Chemism of the Chemical Physical 
Energies. The Information of the Eros-Heart Feelings 
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produces the Hormones of the Respective Organs. It is not 
that the Hormones are produced by the Organs and then they 
produce the Feeling of the Heart . .. Science gets things wrong 
here.  

The Organs are Forms of the Information. Science itself 
has already established that the Physical Mass cannot be 
before the Information, first there is the Information, then the 
Energy, and then the Physical Mass. The Organ has a 
Chemism of Physical-Chemical Mass-Substance. Where is the 
Information of the Chemism? .. . The Organ itself is the pro-
duct of the Assimilation-Integration of the Information and 
Energy. The Organ is a Product, not Origin. In Energies, the 
Physical Forms are Configurations of Information and 
Energy as Support of Physical Mass. The Organic Functions 
are the Language of some Energetic Functions which Came 
Before the Organ and which Form the Organ.  

The Organic Chemism lies in the Information of the 
Organ, in the Memories Beyond the Organ. Science attempts 
to Blend Informational Memory with the very Physical Mass. 
But here comes the contribution of the Mystic view to 
Science. Energies are Triple Energies which never Blend or 
Amalgamate, but which are never Separate either. We have 
related that there are Informational Energies, Vital-Vibratory 
Energies and Accumulative Energies. Science makes them 
into One Energy that would then have These States, through 
Transformations that take place from One to Another. The 
Understanding lies in this aspect.  

These Three Energies do not Transform from One into 
Another, they Intertwine and Interlace with One Another, 
they Potentiate mutually, One automatically attracting the 
others, but being eternally At Once all Three together. This is 
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where the Understanding of Diseases lies as well. After the 
Fall from Heaven, these Triple Energies become Contrary to 
One Another and generate the Free-Separated-Toxic-Harmful 
Energies. Some Mystic practices have the Experience of the 
Severance-Detaching of the Energies, as Paranormal 
(occurrence). In this way, the Informational Energies can 
Detach from the rest, leading even to the Doubling of the 
Mental (element) from the Physical Body Organs.  

They speak of the Mind Exiting the Body, since the 
Mind Can Function Independently from the Brain Organ and 
from the Other Organs. Science approaches serious issues 
pertaining to these phenomena which had long been 
observed and acknowledged by Mystic traditions in general. 
But These Separations are Abnormal, although we may 
perceive them as Extraordinary and Superior. Normally, the 
Soul is the One that Can Detach from the Body, but not from 
a Dead Body, only from an Integral Body, so that the 
Hesychast Ecstasy always occurs with the Preservation of the 
Corporal Mental, the Soul being the one that can be Directly 
Paranormal (see chap. “Paranormal”).  

Hesychast Medicine Identifies the Derangements of 
Diseases not in the Transformation of Energies from One to 
Another but as Segregation and Contraries of the Informa-
tional, Vital and Accumulative Energies. These Energies 
never Transform One into the Other, instead they Break off 
One from the Others and they Turn Contrary to One Another 
until they even get to Replace One Another.  

Thus, in Diseases, the Informational Energies are being 
removed by the Diseased Vital Energies or by the 
Accumulative-Physical Energies. And this Happens to each, 
one by one. The Atomic Chemism is that of the Accumulative 
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Energies. Again, be Attentive at this aspect. Each Energetic 
Mode has its Own Mode of Movement in Itself. Thus, the 
Informational Energies have an objective Movement within 
their Own Informational Substance. It is yet another aspect 
where Science is puzzled. Informational Energies are not 
Abstractions-Principles which then become Physical Energies. 
Please, understand correctly how things are in this aspect. 
There is genuinely an Informational Energetic Substance 
which has Essence and Movement in Itself as Pure 
Information only.  

Be very careful not to Mistake This Purely Informa-
tional Energy with the Soul, which is Beyond Energies. 
Consequently, Informational Energy is a Full-Fledged-
Plenary Energy, with Full-Fledged Intrinsic Informational 
Language. Then, the Vital energies are also Intrinsic Vital 
Energies, as Memories of Information. The Memories are not 
Mistaken for or Blended with the Information in Itself. Pay 
attention so that you are able to discern correctly. Then, the 
Accumulative Energies are also Intrinsic Energies, as 
Language of Information.  

Understand this Logic well. Information is Conscience. 
Memory is like a Movement of Conscience within Conscience. 
The Language is as States of Conscience. These Three never 
get Amalgamated but they never Separate either. This is how 
Diseases Occur. The Informational Energies Break-Off from 
the Vital Energies-Memories and from the Energies Language 
of Organs, hence the respective Diseases. And each one in its 
turn breaks-off from the Others.  

If the Vital Energies-Memories segregate themselves 
from the Informational Energies, they become some Free-
Memories which are very Harmful because they do not retain 
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anymore the Normal Informational, so that the Energetic 
Diseases appear as Hyper-functions or Hypo-functions, as 
‘Inebriety’ or Abuse of Memories, or as Losses of Memory. In 
the same way, the Accumulative Energies Break-Off from the 
Informational and from the Memories-Vital Energies, causing 
the Isolation of the Organs in their own Matter as far as their 
Disintegration.  

The Chemism from the Organs is precisely This 
Intrinsic Response of the Organic Accumulative Matter 
towards the Informational Energies and towards the 
Memories - Vital Energies. Science Over-Emphasizes the 
Chemism, it Stresses too much the Language of the 
Accumulative Energies, Ignoring the reality that there is also 
a Vital Energetic Language and an Informational one Beyond 
the Chemical-Physical One. Paranormal phenomena Awaken 
Science to the Realization of These Realities Beyond the Mere 
Chemism of the mere Accumulative Energies, Science only 
Assuming the existence of the Vital and Informational ones 
but not Conferring them Reality. The Paranormal proves that 
These Three Energetic Modes are Separate and can Function 
Independently. Diseases are in fact Paranormal occurrences. 
This is the point where the Understanding of the Sex Issue 
Stems from.  

The Sexual Hormones are not themselves the 
Determination of the Sex-Gender, the way Science maintains, 
but they are the Effect of the Sex-Gender which is already 
Existent in the Informational and Energetic Beyond the 
Organic Chemism as Hormones. Medicine attempts to achieve 
a Determination of Sex-Gender through the Hormonal 
Chemism, but this Genetic Engineering is dangerous because 
they Make only External Configurations while, on the Inside, 
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the primordial Informational remains, hence the Anomalies 
of These Chemical Hormonal Hybrids.  

What we want you to understand is the fact that the 
Sexual Hormonal Chemism does not pertain only to the 
Sexual Organs, but it exists first as Information in the 
Informational Energies, it is then Memory in the Vital 
Energies and only then it is in the Organic Hormonal 
Chemism. There is however a mutual Interlacing and 
Potentiation in All these Three Energies of Our Body. It is 
from the Sensibility Energies of the Heart that the first 
Information of the Hormones Come from and then it passes 
on to the Information of the Brain and from here into the 
Functional-Organic Chemism.  

There it is, the way in which the Feeling of Love from 
the Heart Generates Thoughts-Nerves of Organs and the 
Organic Nerves Produce the Hormonal Chemism. Science 
sees the process backwards. According to it, the organs 
produce the Innervation and the Feeling of the Eros-Love, 
and that view has led to a whole Chemism of Love (Love 
Chemistry) as mere Chemical Mechanism. However, this 
Mechanism is Real, though, after the Fall from Heaven. The 
Bodily Organs Highjack the Mental Nerves and Steal the 
Memories-Feelings of the Heart’s Vital Energies and each 
Organ makes itself into its own Centre both of Information 
and of Feeling. So, there occurs the Autonomy of the Organs, 
but through the Depletion of the Other Energies, leading to 
the respective Disease. The Sex is the one that mercilessly 
Steals and Depletes both the Mental Energies and the Vital 
Energies, generating an Organic Hyper-function in the Sex 
Organs, through a Hormonal Hyper-secretion which 
Bombards the Brain and the Heart, forcing them to Yield 
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Mental and Vital Energies for its Organic Sex Self-
Gratification.  

From here, we derive the Medicine of the Diseases 
through the Diagnosis of Sex Anomalies. Freud’s 
Psychoanalysis is right here to some degree, although the 
Interpretations themselves are muddled and confused. After 
the Fall from Heaven, the Sex becomes the Thief Killer of 
Mental and Vital Energies. Our Diseases are caused by a 
Deficiency of Mental and Vital Energies. The Culprit is the 
Sex which Steals and Kills these Energies. From its Role of 
Procreation, the Sex turns into Whoredom of Killing its Own 
Energies. The Fall from Heaven is Pleasure-Whoredom of 
Death which Proves later to be the Inferno of Suffering, as 
War of Energies and Suffering from Energetic Abuse and 
Maltreatment. God warned Adam not to try the Experience 
of the Whoredom of Death because he would Taste the 
Inferno of Suffering, but Adam did not Listen.  

The Delight and Rapture from the Soul’s Heart and 
Pneuma are changed into Lechery-Sexual Pleasure up to the 
Negativization of the Negativization itself as Suffering. The 
Mystic tradition Identifies Sex as procreation organ and not 
as Organ of Energetic Centre in Itself, as Integral Living-
Feeling in Itself, as Essential Dialogue. The Essential 
Dialogue is Love of Pneuma of the Soul and the Eros Love of 
Corporal Heart, as Centres of Integrality Living-Feeling and 
Communication, not as Self-Pleasure Egotism, taken as far as 
Killing and Isolation-Singularization in Oneself. The Sex 
turns precisely into our Depersonalization, it transforms 
Persons of Heart and Soul into some Individuals of Sex, some 
Confrontations of Energetic Domination as far as the 
Abominable Stealing-Depleting for egotistic Self-Pleasures.  
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In Hesychast Medicine, the Sex must be Considered in 
every Disease, so that it can be Stopped from Stealing the 
Energies, from draining them and wasting them when they 
are most needed. The Sex has its well-Established Role, as 
Procreation, Other than That, it must be restored to the 
Integral Eros of the Heart, as Sacred Feeling of the Heart, not 
as Wanton Selfish Pleasure. Medicine, just as some of the 
Mystic practices, attempts to Elevate Sex as Something 
Constructive not Destructive.  

The Indian Mystics have discovered the Modality of 
Elevating the Sex Energies up the Vertebral Column to the 
Brain. The Christian Hesychasm has had the Intuition of 
Raising-Elevating the Sex Energies not to the Brain but in the 
Heart Centre, as the Seat of Heaven of the Energetic Eros. We 
do not make disputes, we just relate the Hesychast Specific 
(way). The Sex Energies, if they are Raised up the Column 
directly into the Brain, the Entire Sexual Sub-consciousness is 
Deployed in the Brain, generating the Freudian Complex of 
the Sexual Psychopath Insanity. Yoga has had tragic 
Experiences to that effect, of Channelling the Sex up the 
Column to the Head, and the instructors constantly warn 
about the danger of practising this Method without the 
Assistance of a Guru.  

Hesychasm Identifies this Peril with the Abnormal 
Circuit of Energetic Return. The Energies are not supposed to 
be returned up the Column but through the Gastric Centre 
Up, toward the Heart. We have already discussed this aspect 
in the chapter about energetic Un-Blocking. We repeat here 
that the Energies Brought down by the Fall from Heaven, 
Channelled Down and with Stand-still in the Sex, must not 
be Raised in the Brain first, because they generate Explosions 
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in the Mental. First, they must be guided in the Bath-Stream 
of the Heart, wherefrom they should Rise, Purified, in the 
Mental-Brain as well.  

The Hesychasm has Observed that it is Better to Drown 
the Sub-conscious of the Sex into the Ocean of the Heart so 
that the Sex Serpents might be Transformed into the Original 
Good Clean Fish and that These Fish might Rise into the Sun 
of the Mind not as Phantoms-Serpents but as Authentic 
Thoughts, Language of Ocean of Heart and of Transcen-
dental Pneuma of Soul in Dialogue with the Very Creating 
Godhood Itself. See again the chapter on the Energetic 
Unblocking as Practice.        

 
B. Sacred-Therapy 
Restore the Centre of the Energetic Corporal Eros-Love 

in the Heart Centre as it is Normal. The Intellectual Pleasures 
of Mind-Brain, the Thoughts as Sun Rays, return these into 
the Love Ocean from the Heart. Rest the Mind-Sun, after its 
Day-Climb on the Mental Sky, in the Ocean of the Heart. The 
Sun, relate the Myths, was Born from the Foam of the Sea. 
The Mind was Born from the Ocean of the Heart’s Love, from 
the Waters of the Sacred Sensibility Eros. The Heart is the 
Ocean-Mother who, through the Union with the Father-Soul, 
Gives Birth to the Solar Son Mind and to the Lunar Daughter 
Gastric. The Brain Centre is Solar, the Gastric Centre is Lunar. 

In the Sun Mental-Brain, there appear the Phantoms-
Flying Serpent-Dragons, while in the Underbelly appear the 
She-Snakes, She-Dragons. The Dragons Eat up the Light of 
the Sun-Mind while the She Dragons, She-Serpents build 
their Dwelling-Temple in the Sex Centre, wherefrom they 
Drain both the Brain’s Light and the Heart’s Water . .. The 
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Myths and the Fairy tales Translate, through Parable, the Fall 
from Heaven and the Alterations occurred. Become Aware of 
your own Reality. Check your State, Concerning the Temple 
of the Dragons and the She-Snakes from the Sex. You must 
become Prince Charming who Kills the Dragon’s Spawn that 
Drain the Light of the Sun-Mind and Suck the Water of Life-
Heart, until the poor Body is Dry.. . Be aware of this Dragons’ 
Nest from the Sex, who have built their Dwelling by force 
and have taken over the entire Power of your Body-
Kingdom. Your Kingdom-Body is Haunted by the Dragons 
and Dragonesses from the Sex .. .  

Here is where the Sacred-Therapy of Hesychast 
Medicine can help. The Dragons and Dragonesses are Those 
Hideous Foul Creatures which first appeared in the Clean 
Ocean of the Heart. It is here that they were born. The Evil 
Spirits of Soul have Begotten these devilish Creatures, which 
are inexistent as literal reality. These Creatures Arrived here 
as a Certain Something Alien. Some of them go up into the 
Sun of the Mind and others go Down into the Waters of the 
Underbelly . .. This is how they spawn until they Beget 
Serpent-Dragons with Seven and Twelve Heads. The 
Serpent-Dragons from the Mind have Seven Heads, whereas 
the Serpent-Dragonesses from the Underbelly have Twelve 
Heads. The Seven Sins of the Mind are the Seven Heads of 
the Mind Dragon, while the Twelve Sins of the Underbelly 
are the twelve Heads of the Serpent-Dragonesses.  

The Philokalia Describes These Passions of the Mind 
and of the Underbelly. The Heart-Ocean of the Divine Soul is 
Drained of Its Water and of the Sun of the Mind. The Heart 
Remains a Deserted Place where the Biting Icy Wind of the 
Murderous Senses Blows, and where there is a Darkness 
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through which the Phantoms of the Ogre Dragons Haunt . . . 
The Sacred Palace with Church and Godly Altar is defiled 
and has ended up without a Door and with no Windows, 
with its Walls Ruined, with its Mural Paintings Dirtied and 
faded . .. Rats and Slimy Insects run through it now . .. Once, 
Here in the Heart, there was the most Radiant Palace, where 
God Himself would Descend and Sit at the Table with the 
Sun of Mind and the Fairy-queen from the Underbelly . . . The 
Dragons have Swarmed in and they have Kidnapped the 
Fairy-queen and Taken her in the Sex Underground . .. The 
Fairy-queen is the Daughter of the Heart Ocean and the Sister 
of the Sun-Mind. The Fairy is the Gastric Energy and the Sun 
is the Mental Energy. The Gastric Energy is Stolen in the Sex 
where it engages in Lechery with the Serpent-Dragons, 
whereas the Sun-Mind remains a Single Young Man who is 
ceaselessly looking for his Sister but he cannot Find her. 
Until, at the long last, he begins to Dream for a Phantom 
Bride . . .   

In the Hesychast Medicine, the Sex Issue is of Vital 
Importance. You, Young Men, be Careful, do not fall victims 
to the Magic of the Sex which Drains and Depletes the 
Intellectual Light from your Brain and Consumes the 
Energies from the Heart and from the Organs of your entire 
Body. Do not rush in headlong into the experiences of sin. 
Many Young Boys fall into destructive practices like 
Masturbation which is the most terrible and ruinous Plague 
of Young people of both Sexes, leading almost surely to more 
or less Serious Psychopathy . .. Stay Awake and Aware and 
do not be turned into self-Murderers. And you, Parents, do 
not be Careless, Ignorant and Blind and give your Young 
Children a Healthy Education, or you will eventually Suffer 
from Insane and Impotent Children.  
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33 
 

A. The Medicine of the Woman 
A Spiritual Father says that one should never get angry 

at a Woman, a Child or at the Elderly. The Reality of the 
Woman is more Complex than that of the Man. They even 
talk about a Feminine Mystic and of Mystic of the Man. In 
Christianity as well, there is the Feminine Mystic approach as 
Church Mystic, and the Sacerdotal Mystic of the Man. We 
have related, in previous volumes, about the Archetype of 
the Woman-Mother, and the Archetype of the Man as Father. 
You, Woman, Become again Aware of your Essence as 
Vocation of Saintliness-Church, of Chastity-Mother who is 
meant to Give Birth, like the Mother of God, to the Child-Son 
of God. We, Christians, paradoxically Call the Mother of God 
“Ever Virgin,” which represents precisely the very Essence of 
the Woman’s Vocation of Chastity-Church wherein the Son-
Priest-Liturgy-Eucharist is Born, as Sacred Transcendental 
Mission.  

When the Woman Gives Birth to a Child, she is 
Transcendental Virgin, because she Gives Birth to the Son of 
God, A New Soul directly Created by God. And God does 
not Create A New Soul Randomly, but as Redeemer of 
his/her Parents (see the chap. “How we are born”).  

When A Child-Redeemer is Born, the Woman becomes 
Archetype of Virginity-Mother. In a purely Mystic sense, 
Mother means Transcendental Virginity. That is why a 
Woman-Mother with a Child is True Mystic-Love, whereas 
without a Child she is Wantonness, Nuptial Bed of Self-
Gratification and Murder of the Child-the Transcendent. 
Without the Child-Transcendent, Woman’s Love is Lechery-
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Anti-transcendent, Anti-Love. There is no Love between 
Woman and Man except as Transcendental-Child Love. What 
is not Love-Child is Anti-Love - Lechery - Self-Pleasure -
Murder of Transcendent Child.  

A Marriage without Children is like a Church without 
Priesthood-Liturgy, it is a Protestantism of Marriage. The 
“Magic” of Love between Woman and Man is the Transcen-
dent-Child. The Mystery Feeling-Experience of Man-Woman 
Love is the Mystery of the Child’s Birth wherein there is their 
Transcendental Encounter. Without a Child there is no 
Transcendental Encounter but Self-Pleasure and Self-
absorption of the Other Person in Selfish Gratification.  

In a purely Christian sense, Love exists only in the 
Third One, not in the Contrary Duality, nor in the Selfish 
Singularity. The Love for the Other Person just for Oneself is 
the Absorption of the Other up to his/her Annihilation. To 
Love the Other Person just as the Other represents One’s 
Waste in the Other. The Mystery of the purely Christian 
Mystic tradition is not like that, but it is as Love in the Third 
One, Beyond the Both of them, in whom Both Encounter One 
Another without Amalgamation, without Dissolution, but as 
Supra-Self-Recovery. Whoever cannot Comprehend This will 
not be able to Grasp the Mystery of the pure Christian Love.  

We, each of us, Encounter God not within the simple 
Duality God and Creation but in the Third One, Christ, Who 
is Beyond both God and Creation, within Whom God 
Encounters Creation without Absorption, in the Christic 
Mystery, At Once God and Creation, in Equality and without 
Amalgamation. That is why Christ is the Transcendental 
Mystery of Christianity, not as mere Religion link between 
God and Creation but as Supra-Religion where both God and 
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Creation Surpass Themselves and Supra-Personalize 
Themselves precisely through The Third One, the Supra-
Personalization. 

The Supra-Personalization of the Woman is Christ-the 
Child, consequently the Woman’s Supra-Personalization as 
Mother is the Archetype of the Son, the Image of the Father-
Creator in Itself. In Creation, the Archetype of the Mother-
Woman is the pure Mystic of Creation. Other Mystic tradi-
tions Speak about the Divine-Cosmic Mother. In a purely 
Christian sense, the Cosmic Mother is not the Primordial 
Matter in Itself but the Archetype Itself of the Being of 
Creation. God is in Itself essence of Father, since from the 
Father-God the Trinity of Godly Persons-Hypostases was 
Born (see The Hesychast Ascent). Creation is the Translation-
Transposition and at once the Creative Work of the Godly 
Image of Father, whence the Image of Mother, which does 
not mean the Reverse of the Father, the way some people say, 
but the Translation of the Image of Father by the Created 
Substance which is A different Substance, Other than The 
Godly One. 

 
The Substance of Creation Makes God Mother,   
So that Father, in Creation, means Mother. 
The Father incarnates in Creation 
And Creation translates Him as Mother, 
So that Father and Mother are at once, 
But the Father is God and the Mother is Creation  

Theosis. 
God does not Transform Himself into Creation, 
The Father does not Transform into Mother, 
God Incarnates into His Own Creation. 

(The Hesychast Ascent) 
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At this point, many people become confused, ending 
up in the mystic Pantheism which Christianity does not 
admit. Creation is not the Reverse of God or some Other State 
of God, as if God and Creation would be the Same thing. In 
the purely Christian view, God is the Absolute Plenitude 
Who has His Own Reverse, also as God, meaning the Trinity 
of Hypostases.  

The Reverse of the Unique God is the Godly Trinity, 
not Creation. The One Absolute God is the Obverse and the 
God Trinity is the Reverse. Creation is the Work of a God 
Who is Unique and Trinity at the same time. Creation is not 
the Reverse of Godlhood but the Objective Creation of A 
Godhood Which is already Plenary in Its-Self. The Godly 
Plenitude is God the Father and the Plenitude of Creation is 
the Mother-Archetype of Creation.  

Many people Mistake the Archetype of Mother with the 
One of Father leading to a Nuptial Mystic which cannot exist 
in the purely Christian view. The Mother is not the Wife of 
the Father. The Wife is a Symbol of the Fall from Heaven, a 
Symbol of Mother’s Fall from the Sacredness of the Mother. 
The Name of Woman is that of the Mother as Fallen from 
Heaven. After the Fall, we Attempt a Sacralization of the 
Name of Woman, but, in truth, it is not possible. Woman 
means Anti-Mother. The Woman is Simple, without a Child, 
whereas the Mother is with the Child in her Arms. That is 
why the Mother of God is, Without Fail, with Christ the 
Child in her Arms, as Godly Icon.  

 
“I prostrate to Thy Icon for Thou truly Bearest God in 

Thy arms.”   
 (see “The Mother of God, the Icon of Hesychasm”). 
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Some forms of mysticism Call the Cosmic Mother the 
Primordial Androgynous, which is Incomplete, since the 
Mother is only with the Child in her Arms, never without 
Him. In the purely Christian Mystic view, they say that the 
Essence of the Woman is the Essence of the Son, that is, the 
Woman already has the Son in Herself, she only needs to 
Give Birth to him through the Holy Spirit, that is, through the 
Mystery of the Father-Marriage.  

The Woman as Essence of Mother is Vocation of Giving 
Birth to the Father’s Son. The Mother is not the Father’s Wife, 
she is the Mother of the Father’s Son. Please, Understand the 
subtlety. The Mother is the Equal of the Father because she 
Gives Birth to the Father’s Son, that is, she Mystically Gets 
the Father Himself Reborn. The Mother is also the Mother of 
the Father. Herein lies the Mystery of the Archetype of 
Mother. Paradoxically and Antinomically, God the Father 
Creates His Own Mother in the Creation.  

God the Father, the Creator, does not transform 
Himself in Creation, as Mother, instead, God Objectively 
Creates the Mother Herself whom should Give Birth, in 
Creation, to the very Creations of the Father. This means that 
God effectively Creates His Own Mother who Gets Him 
Reborn as Forms of Creation. The Mother is not the Father’s 
Wife, paradoxically, she is the Very Mother of the Father 
Himself as well, because the Mother Gives Birth to the Father 
into a Multitude of Children-Likeness of the Father.  

The Mother is not the Instrument or the Soil of the 
Father’s Seed out of whom the Father’s Sons are to be Born; 
the Mother is really the Very Mother of the Father too, Giving 
Birth to the Father not from the Seed of the Father but from 
the Seed of the Mother. If one does not understand this 
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Paradox of Mystery, one will falsify the true Archetype of 
Mother-Woman. The Mother of God as Cosmic Mother is in a 
different Vision, as opposed to the Cosmic Mother of the 
other Mystic beliefs.  

In the purely Christian vision, the Archetype of Mother 
is, consequently, as the Very Mother of God the Father, not as 
the Wife of the Father. God, in Creation, does not Make 
Himself into the Creation as in Pantheism, but He Allows 
Himself to be Created by the Creation. It is paradoxical that 
the very Creator should Let Himself be Created by His 
Creation. Please, understand well this purely Christian 
Supra-Logic. God Creates Mother Creation as Beginning of 
Creation.  

In Itself, God the Creator’s Work is the Image of 
Mother, it is the Very Mother Herself as Absolute Archetype. 
The Father, the Absolute Creator of the Mother, Lets Himself 
be Replaced by the Mother. After God Created the Plenary 
Mother, God has nothing left to Do, He Steps Aside and Lets 
the Plenary Mother Give Birth, in Creation, to the Father, 
because God Had Poured Himself Entirely into the Mother, 
and then the Mother Pours, into Multitude, That Father from 
the Essence of the Mother. This is where the Understanding 
lies.  

From an Iconic point of view, the Essence of the Mother 
is the Father, which is why the Mother can Get the Father 
Reborn as Sons of the Father. The Father’s Seed is already in 
the Mother as Archetype-Language of Father whom the 
Mother will Get Reborn as Son of the Father. The Mother’s 
Archetype exists in all Creation. The Laws of the Matter are 
the Seed of Father the Creator which, within the Mother-
Matter, become the Chemism - Forms of Creation, as 
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Likenesses of the Creator. But the Mother cannot Give Birth 
without the Father. Hence the Confusion, especially after the 
Fall from Heaven. The Father’s Role in Creation is the Setting 
in Motion of the Archetypes of Mother.  

Within Creation, He is Image of both Father and Mother. 
The Mother already has within Herself Sons-Children of 
Creation, but she needs the Image of Father-Man to set in 
Motion-Essence the Substance of Mother. Without God, the 
Creation cannot Multiply Itself, only God can, by Creating 
the Souls of Creation. This means precisely the Mother’s 
Mystery, that Her Essence is God the Father-Creator Who 
first needs to Create Himself so that the Mother has what to 
Give Birth to.  

More specifically, thus, the Archetype of Mother is the 
Archetype of Father Creator as Translated into Creation. The 
entire Archetype of Father is Poured within the Archetype of 
Mother, while the Mother has the Father, as Essence, within 
the Archetype of Son-Child. The Father does not Transform 
Himself into the Mother, but into the Essence of the Father’s 
Son, while the Father remains Unabsorbed by the Mother.  

The purely Christian Mystic tradition does not admit 
the Absorption-Loss in the Other. The Father does not get 
Lost in the Mother, instead, the Father’s Son gets Embodied 
into the Mother, while the Father remains still as Indestruc-
tible Father. Hence the paradox that God the Father Creates 
his very Own Mother who will Get Him Reborn, not as 
Father but as Father’s Son. In the non-Christian Mystic views, 
God as Father is Lost, He Transforms into the Cosmic 
Mother, into the Cosmic Nature, up to the Pantheist vision, 
up to God’s Reverse as Mother.  
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In Christianity, the Mother is not the Reverse of the 
Father but the Father’s Objective Creation as Mother of the 
Father’s Son, as the reverse of the Son, the Father remaining 
Beyond the Mother and unamalgamated with the Mother. 
God the Creator does not Blend with the Cosmic Mother al 
all, He remains Beyond her, but He Lets Himself be Reborn 
by her as Sons of His. Thus, the Sons of Creation are not the 
Father Himself, as in Pantheism, but Sons who are Different 
from the Father. We make these remarks so that we can Show 
what Personality consists of.  

All Diseases of the Woman are Diseases of Personality 
as Woman. The Woman’s Personality lies in what we have 
shown above and any Imbalance leads to Disease. The 
Woman Suffers the most due to her Un-fulfilment as Woman. 
The Man is exempt from this Complex of Fundamental 
Essential Fulfilment. The Man’s Fulfilment is on another 
Plane, as Direct Elevation towards God, whereas the Woman 
passes through the complicated Bypass of Creation, out of 
which she is then to Surface towards God. First, the Woman 
essentially Blends herself with the Creation and out of the 
Creation she Gives Birth to Herself, as Mystic, towards God. 
It is through the Son of God that the Woman reaches the 
Encounter with God, not directly without the Son-Child.  

But the Mystic of the Woman is Deeper than Man’s 
because it is a Double Mystic, once it is God’s Mystic, Who 
Transposes Himself into Creation and then it is Creation’s 
Mystic, who Gives Birth to God Again. The Man has only the 
Mystics of God’s Transposition and of the direct Dialogue 
with Him. The Woman does not Dialogue directly with God, 
except only through the Mediation of Creation. The Spiritual 
Fathers have understood this Sublime complex of the Mystic 
of the Woman.  
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Creation reaches Theosis before the Man, through the 
Mystic of the Woman, that is why the Mother of God is the 
most Spiritualized Creation (closest to Theosis) in Christianity, 
only Christ the Man being Equal in Spiritualization (Theosis). 
No Holy Man is the Equal of the Mother of God in the degree 
of Spiritualization, not only because She is the Mother of 
Christ, but also for Her Essence of Archetype of Mother in 
Direct correspondence with the Archetype of God the Father. 
The Catholics translate this fact into the idea of “Imaculata 
Conceptione.” They are mistaken in their Over-Estimation of 
One Single Woman, whereas actually the Archetype of 
Mother Itself is “Imaculata Conceptione,” the Absolute 
Chastity of the Archetype of Mother in Itself; it is the only 
way in which the Embodiment of the Essence of God the 
Father as His Son is possible.  

Without Absolute Chastity, Godhood cannot Embody 
in Creation. The Mother of Christ cannot Fall from Absolute 
Chastity once she literally Gave Birth to the Son of God, 
because it would be a Terrible Supra-Fall, worse even than 
Eve’s Fall. The Mother of God as Unique Person is a 
Fulfilment of the Beginning of All the other Fulfilments. The 
Mother of God as Person is Unique and Unrepeatable, but 
She is Imitable, just as the Person of Christ, who is Unique 
but Imitable by all the Followers of Christ.  

Christianity must be understood in the Supra-Logic of 
the Revealed Godly Trinity which unravels the pure 
Archetypes and These Archetypes Become then Models in 
Creation as well. It is not that the Creation gives the language 
of God but God’s already Plenary Language also gives 
Language to the Creation. 

Pantheists maintain that Creation is the Language of 
God Himself, whereas in Christianity first there is God’s 
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Plenary Language and This Archetypal Language is then 
Translated into Language of Creation, being at the same time 
a Dialog between the pure Language of God and the pure 
Language of Creation, without Amalgamation. The Creating 
Act is not the Producing of Godhood Language Itself, it is the 
Manifestation of the Already Archetypal-Plenary Godhood 
Language, which is Pre-existent and Beyond that of the 
Creation.  

This is the point where the Mystic of the Woman is 
confused with that of the Man. After the Fall from Heaven, 
the Logic of the Woman replaces the Logic of the Man. The 
Pantheist Logic is a Feminist Logic, as opposed to the purely 
Creationist Logic of Man.  

After the Fall from Heaven, the Woman takes God’s 
Place in Adam, replacing God as the Reverse of God, as 
Extension of God, as God’s Transformation as Creation. God 
Metamorphosizes, is Absorbed in Creation, hence the 
possibility of Pantheism. The Woman absorbs Adam, Brings 
Adam Down from God, whence we have the Fall from 
Heaven as Feminist Mystic, with Archetype in the Anti-
Mystic of the Devil-Serpent.  

After the Fall from Heaven, all the Sacerdotal Manly 
Archetypes change into the Magic of the Woman-Priestess, 
the Interruption of the Sacerdotal (Act). That is why Christ, 
the Great Hierarch, Must Come to Restore the Sacerdotal 
Priesthood over the Feminist Magic. The Woman is Absolute 
Church which cannot become Priesthood. The Woman as 
Priestess is Magic-Witchcraft, not true Sacerdotal. The Woman 
is the Church and Her Sublime (calling) is to be Absolute 
Church where the Priestly Christic-Eucharistic Sacerdotal 
Liturgy is Being Served. The Priesthood cannot be without 
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the Church and neither the Church without Priesthood, but 
they can neither be Confused nor can they ever be 
Amalgamated.                    

Here is the Woman’s Dramatic Plight, namely that she 
wants to Exit from her Natural Calling, hence the whole 
Complex. The Church is Equal to the Priesthood, the Woman 
is Equal to the Man, but they cannot Replace each other, nor 
Transform, or Separate, each must remain what each is, since 
in this state of reality lies the true Dignity. Each is Plenary in 
Himself/Herself and in filiation, but Neither One can be 
Absorbed to the other Side, as they are together only as 
Intertwinement and Mutual Dialogue.  

The Father is the Priesthood in Itself and the Mother is 
the Father’s Translation in Creation as Church, wherein the 
Liturgy of the Son is Born, the Fruition of the Priesthood and 
of the Church. Herein lies the whole Mystery. The Priesthood 
does not Change into Church, instead, it is Translated-
Created the Church-Mother, who has the Great Dignity of 
Giving Birth from Her very Self to the Son-Liturgy Himself, 
still Priesthood, Likeness of the Father.  

The Sublime of the Church is that it is Created from the 
Archetype of the Priesthood-Father and Gives Birth to the 
Priest-Son Himself. The Cosmic Mother is not the Priesthood-
Father Himself but His Creation as Church-Mother wherein 
the Service-Chanting-Ritual of the Father is Poured and out 
of whom the Liturgy-Son-Priest is Born. The Woman who 
does not understand these essential Archetypes will Still 
Suffer and will be Incurably Sick.  

Oh, Image of Mother, you have already Embodied 
within you the Image of the Son of God,  

As only this Image of Son makes you Image of Mother, 
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Mother being “Vocation” of Embodying the Son. 
First, there is the Image of Icon-Mother 
And out of the Image of Mother comes the Image of 

Woman, 
The Mother being the Embodiment of Son-Image of the 

Icon of the Father.  
Oh, Mystery that is chanted as it cannot be Spoken:  
God makes Himself Child in the Arms of the Mother of 

God 
And the Creation makes itself the Embodiment of the 

Son of God. 
Oh, Formidable Icon of the Mother of God, 
You Bear the Embodied God in your Arms 
And the Son of God Rests His Head upon your Heart . .. 
Heart of Mother, you are not an ordinary Love, 
You are a Particular Love of embodied Son. 
And your Vocation is to be Heart-Church of His Song. 
God Makes Creation with an Image of Icon-Mother, not 

Woman . .. 
The Archetype of Creation is the Icon with Image of 

Mother 
And then the Likeness of Mother is the Image of 

Woman. 
Eve destroys her own Icon of Mother, 
Kills the Image of the Son from her Heart 
And becomes Empty Lechery and Oblivion .. . 
Adam and Eve’s Encounter is not mere pleasure 
It is Sacerdotal Ritual of the Son’s Descent into 

Embodiment, 
Through the Priest Adam, the Son-Eucharist is Born in 

the Church-Eve. 
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Adam is not Eve’s Man but the Priest, Direct Image of 
God 

While Eve is not Adam’s Woman but Church of Creation 
And Both do not make Lechery but Serve the Liturgy of 

the Embodiment of God. 
 Poor Adam makes himself from Priest, a Slave 
And Eve makes herself a Witch who, without Adam’s 

Priesthood, 
Becomes Priestess of a Magic which Stabs the Child . .. 
That is why, after the Fall from Heaven, Christ the 

Great Priest Comes 
To Restore the True Priesthood which is the Signet of 

the Son, 
At once Restoring the True Church-Icon of Mother of 

God. 
Mother of God, you Gave Birth Anew to the Icon-Lost 

Image, 
You have Revived the Church of the Son of God, 
I prostrate to Your Icon for you truly Bear God in Your 

Arms.  
Woman, do not Kill Adam’s Priesthood through your 

Witchcraft. 
Adam, do not Kill the Church of Eve through your 

mere pleasure. 
Both of you, be Church and Priest to the Son’s 

Embodiment. 
The Plenitude of the Woman’s Love is not the Man but 

the Son, 
And the Plenitude of the Man’s Love is also the Son. 
In the Absence of the Son, there is only Murder and 

lechery. 
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Also, in God’s Absence, the Creation Self-Destructs. 
You, Woman, Elevate yourself to the Image of Church-

Mother of God, 
Your Mission is to be Holy as a Church, 
Just as Man’s Mission is to be Holy as a Priest. 
Both the Married Woman and the Single one is a 

Mother of God 
If she has Christ, the Son of God, in her Heart, 
And the Man, as well, if he has Christ in his Heart. 
Woman, do not Kill your own Church through the 

Magic of Lechery, 
Man, do not Kill your Priesthood through the Magic of 

the Woman, 
Both of you remain Church and Priesthood for the 

Embodiment of the Son of God. 
Make your Heart Mystic Church, 
Make your Soul Theology of Christ the Son Himself 
And make your Body the Knowledge-Metaphysics of 

Mystic and Theology. 
(see The Hesychast Ascent and Dialogue in Absolute) 

 
We took the liberty to tire you a little with these 

Remarks, so that you can understand what the Archetype 
Itself of Woman and of Man is. The Medicine of the Woman 
and of the Man must be in this Transcendental Significance. 
In order to treat the particular Diseases of the Man and of the 
Woman, we need to know what specific (traits) each of them 
has. Woman’s Medicine has its individual determinations.  

Freud and his School of Psychoanalysis have attempted 
a Deciphering of the Feminine Essence by mistaking the 
Subconscious of the Fall with the very essential Content. In 
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the Hesychast Medicine of the Woman, we start from the 
Woman’s very Conscience of Herself which is actually the 
Woman’s Transcendental Mission to Give Birth to New 
Creations that are at once direct Souls-Creations of God, the 
Only actual Creator.  

The Diseases of the Woman are thus linked with the 
condition of the Soul and are first and foremost Diseases of 
the Woman’s Personality-Conscience. The Woman’s 
Conscience is her Fulfilment in Giving Birth to Children. The 
Woman’s Corporal Energies are Cyclical to the effect of 
Giving Birth. The Woman’s Corporal Energies are Cyclical-
Monthly and then Annual. The Man’s are Solar.  

Medicine must take this into account. We have 
discussed previously the normal Energetic Circuits of the 
Body. From the Soul, the Place of the Heart, from the 
Movements of the Soul, the Three Essential Energies are 
Emanated, the Mental ones that Go Up in the Brain, the Vital 
ones that remain in the Heart, and the Accumulative ones 
which Descend into the Abdomen.  

In Men, the Solar Mental Energies have the tendency to 
channel the other Energies Up as well, whereas in Women, 
the Energies have the tendency to Descend for the Purpose of 
Giving Birth. It is the reason why the Woman has her 
Monthly Period. The Man frequently has Ascendant Diseases 
whereas the Woman has Descendent Diseases. Women are 
also rather Intelligent Mentally but their Energies are mainly 
Oriented in the Organs, hence the Specific Feminine Beauty.  

In a Woman, the Informational of the Body, of the 
Organic Forms, is Potentiated. In a Man, the direct 
Intellectual Informational Stands Out. In Woman, the Three 
Energies of the Body are Manifested in the Organic Forms, 
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whereas in Man they are manifested in the Intellect. The 
Woman has Organic Language directly. The Woman’s Mental 
is Oriented in the Language of the Organs. Any Organ of the 
Woman’s Body is a Language, whereas in a Man the Organs 
do not have a Sense in themselves but only as Instruments.  

In a Woman the Organs are not Instruments, they have 
Sense in Themselves. That is why the Organic Psyche is 
prevalent. The Woman suffers more in her Abdominal 
Organs, whereas the Man suffers in the Organs that are 
placed above the diaphragm. 

As for the Hesychast treatment, we recommend Women 
to manifest great Care for the Hygiene and for the Un-
blocking of the Abdominal Energies mostly. The Energetic 
Centre is similarly the One in the Heart. The Woman should 
Channel the Abdominal Energies Up towards the Heart. It is 
the very reason why the Chemism of the Woman’s Nutrition 
is vital. A type of Nutrition which is overly masculine will 
generate an excessive Organic Retention, causing the 
Acceleration of the Organic Functions Particular to the 
Woman, that is, those oriented for Giving Birth. The Woman 
must not Eat the Food that the Man Eats because it alters the 
Organic Functions towards the Masculine. The Japanese 
Macrobiotics records these things scientifically. The Woman’s 
Organs must be of Feminine Consistency and not of a 
Masculine one. This is an aspect which many people get 
wrong.  

Usually Foods is considered Yin or Yang, Acidic or 
Alkaline-Basic. In the Hesychast Medicine, we Relate that, 
besides these, there is a Third One, Neutral. Over these, there 
are also the two Principles, Feminine and Masculine. Usually, 
people mistake the Yin with the Feminine-Negative and the 
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Yang with the Masculine-Positive. You must understand that 
the Feminine and the Masculine are something different, they 
are the Specific in Itself. There is a Feminine and a Masculine 
of the Yin, and a Masculine and a Feminine of the Yang, as 
over these.  

This is where people must discern. The Yin-Acidic is 
the General Feminine, which has the Feminine as evidence 
(Front) and the Masculine as contained-hidden (Back). The 
Acidic-Yin also has within itself the Alkaline-Yang, but the 
Acidic is Manifest. The same thing is true for the Yang, it has 
the Masculine as Front-Evidence but it also has the Feminine-
Yin as Back-Contained. Thus, both types of Food Yin and 
Yang are in themselves Yin and Yang at once, but with 
specific manifestation.  

The Feminine Organs are Yin as Exterior and Yang as 
Interior. The Woman’s Organs must be Feminine at the 
surface, that is, Acidic, Moving, Transparent, Delicate, and in 
constant Movement-Change. On the Interior, however, the 
Woman’s Organs are Yang-Alkaline-Solid.  

In a Man, the Yang-Alkaline is on the outside and the 
Yin-Acidic is on the Inside, which means that the Masculine 
Organs Consume Inner Energy, whereas the Woman’s 
Organs Accumulates Energy in the Interior.  

One must understand this specific manifestation very 
well because it is of a vital importance in Diseases.  The 
Woman should not Eat Food that gets Retained as Exterior 
but Food that is Retained as Organic Interior, which explains 
Woman’s increased Energetic Resistance as opposed to the 
Man’s. Woman’s Organs must be Supple on the outside, but 
Full of Accumulative Energies on the Inside.  

Woman’s Organs must be like Batteries which Store 
Energies within. In a Man, the Energies are not Stored but 
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Transmitted, they are Explosive. This leads to a genuine 
Science of the Energetic Circuits which are specific to the 
Man and to the Woman.  

What is paradoxical is the fact that, in Organs, the Yin-
Acidic Foods change into Yang-Alkaline and the Yang-
Alkaline Foods turn Yin-Acidic into the Organs. Many 
Natural Therapists get tricked in this aspect.  

In our Diseases, there occur Nourishment Imbalances, 
there is Acidity-Fermentation either in the Interior of the 
Organs or in their Exterior. Many people do not take into 
Account the delimitation between the Exterior and the 
Interior, within the Same Organ. The Doctor sees that there is 
Acidity-Consumption in a certain Organ but he/she does not 
discern where this Acidity is, in the Interior of the Organ or 
in its Exterior. So, there naturally occur incomplete and 
mistaken Therapies.  

In the Hesychast Medicine, we stress the fact that one 
must discern with maximum attention where exactly the 
Acidity and the Alkaline is, in the Interior or in the Exterior 
of the respective Organ. Each Organ is at once Yin and Yang 
in the same Degree, but one part is as Exterior and the other 
as Interior. We normally consider either only the Interior part 
or the Exterior one, consequently there occur major errors in 
Therapy. Any Food is Double State as well, as Exterior Yin or 
Yang and as Interior likewise . ..  

In the Hesychast Medicine, we also relate another detail 
which has tremendous importance. Besides Yin and Yang 
there is also the Neutral. Without this Neutral, the Yin and 
Yang are also Misunderstood and Confused as Energetic 
Action. The Yin does not Transform itself into Yang, the way 
we usually think it does, it passes first into Neutral and, from 
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the Neutral which Contains both, it Releases the Yin or the 
Yang. For the Hesychast Medicine, the Neutral is much more 
Important than the distinction between Yin and Yang. It is 
out of the Neutral that the Imbalance between Yin and Yang 
occurs, not from these.  

 
B. Sacred-Therapy    
Woman, become Aware Anew of your Transcendental 

Essence.  Your Soul is pure Image of Creation, Image of 
Transcendental Mother, with the Mission and the Essence to 
Embody the Son of God. Woman, you are Essence of Church-
Chastity-Mother. Freud and the Psychoanalysts speak about 
the Woman’s Sex Complex. We have seen in the previous 
chapter that the Sex has its only Purpose in the Reproductive 
Organs with a view to the Child’s Body. Love and Caring do 
not Originate in the Organs of the Body but in the Depth of 
our Essential Soul.  

After the Fall from Heaven, the Authentic Love is 
Shrunk up to Oblivion, culminating in our Hyper-Sexualization. 
Woman, understand your transcendental Essence Beyond the 
Sex. Love is the very Conscience of the Soul Itself. Woman, 
do not reduce your Essence to Sex. Be stronger and overcome 
the Psychopathy of the Sex. The Sex has its Value in the 
Earthly Family.  

But we are first and foremost Divine-Sacred Family, we 
are God’s Children of Creation. Our First Family is the 
Transcendental Family. God has Born-Created us and we 
must respond in a Similar manner, to Get Him Reborn from 
Our Being. Understand this Essence. God the Uncreated One 
Makes a Real and Objective Creation, and the Creation Gets 
the One Uncreated-Creator Reborn, from Creation.  
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This is the transcendental Mystery of Creation. God’s 
Love-Conscience is Poured-Embodied in Creation and the 
Creation Responds as well, with its own Conscience-Love of 
Creation towards God’s Love. The Mystery of Absolute Love 
is Mutual Birth and Rebirth, otherwise it is not Love 
anymore. In the Absolute Love, there is no Absorption and 
Loss precisely because it has the Mystery of Birth and Rebirth 
at once. The Person-Conscience is part of the same Miracle, 
hence the Love-Conscience-Person, as Mystic, are one and the 
same, the same Transcendental Essence. You, as well, Woman, 
you are This Essence with the Mission to Respond with Love 
towards God the Creator, which means to Get Him Reborn 
from your Essential Soul. Your Essence is Giving Birth to the 
Son of God, an essence of Transcendental Mother.  

Whoever does not Give Birth to Christ the Son from 
within her Heart cannot find Salvation, cannot Fulfil the 
Transcendental Mission of her Life. The Transcendental 
Beatitude of Giving Birth to God from within our Being is the 
true Eternal Delight, over and above the relative organic 
pleasures. The Refusal of God throws us into the Lechery of 
the Sex, without the Transcendental Child.  

So, you, Woman, overcome the Psychopathy of Sex and 
elevate yourself to the Conscience of Transcendental Mother, 
the Conscience of Giving Birth to the Son of God from your 
Being. The Birth can be also Translated as Earthly Family, 
Birth of Children. But first, there is the direct Birth of the Son 
of God, which is a Birth in the Depth of our Essential 
Conscience.  

We see our Relationship with God as mere Informa-
tional Communication. We must understand that the genuine 
Transcendental Communication is an Objective One.  
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Formidable, God, is Your Love out of which You Give 
Birth to me, 

And it does not stop at that, yet Coming again inside of 
me 

As Embodiment into my Being, thus I Giving Birth to 
You as well. 

By Creating me, You Embody Your love into me 
And This Love Makes itself the Spark which I Get 

Reborn, 
From within my own Love, Getting You Reborn. 
 
So the first step of Feminine Therapy is the Woman’s 

Elevation to the Transcendental Conscience of her Mission of 
Giving Birth from her own Being to the Son of God, just like 
the Mother of God. The Mother of God is Two Times the 
Mother of the Son of God, once as Birth in her Essential 
Conscience and again as Personal Birth of Christ, which is a 
Unique Birth, only of the Mother of Christ.  

All Women are Followers of the Mother of God, they 
are not the Mother of God Herself. Thus, you, Woman, be the 
master of your Sex and place the Transcendental Love for 
God before that. When you Get Married, Associate the 
Transcendental Birth with the Birth of Actual Children who 
have the Image of the Son of God. If you do not Get Married, 
do not make the Psychopathy of the Sex, remembering that 
True Love is Birth of God, the Archetype of the Birth of 
Earthly Children.  

The Sex is an Extension in the Earthly World, but the 
Origin is in the Transcendental Birth which is the true Birth. 
With This Awareness, begin then the Treatment of the 
Diseases that you Suffer from. Read what is above and figure 
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out in which category of Disease you belong. Be careful, do 
not let your Bodily Energies to get Drained down. See again 
the chapter on the Unblocking of Energies, Understand the 
vital importance of Nutrition.  

As Woman, you should have Organs that are Yin on 
the outside and Yang on the Inside. It follows that you must 
Eat Food that does not ruin this balance. In order to have Yin 
on the outside, you must eat Food that is Yang but of a 
consistency that tends towards Neutral. Do not Eat a lot of 
Meat, Condiments and Sweets which give you Yin Acidity 
Inside the Organs. Eat a lot of Non-boiled Greens, Wheat, not 
sprout, and not as Bread either but as light Rusk (see the 
recipe of the non-baked Bread). Use Food that is Green and 
Yellow and less Red one. Red signals an energy that is Acidic, 
of Drainage, which weakens your Organs. Use Dairy but not 
much Cheese and Butter (even less). The Sweets should be 
from Fruit and not the refined ones. A lot of Meat and Eggs, 
Sweets and Fats, strong Cheeses, all of these Change your 
Balance between Yin and Yang and lead to Masculinization, 
even to Hyper-Sexualization.  

The Hormones are from Three Energies: Mental (what 
you think), Vital (what feelings you have) and from Food. If 
you Eat Food that is Yin of Yang in Excess, your Hormones 
will be accordingly. Do not Hyper-Hormonize with Sexual 
Thoughts and Feelings, nor with Food that already have 
Animal Hormones in it, such as Meat and Eggs in excess. The 
Woman’s Diseases are the same as in any Human Body, only 
in Feminine Energetic Circuits.  

Feminine Energies are Lunar Energies which Nourish 
themselves from Solar Energies. That is why a Woman’s 
Nutrition must be Solar, consisting from Vegetables, Surface 
Seeds, Fruit and much less Food from underground.  
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In the Hesychast Medicine, we record this Information 
so that people who Prescribe Dietetic and Natural Therapies 
might Know. The Woman has her own specific. The Man is 
built in the other Sense. Many Women complain that they 
cannot Bear Children or they cannot get married, or that they 
Suffer from Feminine Diseases since Childhood .. . Most of 
the Causes are found in the Masculine Nutrition Women use.  

Parents should be careful with the Nutrition of the Girls 
because it can generate, from early ages, serious Disturbances, 
even Diseases that are difficult to treat later. Women must 
have a Feminine Nutrition. Children, as well as the Elderly, 
must have a Nutrition that is Specific for their Age. The 
Children should be Fed with lots of Neutral Food, that is, 
Non-boiled and Living Food, first and foremost, and then 
with Yang Food which has Retention Energies instead of 
Acidic-Consumption. The Children are too restless because of 
the irregular Nutrition. The Sweets, boiled and fried Fats are 
very Acidic and they Destroy the Interior of their Organs 
which are precisely in their stage of Formation and Growing. 

Parents, be Aware, Take Care not to Kill your own 
Children. From the perspective of the Hesychast Medicine, 
we must make these Remarks. Other than that, you can use 
for your Diseases other useful Remedies which have been 
proven to work. Following these Hesychast practices 
suggested here, you will see truly efficient Results. 

But do not be Rigid. Hesychast Medicine is not Rigid 
but Wide-Ranging and Integral. It does not tell you not to Eat 
some Food at all, but to avoid those that cause Imbalance for 
you.  In some particular cases, though, indeed certain types 
of Food must be excluded. Children and Young Men, do not 
Hyper-Hormonize yourselves with Thoughts, Feelings and 
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Foods that are favourable for such Disturbances. Old people, 
stop Eating Dead Food because your Organs are no longer 
capable to transform them and you load yourselves with 
Toxins that Kill all the Scant Vitality which you have left. 
Whoever has Ears, Let them Hear. 
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Explosive and Retention Nutrition 
In the Hesychast Medicine, the Branching is: Neutral, 

Acidic-Yin, Alkaline-Yang, thus Trinity. And the most 
Important is the Neutral, out of which the Acidic and the 
Alkaline Come and wherein they both Return. Another 
Division of Nutrition in the Hesychast Medicine is Explosive 
Food and Accumulation-Deposit Food. Yin Food is, in turn, 
of two types: Explosive and of Deposit. Yang food, likewise, 
is Explosive and of Deposit. One must discern and identify 
them clearly as it has a tremendous importance in Therapy. 
We must know that there Are certain types of Food which 
Feed the Form of the Organs and types which Feed the 
Content of the Organs. This is a detail which is usually 
overlooked. Generally, it is not the Form that is considered 
but the Content.  

In Hesychast Medicine, every Food has an outer Form 
and a Content, the Form as Information and the Content as 
Structure. Neutral Food is all Non-boiled and Living, without 
considering the Yin or the Yang, which are Propensities of 
the Neutral towards Yin or Yang. The Neutral is the Balance 
over Yin and Yang as Supra-Form and Supra-Information. If 
one Eats only Neutral-Living Food, there occurs an inherent 
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Balance of what Needs to Become Yin or Yang inside the 
Organism, because the Neutral contains both and has both at 
its disposal. 

Those who choose an exclusively Natural Nutrition 
must not be rigid in their choice between Yin and Yang, 
when they only Eat Food that is Completely non-boiled, 
because the Neutral is over Yin and Yang and it contains 
Both at once. In a Diet that also contains Boiled Food, the 
difference between Yin and Yang is really vital. Thus, in the 
critical Diseases, all the Boiled and Killed Food must be 
removed from the Diet, so that the Organism is given the 
Chance to Choose what it needs, which we cannot discern. In 
Cancer, also the same Nutrition applies because one cannot, 
in all strictness, discern what type of Cancer it is, and only 
completely Neutral-Non-boiled nutrition can help the 
Organism Balance itself.  

Neutral Food, after it enters the Organism, Divides 
itself into Yin and Yang according to the needs of the Body. 
But one must know that Food of Animal Origin, even if Non-
boiled, becomes Explosive Food and not Of Deposit in 
Organs, they become Food of Consumption and Exit (instead 
of Retention). So you must exert caution with Animal Food 
like Milk and Cheeses, even if they are Non-boiled. That is 
why, when it comes to more critical Diseases, Dairies must 
also be avoided, even if they may seem the most Valuable 
Food. Dairy products Nourish the Exterior of the Organs, but 
not their Interior, so that, when we speak about Diseases of 
Structural Degeneration, Dairy products rather Destroy than 
Restore the Organs.  

Vegetal Food is the Food of Structural Deposit-
Accumulation-Retention, on condition that they are not Boiled, 
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but Living and Raw. There is also Explosive Vegetal Food such 
as Excess Fats and Proteins, as well as Sweets. Again, in cases 
of critical Diseases, one must exert great Caution, just have 
small bites of these, but use instead more Wheat and Oily 
Seeds with caution. Learn to prepare Bread without baking, 
just Drying it (see the recipe in the chap. Fasting). 

Wheat and Rice are the Wonder Food in all Diseases, 
but not Boiled (see the information provided in chap. 
Fasting), from Fruit only those which the Organism can 
tolerate should be used, and they should also be neither too 
Sour nor too Sweet. Likewise, Condiments should be in very 
small quantity.  

In the Hesychast Medicine, we also make a relevant 
Correlation with the Colour of the Food, because Colour is an 
Informational Clue regarding the Propensity of a Type of 
Food as Explosive or Deposit, of Nourishing the Structure or 
the Form of the Organs. Red Food is normally that which 
Nourishes the Form-Exterior and generates Acidity and Inner 
Consumption. So that in the case of the Diseases of Organic 
Structures, Red Food should be Avoided, the Green and 
Yellow should be Used because they are Retained in the 
Structures of the Organs. Women should avoid Red Food, 
and so should Young Boys and Girls because they could slip 
easier into precocious Lechery. Anxious People as well 
should avoid them, although a lot of Red is Consumed 
through the Nerves and there may be the Need for 
Compensation. In Nervous Diseases, the same Yellow and 
Green Food is recommended, since they Strengthen the 
Organic Structures which are thus protected from being 
Consumed through exterior agitation. The Energies from the 
Waist-Diaphragm Down are Red. Those of Lungs and Heart 
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are Yellow and those of the Head are Blue-Greenish. Figure 
out what category of Disease you Fit into and use the 
respective Colour of Food. Be Careful to Discern the Diseases 
of Organic Structure from the Diseases of Organic Form.  

In Hypertension, there is no need for Red but a lot of 
Green instead. In the Heart Disease, there is the Need for a 
lot of Yellow-Greenish Food. In the Nervous Diseases, as well 
as those of the Head, the Green Food is mostly recommended. 
In the Diseases of the Underbelly and its close-located 
Organs, Red Food is needed if there is a Hypo-function and 
Yellow-Greenish in case of Hyper-function. In Ulcers and 
Colitis, because the Exterior parts are affected, Red is 
recommended, together with a lot of Green.  

The Liver and Pancreas need a lot of Yellow and Green, 
at the same time, the Yellow Nourishes the Exterior and the 
Green Feeds the interior Structure. A useful Clue is that the 
Green Feeds the Interior and the Yellow and Red Feed the 
Exterior of the Organs. That is why, what is mostly 
recommended is a Type of Nutrition which has at once all the 
Three Colours, so that the Organs can extract themselves 
what they need most. Thus, in very critical Diseases, all three 
colours should be used at once but in small quantities and 
then in higher degree according to the Form of the Disease, 
but still retaining a small dose of each colour. The Presence of 
the Three Colours is the best balance.  

In the Hesychast Medicine, we insist on the Neutral 
Foods regardless of Colour, Non-boiled and particularly 
Seeds. Over 50% should be Grains, Wheat especially, a 
percentage should be Vegetal and another part Oily Seeds. 
Dairy and other similar Food should only be considered in 
very small quantities. I know it can seem difficult and 
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Tasteless, but there is very little choice in Disease and one 
must do one’s best to Remedy the Disease. Use other Medical 
Remedies prescribed by your doctors at the same time, but 
do take into consideration these Aspects related before. Do 
not be Rigid using only Certain Remedies. The Hesychast 
Medicine is also one of Soul and Body. Only as Integrality 
can you find your Healing.  
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A Therapeutic Model 
Let us schematically draw the Model of Hesychast 

Sacred-Therapy. Regardless of the Disease you Suffer from, 
begin with the Remembrance and Awareness of the Integral 
reality of Body and Soul. The Hesychast Medicine is Double 
Medicine, of Body and Soul at once and in Intertwinement. 
Then, Identify your Diseases, both of Soul and of Body (see 
again the respective chapters). Sacred Therapy has Three 
Branches: 

1) Therapy of the Holy Grace,  
2) Therapy of the Soul,  
3) Corporal Energetic Therapy.  
The Therapy of the Soul cannot begin without the Re-

entering - Re-sacralization in the pure Divine Grace, in God’s 
Work. “Without Me, you can do Nothing,” says the Lord. We 
have Come out of God’s Creative Power and the Restoration of 
Health in our Diseases can only be done through His Power. 

If you want a genuine and realistic Hesychast therapy, 
start with the Therapy of the Holy Grace. Make Peace with 
God before starting anything else. If you are a more 
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conscientious Believer, Confess, so that you have nothing 
weighing on your Soul. If your Soul is Closed and Petrified, 
your Body will also be Closed to any medical Remedy. The 
Opening starts from the Soul. After this Revival of the Soul, 
figure out which specifically are the Diseases of the Soul you 
Suffer from more.  

See the previous chapters about that topic. Try every 
specific Remedy accompanied by the recommendations of 
conventional Medicine but without contradiction. You can 
use Baths, Massages, Acupuncture, Homeopathy, but as far 
as synthetic pharmaceutical drugs are concerned be careful, 
because any Chemical Drug is Toxic and even if it may help 
apparently, on the other hand, it causes a lot of harm.  

In Hesychast Medicine, the excess of Chemical Medicine 
is typically avoided, one resorts to Natural Medicine from the 
Living Food. Use Tea obtained not through Boiling but 
through Infusion in Water until the next Day or longer. 
Boiled Water is also harmful because, through boiling, the 
Salts from the Water Precipitate and are Deposited as Stones. 
Disinfect Water with Garlic or Onion Juice, but do not Boil it. 
Never Drink too much Water at once, not more than a 
quarter of a glass. It is better to drink more often. In case of 
Diarrhea, you can use Water with Garlic Juice but one Spoon 
only, not more, every quarter of an hour. It is an art to Drink 
Water only by Tasting it, and it is the only way in which it is 
literally Nourishing.  

In the Corporal Energetic Diseases, the Hesychast 
Medicine first aims to restore the Energetic Circuits (see the 
chapter “Energetic Unblocking”). Then, Nutrition would be 
the most vital thing. Many people will think that we are 
advocates of an exclusively Natural Therapy.  
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We take into Consideration the Awareness of the 
Reality as it Is, not a certain medical orientation. We have 
already described the importance and effects of Living, Non-
boiled Food. The most Valuable Nutrition is the Neutral one 
which, first and foremost, means Food that is not Killed.  

You, the Sick person, do not Introduce Food with Killed 
Memories into your Body if you wish to Revive the very Life 
in the Organs of your Body. Be Aware that Any Killed Food 
becomes another Killing within your Body. If you Want Life, 
Nourish yourself with Life. There is no other Way.  

Before it all, we Recommend the Living-Neutral Food 
and then partial Fasting and total Fasting. First, it is 
necessary for the Microbial Flora to Change in the Intestines. 
All the Residues in our Intestines, coming from the Boiled 
and Killed Food, from Meat and Fermented Dairy, produce a 
Microbial Flora that is very Acidic and Toxic.  

By Changing this Nutrition with a Living one, the 
Microbial Flora Changes as well. Thus, when you begin 
Eating Non-boiled Food, you will suffer some Disturbances, 
the Old Microbial Flora refusing to admit the New one . .. In 
the beginning, you will have trouble liking Non-boiled Food, 
but do not give up .. . In time, you will reach a point when 
you will not tolerate the Boiled one. Raw Food will be 
Rejected at first by your Stomach, so it is advisable to Eat 
only a little and more often, with separate Foods, with mixed 
Food as little as possible.  

Be careful, use some Condiments until you are able to 
Eat Raw Uncooked Food. You can use Pickles and even some 
Salt in the beginning, but only in your Mouth a little, so that 
you can Ingest the Food to pass into your Stomach. Do not 
Give Up. After a Week or Two, you will enter into the new 
normality.  
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Also take care to Eat Enough so that you do not Feel 
Weak. The Hesychast Living Food is Nutrition for a Normal 
Life, not like before. Thus, Eat the Non-baked Wheat Bread as 
we related in the previous chapters about Fasting. You can 
also use some Bread Crumb without any Crust, which has 
many Toxic Inorganic Salts.  

Instead of Oil, Crush some Walnut Kernel or Pumpkin 
Seeds. You must Force yourself to Eat Well, so that you can 
Restore the Living Food from your Sick Organs. Due to the 
Living Food, most Diseases Begin already to Alleviate.  

In the case of Old Diseases with Blocked Circuits, there is 
the necessity for a longer period, for Total Fasting of a few days 
in the beginning and then even more, according to Strength. If 
one obeys the regimen of Entirely Living Nutrition, there is no 
need for the Total Fasting to be so Strict, which means too long. 
The total Fasting has an extraordinary value, especially in cases 
of Cancer, it is the Most Miraculous Remedy, but if one uses 
the exclusively Living Nutrition, the Situation will be entirely 
Changed. Living Nutrition with no Food of Animal Origin, that 
is, without Dairy, already Stops Any Cancer from Advancing. 
If one also adds Total Fasting to that, the Healing Begins. Thus, 
the Entirely Living Nutrition, Without Food of Animal Origin, 
is the first Step in any Disease.  

Then, according to the State of the Disease one can use 
Dairy, still Non-boiled, the Meat being avoided with no 
exception, just like Eggs and Fish.  

After the Therapy, one can slowly start the Transition to 
a normal Nutrition, but carefully, the most part continuing to 
consist of Living Food. We make these Recommendations 
from practical Experience. Be careful, in very critical cases you 
must put yourself under the supervision of a Doctor because, 
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if you also get help from other Remedies besides the Hesychast 
one, you will be able to make the whole Treatment. 

Do not be rigid. During the periods of Total Fasting 
there is the need for Enemas. Do not rush Blindly into it. If 
you are eager, start with a Completely Living Nutrition and 
you will soon Become Convinced of the Efficiency of this 
Treatment, getting to feel the Alleviation. Be very Careful 
when you start with the Living Food. Make sure you Have all 
that you Need, enough Wheat and vegetables, Oleaginous 
Seeds, Fruit, because otherwise, instead of helping your 
condition, you will Deplete even the remaining Strength you 
have left. You must Eat Enough Living Food which can 
Realistically Nourish you, otherwise you will not get the 
expected result. Those of you who have Ulcers and Colitis, do 
not be Intimidated by Raw Food. We recommend that you 
eat a lot of Wheat as Unbaked Bread, while the Vegetables, if 
you Eat them in small amounts and often, in time, you will 
become able to tolerate and assimilate them well.  

For your appetite, you can use some Condiments but in 
very small amounts, only for the taste on your Tongue, very 
little of it should reach the Stomach. If the Liver reacts with 
Regurgitation and Vomiting, again do not be frightened 
because it will get Used to the Food. There is truly a Resistance 
which the organism Puts up against Life. The Organs that are 
full of Dead Memories simply do not tolerate Nutrition with 
Living memories. We must Insist. Do not mix Food with Sweet 
fruit, because, especially in the beginning, they will Ferment 
and produce a lot of gas. The fruit must be eaten before or a 
few hours after the Meal. Pick your Food according to 
Preference and avoid that which makes you feel Noxious. 

There is no Strictness related to what kind of Food  
you Eat, the only condition is that it should be completely  
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Non-Boiled and not too Sour nor too Sweet. Some people 
Recommend only certain Types of Food, which is a formality, 
except for the Critical Diseases when there is a need for very 
Selective Nutrition. Living Food is the Secret of the Life of the 
Organs. But, at the same time, the mystery of Organic Life is 
the Living (state) of the Soul and the Life of the Soul, leaving 
aside Hatred, Enmity and all the Sins which bring on 
Damnation. 

Do not Neglect the Therapy of the Holy Spirit, through 
the Church Sermons and Sacraments, Holy Water, Holy 
Ointment and the Eucharist. These are not Psychotherapies 
and Self-Suggestion but Real Holy Energetic Remedies of the 
Holy Spirit. The Grace of the Holy Spirit is a Real Objective 
Energy, even if we do not Acknowledge it.  

Try it and you will be Convinced. We, through the 
Hesychast Medicine, are not offering you a Rigid Dogmatic 
Therapy, we are Sharing with you a Mystical Spiritual 
Experience that has been around for Centuries and Millennia. 
If it is Useful to you, through your own Practice and 
experience, by all means, adopt it. So practice This Medicine 
in the Context of an Integral general Medicine. 
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